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Abstract
Atherosclerosis is a complex inflammatory disease which may be triggered by an ele-
vated transport of lipid-carrying macromolecules from the blood into the arterial wall.
Its non-uniform distribution has been attributed to local variations in wall shear stress.
Intramural stresses and strains are regularly overlooked, despite their heterogeneous dis-
tribution and direct effect on vascular cell morphology and function.
Stenotic flow models of atherosclerosis inadvertently alter both fluid and solid stresses.
Using a tapered flow modifying cuff, wall uptake of plasma macromolecules was investi-
gated in the murine carotid artery. The greatest uptake occurred just upstream, the site
which has previously been observed to later develop vulnerable atherosclerotic plaques.
Uptake was also elevated, but to a significantly lesser extent, just downstream. Flow
simulations and the effects of reversing cuff orientation on wall permeability, indicated a
role for solid, as well as fluid stresses. Structural simulations revealed that steep spatial
and cyclic stress/strain gradients occur at the cuff margins. When fluid-structure inter-
action effects are included, transmural pressure and circumferential stress and strain are
reduced downstream.
Arterial branch sites exhibit large variations in biomechanical factors and a predilection
for atherosclerotic lesions. Motivated by the need to accurately map strains around
branch openings, a novel method was developed to determine in vivo strain in animal
4
models using vascular corrosion casts. A study focused on the descending thoracic rabbit
aorta demonstrated its efficacy.
Assessing the anatomical correlation of atherosclerosis with biomechanical localising fac-
tors is hindered by spatial autocorrelation, which tends to exaggerate significance, and
by the use of aggregate data, which artificially inflates correlation coefficients. A com-
parison of four statistical tests for assessing spatial correlations highlighted substantial
differences in obtained significance when applied to maps of wall shear stress and three
putatively related arterial properties. A fifth test specific to aggregate data was pro-
posed and applied. Appropriate application of these techniques will help to establish the
relative importance of fluid and solid mechanics in atherogenesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Atherosclerosis is characterised by the focal accumulation of lipids, cells and fibrous pro-
teins within the walls of large and medium-sized arteries. Manifested in its early stages by
fatty streaks within the fetal arterial wall, progressive accumulation can cause the devel-
opment of advanced raised plaques with a propensity to rupture. Thrombosis triggered
by plaque disruption may occlude distal vessels resulting in the clinical complications
of the disease, especially heart attacks and strokes. Collectively, cardiovascular patholo-
gies continue to be the leading cause of death globally and the public health burden is
expected to increase (World Health Organisation, 2015; Mozaffarian et al., 2015). Of
these, atherosclerosis in conjunction with thrombosis has the greatest mortality rate; an
estimated 17.5 million deaths occurred in 2012 from cardiovascular disease, of which 7.4
and 6.7 million were attributed to heart attacks and strokes respectively (World Health
Organisation, 2015).
Various risk factors have been established for atherosclerotic disease (see Beaglehole and
Magnus, 2002). Modifiable factors include hypertension, obesity, elevated cholesterol
levels, tobacco use and diabetes. Non-modifiable factors include gender, ethnicity and
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age. The findings of large-scale clinical studies indicate that intervention to reduce risk
would be necessary as early as childhood to limit the progression of early atherosclerosis
(Wissler, 1991; Tracy et al., 1995).
Whilst systemic factors may govern the prevalence and severity of atherosclerosis, they
cannot account for its most striking feature; that is, its highly non-uniform distribution
throughout the arterial system. Even when the disease has developed to a life-threatening
extent at one site, others can remain essentially disease free. Post mortem and in vivo
studies have identified areas of branching and high curvature as high disease frequency
sites. The geometries of these regions give rise to local disturbances in blood flow, an
observation which has supported the long standing view that haemodynamics play an
important role in the pathogenesis of the disease. Particularly implicated is wall shear
stress (WSS), the frictional force, per unit area, between the blood and the artery wall.
The hypothesis that sites of lowWSS are athero-susceptible, first postulated by Caro et al.
(1971), has become the accepted consensus though more recent studies also implicate
multidirectional shear gradients (Ku et al., 1985; Peiffer et al., 2013b). The association
is evidenced by numerous in vivo and in vitro studies, and the exquisite shear sensitivity
of arterial cellular function may provide a mechanism for disease initiation (Malek et al.,
1999; Cunningham and Gotlieb, 2005; Davies, 2009).
However WSS is not the only mechanical force to exhibit variation at disease prone sites.
Elevated intramural stress (IMS) also occurs at disease prone sites but is rarely considered
a primary factor in atherogenesis. IMS, which occurs throughout the thickness of the
arterial wall, arises from blood pressure rather than blood flow. Geometric discontinuities,
such as branch mouths and bends, cause a local increase in the intensity of the stress
field. Cyclic variation in wall strains, driven by the pulsing intraluminal pressure, may
also play an important role. Increased distension can increase arterial permeability at the
inner surface whilst restricting transport out of the wall due to compaction (Meyer et al.,
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1996; Dabagh et al., 2009; Tedgui and Lever, 1987). The potential for wall mechanics
to contribute to the localisation of atherosclerosis is supported by studies showing that
a reduction of IMS or cyclic wall deformation inhibits disease in experimental animal
models (Thubrikar et al., 1988; Tropea et al., 2000).
Increasingly, in vitro models incorporate both shear and stretch with results suggesting
stretch enhances the effects of shear on morphology (Moore et al., 1994a), mediates
vasoactivity (Wang et al., 1993; Awolesi et al., 1995; Qiu and Tarbell, 2000a) and can
stimulate monocyte adhesion (Cheng et al., 1996). A number of in vivo studies have
found close correlations between patterns of disease and intramural stresses and strains
(Delfino et al., 1997; Kaazempur-Mofrad et al., 2003; Ohayon et al., 2011b), and there
may be a certain synergy between these and WSS that creates the ideal environment for
disease initiation (Zhao et al., 1995; Dancu et al., 2004).
Given that atherosclerosis is a multifactoral disease at the systemic level, it is the view
of this thesis that disease localisation cannot be attributed to one single biomechanical
factor. The relationship between shear and atherosclerosis remains under contention;
recent papers have highlighted the sensitivity of apparent correlations to the considered
length scales and data reduction (Peiffer et al., 2013c; Timmins et al., 2014). At certain
disease sites such as the apex of the carotid bifurcation and downstream of the sinus in the
internal carotid (see DeBakey et al., 1985; Park et al., 2010), neither low or oscillatory
WSS exist (Zarins et al., 1983; Ku et al., 1985). An improved understanding of the
distribution of the forces and deformations sensed by the arterial wall, and their relative
importance in disease models is crucial to resolving remaining inconsistencies in the WSS
hypothesis. In general, considering disease localisation has already revealed numerous key
stages in the initiation of lipid accumulation and is likely to reveal many more. Knowledge
of the influence of stress/strain concentrations may improve the ability to predict sites of
future occurrence.
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Presented in the following chapter is a discussion of the role of mechanical forces in
atherosclerosis with particular emphasis on intramural stresses and strains, which offer
a novel explanation for some of the complexities of the disease. Before reviewing the
relevant literature, it is useful to introduce some background theory. The basic structure
of the artery and the functional roles of its constituents are outlined in Section 1.1. The
pathophysiology of the atherosclerosis in both humans and experimental animal models is
detailed in Section 1.2. Sections 1.3 and 1.4 present the basics of the fluid and structural
mechanics of arteries. The evidence supporting both atherosclerosis localisation theories
and confounding factors are discussed in the Sections 1.5 to 1.7. Finally the research
aims of the thesis are laid out and the content of each chapter summarised.
1.1 Structure of the arterial wall
This description follows accounts given in Humphrey (2002) and McDonald (2011) unless
otherwise stated. The healthy arterial wall is a composite structure, composed of three
concentric layers: the intima, the media and the adventitia, shown schematically in Figure
1.1. Each layer has a distinct composition and serves a specific function. The intima, the
innermost layer and the thinnest, is composed (almost exclusively) of the endothelium, a
monolayer of endothelial cells (ECs), attached to a thin basement membrane. Note this
is the idealised case and it will be shown in Section 1.2.1 that the presence of smooth
muscle cells (SMCs) in this layer at certain sites may still be indicative of a healthy artery.
The ECs are in direct contact with the luminal blood and are, in part, responsible for
regulation of arterial tone through the production of the vasodilators such as nitric oxide
(NO) and the vasoconstrictor endothelin-1 (ET-1). ECs also function as a semi-selective
barrier, governing the transport of water, nutrients, electrolytes and larger molecules
from the blood into the sub-endothelial space. This transport may happen through both
paracellular and transcellular routes.
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Figure 1.1: Three layer structure of the healthy arterial wall and it major constituents.
The media is a musculoelastic layer, within which are closely packed layers of elongated
SMCs between elastin and some collagen fibres. The ratio of medial elastin to SMC -
whether an artery is termed elastic or muscular - is dependent on location in the body.
The largest arteries close to the heart, such as the aorta and its main branches, have a
medial layer rich in elastin. The elastin fibres are so closely packed that they resemble
continuous sheets known as lamellae, with only a single layer of SMCs between each. The
thickest of these, the internal elastic lamina (IEL) marks the boundary between the intima
and media. Both the IEL and other lamellae are fenestrated facilitating mass transport
across the wall. The structural role of the lamellae is elastic compliance, allowing the
artery to withstand the pressure pulse from the heart. The SMCs, each surrounded
by a matrix of collagen fibrils, and thicker collagen fibres running alongside lamellae,
are arranged in two helical families, though with a sufficiently small pitch that their
arrangement may be considered circumferential (Gasser et al., 2006). This structured
arrangement adds to the medias ability to resist pressure loads.
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In smaller arteries, the media is abundant in SMCs with a reduced elastin content. Often
only the IEL and a lamina separating media from the adventitia (the external elastic
lamina) are clearly visible. SMCs are contractile, actively controlling arterial diameter
under different flow demands. In these muscular arteries, the pitch of the helical families
of SMCs is much larger and cells more elongated than in elastic arteries (Todd et al.,
1983; Rhodin, 2011). This arrangement and morphology facilitates rapid contraction and
dilatation. Activation of SMCs occurs through binding ET-1 to receptors on the cell
surface, diffusion of NO through the cell membrane where it binds to soluble guanylate
cyclase, or nerve stimulus from the neighbouring adventitia.
The outermost layer, the adventitia, provides mechanical support and tethers the artery
to the surrounding tissue. It is composed mainly of fibrous connective tissue, the bulk of
which is helically arranged collagen fibres; again these can be divided into families but the
angles of the individual fibres are more dispersed than in media (Gasser et al., 2006). The
collagen fibres are generally slack with a undulating appearance under normal arterial
pressures, but become load bearing at high tensile stresses to limit over distension of the
vessel. A network of nutrient delivering capillaries, the vasa vasorum, is also found in the
adventitia of the larger arteries. Whilst the inner portions are nourished by diffusion from
the luminal blood, the more distant outer layers require a separate blood supply; in the
very largest, vasa vasorum penetrate the outer media. A perivascular nerve supply within
the adventitial layer also mediates arterial tone through stimulation of adrenoreceptors
located on the SMCs.
1.2 Pathogenesis of atherosclerosis
Many hypotheses about the initiation of atherosclerosis have been proposed, the most
dominant of which are the insudation (or lipid) theory (Virchow, 1856; Anitschkow, 1933;
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Fry, 1987; Hansson et al., 2006) and the response-to-injury theory (Ross, 1993, 1999;
Libby, 2002). The two are not mutually exclusive though; blood borne lipids have a
central role in both and atherosclerosis could be described as a chronic inflammatory
disease by either. The key difference between them lies in whether inflammation occurs
prior to or following lipid infiltration.
According to the current lipid theory (see Hansson et al., 2006), atherosclerosis is initi-
ated as follows. Lipid, specifically low-density lipoprotein (LDL), infiltrates the intima.
If the rate of influx is greater than that of efflux, LDL begins to accumulate. Once in
the intima and isolated from plasma antioxidants, LDL is subject to oxidation. The
presence of oxidized LDL acts as a chemoattractant for white blood cells via stimula-
tion of the overlying ECs; surface expression of cellular adhesion molecules is increased.
Passing white blood cells thus adhere to the endothelium and subsequently infiltrate the
intima. It is specifically monocytes and T-lymphocytes that are recruited, mainly medi-
ated by vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1) and intercellular adhesion molecule-1
(ICAM-1). Sub-endothelial monocytes differentiate into macrophages, a process governed
by cytokines produced by ECs and activated macrophages already present in the intima.
Activated macrophages express scavenger receptors for oxidised LDL. On binding, these
macrophages engulf the oxidized LDL, becoming foam cells; its is the presence of these
that is the hallmark of the initial fatty streak lesion. The key stages are shown schemat-
ically in Figure 1.2.
The lipid theory is supported by numerous clinical studies reporting a correlation between
plasma LDL levels and the incidence of cardiovascular disease (see for example Kannel
et al., 1979). Anitschkow’s work from the early 20th century, which forms much of the
basis for the lipid hypothesis, was one of the first to demonstrate such a correlation
in rabbits; a cholesterol rich diet induced lipid filled lesions in the aorta. Furthermore
clinical interventions that lower LDL levels, such as statin therapy, diminish the risk of
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Figure 1.2: The initiation of atherosclerosis: fatty streak formation. LDL infiltrates the intima,
where it becomes oxidised. Passing monocytes migrate through the endothelium, differentiate
into macrophages and engulf oxidised LDL to become foam cells.
cardiovascular events (Scandinavian Simvastatin Survival Study, 1994).
The response-to-injury theory first formulated by Ross et al. (1977)1, varies in that the
initial inflammatory response may not necessarily be triggered by the presence of oxidized
LDL in the intima. It was originally proposed that endothelial denudation was the initi-
ating event, perhaps occurring via known risk factors such as hypertension. Endothelial
injury triggers platelet adhesion and subsequent release of platelet derived growth factor
(PDGF). This promotes SMC proliferation, another feature of developing lesions (see
Section 1.2.3). However most lesions are now known to be covered by an intact endothe-
lium (Stary et al., 1994; Taylor et al., 1989), and early stage lesions generally contain
more macrophages than SMCs (Stary et al., 1994)2. This prompted a modification of
the theory to implicate endothelial dysfunction instead (Ross, 1993). In its modern form,
1Virchow proposed the initiating role of inflammation in atherosclerosis from as early as the mid 19th
century
2Intimal thickenings, focal SMC rich bulges in the arterial wall, are considered physiological rather
pathological (see Section 1.2.1)
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it is almost undistinguishable from the aforementioned lipid theory, except it postulates
that endothelial activation via intimal LDL accumulation is not a requirement for lesion
initiation. This reflects the fact that fatty streaks are seemingly present in all populations
regardless of blood LDL levels (Wissler, 1991). Instead factors such as haemodynamic
stresses and smoking may trigger activation of pro-inflammatory genes; increased perme-
ability is a hallmark of inflammation, thus lipid infiltration is increased.
Regardless of the initial trigger, atherosclerosis is marked by a chronic inflammatory re-
sponse throughout its evolution; inflammatory processes are also thought to contribute to
the degradation of advanced lesions that causes thrombotic events (Libby, 2002). Lesion
progression is slow - they typically remain clinically silent for decades - but advances
through a series of well documented stages as detailed in the following sections. There
is some evidence that fatty streaks develop at sites of adaptive intimal thickening, with
some authors suggesting the latter facilitates lipid accumulation. In addition, it appears
intimal thickening is a natural remodelling response to altered mechanical stresses and
hence warrants discussion.
1.2.1 Intimal thickening
As stated in Section 1.1, the intima is generally considered to consist of a single layer of
endothelial cells overlying a thin layer of subendothelial tissue devoid of cells. However
intimal thickenings are known to exist in human arteries, first appearing in utero (Robert-
son, 1960a; Matturri et al., 2003). These are characterised by accumulations of SMCs
and matrix fibres between the endothelium and IEL, and may appear to protrude into
the lumen (Stary et al., 1992). Intimal SMCs are axially rather than circumferentially
oriented, and occasionally a bundle of similarly oriented cells exists in the neighbouring
media (Robertson, 1960a). The IEL can appear fractured (Robertson, 1960a; Weninger
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et al., 1999). The presence of intimal thickenings is often related to altered haemody-
namic stresses, in part due to their siting at branch ostia and bends. Termed eccentric
intimal thickenings (or cushions) when focal in nature, they have been observed in coro-
nary, internal carotid, cerebral, popliteal, brachial and renal arteries, and in the fetal
aorta (Velican and Velican, 1975; Weninger et al., 1999; Robertson, 1960a; Clark et al.,
1973; Stehbens, 1997; Meyer et al., 1980). Their morphology and the progression of cush-
ions with age has prompted the theory that they are a normal physiological response
to increased IMS and deformation with growth (Robertson, 1960a,b). Stehbens (1996)
further postulates that the proliferation of SMCs in the intima is a reparative response
to fatigue induced damage to the wall constituents caused by cyclic distension.
That intimal thickening is an adaptive response to wall tension is also supported by the
presence of diffuse thickenings, which encompass the full vessel circumference, away from
branch sites in the coronary arteries (Nakashima et al., 2002). These vessels are subject
to extreme deformations and thus longitudinally orientated intimal SMCs may normalise
IMS (Velican and Velican, 1979). Diffuse intimal thickening has also been observed in
infant aortas (Movat et al., 1958; Nakashima et al., 2002); Zarins et al. (1996) note that
the closure of the ductus arteriosus after birth results in a large pressure increase in aortic
pressure. A similar arterial response is observed in hypertension (Virmani et al., 1991).
Stretch-induced arterial injury from balloon angioplasty is known to induce intimal SMC
proliferation (usually termed intimal hyperplasia); this response agrees with the original
response-to-injury hypothesis postulated by (Ross et al., 1977).
It should be noted that intimal thickenings have also been associated with blood flow.
Intimal cushions in the fetal umbilical and uterine arteries may act to regulate perfusion
via SMC contraction (Monie, 1945; Whyte et al., 2001). In the carotid bifurcation,
non-atherosclerotic intimal thickenings may serve to maintain optimal shear levels at
sites of otherwise low, oscillatory WSS (Zarins et al., 1983; Glagov et al., 1995), though
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maintenance of tensile stress is also implicated (Masawa et al., 1994). Fourman and Moffat
(1961) proposed that raised cushions around the orifices of small peripheral vessels act to
channel flow from the centre of the parent artery; as the near-wall flow is relatively cell
free, the daughter vessel blood would otherwise be plasma rich. However the apparent
protrusion of some cushions into the lumen may be an artefact of improper fixation
(Gorgas and Bo¨ck, 1975; Stary et al., 1994).
The similar distributions of intimal thickenings and disease (see Robertson, 1960b; Stary,
1987; Nakashima et al., 2002) has led some researchers to believe such thickenings are
the precursor to atherosclerosis (Nakashima et al., 2007; Kolodgie et al., 2007; Matturri
et al., 2003; Milei et al., 2008). Stary et al. (1992) state that intimal cushions are not
pathological, simply that the same stresses that prompt vessel remodelling also play a role
in atherogenesis; a similar argument is made by Subbotin (2007) regarding hyperplasia
after surgical intervention. In many studies, some of which will be referred to in later
sections, intimal thickness is used as an indicator of early stage atherosclerosis and a
predictor of future cardiovascular events. If thickenings are benign, use of such a measure
is clearly misguided; several studies have questioned its merits (Robertson et al., 2012;
Mayet et al., 2002; Inaba et al., 2012).
However intimal thickening may predispose the wall to atherosclerosis. The addition of
a relatively dense fibrous layer to the arterial wall may impede transmural transport,
facilitating lipid retention (Hartman, 1977; Glagov et al., 1988, 1993). This retention is
enhanced by proteoglycans3, abundant in intimal thickenings (Stary et al., 1992), which
are able to bind and trap lipoproteins (Williams and Tabas, 1995; Skale´n et al., 2002).
Nakashima et al. (2007) reported that early lipid accumulation is localised to the extra-
3Proteoglycans form the majority of the ground substance that surrounds the fibrous components of
the extracellular matrix. Interaction between proteoglycans and lipoproteins is thought to occur as a
result of ionic bonding between the negatively charged sulfate groups on proteoglycan sugars and the
positively charged amino acids of the apolipoprotein (apo)B protein that forms part of LDL (Williams,
2001).
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cellular space between SMCs or near elastin fibres and its distribution correlated with
proteoglycan expression. It is worth noting that synthesis of proteoglycans has been re-
lated to both WSS (Elhadj et al., 2002) and cyclic stretch (Lee et al., 2001). The retained
lipid is in close contact with intimal SMCs, which are increasingly implicated in lesion
initiation (Johnson, 2014). Although fatty streaks are thought to be primarily comprised
of macrophage derived foam cells, SMCs are also known to contribute to the foam cell
population (Stary et al., 1992; Glukhova et al., 1987; Allahverdian et al., 2012). In spite of
this evidence, not all intimal thickenings become pathological and similarly, when blood
lipid levels are high, not all lesions occur at sites of intimal thickening (Stary, 2000).
1.2.2 Fatty streak
Fatty streaks appear as visible yellow discolourations of an artery’s inner surface in the
form of streaks, patches or spots (Stary et al., 1992), though when colocalised with
intimal thickening, they may not be readily discerned (Stary et al., 1994). They do not
protrude into the lumen and are asymptomatic. The bulk of the lipid is contained within
cells, either macrophages or SMCs. The SMCs may already be present in the intima
as described in Section 1.2.1, or have migrated from the media. Fatty streaks appear
early in life, and have even been observed in fetal aortas (Napoli et al., 1997). Their
location is relatively consistent and predictable in children over 3 years of age; they are
present in the aortas of 99% of children (Stary et al., 1994). Over 50% of the dorsal
surface of the descending thoracic aorta is affected whilst the ventral surface is relatively
spared (less than 10%, Strong et al., 1999). At the origins of the intercostal arteries one
of two patterns can prevail depending on age (Zinserling, 1925; Sinzinger et al., 1980;
Cornhill et al., 1990a; Sloop et al., 1998); fatty streaks initially localise to the distal side
of the branch mouth but appear to have migrated upstream by puberty. In the coronary
arteries, the first streaks appear somewhat later, around puberty (McGill, 1968). The
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proximal segments of both the right and left coronary arteries show a higher prevalence
for fatty streaks than their distal segments (Strong et al., 1999; Wolkoff, 1929). Early
lesions are also apparent on the walls opposite the flow dividers in the coronary tree (Fox
et al., 1982).
Interestingly, females develop more extensive aortic fatty streaks than males and yet
in later life, develop comparable or lowered levels of raised lesions (Tejada et al., 1968;
McGill, 1968). Similarly the extent of raised coronary lesions in women is half that of
men despite equivalent levels of fatty streaks in childhood (McGill, 1968). The descending
thoracic aorta is as affected as the abdominal in childhood though only the latter develops
clinically relevant disease in adulthood (Strong et al., 1999). Hence not all fatty streaks
go on to form raised lesions and initial lesion formation is a potentially reversible process
(Armstrong et al., 1990); this is supported by the lesion regression seen in animal models
after a hypercholesterolemic diet is removed (Armstrong et al., 1970; Eggen et al., 1987).
The discrepancy between early fatty streaks and later disease has lead some to believe
that they are not the source of advanced lesions (Mitchell and Schwartz, 1965; Velican
and Velican, 1980). However Stary et al. (1994) identified a subset of fatty streaks that
are progression-prone, generally localised at intimal thickenings. These are characterised
by the presence of SMCs, a greater accumulation of macrophages predominantly at the
endothelial surface, a deep layer of foam cells, and an even deeper accumulation of extra-
cellular lipid under the proteoglycan layer. It is the formation of a pool of extracellular
lipid that marks the transition to more advanced lesions.
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1.2.3 Fibrous plaque
Apoptosis and necrosis of lipid-laden macrophages and intimal SMCs releases their con-
tents, forming small pools of extracellular lipid. At intimal thickenings, lipids may also
be directly retained in the proteoglycan-rich extracellular matrix without first passing
through foam cells (Guyton, 2001). The initially scattered lipids separate and disrupt
the layers of intimal SMCs (Stein and Stein, 2001), but continued insudation from the
blood plasma leads to the formation of a coherent acellular lipid core. This focal core
eccentrically thickens the artery wall but compensatory arterial remodelling preserves
the lumen area. Initially there is little change to the structure delineating the endothe-
lium from the lipid (Stary et al., 1995), but over time a fibrous cap forms, arising from
the migration and proliferation of SMCs and extracellular matrix deposition. Although
lesion SMCs may solely originate from a pre-existing population of intimal SMCs, it is
generally believed that they are recruited from the media, primarily mediated by the
release of PDGF by ECs and macrophages. After a phenotypic change from contractile
to synthetic, SMCs are responsible for the abundant synthesis of fibrous tissue found
in developing lesions. It is the presence of fibrous tissue deposits that characterise the
evolution of fatty streaks to so called fibrous plaques.
The overlying fibrous cap consists of SMCs in a collagen-proteoglycan matrix, and may
include an elastic lamina; the overlying endothelium remains intact. In some plaques it
can be relatively thick and lipid may be minimal or even absent, perhaps due to regres-
sion of the core (Stary et al., 1995). This has led some to reserve the term fibroatheroma4
to distinguish those plaques with a large lipid core from those which are predominantly
fibrotic. The cap may serve as a barrier between the thrombogenic plaque contents5 and
the blood, and/or provide structural stability to the disrupted wall. Advanced lesions
can become highly calcified, and although several theories have been preposed, the exact
4Atheroma specifically refers to the fatty, gruel like material of the plaque core
5The lipid core is rich in macrophage derived tissue factor, a powerful initiator of thrombosis.
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mechanism underlying this process has not been elucidated (Doherty et al., 2004). Many
plaques become vascularised by a network of microvessels that originate from the adven-
titial vaso vasorum, a process which may contribute to growth by further recruitment of
inflammatory cells into the plaque (O’Brien et al., 1996).
Fibrous plaques begin to appear in the second decade of life but usually do not become
clinically significant until the fourth (Stary, 2000; Stary et al., 1995). Once their cross
sectional area exceeds approximately 40% of the artery wall, compensatory enlargement
fails to prevent plaques from encroaching on the lumen (Glagov et al., 1987). If perfu-
sion of distal tissues is restricted, plaques are said to be flow-limiting (or stenotic); this
typically only becomes critical when lumen area reduction is in excess of 70% (Gould
and Lipscomb, 1974). The ensuing ischaemia is usually precipitated by exercise, causing
attacks of angina, numbness or pain in the limbs and stroke-like symptoms depending on
which part of the circulation is stenosed.
1.2.4 Thin-capped fibroatheromas
The most clinically relevant class of lesions are those prone to rupture6. When the plaque
contents are exposed, blood coagulation and platelet activation and aggregation lead to
thrombus formation. If the thrombus adheres to the artery wall, further growth may
occlude the vessel. Alternatively the thrombus may detach and the resulting embolism
compromise the lumen of a peripheral vessel. Occlusion is rapid and if the coronary
arteries are involved, myocardial infarction ensues. The majority of acute ischaemic
syndromes are the consequence of plaque rupture; post mortem studies have shown that
in thrombus related coronary events, ruptured plaques are found in approximately 75%
of cases (Falk et al., 2013).
6Plaque erosion may be just as important as rupture in causing occlusive thrombosis, particularly in
women (Arbustini et al., 1999)
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The size and consistency of the lipid core, and integrity of the fibrous cap are critical
in determining plaque stability. The plaques which have been most closely associated
with cardiac events are thin-capped fibroatheromas (TCFAs) or vulnerable plaques. They
are characterised by a fibrous cap less than 65µm thick overlying a large necrotic lipid
core (Virmani et al., 2003). Lumen area reduction is normally less than 75% (Kolodgie
et al., 2004) and thus these plaques have largely insignificant effects on flow, remaining
asymptomatic prior to rupture. The fibrous cap is heavily infiltrated by macrophages, to
a lesser extent T-lymphocytes and devoid of SMCs (Burke et al., 1997).
Various factors have been implicated in the transition from a stable fibrous plaque to a
vulnerable one, and ultimately rupture. Macrophages produce matrix metalloproteinases
(MMPs) which are capable of degrading extracellular matrix, resulting in the loss of
collagen from the fibrous cap (Shah et al., 1995). This collagen is synthesised by SMCs in
the cap but cell apoptosis in advanced lesions limits the replacement of lost extracellular
matrix. SMC apoptosis may be induced by pro inflammatory cytokines produced by
cells within the plaque (Ait-Oufella et al., 2011), contact with macrophages (Boyle et al.,
2003) or MMPs (Newby, 2006). The structural strength of the fibrous cap is mainly
determined by its collagen content and thus any degradation exposes the cap to increased
tensile stresses. Plaques are subject to cyclic stretching, bending and compression which
may lead to material fatigue and trigger rupture (Falk et al., 1995). Moderately stenotic
plaques are thought to be subject to more stress than more occlusive ones (Shah et al.,
1995); following Laplace’s Law, a reduction in lumen area reduces wall tension (see Section
1.4). This might explain why rupture prone plaques are not usually the most occlusive.
In keeping with a biomechanical trigger, strenuous exercise has been associated with
plaque rupture (Burke et al., 1999). Rupture frequently occurs at the plaque shoulder
(Richardson et al., 1989), where there is a discontinuity in arterial stiffness and stresses
and strains are highest (Hayashi and Imai, 1997; Lee et al., 1996). Small calcifications in
the cap might also focally elevate stresses here and at other sites (Vengrenyuk et al., 2006).
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The extent of neovascularisation correlates with rupture events, with the density of micro
vessels greatest at the shoulder (Moreno et al., 2004). Plaque micro vessels are themselves
prone to rupture, with intraplaque haemorrhage a sign of advanced complex lesions.
The cholesterol content of red blood cells membranes is high and their accumulation
may contribute to growth of the necrotic lipid core and further macrophage infiltration
(Virmani et al., 2005).
1.2.5 Experimental atherosclerosis
Since Anitschkow (1933) demonstrated that a diet enhanced with egg yolk and pure
cholesterol initiated fatty streaks in rabbits, the hypercholesterolaemic model of atheroscle-
rosis has become the most studied experimental animal model. Many species are nat-
urally disease resistant under normal diets, primarily due to their lipid biology; in con-
trast to humans, the circulating cholesterol in mice and rats is low in LDL but high
in atheroprotective HDL7 (Xiangdong et al., 2011). Spontaneous atherosclerosis has
however been reported in swine8 (Skold et al., 1966) and is accelerated by a high choles-
terol diet. Plaque topography and morphology closely match those in adult humans;
the abdominal aorta, carotid and coronary arteries are most affected and advanced le-
sions contain necrotic cores, neovascularisation, intraplaque haemorrhage and calcification
(Moghadasian, 2002). In a strain with inherited hypercholesterolemia, there is evidence
of plaque rupture in the proximal coronary arteries (Prescott et al., 1991)
Under a cholesterol enriched diet, macrophage rich fatty streaks are easily induced in rab-
bits as hypercholesterolaemia manifests rapidly, normally within a few days (Bocan et al.,
1993). The aortic arch and thoracic aorta are especially affected, and to a lesser extent the
7High density lipoprotein (HDL) is considered atherprotective as it promotes cholesterol efflux from
cells, so called “reverse cholesterol transport”.
8And also in many species of birds, such as white Carneau pigeons (Hansen, 1977)
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abdominal aorta. Advanced lesions are more difficult to induce by hypercholesterolaemia
as hepatic toxicity develops and ultimately leads to fatality over the experimental time
course (Yanni, 2004). By inducing hypercholesterolaemia intermittently or administering
lower cholesterol doses over a longer time course, SMC rich plaques containing extracel-
lular lipid can be induced (Adams et al., 1982; Constantinides et al., 1960). Advanced
lesions can be produced more rapidly by combining vascular injury (such as ballon angio-
plasty) with a high cholesterol diet; the initial injury induces intimal SMC proliferation,
intense macrophage infiltration and increases the collagen content of the resulting lesions
(Abela et al., 1995; Aikawa et al., 1998). Mechanical disruption of the resulting plaques
by a second balloon injury (Gertz et al., 1998) or inflation of a balloon left embedded in
a lesion (Rekhter et al., 1998) produces a rupture model.
Although some disease can be initiated in wild-type mice (specifically the C57BL/6 strain)
by addition of sodium cholate to a cholesterol diet (Paigen et al., 1990), most murine mod-
els use genetically modified strains. Perhaps the most popular of these is the apolipopro-
tein E gene knockout mouse (apoE-/-)9, whose arteries become atherosclerotic under
a normal diet (Plump et al., 1992). On a cholesterol enriched diet, disease formation is
greatly accelerated and plaque size increased; the aortic root and arch inner curvature are
most affected (Bentzon and Falk, 2010). This model displays the full sequence of human
lesions, from initial fatty streaks to advanced fibrous plaques (Nakashima et al., 1994)
and even vulnerability and rupture; in the brachiocephalic artery, Rosenfeld et al. (2000)
observed intraplaque haemorrhage and loss of the fibrous cap and Johnson and Jackson
(2001) reported fatal luminal thrombi associated with ruptured plaques at this site. An-
other common genetic modification, the LDL receptor knockout (LDLr-/-)10 (Ve´niant
et al., 1998), produces a more moderate increase in plasma cholesterol; although spon-
9Apolipopriten E (apoE) is involved in cholesterol metabolism, particularly the clearance of athero-
genic lipoproteins from the plasma. Although primarily derived from the liver, it may also be synthesised
by macrophages. Macrophage derived apoE promotes reverse cholesterol transport. See Getz and Rear-
don (2009) for a review of the functions of apoE.
10The LDL receptor mediates the majority of LDL clearance from plasma.
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taneous lesions can slowly form, a high cholesterol is normally administered to induce
advanced lesions. Murine plaque rupture models have also been created through direct
mechanical injury, for example by simply squeezing the aorta of apoE-/- mice between
forceps (Reddick et al., 1998).
In terms of early stage disease, some authors argue that most animal models are not
representative of human vasculature as physiological diffuse intimal thickenings are absent
(Sloop et al., 2000; Nakashima et al., 2008). In mice and rabbits, the endothelium lies
directly on the IEL in the aorta and its main branches, but diffuse thickening can be found
in the abdominal aorta (Bierring and Kobayasi, 1963). In swine, the intimal structure
in the aorta and coronaries does reflect that seen in humans (French et al., 1963; Stout,
1982), perhaps explaining their similar disease progression. Although diffuse thickening is
absent in rodents, prominent intimal cushions are particularly common (Bo¨ck, 1987). In
mice for example, “boat-like” cushions extend upstream from the origins of the intercostal
arteries in the thoracic aorta (Gorgas and Bo¨ck, 1975; Bond et al., 2010); the location and
shape of these cushions matches that of lesions in knockout mice (McGillicuddy et al.,
2001). Intimal cushions have been observed in smaller vessels in rabbits (Kockx et al.,
1993), and taken with their ubiquity in mice and their location in the coronary arteries
in humans, this suggests their presence depends on the diameter of the branching vessel
(Bo¨ck, 1987). Although intimal cushions per se were not present in the larger vessels
in rabbits, longitudinal SMCs embedded in a dense extracellular matrix were, albeit
covered by a thin elastic membrane and the overlying endothelium; the IEL was not
clearly defined and often showed splitting or duplication. Columns of longitudinal SMCs
were also found in the inner media at branch sites in the aorta, again embedded in a
dense extracellular matrix. Emura et al. (1992) did find intimal SMCs in the rabbit aorta
at the distal and lateral margins of the intercostal branch ostia. These were surrounded
by elastin fibres and some collagen bundles. The shape and localisation of these cushions
closely agrees with that of fatty lesions in the thoracic aortas of hypercholesterolaemic
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young rabbits (Cremers et al., 2011). It should be noted that Kockx et al. (1993) argue
that the orientation of these SMCs is a reflection of altered mechanical stresses; without
the protection of the IEL or due to stress concentration at branch sites, tightly packed
longitudinal SMCs minimise the cell area which is exposed to circumferential stresses per
unit vessel length (this is in agreement with cell culture studies that will be discussed in
Section 1.7).
1.3 Arterial blood flow
The following sections introduce the basic concepts of haemodynamics to illustrate how
certain arterial geometries give rise to local variations in WSS. The descriptions follow
the details given in Caro et al. (1978), McDonald (2011) and Ku (1997) unless otherwise
stated. Certain simplifying assumptions are made. Specifically the arteries are assumed
to be rigid walled cylinders, the blood Newtonian and the flow laminar.
Although intraluminal pressure cyclically deforms an artery over the cardiac cycle, WSS
differences between flexible and rigid walled computational solutions are on the order of
0.5 Pa (Jin et al., 2003). Blood displays non-Newtonian rheology; viscosity is dependent
on the gradient of the velocity vector, called the shear rate. In spite of the variable
viscosity, a Newtonian approximation is adequate provided the shear rate is high (typ-
ically above 100s−1), and that the luminal diameter of the vessel is several orders of
magnitude larger than a red blood cell; such conditions are met in most of the systemic
arteries. Finally, it is assumed flow is laminar; the fluid flows in a system of orderly
layers with no disruption between the layers. In contrast, turbulent flow is characterised
by irregular fluctuations and mixing. Whether flow is laminar or turbulent depends on
the dimensionless Reynolds number Re,
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Re =
ρUD
µ
(1.1)
where ρ and µ are the fluid density and viscosity respectively, U is the mean flow velocity
and D is the characteristic length (here the diameter of a circular pipe). For a straight
pipe, flow is laminar up to a Re of around 2300, beyond which turbulent transition
occurs. In the absence of disease, there is no evidence of sustained turbulence in the
human circulation, hence blood flow may be considered laminar almost everywhere in
the body. Flow may briefly become turbulent in the ventricles and ascending aorta
during late systole; peak Re typically exceeds 3000 and decelerating flow is less stable.
1.3.1 Wall shear stress
The no-slip condition states that at a solid boundary, the fluid velocity is equal to that
of the boundary (Figure 1.3a). For steady laminar flow over a stationary surface, the
velocity gradient imposed on the near-wall fluid causes a viscous boundary layer to grow
(Figure 1.3b); in this layer, the fluid is subjected to strong shearing forces. The WSS
vector τw is the tangential force, per unit area, exerted by the fluid on the wall. For a
Newtonian fluid, τw is proportional to the near-wall velocity gradient (or shear rate),
τw =

µ(∇u).n

wall
(1.2)
where ∇u is the gradient of the velocity vector and n is the surface normal. In two
dimensions this reduces to,
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τw = µ
∂u
∂y

y=0
(1.3)
where u is the flow velocity parallel to the wall and y is the distance from the wall. When
uniform flow first comes into contact with the surface the boundary layer is thin, the
velocity gradient is steep and WSS is high. Due to viscous interaction, the slower moving
near-wall flow gradually slows down fluid that is further away and the boundary layer
grows larger; the velocity gradient reduces and WSS decreases (Figure 1.3b).
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Figure 1.3: Boundary layer development. (a) Velocity profile of the laminar boundary layer.
(b) Boundary layer growth over a flat plate. Initially WSS is high but decreases and the layer
becomes fully developed.
1.3.2 Flow in a straight pipe
In a simplified form, consider an artery as a straight horizontal cylindrical tube with rigid
walls. If we assume the blood acts as a Newtonian fluid and flow is laminar and driven by
constant pressure gradient, then downstream from the pipe entrance the velocity profile
develops into a parabola as shown in Figure 1.4a. Such flow is called Poiseuille flow.
When flow with uniform velocity enters the pipe, the velocity profile is initially flat except
very close to the walls, where the no-slip condition results in a steep velocity gradient.
The fluid in contact with the wall progressively decelerates the near-wall flow; to satisfy
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Figure 1.4: Pipe flow velocity profiles. (a) Developing flow in a straight pipe. (b) Flow in a
curved pipe. Secondary flows occur in the plane perpendicular to pipe centreline. (c) Flow in
a bifurcation. (d) If the branch angle increases, flow may separate at the outer wall.
conservation of mass, the fluid velocity simultaneously increases in the centre of the pipe.
Some distance downstream the velocity profile becomes parabolic and Poiseuille flow has
developed. The velocity profile will not change any further with downstream distance.
The distance required for the flow to become fully developed is known as the entrance
length, and is usually taken as 0.03ReD. Initially WSS is high, but decreases as the
boundary layer develops. Under Poiseuille flow, WSS (τw) is given by,
τw =
32µQ
πD3
(1.4)
where µ is the viscosity, Q is the flow rate and D is the diameter of the pipe. τw is
directly proportional to blood flow rate and inversely proportional to the cube of the
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pipe diameter. Thus, small decreases in radius have a large effect on WSS. Note though
that this is offset by the reduced flow rates in smaller arteries. According to Murray’s law,
when a vessel bifurcates, the sum of the cubed radii of the daughter vessels equals the
cubed radius of the parent artery giving constant mean WSS throughout the circulation
(Murray, 1926); for the human arterial system, ∼15 dynes/cm2. However in vivo data
indicates that there is significant WSS variation between the major arteries, and a square
law may be more appropriate (see the review of Cheng et al., 2007).
1.3.3 Unsteady pipe flow
Blood flow is pulsatile and the assumption of steady flow is inapplicable in large arteries;
pulsatility effects are damped in smaller arteries and the arterioles. Again considering
laminar flow in a straight pipe, imagine that the constant pressure gradient is replaced
by a slowly time varying sinusoidal pressure gradient △Pt,
△Pt = △P0 sin(ωt) (1.5)
where △P0 is the peak pressure gradient, t is time and ω is the angular frequency of
the oscillation. Once the pressure begins to decrease, the flow decelerates and ultimately
changes direction when the gradient reverses. At low frequencies, the flow can be consid-
ered quasi-steady; the velocity profile is parabolic throughout the cycle and the flow rate
is determined by the instantaneous pressure gradient.
As the frequency is increased, the velocity profiles at a given time become distorted even
though the flow is still laminar. When the pressure gradient is negative, the inertia of the
fluid in the centre of the pipe prevents the flow here from reversing; there is a phase lag
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between the flow and pressure waveforms. However the viscous dominated near-wall flow
remains sensitive to the applied pressure gradient and changes direction. Furthermore,
the peak flow rate becomes less than that predicted from the peak pressure gradient.
The extent to which the velocity profile differs from that of Poiseuille flow can be described
by the dimensionless Womersley number α,
α =
D
2

ω
ν
(1.6)
where ν is the kinematic viscosity (ν = µ/ρ) and the fluid is subjected to a sinusoidally
varying pressure gradient as in Equation 1.5. Figure 1.5 shows the effect of increasing
α on flow rate and phase lag. At α values less than unity, the flow is quasi steady. At
α greater than 4, inertial forces dominate and the instantaneous WSS can no longer be
computed using Equation 1.4.
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Figure 1.5: The effect of increasing Womersley number α on the amplitude and phase of os-
cillatory flow generated by a sinusoidal pressure gradient. Amplitude is defined as the ratio of
maximum flow rate Qmax to the steady flow rate Qsteady. Redrawn from McDonald (2011, p.
125).
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1.3.4 Flow in a curved pipe
As flow enters the bend, a centripetal force supplied by a radial pressure gradient acts
from the outer wall inwards to turn the fluid. Considering steady laminar fully developed
flow, the faster moving fluid in the centre of the pipe changes direction less rapidly and is
swept out towards the outside of the end. Slower moving near-wall fluid moves inwards.
The velocity profile becomes distorted with the greatest velocities occurring closer to the
outside wall (Figure 1.4b). In general, WSS is thus higher on the outer wall and lower
on the inner wall than in a straight pipe, though the increased pressure at the outer wall
impedes flow leading to initially lowered WSS along part of the outer curvature. The
fluid displacement also introduces rotational velocity components, so called secondary
flows, that lie in a plane normal to the main flow direction. These take the form of two
counter-rotating vortices.
1.3.5 Flow in a bifurcation
Steady flow through a bifurcation resembles that in two curved pipes joined together
(Figure 1.4c); high WSS is found at the the inner walls of the bifurcation (outer curvatures
of each bend) whilst the outer walls experience low WSS. As in a single curved pipe,
secondary motions also arise. WSS on the inner wall is further enhanced due to the
formation of new boundary layers downstream of the flow divider. As the oncoming flow
splits into two, the high velocity fluid in the centre the pipe impinges on the inner walls;
on the flow divider there is a stagnation point where the fluid is brought completely to
rest. New boundary layers form just downstream where shear rates are high. Eventually
Poiseuille flow is re-established in the daughter vessels. If the bifurcation angles are
sufficiently high, the flow may separate from the boundary at the outer walls (Figure
1.4d). The pressure is low at the bend but increases again downstream, presenting the
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fluid with an adverse pressure gradient. The near-wall flow has insufficient inertia to
overcome this and ultimately reverses. Note that such a situation can also arise in a
single curved pipe. Other factors contributing to flow separation in a bifurcation include
upstream flow rate and the distribution of flow between the daughter vessels.
1.4 Arterial structural mechanics
In addition to its role as a conduit for flow, the artery is also a pressure vessel. Though
pressure is an aspect of haemodynamics, the terminology suggested by Thubrikar (2007)
is adopted here to avoid confusion; hemodynamics is used to refer to blood motion and
arterial mechanics when referring to pressure induced intramural stresses and strains.
The following sections introduce some basic concepts regarding the structural mechanics
of pressure vessels and why stress concentrations occur. The geometries discussed are rel-
evant to the arterial system and reflect those considered in Section 1.3. The descriptions
follow details given in Thubrikar (2007) and Harvey (1991) unless otherwise stated. Much
of the theory is only strictly applicable to pressure vessels made from stiff isotropic ma-
terials, where strains are small and material elasticity is linear. Arteries display distinct
nonlinearity in their stress-strain response but within the physiological pressure range a
linear approximation of the curve is reasonable if we are only concerned with small de-
formations about some equilibrium configuration (Caro et al., 1978). Regardless of this
and other assumptions, it is local geometry that primarily governs stress distributions
and by adopting such simplifications it is possible to can gain a qualitative insight into
the regional stresses in arterial geometries.
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1.4.1 Straight pipe under internal pressure
Let us first assume that a segment of artery is an internally pressurised, thin walled
pipe far from closed ends. A cylindrical coordinate system (r,θ,z) is defined as shown in
Figure 1.6a. By considering static equilibrium it can be shown the circumferential (or
hoop) stress σθ and axial stress σz are given by,
σθ =
PR
h
, σz =
PR
2h
(1.7)
where R is the pipe radius, h is the wall thickness and P is the internal pressure. The
radial stress σr = −P/2 and, with this choice of coordinate system, there is no shearing
stress. The hoop stress relationship is often referred to as Laplace’s Law, which relates
the average tension in the wall to the applied pressure. This is widely used to explain
why the ratio of arterial wall thickness to diameter is approximately constant (around
0.1) across species (see Caro et al., 1978). Laplace’s Law is applicable irrespective of
the linearity of the stress-strain response and the ratio of wall thickness to diameter,
though the wall is assumed to be sufficiently thin that there is no bending rigidity. In
thick walled cylinders there is a substantial stress gradient across the wall (Figure 1.6b),
thus considering an average stress may not be appropriate. However such a strong stress
gradient is not expected in healthy arteries in vivo as they contain residual stresses.
The presence of these stresses is indicated by the tendency of excised arteries under no
applied loads to spring open when cut longitudinally. This suggests that in the absence
of pressure, the inner surface is under compression whilst the outer surface is under
tension (see Chuong and Fung, 1986). The presence of residual does permit the use
of the thin wall approximation, hence the stress distribution becomes that for a thick
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walled cylinder with the residual distribution is superimposed(Figure 1.6c); the stress
distribution becomes more uniform.
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Figure 1.6: Cylindrical pressure vessel. (a) Stresses, in cylindrical coordinates, in a pipe of
diameterD and wall thickness h subject to internal pressure P . It is assumed the pipe represents
a segment of a longer section which as constrained, closed ends. (b) Top: No load pipe cross
section. Bottom: Circumferential stress distribution after pressurisation. (c) Top: No load
pipe cross section with residual stresses. Bottom: After pressurisation, the stress distribution
becomes more uniform.
1.4.2 Curved pipe under internal pressure
Now consider a curved thin walled cylinder that is a segment of a torus (Figure 1.7). The
hoop stress is given by,
σθ =
Pr
2h

2Ro + r sin θ
Ro + r sin θ

(1.8)
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where Ro is the radius of curvature along the centreline. At the inner and outer curvatures
this reduces to,
σθ =
Pr
2h

2Ro − r
Ro − r

at θ = 270◦, σθ =
Pr
2h

2Ro + r
Ro + r

at θ = 90◦ (1.9)
Hence the hoop stress is elevated on the inner curvature (θ=270◦). At θ=0 and 180◦
the stress is the same as that in a straight cylinder. The axial stress is the same at all
locations. In simple terms, introducing a curve modifies the effective vessel radius. Along
the inner side, the curvature imposed by the bend is opposite to that of the cylindrical
vessel; the vessel tends to flatten, increasing its effective radius. Along the outer side,
the curvature tends to compress the vessel thereby reducing its effective radius.
Figure 1.7: Segment of a toroidal pressure vessel. Ro is the radius of curvature of the pipe bend.
1.4.3 Hole in a pipe under internal pressure
An opening in a pressure vessel creates a geometric discontinuity and thus stresses are
locally elevated around the opening. If the material is linearly elastic and the size of
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the opening relative to the pipe circumference is small, then the stress field is that for a
hole in an infinitely large plate under biaxial tension. First considering uniaxial tension
as shown in Figure 1.8a, the classical solution to the stress distribution around a small
circular hole in a flat plate shows that the stress is maximum at points n,n (φ=±90◦,
Figure 1.8b). Specifically the stress tangent to the hole circumference is given by,
σφ=±90 =
σ
2

2 +
a2
r2
+ 3
a4
r4

(1.10)
where a is the radius of the hole and r the distance from its centre. At the hole edge,
σφ=3σ and then decays rapidly. The stress is a minimum at φ=±0◦ and equal to -σ. If
the hole is replaced by an elliptical opening, with its major axis parallel to the applied
tension, the maximum stress (still at φ=±90◦) becomes,
σφ=±90 = σ

1 + 2
b
a

(1.11)
where a and b are the major and minor axis lengths respectively. Using the principle of
superposition, the maximum stresses for an opening in a pipe (the biaxial case, Figure
1.8c and d) are then given by,
σn = 2.5σθ for a circular hole (1.12)
σn = 1.5σθ for an elliptical hole when a=2b (1.13)
where σn is the stress in the circumferential direction at point n, σθ is that given in
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Equation 1.7 and in the elliptical opening case, the ellipse major axis is aligned with
the circumferential direction with an axis ratio of 2:1. Given that ratio of hoop and
axial stresses away from the opening is 2:1, it is logical that an ellipse axis ratio of 2:1
minimises the stress concentration at points n,n. It useful to formally define the stress
concentration factor K, which is given by σmax/σ; for the circular opening K=2.5.
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Figure 1.8: Pressure vessel openings. (a) Circular hole in a plate under tension and (b) the
resulting stress distribution. It is assumed the size of the opening (a) is small in comparison
with the size of the plate. (c) Circular opening in cylindrical pressure vessel. The stress is
maximum at points (n, n). (d) Elliptical opening in a cylindrical pressure vessel. The stress at
points (n, n) is minimised when the ellipse axis ratio a:b is 2:1.
The above discussion applies when the opening is sufficiently small that curvature effects
can be ignored. It should be noted that the location of the peak stress can move as the
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ratio of the size of the opening to the radius of the parent vessel increases. This can
be understood by realising that a larger opening introduces shearing and bending stress,
and reduces the area of wall available to carry to axial load. For a circular opening in a
steel pipe with h/D = 0.1, the location of the maximum stress shifts by approximately
20◦ around the opening’s circumference when a/R = 1.4 (see Pikey, 1997); ratios greater
than unity are required to create appreciable shifts. This may not be directly applicable
to arteries as longitudinal tethering may affect the magnitude of axial stress and such
large ratios are unlikely to occur in vivo at side branches.
1.4.4 Stresses at junctions and bifurcations
The stress concentrations given by Equations 1.12 and 1.13 occur only under the influence
of the circumferential and axial stresses (so called membrane stresses) without accounting
for the attachment of a side branch. The junction between two vessels introduces bending
effects superposed on the the membrane stresses. There is no closed form solution to
this problem but standard charts and approximate formulae exist for determining K in
common branch configurations. For a side branch connection at 90◦ to the parent vessel
axis (Figure 1.9a), the maximum stress occurs at point A on the inner wall with another,
albeit smaller, stress concentration on the outer wall at point B. K depends on several
factors, amongst them the ratio between the parent and daughter branch diameters and
wall thicknesses. As a representative example from the results reported by Lind (1969)
(also reprinted in Thubrikar, 2007, p. 121), K ≈ 3.5 when R2/R1 = 0.5, h1/D1 ≈ 0.075
and R2h1/R1h2 ≈ 1 (refer to Figure 1.9a for notation). The latter parameter implies the
same h/D in the parent and daughter vessels. A size ratio of 0.5 is large compared with
approximate T-junctions in vivo; the ratio between the renal artery and abdominal aorta
is around 0.25. Nevertheless the stress is still elevated at the upstream and downstream
sides of the branch opening. Tethering of the junction to the surrounding tissue may
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introduce additional bending stresses over the course of the cardiac cycle.
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Figure 1.9: Pressure vessel intersections. (a) T-junction, where the daughter vessel branches of
at 90◦ to the parent vessel. Stress is maximum at points (A,A) but also elevated at point B.
(b) Nonradial branch leaving parent vessel at an angle of 90-φ. Stress is elevated around the
junction, but maximum at the apex, A.
For a nonradial branch, as shown in Figure 1.9b, the stress concentration is higher and
no longer symmetric. The junction between the two vessels produces an approximately
elliptical opening with - unlike that discussed in Section 1.4.3 - the major axis aligned
longitudinally. This increases the stress at both ends compared with a circular opening,
and the stress is maximum at the apex lip (A, Figure 1.9b). The stress concentration
factor for this configuration can be approximately determined by,
Knonradial = Kradial

1 +

tanφ
4/3
(1.14)
where φ is the branch angle and Kradial is the stress concentration when φ = 90
◦. Note
this has been found to substantially underestimate stress when φ is greater than 60◦ and
less conservative relationships have been proposed (Nihous et al., 2008). In an effort to
minimise K, the corner of the apex is often rounded but curiously such an approach can
actually increase stress further; the opening takes on an egg-shape, with the tapered end
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at point A (Daniel, 1970; Ellyin and Izmiroglu, 1973).
It is worth commenting on the geometric factors that may alter the magnitude of the
junction stresses. For the same radius of daughter branch, a smaller parent vessel would
increase K; Thubrikar (2007) incorrectly postulates that this would decrease the stress
concentration. Relatively, there is more missing material in the wall so the stress con-
centration must increase; this is true of openings in plates of finite width under tension.
Similarly for the same radius of parent vessel, a larger daughter branch increases K. As
previously mentioned the ratio of wall thickness to vessel diameter is approximately con-
stant across different arteries and species. If branching ratios are also invariant, stress
concentrations factors should be the same from mice to men. Aortic diameter is known
to scale with body weight by an exponent of 0.375 (Weinberg and Ethier, 2007). Holt
et al. (1981) found a value of 0.36 and also showed similar exponents for the branches
of the aortic arch, descending thoracic and abdominal aorta. Thus a/r would appear
to be species invariant. Species differences may arise through changes in curvature and
bifurcation angles, and pressure drops over branch junctions (which are predominantly
dependent on the Re of the flow).
At bifurcations, such as the carotid and iliac, the stress pattern is a complex combination
of those already discussed. As for the distribution of WSS at a bifurcation, the geometry
can be idealised as the union of two oppositely curved pipes. Thus considering the change
in effective radius, stress must elevated on the lateral walls. High stress must also exist
on the flow divider where there is a sharp change in angle. It is clear from Figure 1.4c,
that the cross sectional area must increase just before the vessel bifurcates. According
to Laplace’s Law, the hoop stress must therefore increase. Additionally the cross section
takes on an elliptical shape which, over the course of the cardiac cycle, will introduce
bending stresses at the lateral walls as the vessel deforms to take on a more circular
shape. Over this region there must be a gradual reduction in wall thickness from its
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larger value in the parent vessel to smaller values in the daughter vessels, resulting in a
segment of increased area but decreased wall thickness.
1.4.5 Intimal thickening and stress concentrations
In engineering applications, the stress concentrations that arise at openings are minimised
by local reinforcement; additional material is placed immediately adjacent to the opening
to compensate for that that is missing. For a circular opening the reinforcement in the
main vessel should span an area up to 2a from the centre of the opening, where the stress
increase becomes negligible. One might expect that placing additional material on the
exterior of the vessel is sufficient but the most effective solution is adding material to
both the inside and outside surfaces. The local intimal thickening discussed in Section
1.2.1 can therefore be seen as analogous to optimal pressure vessel reinforcement.
If adaptive thickening minimises stress concentrations in vivo then it could be argued
that IMS is not a factor in atherosclerosis. However as previously mentioned, these
structural adaptions may hinder efflux of material from the arterial wall. Even with
potential structural modifications, Groenink et al. (1999) showed that when loaded to
breaking, the descending thoracic ruptures first at the origins of the intercostal arteries.
Whilst mean stress might be lowered by intimal thickening, the cyclic nature of the
pressure load could still leave temporal gradients elevated. Considering cyclic variation
instead might explain the prevalence of atherosclerosis in larger arteries, where pulse
pressures are higher. Elevated cyclic loading may lead to material fatigue; elastin fibres
are known to fracture in aged and hypertensive arteries (Stehbens, 1997; O’Rourke, 1976).
Stress related arterial injury could promote inflammation, and disease initiation and/or
progression. The associated increase in strain at regions of increased stress has not
been discussed here but it will be shown in later sections that this may be the more
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relevant metric and closely related to arterial permeability. At certain locations increased
flexibility is required to permit deformation with movement and positional changes of
attached organs, such as the heart; these locations may be associated with both cyclic
fatigue and increased stress in the absence of intimal thickening.
1.5 Localisation of atherosclerosis, the wall shear stress
hypothesis
Atherosclerotic lesions typically occur at branch sites and regions of high curvature,
consistent with the controlling influence of haemodynamic forces. As shown in Section
1.3.1, such geometries give rise to flow disturbances such as boundary layer separation,
flow reversal and resultant temporal and spatial gradients in WSS. After the early work
of Caro et al. (1971) suggested lesions are initiated in regions of low shear, investigation
of the association between WSS and plaque localisation has become a major theme of
atherosclerosis research (for reviews see Malek et al. (1999); Shaaban and Duerinckx
(2000); Peiffer et al. (2013c)). Flow reversal (Ku et al., 1985) and more recently aspects
of multi-directionality (Hyun et al., 2000; Peiffer et al., 2013b; Morbiducci et al., 2015)
have been incorporated into the shear hypothesis to reflect the complexity of in vivo flow
patterns. In general, the current consensus maintains that lesion development occurs
in regions of low and/or oscillating WSS likely due to increased atherogenic particle
residence times and wall permeability for lipid transfer (Sebkhi and Weinberg, 1996a;
Glagov et al., 1988) and supported by the well documented shear responsive behaviour of
ECs, with low/oscillatory WSS causing endothelial dysfunction (Chiu and Chien, 2011,
see Section 1.7).
Lesion prevalence, intimal thickening and elevated permeability have all been correlated
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with flow disturbance throughout the arterial system. The term “correlated” should be
interpreted with caution however as most studies have relied on informal visual assessment
or inappropriate statistical techniques (see Peiffer et al., 2013c). Using excised vessels
and flow visualisation, Zarins et al. (1983) found initimal thickening developed largely
in regions of relatively low WSS and flow separation in the human carotid bifurcation.
Ku et al. (1985) extended this work to consider the transient nature of flow reversal,
developing the oscillatory shear index (OSI). Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and
modern imaging techniques have confirmed that complex flow patterns exist in vivo at
the carotid bifurcation (see for example Steinman et al., 2002; Harloff et al., 2009). For
clinical applications, emphasis has been placed on establishing geometry metrics that
correlate with low/oscillatory WSS and could serve as simple indicators of future disease
risk (De Syo et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2008); flow phenomena at the carotid bulb are
particularly sensitive to bifurcation angle (Perktold et al., 1991).
Correlative studies of the human coronary vasculature also appear to show an association
between geometric factors, disturbed flow and atherosclerosis. Adopting similar experi-
mental techniques to Zarins et al. (1983), Asakura and Karino (1990) found that lesion
location correlated with regions of low fluid velocity and secondary flows, occurring in the
inner wall of curved segments and at bifurcations. Similar results were obtained in vivo
by Gibson et al. (1993), Krams et al. (1997), Wentzel et al. (2005) and Stone et al. (2007).
The prevalence of lesions in the infrarenal abdominal aorta can be apparently explained
by the existence of diastolic flow reversal under resting conditions (Moore et al., 1994b)
and might be prevented by lower limb exercise which eliminates adverse flow patterns
(Taylor et al., 1999).
In swine, Himburg et al. (2004) showed endothelial permeability decreases with increasing
WSS. In a model of aortic regurgitation, Hoi et al. (2011) demonstrated a correlation
between oscillatory shear and lesion distribution in the LDLr-/- mouse aorta. Roach
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and Fletcher (1976a) altered lesion distribution around the renal ostia in cholesterol fed
rabbits by tying off the renal artery. After modification, new lesions appeared upstream
of the branch but the extent of downstream lesions were unaltered. Interventional studies
which alter flow by generating stenoses have also demonstrated lesions can be induced
or characteristic distributions altered (reviewed in Chapter 2). For example, application
of a tapered perivascular cuff to the carotid artery of apoE-/- mice prompts plaques
to form upstream and downstream of the cuffed segment (Cheng et al., 2006). Those
upstream are of the vulnerable TCFA type, with those downstream are more stable. The
difference has been attributed to a difference in shear between the two segments; WSS is
low proximal but oscillatory distal. All of these studies illustrate the importance of flow
but are by no means conclusive. In particular, the modifications in stenoses studies are
confounded by their simultaneous effect on wall stretch.
In addition to time averaged WSS and OSI, various shear/flow metrics have been devised
to capture the aspects of blood flow that are most relevant to disease localisation but Lee
et al. (2009) demonstrated that the majority are highly correlated, capturing the same
features. However the wide array of metrics proposed, in part due historical measures
showing poor correlation with disease in a given study, indicates the association between
WSS and disease may not be as clear as supposed. Indeed, the recent review of Peiffer
et al. (2013c) highlights that the positive correlation between disease (or its markers) and
low/oscillatory WSS appears to be dependent on the choice of assessment; the relationship
breaks down when rigorous spatial point-by-point analyses are used. In contrast to Ku
et al. (1985) and Zarins et al. (1983), Steinman et al. (2002) and Augst et al. (2007) found
no correlation between intimal thickness and wall shear stress in the carotid bifurcation.
Similarly Joshi et al. (2004) found no association in the right coronary artery. This
may suggest that intimal thickness is a poor marker for atherosclerosis (as discussed in
Section 1.2.1, that distinctly different metrics are necessary (such as that proposed by
Peiffer et al., 2013b) and/or that other factors are important.
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1.6 Intramural stress and strain, an alternative hy-
pothesis
The idea that atherosclerosis is initiated by mechanical factors has its origins in the early
work of Virchow (1856) and Aschoff (1924). According to the Virchow-Aschoff theory,
wear and tear on the intimal extracellular matrix from intraluminal pressure leads to a
“loosening of the connective-tissue ground substance”, rendering it more permeable to
lipids. The ensuing fibrotic proliferative response was viewed as reparative measure to
restore baseline mural tension. Osler (1898) also postulated a wear and tear hypothesis,
seeing vascular disease as a consequence of ageing. Osler referred to the work of Thoma
(1883) who considered intimal thickening to be a response to weakening and yield of
the media, serving to restore the dilated arterial wall cross section to its original size.
This agrees with proposed mechanism of intimal thickening outlined in Section 1.2.1 and
1.4.5. Although Thoma failed to mention lipid in his hypothesis, it is interesting to note
he considered focal thickenings in the aorta to be due to pulling on the aortic wall by
the branches. Both Virchow and Aschoff recognised that the origins of the intercostal
arteries would be under the most mechanical strain, with the later referring to “forces of
a dragging and pulling nature”. Klotz (1915) refuted that mechanical strain had an ini-
tiating role in the lesion formation at the intercostal ostia, stating that the dorsal wall of
the descending thoracic is the most supported of the aorta; it lies against the spine and is
tethered along its length by the intercostal arteries. This however ignores the stress con-
centrations induced by the branch openings as discussed in Section 1.4.3. Duguid (1926)
envisioned that the fixation of the intercostals and other branches presents a resistance
to the elongation of the aorta during systole. This would throw the intima into folds
upstream of each branch, whilst increasing the axial strain downstream. Axial prestretch
could minimise this effect; in vivo arteries are stretched longitudinally so that at mean
blood pressure there is no vessel extension from the axial force given in Equation 1.7
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(Van Loon, 1977). However it should be remembered that this tethering force decreases
with age (Horny et al., 2012).
The first specific mention of stress concentrations and their likely magnitude at arte-
rial branch sites with reference to atherosclerosis can be accredited to Kenyon (1979)
and Niimi (1979). Kenyon, referring to the work of Lind (1969) on T-junctions that
was discussed in Section 1.4.4, mentioned that the in vivo stress distribution warranted
investigation as WSS and IMS may “complement” each other at the intercostal ostia.
Disease initiation occurring via a synergy between the two forces was also put forward by
Thubrikar (2007, p. 124) regarding the elevated, but not maximum, IMS on the inside
bend of a non-radial branch (see Section 1.4.4). Using shell theory, Niimi (1979) found
a stress concentration occurred in an idealised model of an arterial branch. Referring to
Niimi’s work, Oka (1981, p. 186) describes branch ostia as suffering from “local hyperten-
sion since their walls are subjected to high tension with a large stress pulsation” which
may increase permeability. With regard to disease localisation at vessel bends, Willis
(1954) was perhaps the first to indicate that, using a modified version of Laplace’s law
(essentially that given in Equation 1.8), IMS is greatest on the inner curvature. Texon
(1960) had in effect indicated the opposite result using fluid dynamic principles regard-
ing dynamic pressure (or kinetic energy equal to 0.5ρU2 along a streamline); the lateral
pressure is lowest on the inner curvature creating a suction effect that would tend to lift
up the intimal layer. Whilst this pressure distribution certainly exists and is the cause of
flow separation in bends (see Sections 1.3.4 and 1.3.5), the contribution of the dynamic
pressure to the total pressure head is minimal. For the human aorta, assuming U = 1m/s,
ρ = 1035kg/m3 and laminar pipe flow, the kinetic energy gives a pressure head of less
than 8 mmHg11. Willis also put forward several other examples of disease localisation
(or its absence) that could be related to altered mural stresses, many of which will be
discussed below. Some 40 years later, Thubrikar returned to these ideas (see Thubrikar
11The total kinetic energy over the vessel cross section is given by f0.5ρU2. For laminar pipe flow
f = 2.
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et al., 1988; Thubrikar and Robicsek, 1995) and demonstrated experimentally that a local
reduction in mechanical stresses leads to a local reduction in atherosclerosis (Thubrikar
et al., 1988). The stress/strain theory of atherogenesis has subsequently gained little
traction probably owing to the well documented shear responsive behaviour of ECs to be
discussed in Section 1.7. However there is convincing evidence for considering mechanical
factors, beginning with those regions of the vasculature that are characteristically spared
from disease.
1.6.1 Athero-protection; some in vivo observations
A convincing argument for considering IMS in atherogenesis is the absence of lesions in
the venous system, an environment of low pressure and low WSS; pressures are between
25-30 mmHg and WSS between 1-6 dynes in veins compared with 10-15 dynes in the main
arteries. The same LDL levels exist in both arteries and veins; plasma cholesterol levels
are measured from venous blood. Lowered blood oxygenation might reduce lipid oxida-
tion, though the difference between arteries and veins is not substantial (20mL/100mL
versus 15mL/100mL). Results concerning the levels of oxidative stress between the two
vessel groups are conflicting (see Szasz et al., 2007) but Ungvari et al. (2003) demonstrated
that elevated pressure directly increases superoxide production 12 .
Interestingly when veins are used as arterial bypass grafts, and thus subjected to high
pressure, they do develop atherosclerosis. Similarly, Zhang et al. (2004) showed that when
arteries are transferred to the venous system they do not become diseased. External sup-
porting venous grafts with stents or sheaths is known to reduce failure rates by reducing
occlusive disease formation (see the review of Desai et al., 2010). Atherosclerosis of the
pulmonary artery is rare (blood pressure is that of veins), however in pulmonary hyper-
12Superoxide, the one electron reduced form of molecular oxygen, is a reactive oxygen species that has
been identified as one of many mediators of LDL oxidation.
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tension lesions can develop (Glagov and Ozoa, 1968). In patients with chronic occlusion
of the aorta (coarctation), the vessel distal to the stenosis is typically spared from dis-
ease (Dunnil, 1959). Numerous experimental studies, which will be discussed in Chapter
2, have confirmed this finding and shown lesion prevalence is exacerbated proximal to
the constriction; pulse pressures are reduced downstream whilst hypertension is induced
upstream (Lyon et al., 1987).
The above observations are in agreement with hypertension as a systemic risk factor but
demonstrate that local pressure forces vary. As another example, peripheral artery disease
most commonly affects the lower limbs. Gemignani et al. (2012) showed that orthostatic
body posture increases pressure and circumferential wall tension in the popliteal arteries,
and that peak tension is significantly correlated with the prevalence of plaques in these
arteries. So far when considering tension in the vessel wall, pressure has been taken
as that within the lumen. Strictly speaking, the resulting pressure is the difference
between that in the lumen and extravascular tissue pressure. Although typically taken as
negligible, tissue pressures can be significant in certain locations such as the heart. Saul
and Gerard (1991) sought to explain not the predilection for lesions at branch sites, but
instead the propensity of certain vessels to become atherosclerotic and the variation of
lesion distributions between individuals. Dynamic extravascular pressure - fluctuations
in tissue pressure that occur with movement, body position, and the beating heart - alter
the transmural pressure thereby inhibiting or initiating atherosclerosis. Their hypothesis
predicts that physical fitness increases extra-arterial tissue pressure, reducing transmural
pressure and thus is athero-protective. It would also imply that vessels deeply surrounded
by muscle would be the most resistant whilst superficial ones would develop disease first.
If sheathing of venous grafts limits disease by preventing over distension of the vessel
then one would expect that arteries which are naturally protected from pulsatile stretch
to be similarly protected. Indeed this does appear to be the case. The vertebral arteries
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exhibit a “rhythmic localisation” of atherosclerosis; lesions occur in the segments that are
free to expand, but are absent where the artery passes through the bone canal (Moossy,
1966). A few cases of this regular segmental distribution of lesions has also been observed
by Solberg and Eggen (1971). In a similar case, the internal carotid artery despite its
tortuosity is less prone to atherosclerosis where it passes through the carotid canal at
the base of the skull (Hultquist, 1942; Glagov et al., 1961). Willis (1954) also postulated
that certain segments of the the external iliac and femoral arteries would be protected,
due to support from the neighbouring inguinal ligament restricting their distension but
histological evidence to support this is lacking.
Related to these phenomena, myocardial bridging which occurs when an epicardial coro-
nary takes an intramyocardial course, leaves the tunnelled artery segment free of atheroscle-
rosis. Numerous studies have reported that lesions abruptly cease where the coronaries
enter the myocardium despite the proximal segments being severely affected (see for
example Robicsek and Thubrikar, 1994). A lowered (or absent) transmural pressure gra-
dient is implicated in the freedom of myocardial bridges from disease. During systole,
when the epicardial vessels tend to expand, the tunnelled segment undergoes compression
due to the contraction of the surrounding myocardium. Here Robicsek and Thubrikar
(1994) demonstrated that the external tissue pressures approach or even exceed the in-
travascular blood pressure in systole. The intramyocardial wall morphology appears to
reflect lowered tensile stresses; it is thinner than that of the proximal and distal segments
(Geiringer, 1951a,b) with less elastic fibres (Saidi et al., 2010). Geiringer also noted a
lack of vasa vasorum within the myocardial bridge.
Bridging may accentuate proximal disease by increasing peak pressure and thus IMS;
Ge et al. (1995) found pressures were increased just proximal to the bridge compared
with those further upstream. Indeed Nakaura et al. (2014) have shown the presence of
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myocardial bridging13 is an independent risk factor for atherosclerosis. Several authors
claim downstream disease is reduced due to a pressure drop over the bridged segment;
for instance, Ge et al. (1995) found a systolic pressure drop of 90 mmHg, though Loukas
et al. (2014) found no difference with the upstream segment. Even without bridging,
atherosclerosis is more common in the proximal than distal coronaries (Strong et al., 1999;
Golinvaux et al., 2012). It should be noted that it has also been postulated that the lesion
pattern around myocardial bridges can be attributed to variations in WSS (Klues et al.,
1997; Ge et al., 1999); WSS oscillations are maximal in the proximal segment, whilst
there is no flow reversal in the tunnelled segment over the cardiac cycle and velocities
are higher. This is indicative that there are perhaps no sites in vivo where the effects of
mechanical and fluid shear stresses can be sufficiently separated so as to attribute lesion
localisation to one or the other.
Regarding experimental interventional studies, there are perhaps only two studies to
demonstrate that a local reduction of IMS or cyclic strain inhibits atherosclerosis. In the
first, Thubrikar et al. (1988) showed that lesion formation can be prevented in cholesterol
fed rabbits by restricting vessel expansion. Under anaesthetically induced hypotension,
a liquid dental acrylic was poured around the junction between the left renal artery
and aorta, which upon setting, created a rigid perivascular cast; mean arterial pressure
recovered post surgery. After receiving a cholesterol enriched diet, non-casted controls
showed typical fatty lesions distal to the renal ostia. In casted rabbits however the left
renal ostia was spared, despite other ostia becoming obviously diseased. The cast did
not significantly reduce lumen diameter, therefore increased WSS is unlikely to be the
inhibitory factor. Interestingly lesions did develop when casting was performed at normal
blood pressure suggesting it was reduced IMS and not restricted wall motion that was
athero-protective. Similar results were obtained for experiments on the aortic bifurcation.
In applying this model, (Baker et al., 1991) demonstrated that EC morphology is affected
13The reported prevalence of myocardial bridges in the general population ranges from 0.5 to 85% (see
Kim et al., 2009, for a discussion of the discrepancies between studies.)
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distal to the renal ostia. In controls cobblestone-shaped cells could be seen along with
spindle-shaped cells with disrupted borders, in line with the view that altered morphology
correlates with lesion formation. However in casted animals, ECs at this site resembled
those in straight segments of the aorta.
In the second experimental study, Tropea et al. (2000) demonstrated lesion inhibition
in the hypertensive rabbit aorta also by restricting vessel expansion. Hypertension was
induced by surgical aortic coractation (see Chapter 2). A segment of the aorta upstream
of the constriction was encircled by a plastic wrap, either loosely or firmly. After receiv-
ing a cholesterol enriched diet, both loose and firm wrapped segments did not develop
disease despite the lesions forming in the remainder of the aorta upstream of the constric-
tion; no disease was visible downstream. Regarding the mechanisms of these two models,
Thubrikar’s results would suggest reduced IMS over cyclic stretch, whilst Tropea’s sug-
gests the opposite. It may be that the loose wrap had already sufficiently lowered IMS
that the firm wrap had no additional benefit.
1.6.2 Stress, strain and disease localisation
Verification that stress concentrations do indeed exist at arterial branch sites has been
performed by studies using finite element (FE) modeling (Niimi, 1979; Thubrikar et al.,
1990b; Salzar et al., 1995; Delfino et al., 1997; Kaazempur-Mofrad et al., 2003; Carnell
et al., 2007). Results agree with those predicted by theories presented in Section 1.4;
for a bovine coronary artery, Thubrikar et al. (1990b) found stress concentrations factors
of between 3 and 4 at the ostium. A lack of research in this area may be in part due
to the complexity of determining the material parameters, particular those that capture
anisotropy, in the vicinity of ostia, and residual stresses. Furthermore, most structural
mechanics efforts are focused on plaque stability rather than disease initiation. Some
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experimental studies have indirectly implied stress concentrations at branch sites. By
taking longitudinal strips of aorta-branch junctions and conducting uniaxial tension tests,
Roach and colleagues were able to determine the relative stiffnesses of the proximal and
distal margins. In sheep the flow divider was stiffest (Cleave and Roach, 1983), whilst in
dogs it was more extensible than the proximal margin (Touw et al., 1985). Fenton et al.
(1986) showed that at the apex of the renal artery bifurcation, SMC contraction adds
an additional tensile stress to that created by the pressure load. Boucek et al. (1976)
developed a novel in vivo metric of IMS. Recognising that glycosaminoglycan (GAG) 14
synthesis is increased by hypertension and mechanical stretching, it was postulated that
GAG metabolism would be increased at sites of elevated IMS. From measuring the levels
of 35SO4
15 incorporated into GAGs after 24 hour exposure, it was suggested that IMS
was highest in the epicardial coronary arteries, especially those segments just proximal
to myocardial bridges.
The pressure loading of the disease free carotid bifurcation was modelled by Salzar et al.
(1995) and found to correlate with lesion distribution. Intimal thickening with some cal-
cification was found on the apex, whilst at the lateral walls, particularly the sinus, lesions
were most severe. At these two sites IMS was elevated, a high magnitude focal stress con-
centration at the apex with a more diffuse stress increase at the lateral walls, especially
in the sinus. Although rarely given as an example of disease localisation, DeBakey et al.
(1985) also indicated that disease may occur at the apex in humans. Interestingly the
widely referred to sketch of apoE-/- mouse lesion distribution by Nakashima et al. (1994)
and similarly that for the LDLr-/- strain by VanderLaan et al. (2004), both show disease
as localised to the flow divider of the aortic and carotid bifurcations with none shown on
the lateral walls in the latter. In mice the lower Re and α of the flow may lead to less
flow separation at bends. However the results of Salzar et al. (1995), mentioned above,
14Glycosaminoglycan chains attach to a core protein to form the basic proteoglycan unit.
15The labelled sulphur is incorporated in the GAGs during their synthesis, after which its radioactivity
can subsequently be detected.
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indicate that the most complex lesion does not colocalise with the greatest IMS. Delfino
et al. (1997) have shown that the relative importance of the two stress sites reverses if
residual strains are incorporated into the model. The transmural stress gradient becomes
more uniform at all sites except at the lateral walls of the bifurcation, and the peak
stress at the apex and sinus are approximately equal (specifically it is the apex stress
that reduces substantially). The authors found a strong correlation between the trans-
mural gradient of IMS and the distribution of carotid intimal thickening reported by Ku
et al. (1985) and suggest that a synergy between low/oscillatory WSS and IMS gradient
initiates atherosclerosis. That coincident low WSS and high IMS may be pro-atherogenic
is consistent with the computational results of Zhao et al. (2000). In the authors’ models
of healthy human carotid bifurcations, both low WSS and high tensile stress existed at
disease-prone sites.
The stress concentration at the sinus is in part due to a reduced wall thickness with respect
to the vessel diameter (consider Laplace’s Law). It is in this area that the baroreceptors
are found, which detect changes in blood pressure by sensing wall tension. It is not
known why the the dilated shape of the sinus is necessary for baroreceptor sensitivity,
but its geometry would most likely amplify stretch signals. Both Delfino et al. (1997)
and Salzar et al. (1995) assumed homogeneous wall properties; this is inappropriate
at the sinus, where the elastin content is higher, the number of SMCs lower and the
intimal-medial layer substantially thinner than neighbouring segments (Rees and Jepson,
1970). Thus the magnitudes of the stresses at the two sites and their relative importance
may be somewhat different in vivo. In the study of Kaazempur-Mofrad et al. (2003),
emphasis was instead placed on wall strains at the carotid bifurcation. Cyclic strains
(the difference between systolic and diastolic strains) where found to be highest at the
external carotid lateral wall, the apex, and just distal to the sinus; only moderate strains
were found at the sinus. In the mesenteric bifurcation of rats, Carnell et al. (2007)
found both IMS and inflammatory cell density increased at the branch after the onset of
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hypertension. However a rigorous point-by-point comparison did not show a consistent
correlation between IMS and cell density; 3 out of 5 cases did colocalise but the small
sample size hindered conclusions.
Aside from the pressure load, arteries may also be exposed to elevated stresses and strains
from body and organ movement. During systole the heart pulls downwards on the as-
cending aorta, increasing axial stress. In the FE study of Beller et al. (2004), concerned
with the role of aortic root motion in aortic dissection, axial stress was increased by as
much as 50% in the ascending aorta. From an atherosclerosis viewpoint, the change in the
stress patterns around the entrance to the brachiocephalic (innominate) artery is of most
interest. Incorporating root motion shifted the peak axial stress from the lateral margins
of the ostia to the upstream side where the hoop stress was elevated and extended further
upstream. This site is associated with disease in mice (Nakashima et al., 1994; Rosenfeld
et al., 2000; Johnson and Jackson, 2001) and humans (Kjaernes et al., 1981; DeBakey
et al., 1985). The movement of the heart and the proximal arch is in opposition to the
attachment of the distal arch to the pulmonary artery by the ligamentum arteriosum, the
remnants of the fetal ductus arteriosus vessel. Modelling the connection as a stiff spring,
Garc´ıa-Herrera and Celentano (2013) found that a stress concentration occurred at the
ligament attachment, which is a known rupture site after chest trauma. It has also been
established that lesions develop here in pigs (Cornhill et al., 1985) and humans (Martin
et al., 1976).
The coronaries are exposed to extreme deformations over the cardiac cycle but modelling
the full biomechanics of this part of the vasculature is challenging; nevertheless, correla-
tions between IMS and plaque formation have been established. In the study of Ohayon
et al. (2011a), patient specific models of coronary bifurcations which captured ventricular
motion but only static pressure, showed early disease sites colocalised with elevated stress
and stiffness (resulting from the strain-stiffening behaviour of the nonlinearly elastic wall
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material). A correlation with local stiffness draws parallels with the strong systemic as-
sociation between age-related arterial stiffening and atherosclerosis (van Popele et al.,
2001). Ding and Friedman (2000) also suggest differences in vessel torsion might explain
differences in disease susceptibility between coronary arteries.
Other arteries subject to large movements are those which connect the aorta to the
abdominal organs, such as the superior mesenteric and renal arteries. Even under normal
respiration, (Draney et al., 2005) showed the kidneys displace 10 times more than the
proximal renal artery. The displacement introduces vessel bending and torsion, effectively
causing the branching angle to fluctuate over the respiratory cycle. It is interesting to note
that these arteries, as well the superior mesenteric and coeliac, are found to have very thick
adventitial layers consisting of axially arranged elastin and collagen fibres and sometimes
bundles of longitudinal SMCs (Kockx et al., 1993; Glagov et al., 1992), an arrangement
which presumably serves to withstand the bending stresses. Head movement may also
affect the strains and stresses at the carotid bifurcation. In the study of Callaghan et al.
(2009), a stress concentration was identified in the internal carotid artery just distal to the
carotid sinus when rotation and hyperextension of the neck were modelled based on in vivo
displacement measurements. Their study identified that the sinus is a highly compliant
structure, its bulbous shape flattening as the head moves and the artery is stretched.
Although the model was not pressurised, the stress distribution bears similarities to the
location of so called “apical” plaques found just downstream of the sinus, where WSS
is high; Park et al. (2010) found 54% of patients had plaques sited here rather than at
the transition between the carotid artery and sinus. Note the distal end of the sinus is
also where Kaazempur-Mofrad et al. (2003) reported elevated cyclic strains in pressurised
(but static) carotid bifurcations.
The final example of movement related stresses is that given by Thubrikar and Robicsek
(1995) concerning flexion of the descending thoracic aorta. The tethering of this vessel
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to the spine via the pairs of intercostal arteries along its length means any movement
would introduce two parallel streaks of high IMS alongside the branch ostia. Such a
pattern matches those reported by Cornhill et al. (1990a) and Holman et al. (1958)
for aortic disease in humans. Experimental studies examining aortic permeability to
macromolecule tracers, have also found parallel streaks (Herrmann et al., 1994; Clarke
et al., 2012; Bailey et al., 2015). Bailey et al. (2015) have shown this to be a post mortem
artefact; upon cannulation, depressurisation of the aorta causes the vessel to collapse,
detachment of ECs at the lateral margins (Baldwin et al., 1982) and subsequent tracer
infiltration. Thus elevated stresses and/or mechanical weakness may contribute to disease
progression in the long term.
1.7 The shear and stretch responsive endothelium
The endothelium is directly subjected to shear forces and countless studies have estab-
lished the shear sensitivity of EC morphology, function and gene expression (for reviews
see Davies, 1995; Chien, 2007; Chiu and Chien, 2011). Perhaps the most obvious man-
ifestation of this sensitivity is cell morphology. Within relatively straight vessels with
unremarkable laminar flow patterns, ECs and their nuclei are elongated and aligned with
their long axes parallel to the WSS vector (Flaherty et al., 1972; Cornhill et al., 1980).
This morphology appears to streamline the cells and minimise the total drag force they
experience (Hazel and Pedley, 2000; Barbee et al., 1994; Barbee, 2002). In contrast,
rounded and randomly orientated ECs are found at sites associated with flow distur-
bance and stagnation (Nerem et al., 1981). If flow or the orientation of the endothelium
is altered in vivo, cells and their nuclei adjust their shape and alignment accordingly
(Flaherty et al., 1972; Levesque et al., 1986), suggesting a strong sensitivity to both the
direction and magnitude of the local flow.
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In vitro studies support these observations. Cells cultured under static conditions are
disordered but upon exposure to laminar flow, are transformed (sometimes within hours)
into an aligned monolayer similar to that seen in vivo (Dewey et al., 1981; Eskin et al.,
1984; Levesque and Nerem, 1985). This adaption is shear magnitude and exposure time
dependent (Levesque and Nerem, 1985; Sakamoto et al., 2010) and, after cessation of flow,
reversible (Remuzzi et al., 1984). Sustained high WSS also leads to distinct cytoskeleton
remodelling. In the absence of flow, randomly orientated short actin filaments are confined
to the periphery of the cells but exposure to high shear sees an increase in centrally
arranged actin stress fibres, which become thicker, longer, and align parallel to the flow
direction (Langille et al., 1991; Malek and Izumo, 1996; Chiu et al., 1998; Noria et al.,
2004). These findings have been confirmed in vivo; peripheral actin filaments are more
numerous at sites of low WSS, whilst high WSS increases central stress fibres (Kim et al.,
1989). Cytoskeleton remodelling precedes gross changes in cell shape (Barbee et al., 1994;
Noria et al., 2004).
Cellular adaption to WSS is not only magnitude dependent; spatial and temporal gra-
dients, and more recently, multi-directional shear have all been shown to influence mor-
phology. Spatial variations inhibit alignment and elongation, stimulate migration away
from the site of highest shear gradient and suppress stress fibre formation (DePaola et al.,
1992; Tardy et al., 1997; Szymanski et al., 2008; Sakamoto et al., 2010). Cells subjected
to oscillatory shear exhibit a morphology similar to that of static controls but under
non-reversing pulsatile flow, alignment and elongation are ultimately enhanced - though
adaption occurs more slowly - when compared to steady controls (Levesque and Nerem,
1989; Helmlinger et al., 1991; Hsiai et al., 2002). Although purely oscillatory flow could
be considered to lack a definitive direction, the shear vector still acts along a single
axis. Systems which generate swirling flow are able to expose cells to biaxial oscillatory
shear, more characteristic of sites of disturbed flow in vivo, and this also inhibits cellular
adaption (Potter et al., 2011; Chakraborty et al., 2012).
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Cellular alignment is seen as essential for normal endothelial function, down regulating
inflammation and ultimately providing athero-protection. Lesion distribution appears to
correlate spatially with variation in EC morphology; rounded, disordered cells are found
in vivo at sites susceptible to atherosclerosis (Caplan et al., 1974; Davies, 1995; Iiyama
et al., 1999; Hajra et al., 2000). Goode et al. (1977) demonstrated in rabbits that high fat
feeding gave rise to regions of altered morphology which were later associated with sub-
endothelial swellings. Extensive in vitro studies have revealed that laminar shear stress
reduces apoptosis and proliferation (Levesque et al., 1990; Akimoto et al., 2000; White
et al., 2001), promotes tight junctions between cells (Yoshida et al., 1995), decreases
expression of pro-inflammatory genes (Chappell et al., 1998), and stimulates nitric oxide
synthesis (Kuchan and Frangos, 1994; Vozzi et al., 2014). (Even in the absence of flow,
cell alignment itself appears to down regulate inflammation (Vartanian et al., 2010).)
Similar findings have been found in vivo when comparing the endothelium in regions
associated with flow disturbance to that at athero-protected sites (see for example Okano
and Yoshida, 1994; Walpola et al., 1995; Endres et al., 1997; Iiyama et al., 1999; Cybulsky
et al., 2001; Cheng et al., 2005; Suo et al., 2007).
Higher rates of mitosis induced by non-laminar flows (DePaola et al., 1992) may enhance
endothelial permeability in accordance with leaky junction hypothesis proposed by Wein-
baum et al. (1985) and as demonstrated experimentally by Caplan and Schwartz (1973)
and Lin et al. (1988). WSS has actually been shown to increase the permeability of EC
monolayers in a magnitude dependent manner (Jo et al., 1991; DePaola et al., 1992; Wa-
ters, 1996) which conflicts with in vivo observations. However the results of acute in vitro
studies may highlight the partial disassembly and rearrangement of adheren junctions at
cell-cell contacts that accommodates the change in cell shape and alignment (Noria et al.,
1999). Warboys et al. (2010) demonstrated that elevated permeability is indeed transient,
with chronic shear exposure lowering endothelial permeability.
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WSS affects leukocyte adhesion by modulating the expression of adhesion molecules such
as VCAM-1, ICAM-1 and E-selectin (an endothelial specific adhesion molecule); oscil-
latory or biaxial oscillatory shear up-regulates expression (Chappell et al., 1998; Hsiai
et al., 2003; Dardik et al., 2005). Conway et al. (2010) found only reversing (not solely
low) WSS induces monocyte adhesion, though interestingly, steady flow appears to selec-
tively up-regulate ICAM-1 expression (Nagel et al., 1994; Morigi et al., 1995); VCAM-1
expression is down-regulated when cells are exposed to laminar shear stress (Ando et al.,
1994, and also in co-culture with SMCs; Chiu et al., 2003). The activation of leukocyte
chemoattractant protein MCP-1, which enhances monocyte attachment to ECs (Gerszten
et al., 1999), is also shear sensitive (Shyy et al., 1994).
WSS is known to modulate the production of vasoregulators ET-1 and NO (Vozzi et al.,
2014). ET-1 is ultimately down-regulated (Malek and Izumo, 1992; Vozzi et al., 2014)
but NO production increases after cell cultures are stimulated by shear stress (Kuchan
and Frangos, 1994; Vozzi et al., 2014). Evidence suggests that NO is a key mediator
of the athero-protective effect of high WSS (Traub and Berk, 1998); its beneficial effects
include inhibition of inflammatory cell recruitment, inhibition of platelet aggregation and
thrombosis, vasodilation, and suppression of excessive proliferation of SMCs (Cooke and
Dzau, 1997; Vallance and Chan, 2001; Napoli et al., 2006). At the systemic scale, reduced
bioavailability of NO has been linked to an increased risk of adverse cardiovascular events
(Bonetti, 2002).
Whilst ECs in straight segments of vessels appear to align with the flow direction, it is
equally valid to say they align perpendicular to the principle direction of stretch. Cell
culture studies have established that ECs orient in this manner in response to cyclic
stretch and develop stress fibres oriented in the direction of minimal deformation (Ives
et al., 1986; Dartsch and Betz, 1989; Takemasa et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2001; Moretti
et al., 2004; Ueki et al., 2008; Livne et al., 2014). Analagous to WSS effects, the response
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is stretch magnitude dependent (Takemasa et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2001), sensitive
to the type of substrate deformation (whether uniaxial or biaxial, Wang et al., 2001)
and appears to minimise cellular stress (Takemasa et al., 1998; Livne et al., 2014). Many
different cell types, such as SMCs and fibroblasts, demonstrate the same adaptive response
to stretch in culture (Buck, 1983; Sumpio et al., 1988; Neidlinger-Wilke et al., 2002).
The in vitro orientation of cultured SMCs is in stark contrast to that found in vivo
and may indicate that significant axial stress occurs in many arteries. Within intimal
thickenings and lying on top of the deformable IEL, SMCs may preferentially align axially
to minimise stress as postulated by Buck (1983) and Kockx et al. (1993) (see Section
1.2.5). Interestingly in the leaflets of the aortic valve, ECs tend to align circumferentially
with the free edge of the leaflets (Deck, 1986) - the direction of maximum tensile stress
- suggesting a unique phenotype. Indeed Butcher et al. (2004) have demonstrated that
cultured aortic valve ECs under shear do not align with the flow direction but rather
perpendicular to it.
Cyclic stretch also affects EC biochemical response; for a review see Jufri et al. (2015).
Physiological stretch levels increase EC proliferation (Li and Sumpio, 2005; Hurley et al.,
2010) and suppress apoptosis (Liu et al., 2003; Nishimura et al., 2006). Interestingly
supra-physiological levels of 20% (effectively simulating hypertension) stimulate apoptosis
(Liu et al., 2003) and may lead to uncontrolled proliferation (Hurley et al., 2010). Collins
et al. (2006) have established that cyclic stretch alters tight junction structure and thus
permeability is likely affected. Recently, Hu and Liu (2015) showed uptake of nano
particles is enhanced by acute cyclic strain. Levels of vasoactive substances released by
ECs are also affected. Production of NO increases under cyclic stretch and is greatest at
hypertensive stretch levels (Awolesi et al., 1994). ET-1 production also increases under
stretch (Carosi et al., 1992; Wang et al., 1993). This response appears to be cell type
specific; whilst ECs under 20% cyclic stretch showed and eight-fold increase in endothelin
synthesis, it was decreased by 80% in stretched SMCs (Cattaruzza et al., 2000). Cyclic
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stretch can also govern leukocyte adhesion; ICAM-1 (Cheng et al., 1996; Barron et al.,
2007) and MCP-1 (Wang et al., 1995; Wung et al., 1996) protein levels are increased whilst
VCAM-1 is markedly decreased (Barron et al., 2007) compared with static conditions.
In an effort to recreate more realistic culture conditions, several groups have subjected
cells simultaneously to cyclic stretch and shear. Zhao et al. (1995) demonstrated a syn-
ergistic response of ECs when exposed to physiological levels of the two forces. Stretch
increased EC sensitivity to shear stress, lowering the level of shear required to provoke
morphological change. At higher shear this effect became less apparent. The data suggest
the morphological effect of stretch is smaller than that of shear, but more recent work by
Owatverot et al. (2005) suggests they are equipotent and the combined effect is a simple
summation of the two; they cancel each other out if applied in a counteracting manner
i.e. each force attempts to orient the cell in a different direction.
A temporal phase angle between pressure and flow exists, generated by the wave reflection
in the circulation and inertial effects of blood flow, hence WSS is not always in phase
with stretch. Tarbell has shown that lesion prone sites are characterised by large negative
values of stress phase angle (the angle between stretch and WSS) (Lee and Tarbell, 1997;
Qiu and Tarbell, 2000b; Tada and Tarbell, 2005). When ECs are subjected to flow and
out of phase stretch, a more negative phase angle suppresses NO whilst increasing ET-1
production (Qiu and Tarbell, 2000a; Dancu et al., 2004), indicating that the interaction
of WSS and stretch is an important determinant of arterial tone.
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1.8 Thesis overview
Separating the in vivo effects of shear and mechanical stresses on atherosclerosis initiation
is challenging; interventional studies that aim to only alter flow are confounded by their
simultaneous effect on mural stresses and strains. Stenosis models of atherosclerosis, in
which the artery is locally constricted to alter in vivo flow, are often used to demonstrate
the association between disease and WSS, but IMS and wall stretch are rarely implicated
despite their obvious alteration by such a manipulation. In Chapter 2, the literature
regarding stenosis models is reviewed, especially with regard to the localisation of the
induced disease and the strength of the evidence in support of both biomechanical hy-
potheses. In Chapter 3, an established method for generating flow limiting stenoses in
the mouse carotid artery is utilised to investigate local arterial permeability and whether
the induced variations are associated with low and oscillatory WSS. The results of this
study suggest a role for mechanical stresses; consequently in Chapter 4, mural stresses
and strains are computed in an idealised geometry of the same stenosis model.
Accurately determining in vivo mural strains at high resolution is a challenging task when
material properties spatially vary over small length scales and perivascular tethering
invalidates ex vivo mechanical testing. The morphology of ECs is a surrogate index
of WSS - cells and their nuclei align and elongate with flow. Equally, the change in
nuclear spacing that occurs during the cardiac cycle is a measure of the local stretch of
the wall. Chapter 5 develops a technique to characterise EC nuclear spacing based on
reconstructing the endothelial surface by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) of
vascular corrosion casts. These casts retain imprints of the protruding EC nuclei. It is
demonstrated that a statistical comparison of inter-nuclear spacings on casts made at
two different pressures, reveals in vivo strains.
Whether WSS or IMS correlates spatially with atherosclerotic lesion prevalence must
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be assessed by a rigorous point-by-point comparison and not really on informal visual
assessment. Spatial averaging, or data reduction by averaging across groups, reduces
variance and tends to increase the strength of correlations and should be avoided. When
assessing the significance of a correlation between two high resolution maps, the presence
of spatial autocorrelation violates the assumption of independence between each data
pair. Given the frequent use of spatial data in atherosclerosis research, it is surprising
that these issues have received little attention. In their recent review, Peiffer et al. (2013c)
demonstrate that the association between disease (or its markers) and low/oscillatory
WSS appears to be dependent on the choice of assessment; when data reduction is avoided
the relationship breaks down. In Chapter 6, methods for assessing spatial correlations
are compared using maps of WSS and three different arterial properties, highlighting the
differences in statistical significance that may be obtained. The appropriate application
of each method discussed and approaches developed specifically for handling aggregate
data.
Final conclusions are presented in Chapter 7, alongside suggestions for further work.
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Chapter 2
Stenotic flow models of
atherosclerosis
The purported association between atherosclerosis and WSS has led to the development of
numerous animal models of arterial disease in which local flow is directly altered through
surgical intervention. Perhaps the most useful are those which constrict an artery to cre-
ate a stenosis, thereby generating defined regions of high and low WSS in close proximity
and permitting the assessment of associations. However, mechanical stresses and strains
in the arterial wall are also altered, confounding apparent correlations. Post-surgery,
stenosed vessels rapidly remodel and focal disease of varying severity may be induced.
Of particular clinical relevance are the stenosis models for which the induced atheromas
display the histopathology of clinically-significant human disease, namely vulnerable TC-
FAs prone to rupture. The model developed by Cheng et al. (2005), in which a tapering
perivascular cuff is placed around the carotid artery of mice, prompts the formation of
vulnerable and stable plaque phenotypes at the upstream and downstream cuff margins
respectively (Cheng et al., 2006). The site specific differences have been attributed to
variations in WSS; both regions experience relatively low shear stress but more oscillatory
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shear is predicted on the downstream side (Cheng et al., 2005).
Chapter 3 presents the results of a study on the uptake of plasma macromolecules by
the carotid artery of mice after cuff placement and its association with haemodynamic
stresses, whilst Chapter 4 investigates intramural stresses and strains in this model. Given
the wide array of previous studies on in vivo stenotic flow models of atherosclerosis and
their varied findings, the relevant literature is first reviewed and summarised before pre-
senting details of the present study. Three types of artificial stenosis are considered:
aortic coarctation, partial ligation and perivascular cuff placement, all shown schemat-
ically in Figure 2.2. Non-constrictive cuffs, hereafter referred to as collars, also induce
disease and although not flow altering, their similarities warrant their inclusion. In line
with the results of Cheng et al. (2006), emphasis is placed on the arterial response up-
stream, downstream and within the stenosis. In this context the effect of a stenosis on
flow and stresses within the wall is first explained; more in depth discussions based on
the results of the current study will be presented in Chapters 3 and 4.
2.1 Haemodynamics and mechanical stresses
Consider the schematic in Figure 2.2a. As flow passes through the constriction, it must
accelerate to conserve mass. Similarly, flow must decelerate on exiting. For the regions
A,B and C the relation holds that
UAAA = UBAB = UCAC (2.1)
where U is the cross sectional mean velocity and A is the area of the vessel. For fully
developed pipe flow, WSS is given by
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τw = 4µ
U
R
(2.2)
where µ is the dynamic viscosity and R is the vessel radius. Hence for a halving of radius,
velocity increases by a factor of 4 and shear stress by a factor of 8. If the area reduction is
large enough, the increased resistance of the vessel significantly reduces flow rate and the
stenosis is said to be flow-limiting. To prevent downstream ischemia, upstream pressure
or flow in the contralateral circulation must increase.
Figure 2.1: Schematics of three stenotic flow models of atherosclerosis. (a) Aortic coarctation;
three commonly used sites are marked. (b) Partial ligation, which is typically performed on
the carotid artery. (c) Perivascular collar/cuff placement. Both non-constrictive collars (d) and
flow modifying cuffs (e) can induce disease.
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Figure 2.2: Flow through a stenosis. (a) Geometry with a gentle downstream expansion. (b)
Rapid geometry expansion downstream causes flow to separate
In the geometry in Figure 2.2a, the gentle area expansion from B to C ensures flow
smoothly diverges and fills the vessel again. However if the vessel expands rapidly, the
emerging flow with high kinetic energy is unable to follow the abrupt change in the
boundary and it separates from the wall (Figure 2.2b). To understand why this happens
consider the pressures in the three regions. If we assume there are no frictional losses in
the system (no fluid viscosity), then Bernoulli’s principle may be applied (conservation
of energy). Specifically,
1
2
ρU2A + PA =
1
2
ρU2B + PB =
1
2
ρU2C + PC (2.3)
where ρ is the fluid density and P is the static pressure. The pressure is lowered within
the stenosis but abruptly rises again downstream. This adverse pressure gradient impedes
the flow. Near the wall, the flow velocity is very small and the pressure force large enough
to drive the flow backwards; distinct zones of recirculating flow then form (Figure 2.2b).
The boundary layer is said to have separated. The size of the recirculation zones increases
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as flow rate increases. For pulsatile flows zones may grow and fade, and migrate back and
forth; the WSS is then oscillatory in some regions. At the centre of vessel, the flow has
sufficient inertia to overcome the adverse pressure gradient and this high velocity “jet”
may extend several diameters downstream. It should be noted that flow can also separate
just within the upstream side of a stenosis if there is a step change in the geometry.
In vivo stenosis geometries are unlikely to contain boundary step changes and thus the
downstream geometry resembles a flow diffuser. In engineering applications, these tapered
enlargements are used to reduce flow velocity gradually and eliminate separation. The
maximum divergence angle (marked in Figure 2.2) is typically quoted as 7◦, though this
applies for Reynolds numbers (Re) in excess of 105. As Re decreases, increasingly large
critical angles are permissible. For microfluidics applications, Sun and Yang (2007) found
that for angles of up to 30◦ there was no flow separation if Re was less than 22. Steady
flow studies on idealised vascular stenoses suggest Re greater than 200 are required before
distal separation occurs (Mates et al., 1978; Young and Tsai, 1973). It should be made
clear that distal separation, even if transient in the case of oscillatory flow, does not
imply turbulence. Transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs in pipes for Re in
excess of 2000. For stenoses this value is greatly reduced; Ku (1997) states a critical
upstream Re value of 300 for a 70% stenosis. Thus stenotic flows in large species and
vessels are prone to turbulent transition downstream. Here the flow is characterised by
random movements of the fluid particles, high levels of mixing and the breakdown of
the stenotic jet. Correspondingly WSS varies erratically, both locally and with time. In
smaller species and vessels the flow remains laminar and may or may not have separated.
Following the above, a flow-limiting stenosis lowers WSS in the upstream and downstream
vessel segments, increases WSS within the constriction and dependent on both the ge-
ometry and flow velocity, creates localised oscillatory WSS just downstream. However
the stenosis also varies the pressure force acting on the vessel wall. For realistic flows,
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frictional losses through the constriction mean PC is actually lower than PA. The pressure
drop is further exacerbated by the energy loss incurred by separated flow. Hence pressure
may be lowered both within and downstream of the constriction.
Another detail to consider is how the stenosis is created. By constricting the artery using
rigid perivascular cuffs, not only is distension prevented in the cuffed region but the
wall is under compression. Furthermore, stress concentrations are expected at the cuff
margins where discontinuities arise through the abrupt change in vessel distensibility. To
illustrate the imposed stress distribution, the result of a structural finite element analysis
for a simplistic model is presented in Figure 2.3. A more involved description of the
methods and further analysis on more complex models will be presented in Chapter 4,
but it useful to first introduce the basic result here. Briefly an artery was idealised as
a hyperelastic1 thick walled cylinder and its expansion externally constrained by a rigid
cuff for half its length (Figure 2.3a). A pressure load was incrementally applied to the
luminal surface with axial extension prevented by fixing the ends (Figure 2.3b). The
analysis was performed using FEBio (Maas et al. 2012, www.febio.org/).
Figures 2.3c-d show the resulting stress distributions through the wall in cylindrical co-
ordinates. Stresses have been non-dimensionalised by dividing by the applied pressure
load. As expected the stresses in the cuffed region are lower (all compressive) than in
the free vessel. The most striking feature is the introduction of a focal increase in axial
stress σz on the inner surface at the cuff margin. The vessel bends around the cuff edge,
putting the intimal surface into tension and the adventitia into compression; a negative
stress concentration exists on the outer surface at this point. Note that residual stresses
were not included in this simple example, and the constriction is relatively mild, but the
pattern agrees with that of Gasser et al. (2002) for a more rigorous model of a clamped
artery. The magnitudes of the stresses are likely to be different at the upstream and
1Hyperelastic material models capture elasticity at large strain rates.
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Figure 2.3: Intramural stresses after perivascular cuff placement. (a) Zero-pressure reference
geometry. (b) Deformed geometry after pressurisation. (c) Radial stress distribution, σr. (d)
Circumferential stress distribution, σθ. (e) Axial stress distribution, σz. Stresses have been
non-dimensionalised by dividing by the applied pressure load.
downstream cuff margins; the lowered pressure will reduce vessel distension downstream
and thus stresses and strains throughout the wall. A tapered cuff would also produce an
asymmetric stress distribution around the stenosis. High axial strains also arise on the
intimal surface at the cuff margin. Within the cuff the intimal surface is axially stretched,
but circumferentially compressed. The distribution of wall strains may perhaps be more
biologically relevant as ECs sense stress through physical deformation.
It is clear then that stenotic flow models are confounded by their simultaneous effect on
WSS, pressure, and intramural stresses and strains, whose magnitudes are sensitive to
several factors such as stenosis size, location in the circulation and flow rate. Results of
previous studies are thus difficult to compare; to facilitate this the literature has been
grouped into three disease models for which some of these factors are consistent between
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studies. The severity of a stenosis is given, where possible, by its percentage reduction in
luminal area. This is defined as 100[(A0−A)/A0] where A0 and A are the luminal cross-
sectional areas for the reference vessel and stenosed segment respectively. If unavailable
the stenosis is defined by diameter reduction and indicated with %d.
2.2 Aortic coarctation
Some of the earliest interventional studies of arterial function and atherosclerosis utilised
aortic coarctations, stenoses created by externally constricting the vessel with a biologi-
cally inert material; frequently tightened plastic bands, metal clips or simple sutures. In
accordance with published studies, the term coarctation will only be used in the context
of aortic stenoses. Typical coarctation sites are the start of the descending thoracic aorta,
adjacent to the renal artery ostia or in the lower abdominal aorta (Figure 2.2a). In the
aorta of pigs, Somer et al. (1972) showed wall permeability was substantially elevated
upstream of severe coarctations (90% area stenosis) at the start of the descending tho-
racic but unaffected if the stenosis was only mild. The patterns were global in nature,
affecting the full upstream extent of the vessel (Fry 1969 reported the same observation
for clamped aortas - negligible flow - in dogs). The coarctation itself showed reduced
permeability and interestingly, the control pattern downstream was either reduced or
completely removed. As elevated permeability is considered a precursor to atheroscle-
rosis one would expect lesion patterns to be similarly affected; Hollander et al. (1976)
confirmed the same global pattern in monkeys for 70 to 95%d coarctations. On a low
cholesterol diet, upstream vessels experienced intimal thickening whilst those distal were
spared. In hypercholesterolemic animals, the coronary and cerebral arteries were severely
affected by atherosclerotic disease compared with noncoarcted controls. Sabiston et al.
(1961) had previously indicated this result in hypercholesterolemic dogs though a defi-
ciency of controls meant results were questionable. Coarctation studies in hyperlipidemic
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rabbits have also demonstrated substantially increased lesion prevalence in the proximal
aorta with downstream disease levels unchanged from baseline (Bell et al., 1990; Roux
et al., 1992; Tropea et al., 1996, 2000) and inhibited within the coarctation (Bell et al.,
1990). The results of Wu et al. (2002) for transgenic mice are in agreement with the above,
and Still (1967) observed in rats that monocytes and lymphocytes had only infiltrated
the upstream intima shortly after coarctation.
Upstream hypertension increases disease severity
Although aortic coarctations produce local alterations in WSS and potentially complex
post stenotic flows, the accepted mechanism of action in these models is hypertension;
in order to overcome the increased aortic resistance, the left ventricle has to generate
higher pressures to maintain blood flow to the lower extremities. In fact, aortic banding
as it is otherwise known (perhaps to avoid confusion with congenital aortic coarctation)
is regularly used as an experimental model for cardiac hypertrophy (see Patten and Hall-
Porter, 2009). After coarctation, upstream mean pressures increased by 20% for 76%d
stenoses in monkeys (Lyon et al., 1987). Increases were also seen in rabbits (38% for
80%d stenoses, Tropea et al., 2000), rats (46% for an unmeasured stenoses, Stanek et al.,
1987) and mice (14% for 39% stenoses, Wu et al., 2002).
The fact that aortic stenosis augments upstream atherosclerosis is consistent with the
known systemic risk of hypertension. In contrast, energy losses such as those from post-
stenotic flow disturbances, cause a corresponding decrease in downstream blood pressure.
Pressure drops of 25mmHg were reported for 76%d stenoses in monkeys (Lyon et al.,
1987), 20mmHg for 80% stenoses in rabbits (Tropea et al., 2000), and 25mmHg for 39%
stenoses in mice (Wu et al., 2002). The apparent sparing of distal vessels is thought to be
related to reduced vessel wall motion and lowered pulse pressures, as observed by Lyon
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et al. (1987). Eberth et al. (2009a) found upstream vessel remodelling had the strongest
correlation with elevated pulse, rather than mean pressures for a coarctation between the
two common carotid arteries. In addition, Tropea et al. (2000) demonstrated in rabbits
that even under hypercholesterolaemia, plaque deposition may be inhibited upstream
of the coarctation by externally wrapping (but not constricting) the vessel to restrict
wall motion. Prado et al. (2008) showed inclusion of thiouracil, a drug known to induce
hypotension, in the diets of hypercholesterolaemic coarcted rats prevented an increase in
blood pressure. These animals developed raised intimal lesions downstream containing
SMCs, extracellular matrix, and monocytes whilst only diffuse fatty streaks appeared
upstream. In contrast the earlier study by the same group found intimal and medial
thickening upstream when rats were fed a standard diet (Prado et al., 2006).
Systemic pressure rise may not explain local effects
Despite the global nature of the modification, there is some evidence of localised effects.
For a coarctation above the renal arteries in apoE-/- mice, Wu et al. (2002) showed that
in addition to increased disease in the aortic arch, focal plaques appeared just proximal
to the constriction; plaques were absent further upstream as for controls. Furthermore,
large thrombi were observed just distal to the coarctation. Somer et al. (1972) noticed
new regions of high permeability formed a short distance downstream, which the authors
suggested was the result of some jet injury to the endothelium. Although permeability
was lowered within the coarctation there was a rim of high permeability along its proximal
margin. Both of these findings were also reported by Fry (1969), though for a stenosis
created by inserting a specially designed plug into the lumen. Zarins et al. (1981) found
lesions abruptly terminated at the entrance to the coarctation and the region just distal
was spared; further downstream disease did occur but a significantly reduced level to that
upstream.
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Local EC morphology and flow mediated molecular expression have also been investigated
in coarctation models. ECs are highly elongated and contain longer and thicker stress
fibres at the region of maximal stenosis, the point of maximal WSS (Kim et al., 1989;
Levesque et al., 1986; Zand et al., 1988; Legg and Gow, 1982). Immediately downstream,
where WSS is low, cells are rounded with no preferred alignment; altered morphology
may still be observed up to 4 or 5 diameters downstream (Legg and Gow, 1982). Langille
et al. (1986), Reidy and Langille (1980) and Legg and Gow (1982) reported vortex like
patterns in the EC arrangement distally in the rabbit aorta. The apparent integrity of
the endothelium within the stenosis may be sensitive to the experimental time scales
and type of constriction. Joris et al. (1982) reported that most of the endothelium
within the constriction was missing within 3 minutes of a creating a stenosis in the rat
abdominal aorta. The authors used a metal clip to compress the artery, producing a
more flattened cross section than in other studies. This bears similarities to artery cross-
clamping during surgical procedures, which is known to incur intimal damage (Slayback
et al., 1976; Dobrin et al., 1992; Babin-Ebell et al., 2010). If the endothelium is injured in
coarctation models, the repair process is likely to be inhibited within the throat; Langille
et al. (1986) reported reduced EC migration to injury sites in the high WSS regions of
coarctations in the rabbit abdominal aorta.
Kim et al. (1989) showed vascular endothelial (VE)-cadherin, which contributes to the
regulation of arterial permeability, was only weakly expressed just downstream of rat ab-
dominal stenoses and interestingly the same was true of the high shear throat. Disruption
of the expression of connexins, cell gap junction proteins, is implicated in the development
of atherosclerosis (Pfenniger et al., 2012). Connexin-43 is strongly upregulated at the
coarctation when created by ligature whilst increased expression was reportedly observed
at the upstream and downstream margins of coarctations created by cuffing (Gabriels
and Paul, 1998). Levels of Connexin-37 were significantly lower upstream than down-
stream. Tropea et al. (1996) demonstrated increased monocyte adhesion and VCAM-1,
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just upstream in rabbits.
Mild constrictions reverse the pattern
These focal effects suggest a role for haemodynamics but conspicuously, the altering of
the distal endothelium towards an athero-susceptible morphology does not closely agree
with the previously reported disease patterns in which this area is largely spared. Such
a discrepancy may arise if the apparent athero-protection from reduced wall deformation
outweighs the susceptibility contribution from the potentially oscillatory WSS. Indeed,
for mild stenoses without a substantial pressure gradient, Bomberger et al. (1981) saw
increased disease severity downstream in monkeys, with lesions more complex in structure
than those upstream. For 58%d stenoses, Zarins et al. (1981) found the distal pattern
unchanged, aside from the focal sparing just downstream. Similarly when comparing 74
and 51%d stenoses, Baron et al. (1993) found the distal aorta went from being disease
free to showing no significant difference in lesion prevalence with that of the upstream
segment when percentage stenosis decreased. Willett et al. (2010) reported increased
VCAM-1 expression and fatty streaks downstream in apoE-/- mice for coarctations with
minimal pressure drop across them. Zand et al. (1991) observed a more symmetrical
pattern of focal lipid deposition around a 69% stenosis in rats though there was some
evidence of an increased length of distal lipid streaks; the authors note the discrepancy
with previous studies may have arisen from differences in stenosis cross-section (more
flattened than circular). Note that the lipid accumulation just proximal to the stenosis
occurs in a region of high WSS; the same is true of the focal disease seen just proximal to
the abdominal aortic coarctation in mice (Wu et al., 2002). Zand et al. (1991) suggest that
their symmetrical pattern is attributed to the alteration of intramural strains; structural
analysis demonstrated that this agreed more closely with lipid deposition than did WSS.
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2.3 Partial carotid artery ligation
The accessibility of the common carotid arteries, their straight length and lack of side
branches make them popular sites for flow models. Additionally, without surgical mod-
ification, they remain relatively free of disease even under hypercholesterolaemia. Some
researchers have used complete ligation of the carotid to induce disease formation (Kha-
tri et al., 2004; Kumar and Lindner, 1997), however such models leave negligible carotid
flow, and thus may not be relevant to clinical disease initiation. Downstream ligation of
both the internal and external carotids (and sometimes also the occipital artery) produces
similar results (Korshunov and Berk, 2003; Nam et al., 2010; Sullivan and Hoying, 2002),
whilst still permitting some, albeit substantially reduced, common carotid flow. This has
also been referred to as a partial ligation but discussion here is restricted to those studies
which have tied a suture around the common carotid artery. To only partially ligate a
vessel and avoid complete occlusion during tightening of the suture, cylindrical spacers
are typically placed alongside the vessel during the procedure and subsequently removed.
Compared with perivascular cuff placement (also typically sited on the carotid artery),
relatively few studies have used partial ligation to create carotid stenoses. Both Ishii
et al. (2006) and Shi et al. (2009) partially ligated the carotid arteries of hypercholestero-
laemic mini pigs which induced the formation of upstream vulnerable plaques with lipid
rich cores, fibrous caps and intra-plaque haemorrhage. In wild type mice, 78%d stenoses
caused extensive intimal and medial thickening upstream, with only medial thickening
downstream accompanied by inward remodelling (Tao et al., 2013). Both segments also
experienced adventitial thickening, though this was significantly greater upstream than
downstream. For apoE-/- mice fed a high fat diet, Chen et al. (2013) developed a novel
stenosis model to induce vulnerable plaque formation by using two partial ligations,
spaced 3mm apart. This resulted in a 65% reduction in flow through the carotid com-
pared with only 26% for a single stenosis. Upstream of the first stenosis, lipid and
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macrophage rich TCFAs with large necrotic cores formed, and there was evidence of in-
stability; intra-plaque haemorrhage, disrupted fibrous caps and luminal thrombosis. In
contrast, between the stenoses highly cellular plaques formed with lower lipid content,
thicker fibrous caps and increased collagen content. Downstream of the second stenosis,
the authors reported the presence of stable plaques; fibrous cap thickness and collagen
content further increased, lipid content decreased and necrotic cores were 10% of the size
of those found in the TCFAs.
Boundary layer may separate downstream
The reduced blood flow through the artery consequently lowers mean WSS levels up-
stream and downstream of a partial ligation. A regional difference between the two sites
is dependent on whether the boundary layer separates on exit from the ligature. For
larger animals such as pigs, it is also possible that the jet emerging from the stenosis may
impinge on the wall, especially if the artery curves. In canine arteries, Hutchison and
Karpinski (1985) observed distal flow recirculation when the stenosis was asymmetric and
size of these zones was dominated by the stenosis percentage. A subsequent study on
EC morphology showed some correlation with the disturbed downstream flow; cells were
rounded for up to 5 diameters distal to the stenosis before returning to upstream elliptical
shapes (Hutchison, 1991). Interestingly, cells were smaller and most rounded at the con-
striction, disagreeing with a dependence on WSS. Neither of the murine studies aimed to
investigate downstream flow disturbance. However, Tao et al. (2013), showed the down-
stream flow waveform (recorded using Doppler ultrasound) had a damped appearance
with no clearly defined systolic peak compared to that of the upstream vessel.
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Pressure is altered locally
Creating a flow-limiting carotid stenosis likely causes an initial increase in systemic blood
pressure due to the location of the baroreceptor further downstream at the carotid sinus.
Temporary occlusion of this artery is known to illicit such a baroreflex (see for example
Iturriaga et al., 1988). Long term pressure increases are apparently negligible however
(Korshunov and Berk, 2003); even for complete ligation, Ota et al. (2009) found no
significant increase in systolic pressure 3 weeks after surgery in mice. To circumvent the
increased resistance, flow through the contralateral carotid increases. Tao et al. (2013)
found both increased blood velocity and lumen diameter in the right carotid artery when
a stenosis created on the left one. Unlike coarctation models, hypertension does not
govern the disease pattern. However there is still a pressure drop across the stenosis
and lowered pulse pressures downstream, as determined computationally by Chen et al.
(2013). In their tandem stenosis model, the authors attributed the regional differences
in plaque type to differences in both WSS and IMS. The vulnerable plaque upstream of
the first stenosis is in a region of lowered shear but tensile stress in the wall should be
unchanged. Downstream of this, and even more so after the second stenosis, pressures
are lowered and thus reduced distension of the wall may, as for coarctations, protect these
regions from developing advanced lesions.
2.4 Perivascular cuffs
Stenoses created by externally placing a cuff on the artery differ from ligations in the
length over which they act; rigid or flexible cylinders are used rather than sutures. Many
of the disease models which use perivascular cuffs actually do not seek to create stenoses
at all, merely loosely surrounding the vessel with a flexible material. Adopting the ter-
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minology used in literature, these will be referred to as collars whilst the term cuff is
reserved for those which are constrictive and modify flow. Placing Silastic2 collars filled
with saline around the rabbit carotid artery (as shown in Figure 2.2 d) is known to induce
intimal thickening within the collared region within 14 days (Booth et al., 1989; Kockx
et al., 1992, 1993; Beesley et al., 1992). The lesions consist mainly of SMCs, and under
hypercholesterolemia, collaring prompts the accumulation of foam cells, macrophages and
lipids. Booth et al. (1989) reported greater intimal medial thickness ratios upstream than
downstream, but both were less than that within the collar; the majority have reported
no thickening beyond the collared region (for example Matthys et al., 1997; Kockx et al.,
1992).
Intimal thickening has also been observed with plastic tubing designs without the saline
chamber in both the carotid and femoral arteries of rats and mice (Akishita et al., 1997;
Moroi et al., 1998; Lardenoye et al., 2000; Lacchini et al., 2009). The process is enhanced
by localised exposure to LDL and suppression of eNOS expression (Matthys et al., 1997;
Moroi et al., 1998). Although the applicability of the collar model to human disease is
questioned by some - relatively few SMCs appear in early stage fatty streaks - it remains
popular, in part due to the ability to test targeted adventitial drug delivery and gene
therapies (see for example Khurana et al., 2004).
Mechanism of collar-induced intimal thickening unresolved
The mechanism of collar-induced intimal thickening is not fully understood. The theories
most supported by the literature are inflammatory response to injury, restriction of the
transmural flow and to some extent adventitial vaso vasorum blood supply (De Meyer
et al., 1997). Barker et al. (1993) showed that restricting vaso vasorum flow in the femoral
2a biological inert silicone elastomer.
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arteries of pigs induced intimal hyperplasia. In this species vasa extend into the media,
however in smaller animals they are limited to the adventitia or even absent in the rat
and mouse carotids (Wolinsky and Glagov, 1967); it is unlikely that medial hypoxia is the
cause. Without collaring and endothelial damage, intimal lesions are induced by complete
removal of the adventitia (Barker et al., 1994, 1995; Mu et al., 2003). Yong et al. (1992)
showed that the adventitia thickens when in contact with strips of silicone indicating some
sort of reactivity, though open collars (enclosing only part of the vessel circumference)
do not elicit an intimal response (De Meyer et al., 1997). The results of Remskar et al.
(2001) strongly implicate immune response as the primary cause of intimal thickening
after collaring; depletion of T-lymphocytes heightens the effect as does the abscence of
the CD40 ligand, an immune mediator, in transgenic mice. All studies report that sham-
operated arteries are unaffected so either prolonged collar contact is required and/or
transmural flow is blocked leading to a build up of material within the wall; the latter is
supported by the observations of De Meyer et al. (1997) that open collars have no effect.
Although not designed to locally alter flow, increased flow velocities shortly after surgery
have been reported by Yong et al. (1992) and De Meyer et al. (1997) in rabbits, with the
latter observing disturbed flow downstream. Both studies reported kinking or bending
of the artery after collaring. Despite being described universally as “loosely-fitting”,
collars may alter wall tension. Booth et al. (1989) reported some medial atrophy within
the collar; this is known to occur when constrictive external supports are placed on the
artery to reduce circumferential strain (Courtman et al., 1998; Bayer et al., 1999). It
should be noted that others observed no change in medial thickness (Kockx et al., 1992;
Moroi et al., 1998), perhaps related to variability in the level of collar constriction and
flexibility of the material.
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Disease is inhibited within constrictive cuffs
When flow is intentionally modified with constrictive cuffs, the lesion pattern changes; the
cuffed region is spared, in line with the results cited from aortic coarctation studies. Cheng
et al. (2005) designed a plastic cuff with linearly tapering lumen, introducing a theoretical
75% stenosis at the point of maximum constriction (Figure 2.2e). Its placement on the
carotid artery of fat-fed apoE-/- mice induced proximal and distal lesions by 6 weeks but
none in the cuffed segment (Cheng et al., 2006). Over time, those upstream grew larger,
contained more lipid and less collagen than those downstream. Intra-plaque haemorrhages
were also observed upstream, further exacerbated by induced hypertension; none were
found downstream. Hence this model is able to produce clinically relevant vulnerable
plaques, with a large necrotic core and thin fibrous cap. Although the cuffed segment
was initially spared the authors noted that by 12 weeks moderately sized lesions were
present here in 50% of mice.
The findings of Cheng et al. (2006) have been confirmed by Harrison et al. (2013), who
also showed that the morphological differences between the upstream and downstream
plaques is in part controlled by PECAM-13. In apoE-/- PECAM-1-/- mice, upstream lipid
content was severely diminished and downstream collagen significantly reduced compared
with that for single knockout apoE-/-. Molecular expression studies also suggest roles for
eNOS4, VCAM-1, ICAM-1 and the integrity of EC gap junctions. In cuffed transgenic
mice expressing eNOS fused to a fluorescent protein, eNOS expression steadily increased
within the cuffed region (Cheng et al., 2005), following the expected increase in WSS as
the vessel narrows. Upregulation of both VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 was greater upstream
than downstream. Pfenniger et al. (2012) showed Connexin-37 is substantially downreg-
3Platelet/endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1 (PECAM-1) is expressed by ECS, platelets, and leuko-
cytes. On ECs it is concentrated at intercellular junctions.It may both promote and inhibit atherosclerosis
dependent on location in the vasculature (Cybulsky, 2008).
4Endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) is the enzyme mainly responsible for nitric oxide production
in the endothelium
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ulated upstream and downstream, but remains high within the cuff.
Harmon et al. (2012) non-invasively determined plaque development in cuffed mice us-
ing ultrasound. Constriction was achieved using either the tapered cuff of Cheng et al.
(2005) or silicone tubing. On B-mode images, advanced upstream plaques were visible
using either cuff model. There is no mention of downstream disease prevalence; the pre-
sented images appear to show a normal wall and lumen but validatory histology was not
conducted for this region. Using a silicone cuff, of the same dimensions as Harmon et al.
(2012), Thu¨sen et al. (2001) also reported lipid rich upstream plaques with only minor,
non-significant, intimal changes downstream. Within the cuff there were no plaques,
medial atrophy or significant intimal thickening. VCAM-1 expression was enhanced up-
stream versus downstream but downregulated within the cuff; the opposite was true of
eNOS. ICAM-1 expression was strongly upregulated at both ends and reduced within the
cuff.
Again using the same diameter cuff, Ding et al. (2010) observed proximal plaques with
a vulnerable phenotype: abundance of lipids and macrophages, few SMCs and a thin
fibrous cap. However these are the only authors to observe lesions within the cuffed
segment; intimal thickenings rich in SMCs but lacking lipid and macrophages, as seen
in the collar-injury models discussed earlier. In addition they reported elevated wall
permeability both proximal to and within the cuffed region after one week.
The tapered cuff model has recently been adapted for use in rabbits (den Dekker et al.,
2014). Under hypercholesterolemia, 50% of animals showed advanced lesions both up-
stream and downstream; in both locations plaques had an abundance of lipids, macrophages
and SMCs but no necrotic core could be detected. Endothelial injury prior to cuffing
was necessary to induce more vulnerable type lesions upstream; SMC content decreased
whilst plaque size increased, although regional differences were still not significant. Using
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a straight constrictive cuff, Wei et al. (2012) observed advanced lipid rich lesions with
disrupted elastin fibres at the distal end.
Cuffing the carotid or femoral arteries of pigs also induces lesions, predominantly up-
stream though actually most severe just inside the start of the stenotic segment (Nichols
et al., 1998). This study however did not aim to establish relative localisation so further
regional details were not provided. Thim et al. (2012) found more variable results in
their hypercholesterolaemic minipig model; a cuff in the carotid artery induced either
both proximal and distal lesions, exclusively distal lesions or none at all (50% of cases).
The authors attributed these differences to individual variation in the extent of flow
alteration upstream and downstream.
The constriction alters blood flow
Unsurprisingly, in all the cuff studies in which flow was intentionally altered, the authors
conclude that WSS governs lesion formation. Haemodynamics are expected to be sim-
ilar to that in partial ligation models. Ultrasound flow measurements confirm that the
stenoses are flow-limiting (Cheng et al., 2005; Harmon et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2010).
Blood pressure and heart rate are unaffected in mice and rabbits (Ding et al., 2010; Cheng
et al., 2005). The downstream flow characteristics have been established in rabbits; near
wall flow reversal detected with doppler ultrasound suggests the formation of recircula-
tion zones hence the wall experiences low, oscillatory shear stress (Cheng et al., 2005; den
Dekker et al., 2014). Computational simulations by Wei et al. (2012) predicted elevated
LDL concentrations in the near wall flow downstream; the authors confirmed this finding
experimentally with an ex vivo setup. Thim et al. (2012) demonstrated distal disturbed
flow in pigs with ultrasound, but CFD showed high levels of oscillatory shear were some-
times found upstream; WSS was however computed for geometries obtained 12 weeks
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post surgery and thus reflects the combined effect of vessel remodelling and the imposed
stenosis. The physical size of mice complicates accurate in vivo flow measurement. The
flow reversal seen downstream of the tapered cuff in rabbits by Cheng et al. (2005) does
not prove its existence in cuffed mice, where Re are an order of magnitude lower. van
Bochove et al. (2010) used phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to measure
flow profiles in the mouse cuffed carotid, and found irregular profiles distally. However
the study used apoE-/- mice fed a high fat diet for 6 weeks after cast placement before
imaging, so established plaques confounds results. The downstream lumen was signifi-
cantly smaller than that upstream (≈30% reduction), likely due to remodelling, and thus
the conditions do no represent those present initially. The main limitation of the study
was the imaging resolution (slice thickness 0.5mm), which as the authors stated, was
insufficient to highlight recirculation zones just after the cuff.
2.5 Discussion
The literature for each flow model is summarised in Tables 2.1 to 2.3. Only those studies
which reported on lesion localisation or surrogate markers (intimal hyperplasia, perme-
ability or macrophage density) are included. Studies of collar induced intimal thickening
have been excluded as they are not designed to alter flow; they will be referred to in draw-
ing conclusions however. The coarctation study of Hollander et al. (1976) was omitted
as localisation was reported for the coronaries rather than the aorta. The study of Thim
et al. (2012) was also omitted as the results were not conclusive given the small sample
size (only 5 out of 10 animals developed lesions). If stenosis severity was unavailable, it
was estimated wherever possible. Animals referred to as hypercholesterolaemic were fed
a cholesterol enriched diet; for strains that are hypercholesterolaemic even on a normal
diet, it is indicated if a high fat diet was administered.
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Table 2.1: Disease localisation in aortic coarctation models.
Observation
Species Study Details Stenosis (%) Upstream Within Downstream
Area or diameter(d)
Mice Wu et al. (2002) Renal.
Silk ligature.
apoE-/- strain.
39 New abdominal
lesions. Increased
no. of arch lesions.
No intimal lipid.
SMC proliferation.
Thrombi attached
to wall. Some lipid
but no foam cells.
Willett et al. (2010) Renal.
Nitinol clips.
apoE-/- strain.
38d — — Increased fatty
streak formation.
Rats Still (1967) Renal.
Ligature.
Wistar strain.
— Monocyte &
lymphocyte
infiltration.
— No cellular
infiltration.
Zand et al. (1991) Abdominal.
Metal clips.
Hypercholesterolaemic
Wistar strain.
69 Focal band of lipid.
Macrophage
infiltration.
— Focal band of lipid,
some axial streaks.
Macrophage
infiltration.
Prado et al. (2006) Abdominal.
Metal clips.
Wistar strain.
80 Diffuse intimal
lesions but no fatty
streaks. Medial
thickening.
— Focal, often larger
intimal lesions. No
medial thickening.
Prado et al. (2008) Abdominal.
Metal clips.
Hypercholesterolaemic
Wistar strain.
81 Diffuse fatty
streaks.
— Focally distributed,
raised intimal
lesions.
Continued overleaf. . .
Table 2.1 continued. . .
. Rabbits Bell et al. (1990) Abdominal.
Gold/silver band.
Hypercholesterolaemic
NZW strain4.
705 Significantly
increased intimal
lipid.
Significantly
reduced intimal
lipid.
No difference with
controls.
Roux et al. (1992) Renal.
Silk ribbon.
WHHL strain6.
557 Increased lesion
frequency and lipid
content. Medial
thickening.
— No lesions or medial
thickening.
Tropea et al. (1996) Mid thoracic.
Dacron band.
Hypercholesterolaemic
NZW strain.
— Intimal thickening.
Increased monocyte
adhesion &
macrophage
infiltration.
— No difference with
controls.
Tropea et al. (2000) Mid thoracic.
Plastic cable tie.
Hypercholesterolaemic
NZW strain.
80 >40 fold increase in
plaque cross
sectional area.
— No visible plaque,
intimal area no
different to controls.
Monkeys Bomberger et al. (1981) Mid thoracic.
Dacron band.
Hypercholesterolaemic
cynomolgus strain.
54d No increase in
intimal thickness.
— Intimal thickness
increased with
distance from
coarctation. 3 fold
increase in complex
lesions.
72d No increase in
intimal thickness.
— Intimal thickness
reduced, greatest
some distance from
coarctation.
Continued overleaf. . .
4NZW = New Zealand White. 5 Estimated assuming 3 mm outer wall diameter. Bands had an inner diameter of 1.7 mm.
6WHHL = Watanabe Heritable Hyperlipidaemic. 7 Estimated assuming 3mm outer wall diameter. Ribbons were tied around a 2 mm diameter needle.
Table 2.1 continued. . .
Zarins et al. (1981) Mid thoracic.
Dacron band.
Hypercholesterolaemic
cynomolgus strain.
58d Lesion extent
greater than
downstream.
Intimal foam cells.
90% reduction in
lesion extent.
Lesion extent lower.
Absent immediately
distal, irregular
pattern further
downstream.
Lyon et al. (1987) Mid thoracic.
Constricting band.
Hypercholesterolaemic
cynomolgus strain.
76d Lesion morphology
became complex
but no increase in
disease extent.
— Lesion extent
significantly
reduced. Occasional
foam cells in intima.
Baron et al. (1993) Mid thoracic.
Dacron band.
Hypercholesterolaemic
cynomolgus strain.
51d Plaques less fibrous,
with larger cross
sectional area.
Same as for
controls.
— Plaques more
fibrous, same as for
controls.
74d Plaques more
fibrous, with some
increase in cross
sectional area.
— Largely spared.
Pigs Somer et al. (1972) Mid thoracic.
Dacron band.
Hypercholesterolaemic.
<90 Permeability no
different to controls.
— Control pattern
reduced. New
streaks just
downstream.
90 Areas of elevated
permeability
increased.
Minimal
permeability, except
focal band on
proximal edge.
Control pattern
abolished. New
streaks just
downstream.
Table 2.2: Disease localisation in partial ligation models.
Observation
Species Study Details Stenosis (%) Upstream Downstream
Area or diameter(d)
Mice Tao et al. (2013) Left carotid.
Nylon suture.
C57BL/6 strain.
78d Thickening of all vessel wall
layers and outward
remodelling.
Medial thickening and
inward remodelling. Less
adventitial thickening than
upstream.
Chen et al. (2013) Tandem stenosis.
Right carotid.
Polyester suture.
apoE-/- strain.
High fat diet.
66d TCFAs formed. Evidence of
intra-plaque haemorrhage &
intra-luminal thrombosis.
TCFAs formed after first
stenosis. No evidence of
intra-plaque haemorrhage.
Lipid content lower than
upstream.
Stable plaques with intact
fibrous caps formed after
second stenosis. Plaque lipid
content further lowered.
Pigs Ishii et al. (2006) Either carotid.
Polypropylene suture.
Hypercholesterolaemic
Yucatan strain.
78 Various degrees of disease,
more than downstream.
Vulnerable plaques with
calcium deposits and
intra-plaque haemorrhage in
some animals.
—
Shi et al. (2009) Either carotid.
Polypropylene suture.
Hypercholesterolaemic
Yucatan strain.
85d More vulnerable plaques
than downstream. Evidence
of intra-plaque haemorrhage
and disrupted fibrous cap.
—
Table 2.3: Disease localisation in perivascular cuff models.
Observation
Species Study Details Stenosis (%) Upstream Within Downstream
Area or diameter(d)
Mice Cheng et al. (2006) Right carotid.
Tapered
polyetherketon cuff.
apoE-/- strain.
High fat diet.
70 Vulnerable plaques.
Evidence of
intra-plaque
haemorrhage.
Higher MMP
activity than
downstream.
Disease
development
delayed. By 12
weeks, 50% of
animals had
plaques here.
Stable plaques.
Smaller with less
lipid than
upstream.
Harrison et al. (2013) Left carotid.
Tapered
polyetherketon cuff.
PECAM-1-/-
apoE-/- and
apoE-/- strains.
High fat diet.
70 Plaque burden
lower with less lipid
in apoE-/-
PECAM-1-/-
strain.
Negligible disease in
both strains.
No difference in
disease burden
between strains.
Plaques in double
knockouts had less
collagen.
Harmon et al. (2012) Right carotid.
Tapered
polyetherketon cuff
or silicone tubing.
apoE-/- strain.
High fat diet.
705 Segment most
stenosed by disease.
Plaques developed
faster with silicone
tubing.
— —
Thu¨sen et al. (2001) Right carotid.
Silicone tubing.
apoE-/- strain.
High fat diet.
30d Foam cell rich
lesions which later
developed a fibrous
cap and lipid core.
No intimal
thickening or lumen
narrowing.
Minor increases in
intimal thickeness.
Continued overleaf. . .
Table 2.3 continued. . .
LDLr-/- strain.
High fat diet.
30d Mature plaques
smaller, more
homogeneous and
cellular than
apoE-/- strain.
No intimal
thickening or lumen
narrowing.
Minor increases in
intimal thickeness.
Ding et al. (2010) Left carotid.
Polymer cuff.
apoE-/- strain.
High fat diet.
40 Permeability
increased. Later
vulnerable plaque
development.
Permeability
increased. Intimal
and medial
proliferation but no
lipid accumulation.
—
Rabbits den Dekker et al. (2014) Right carotid.
Tapered polymer
cuff.
Hypercholesterolaemic
NZW strain.
50d Lesions abundant in
foam cells. Intimal
SMC accumulation.
Some evidence of a
fibrous cap and
neovascularization.
— Same as upstream.
Wei et al. (2012) Left carotid.
Silica gel tubing.
NZW strain.
— — — Intimal thickening
and lipid
accumulation.
Increased
monocytes.
Fragmented elastic
fibres.
Pigs Nichols et al. (1998) Carotid and
femoral.
Goldblatt clamp.
≥80 — Lesions in proximal
segment. No lipid
or foam cells.
—
Disease tends to occur upstream, regardless of the model
Despite the haemodynamics varying between the three models and between species, it is
striking that the majority of studies report that disease or its surrogates are exacerbated
upstream and/or reduced downstream. The exceptions are Willett et al. (2010), Zand
et al. (1991), Prado et al. (2006, 2008), three mild coarctation studies (Bomberger et al.,
1981; Baron et al., 1993; Somer et al., 1972), den Dekker et al. (2014) and Wei et al.
(2012). Note that although Bomberger’s results are given as no intimal thickening up-
stream in Table 2.1, there was a tendency for increased thickness in both mild and severe
coarctations but neither achieved significance. Nichols et al. (1998) was the only study to
report maximal changes within the stenosis though this occurred at the upstream edge.
With no pressure drop, downstream disease is more severe
Taking the view of Bomberger et al. that the distal vessel is only spared when there
is a substantial pressure drop over the constriction, most of the exception studies did
not significantly alter mean pressures upstream or downstream. In Prado et al. (2008)
and (Zand et al., 1991) administration of thiouracil prevented hypertension. Without
thiouracil and under a normal diet, coarcted rats were shown to have elevated upstream
pressures by Prado et al. (2006); diffuse intimal thickening and substantial medial thick-
ening occurred. Willett et al. (2010) reported that their coarctation in mice had negligible
effect on pressure (interestingly Wu et al. (2002) did find pressures elevated upstream for
a milder stenosis severity). Compared with rodents, the higher Re of the flow in rabbits
means viscous losses through the constriction would be lower and thus pressure drops in
the models of den Dekker et al. (2014) and Wei et al. (2012) may not be substantial. It
must be acknowledged that the results of den Dekker et al. (2014) may be hindered by
the small sample size (n=8), or the experimental time scale; rabbit models of advanced
atherosclerosis are slow to develop (see Section 1.2.5).
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For the downstream segment to be appreciably affected, it would appear that flow distur-
bance must occur in the absence of reduced pressure. The resemblance of distal patterns
of EC morphology to complex flow patterns (Legg and Gow, 1982; Langille et al., 1986;
Hutchison, 1991) suggests the artery is sensitive to the altered haemodynamics. Down-
regulation of eNOS is associated with regions of low oscillatory WSS, but Prado et al.
(2006) actually found increased eNOS expression downstream. Similarly expression of
Connexin-37 was lowered upstream of coarctations in mice (Gabriels and Paul, 1998),
despite flow disturbance normally being associated with its downregulation (Pfenniger
et al., 2012). Thus there may not be a clear association between altered flow and en-
dothelial function in these models.
High blood pressure or low WSS augments upstream disease
Coarctation induced hypertension increases the transmural pressure gradient upstream,
which would increase in diffuse lipid entry; the permeability results of Somer et al. (1972)
for severe coarctations support this view. In hypertensive but not coarcted WHHL rab-
bits, Chobanian et al. (1989) reported atherosclerotic extent was 77% of the aortic intimal
surface after 3 months, compared with just 17% in controls. Lyon et al. (1987) found no
significant difference in upstream disease extent between coarcted animals and controls,
though the authors did report lesions were thicker containing foam cells, SMCs and matrix
fibres in contrast to controls where only fatty streaks were present. Baron et al. (1993)
similarly observed that upstream plaques were more sclerotic in severely coarcted aortas.
Such findings are in agreement with an overlying adaptive response to elevated pressure;
hypertension induces intimal and medial thickening, and increased connective tissue con-
tent in the wall, particularly collagen (Dobrin, 1995). Upstream medial thickening was
observed by both Roux et al. (1992) and Prado et al. (2006). In humans, Matova and
Vihert (1976) found that hypertension accelerated the development of fibrous plaques,
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but not fatty streaks or complicated and calcified lesions.
Upstream lesions in carotid models are associated with lowered WSS, though the vascu-
lar remodelling response is similar to that for coarctation. Lumen diameter decreases,
as would be expected for a reduction in flow, but there is also thickening of the the me-
dial and adventitial layers and increased collagen synthesis (Tao et al., 2013). Similar
responses have been observed by Korshunov and Berk (2003) in the carotid artery after
ligation of some of the distal vessels. MMP-9 was upregulated and this also plays a key
role in the vascular remodelling response to hypertension (Lehoux, 2004); presumably
though increased activity is the result of different mechanical stimuli in the hypertensive
aorta to the low flow carotid. As noted by Korshunov and Berk arterial remodelling did
not normalise WSS, so induced intimal hyperplasia may not simply be an adaptive phys-
iological response. Harrison et al. (2013) showed that lesion formation in the tapered cuff
model is partly governed by PECAM-1, which is also necessary for arterial remodelling,
including intimal thickening, in a low flow carotid model (Chen and Tzima, 2009).
If flow disturbance is pro-atherogenic why is disease severity re-
duced downstream?
If low WSS is key to disease formation in the upstream segment then it is surprising that
mouse models show decreased disease downstream (Thu¨sen et al., 2001; Cheng et al.,
2006; Tao et al., 2013)6 where mean WSS also remains low. Given the very low Re in
the mouse carotid (Re=14, Huo et al. 2008), flow disturbances downstream of the throat
are likely to be minimal and would dissipate quickly. Even if substantial flow reversal
was present downstream, the conclusions of Cheng et al. on the localisation of the stable
6Although the model of Tao et al. did not produce eccentric lesions (no pro-atherogenic diet was
administered), its upstream-downstream differences in intimal thickness compare with those of Cheng
et al. (2006) and Thu¨sen et al. (2001).
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plaques are in contradiction to studies such as Ku et al. (1985) on the correlation between
disease and oscillatory shear. As proposed by Chen et al. (2013), and in accordance with
the views of Bomberger et al. for the aorta, it may instead be the athero-protection
provided by the reduced downstream pressure that prevents vulnerable plaque formation.
In Chen’s tandem stenosis model, flow conditions are similar after each constriction given
their spacing and the Re regime (this is supported by computational studies such as van
Dreumel and Kuiken (1989), which demonstrate little interaction between serial stenoses
at low Re). If oscillatory WSS was the key factor, similar plaque morphologies would be
expected after each stenosis which was not the case. Thus aortic coarctation and carotid
stenosis models appear to both be governed by the same mechanics downstream.
Do altered mechanical stresses explain localised effects?
The effect of pressure on mural stresses and strains could explain localised effects. Wu
et al. (2002), Zand et al. (1991) and Somer et al. (1972) found focal changes on the
proximal edge of the constriction. Images of lipid staining around the tapered cuff model
indicate the first changes occur at the upstream and downstream edges (Cheng et al.,
2006). By placing the cuff on the right carotid artery the upstream pattern is increasingly
affected by disease in the brachiocephalic trunk, a known site of vulnerable plaque forma-
tion in apoE-/- mice; eventually the two patches grow into each other. This confounding
factor complicates conclusions. As WSS is lowered for the full upstream extent of the
vessel, the focal effect at the proximal edge in particular is more likely a result of altered
mechanical stresses. Enhanced Connexin-43 expression at the upstream and downstream
margins reported by Gabriels and Paul (1998) mirrors the distribution of lipid uptake
observed by Zand et al., who made a correlation with strain. This connexin has indeed
been found to be upregulated under cyclic stretch (Kwak et al., 2005; Yao et al., 2009).
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Is the cuffed segment only spared when kept sufficiently short
and constricted?
Given the results of collar-injury models, it is quite striking that intimal thickening is
not found within flow-modifying cuffs. When non-constrictive cuffs are used as controls,
intimal changes in the cuffed segment are not reported on but lipid filled lesions did
not occur (Cheng et al., 2006; Thu¨sen et al., 2001; Ding et al., 2010). The difference is
unlikely to arise through the choice of collar/cuff material as a similar variety have been
used in both collar-injury and flow-modifying cuff models. Following the observations
of De Meyer et al. (1997), if the key mechanism in collar-induced intimal thickening is
a restriction of transmural flow then thinner walls encompassed by short collars should
be less affected; alternative pathways would be more accessible. In mice for example,
Akishita et al. (1997) used a 5 mm long collar on the femoral artery whereas the non-
constrictive control cuff of Cheng et al. (2006) was only 1.5 mm in length and did not
induce plaques. Ding et al. (2010) found intimal thickening (without lipid deposition) did
occur in the cuffed segment using a more intermediate cuff length of 2.5 mm. In further
support of this, the only study to find the most severe lesions within the constriction was
Nichols et al. (1998) for the substantially thicker pig carotid artery; this cuff was also 5
mm long.
Even if control cuffs did induce intimal hyperplasia, constrictive cuffs would prevent such
a response; Marano et al. (1999) demonstrated that collar-induced intimal thickening can
be prevented by increasing flow rate, a process mediated by NO production. This finding
would support the theory that the cuffed segment is spared due to increased WSS. It may
not entirely prevent disease formation but simply delay it. In balloon injury experiments
which remove the endothelium, external cuffing is known to delay the onset of intimal
hyperplasia (Courtman et al., 1998). Thus even if endothelial denudation is triggered by
the elevated WSS in stenosis models (Joris et al., 1982), disease is unlikely to appear in the
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cuffed segment first. In support of this, Cheng et al. (2006) did find disease in the cuffed
segment but it took six weeks longer to appear than that upstream and downstream.
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Chapter 3
Plasma macromolecule uptake and
haemodynamics in the cuffed mouse
carotid artery
The results of the following study have been published in Mohri et al. (2014). The tracer
uptake experiments, confocal imaging and doppler ultrasound were performed by Dr. Z
Mohri, and Dr. V Peiffer performed the microCT imaging. My personal contribution
was confocal image processing, corrosion casting and geometric reconstruction, computa-
tional fluid dynamics, data analysis and interpretation. The scanning electron microscopy
images have not been previously published. Beyond the scope of the discussion in the
original publication, the results are considered in conjunction with the literature cited in
Chapter 2.
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3.1 Background
Evidence suggests that atherosclerosis is initiated by elevated uptake of plasma macro-
molecules, particularly LDL, by the arterial wall. Aside from the established correlation
between levels of circulating lipoproteins and disease risk, the apparent association be-
tween lesion localisation and increased permeability has been widely reported in rabbits
at the origins of the intercostal arteries, first by Anitschkow (1933) and subsequently oth-
ers such as Weinberg (1988), Schwenke and Carew (1988) and Herrmann et al. (1994).
Initial discrepancies between patterns of disease and permeability have been resolved by
taking into account age; the location of lesions and elevated permeability, whilst ini-
tially downstream of ostia in immature animals, shifts upstream with increasing age (see
Cremers et al., 2011; Sebkhi and Weinberg, 1996a; Bailey et al., 2015). This change in
location agrees with findings in human studies (see Section 1.2.2).
Shear is known to modulate the permeability of the endothelium, both in vivo and in vitro
(see the reviews of Tarbell, 2003, 2010). Thus it was hypothesised that prior to lesion
development in the tapered cuff model of Cheng et al. (2006), macromolecule uptake is
elevated at the lesion prone regions and associated with the induced variation in WSS.
According to the insudation theory of atherosclerosis, plaque lipid is derived from blood
plasma and the ongoing inflammatory response to intimal lipid accumulation may trigger
the formation of a vulnerable plaque with a large necrotic core. Consequently, to explain
the formation of the lipid rich TCFA, it was supposed that uptake is higher upstream
than downstream.
In vivo arterial permeability may be assessed by introducing fluorescently labelled plasma
macromolecules (termed tracer) into the circulation and subsequently measuring the con-
centrations in the wall. A standard method involves the use of Evans Blue dye which has
a high affinity for albumin, a protein found in blood plasma. Evans Blue albumin is taken
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up by wall and the dye readily stains the tissue blue, but uptake may also be assessed
by utilising the dye’s fluorescent properties (see for example Murphy and Lever, 2002).
Evans Blue preferentially binds to elastin once in the wall (Adams, 1981), preventing
the investigation of depthwise variation, and unbound dye may inhibit the release of NO
(Forster and Weinberg, 1997c). Rhodamine labelled albumin does not suffer these disad-
vantages and has been optimised for assessing arterial transport (Staughton et al., 2001b;
Clarke et al., 2012). Although albumin is much smaller than LDL (molecular weight of
66.5kDa versus 0.5MDa for LDL) and thus may be transported by different pathways
(see Tarbell, 2003; Weinbaum et al., 1985), studies of the local variation in arterial per-
meability using albumin tracers agree with those using using radio-labelled LDL (such
as Schwenke and Carew, 1988; Herrmann et al., 1994). Consequently, wall uptake of
rhodamine labelled albumin tracer was measured in the carotid artery of wild-type mice
after cuff placement. The cuff is known to induce variations in eNOS expression (Cheng
et al., 2005); to investigate the sensitivity of permeability patterns to NO synthesis, NO
was inhibited in some animals. To elucidate the potential role of mechanical stresses,
the cuff was placed either in the orientation used in previous studies or in the reverse
orientation.
Whilst the MRI study of van Bochove et al. (2010) suggested (but could not confirm)
disturbed flow downstream of the cuff, doppler measurements failed to do so (Cheng
et al., 2005); flow reversal was only observed in cuffed rabbit carotids. To establish if
blood velocities are large enough, and the geometry change abrupt enough, to induce flow
recirculation, computational simulations were performed using ultrasound derived inlet
velocities and high definition geometries obtained via vascular corrosion casting. By imag-
ing a rabbit aorta cast by micro-computed tomography (microCT), Vincent et al. (2011)
have shown that features as small as the ductus scar are visible in the reconstructed ge-
ometries; they can induce significant deviation in WSS. The resolution of this technique
is superior to currently available in vivo imaging modalities, particularly in species as
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small as mice. To compute the flow field, the incompressible steady-state Navier-Stokes
equations were solved within carotid cast geometries using a high-order spectral/hp ele-
ment method (Karniadakis and Sherwin, 2005). As in classical approaches, the solution
domain is discretised into elements (h refinement), but within each element the solution
is approximated with a high-order polynomial expansion (p refinement). This solution
strategy has been previously applied to blood flow in anatomical geometries (Vincent
et al., 2011; Peiffer et al., 2012). Casts retain sub-cellular features of the endothelium;
in particular, the protruding endothelial cell nuclei leave surface impressions. Although
not visible with microCT imaging, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is an established
imaging technique for visualising sub-micron cast features (first introduced by Reidy
and Levesque, 1977). Subsequently, EC nuclear morphology in cuffed vessels was also
investigated.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Flow-modifying cuff
Following Cheng et al. (2005), rigid polyetherketone cuffs (Promolding, The Netherlands)
were made in two halves so that they could be placed around the vessel. When assembled,
their lumen narrowed linearly from 500 to 250 µm in diameter over their length of 1.5
mm. Cuffs were assembled around the left common carotid artery of male C57bl/6 mice
aged 8-10 weeks under anaesthesia (1.5-2.5% isofluorane) as described in Cheng et al.
(2005, 2006). The cuff was placed in either the conventional, forward orientation (wide
end upstream) or reverse orientation (wide end upstream). The narrow end of the cuff
is referred to as the throat. All animal procedures complied with the Animals (Scientific
Procedures) Act 1986 and were approved by the local ethical review panel of Imperial
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College London.
3.2.2 Tracer uptake
Following the tracer protocol described by Clarke et al. (2012), bovine serum albumin
(fatty acid free, Fisher Scientific, UK) was labelled with sulphorhodamine acid chloride
(Lissamine rhodamine, SigmaAldrich, UK) and purified of low molecular weight fluores-
cent material. One week after cuff placement, tracer (150 mg/kg) was introduced to the
circulation via a tail vein of conscious mice and allowed to circulate for 10 minutes. In
some mice it was omitted to allow assessment of tissue autofluorescence at the excitation
wavelength of rhodamine. To inhibit NO production, L-NG-nitroarginine methyl ester
(L-NAME, SigmaAldrich, UK; 50 mg/kg ip) was administered 30 minutes before tracer
in some animals. Non-cuffed mice were used as a control. Mice were killed by an overdose
of pentobarbitone (Euthatal, Centaur, UK;160 mg/kg ip). After thoracotomy, the left
ventricle was cannulated and the vasculature flushed with saline before in situ fixation
with 15% formaldehye (SigmaAldrich, UK) at physiological pressure for 30 minutes. Both
the left and right common carotid arteries were then excised.
3.2.3 Confocal microscopy
Each carotid artery was divided lengthwise into two halves, slide mounted in Vectashield
(Vector Labs, UK), and imaged en face with an inverted Leica SP5 confocal laser scanning
microscope (CLSM) with motorised stage and 20x,0.7NA glycerol immersion objective.
The voxel size was 3 x 3 x 0.625 µm in x, y and z1 (z is the depth into the wall).
Tile scanning was employed, with each tile having a field of view of 768 µm. Both
1A fine z step size was used to better resolve differences in tracer concentration with depth.
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tracer fluorescence (excitation 561 nm, emission 585-620 nm) and tissue autofluorescence
(excitation 458 nm, emission 456-515 nm) were imaged, with other microscope settings
fixed for all experiments. Data was also obtained for autofluorescence in the tracer channel
using the mice for which tracer was omitted.
3.2.4 Image processing
To quantify tracer fluorescence intensity, CLSM image volumes were processed with a
purpose written Matlab (MathWorks, Inc, R2012a) programme, similar to that in Clarke
et al. (2012). After median filtering the data to reduce noise, a flatfield correction was
applied to each tile to account for spatial biases in fluorescence intensity; each x-y plane
was divided by a normalised 2D image taken of a uniformly fluorescent slide (Chroma,
USA). To distinguish the arterial tissue from the background, a histogram of the pixel
intensities in the autofluorescence image volume was formed and thresholded by Otsu’s
method (Otsu, 1979) to produce a 3D binary mask; the luminal surface was defined
as the first layer of positive pixels in this mask. In confocal imaging, there is a drop
off in fluorescence intensity with depth into the tissue due to scattering. Using their
distance from the luminal surface, pixel intensities were scaled according to previously
obtained calibration data (Clarke et al., 2012). The maximum tracer intensity was then
found between the luminal surface and 25 µm into the wall at each x-y location (only
positive mask pixels where considered). Intensities were averaged circumferentially for
each lengthwise location along the carotid. Data for the two segments from each carotid
were averaged prior to the calculation of a mean for each group of mice.
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3.2.5 Vascular corrosion casting
Corrosion casts were used to assess the effect of cuffing on vessel geometry. One week
after cuff placement, animals were heparanized before receiving an overdose of sodium
pentobarbitone (Euthatal, Rhone Merieux; 160mg/kg, ip). A cannula, made from a 26G
butterfly and filled with saline, was inserted into the left ventricle of euthanized mice
placed in the supine position and secured with cyanoacrylate glue. The cannula was
then attached, via a three way tap, to a saline filled syringe and to a manometer, to
monitor perfusion pressure. The vasculature flushed, before swapping the syringe for
one containing methyl methacrylate resin (Batson’s #17, Polysciences, Inc., Germany,
prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions). Approximately 2-3 mL of resin
was injected at a pressure of 95-100 mmHg into until hard, and the preparation left to cure
completely overnight. The carcass was then placed in a 30% w/v potassium hydroxide
solution for 5 days to corrode the tissue. The cast was cleaned with detergent (Decon90,
Decon Laboratories Ltd., UK) for 24 hours before use.
3.2.6 MicroCT scanning and geometric reconstruction
Casts were scanned by microCT using a Metris X-Tek HMX-ST. The resulting DICOM
images had an isotropic voxel size of 5.5 µm. Images were segmented, and a surface mesh
extracted and smoothed (Amira 5.2.2, Visage Imaging, Inc.; VMTK, www.vmtk.org;
Gambit 2.4.6, ANSYS, Inc.). Following computation of the vessel centreline with VMTK,
cross sectional area and shape index (SI) were computed at 5 µm intervals along the vessel
length with a purpose-written VTK-Python script (www.vtk.org). Shape index is defined
as 4πA/(P 2), where A is the vessel cross-sectional area and P its perimeter; it has a value
of 1 for a circle and 0 for a line. Perimeter, area and SI were also used to asses the effects
of imaging resolution and mesh smoothing on the final geometry; for one geometry the
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image data was down sampled to 40 µm and a second reconstruction made.
3.2.7 Scanning electron microscopy
The luminal surface of each corrosion cast was examined by SEM. Casts were mounted
on metal stubs, sputter coated with a thin layer of gold (Emitech K550) and imaged
on a JOEL JSM-5610 OLV microscope. For some datasets, the resulting TIFF images
were stitched in Photoshop, imported into Matlab and EC lengths hand measured using
a purpose-written graphical user interface.
3.2.8 Doppler ultrasound measurements of blood flow
In vivo flow was measured one week after cuff placement, and in control animals that had
not undergone surgery. Animals, anaesthetised as described above, were placed supine
on an imaging platform. Neck hair was removed and a pre-warmed gel was liberally ap-
plied to the skin to acoustically couple the scan head. A 30 MHz mechanical transducer
(RMV-707B) in a mechanical holder, coupled to a Vevo770 ultrasound system (VisualSon-
ics, Canada), was placed in contact with the gel. B-mode was used to align the transducer
with the long axis of the vessel and to locate regions of interest, before switching to power
Doppler mode for measurements of blood flow velocity. The insonation angle averaged
58◦±1.7◦. Results were analysed using the VisualSonics software. The programme iden-
tified the maximum frequency (and hence maximum velocity) of the spectrum at each
timepoint in the trace. With user input to define the relevant parts of the cardiac cycle,
it then calculated peak, end-diastolic and cycle-averaged maximum velocities. Each of
these results was averaged over 10 contiguous heart beats in each trace.
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3.2.9 Computational Fluid Dynamics
Steady flow was simulated with the spectral/hp element solver Nϵκταr (Karniadakis and
Sherwin, 2005) in three reconstructed geometries of vessels in which the cuff was placed
in the forward orientation, and one in which the cuff was placed in the reverse orientation.
Specifically, blood flow was modelled using the incompressible steady-state Navier-Stokes
equations for a Newtonian fluid, given as,
µ∇2u− ρu · ∇u = ∇p (3.1)
∇ · u = 0 (3.2)
where µ and ρ are the viscosity and density of the blood respectively, u is the velocity
vector and p the pressure. Using VMTK, cylindrical flow extensions were added to the
carotid bifurcation outflows, to facilitate the application of boundary conditions, and the
surface was remeshed according to a size function derived from the distance of the surface
to the vessel centreline, so that the size of elements decreased as the vessel narrowed. A
volume mesh of tetrahedral and prismatic boundary layer elements was generated using
Gambit and TGrid (ANSYS, Inc); external faces of the boundary elements were curved
as described in Grinberg et al. (2009) using spherigon patches (Volino and Thalmann,
1998). The meshes contained over 20000 tetrahedral elements and over 6000 prismatic
elements. The solution domain was refined by increasing the polynomial expansion within
each element, rather than element density (see below).
Ultrasound flow measurements were obtained for anaesthetised mice. To estimate inlet
conditions for conscious mice, ultrasound-derived velocities were up scaled according to
the results reported by Janssen et al. (2004). Four cases were considered. For the first
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two, it was assumed the mouse was conscious, but resting; velocities were multiplied
by factors of either 1.05 or 1.72, corresponding to the minimum and maximum effects
of anaesthesia. For the second two cases it was assumed the mouse was conscious and
active; velocities obtained for the resting cases were further scaled by a factor of 1.88. To
compute the Re for each geometry (Equation 1.1), the hydraulic diameter at the inlet
was used as the characteristic length, defined as,
Dh =
4A
P
(3.3)
where A and P are the area and perimeter of the vessel cross section at the inlet. Inlet
flow was assumed to be fully developed and flow splits at the carotid bifurcation were
computed using Murray’s law2 (Murray, 1926). A fully developed outflow was applied to
one branch and a zero velocity gradient boundary imposed at the outflow of the other.
Blood was assumed to be Newtonian and incompressible with a density of 1015 kg/m3
and viscosity of 0.004 kg/(ms) (Windberger et al., 2003); the shear rate in the mouse
carotid was estimated to be >100 s-1, justifying the viscosity choice. Arterial walls were
assumed to be rigid and all velocity components were set to zero along them. A 7th order
polynomial expansion was used to represent the solution in each element. The total wall
force changed by less than 2% when switching from 7th to 9th order solutions.
Wall shear stress and wall pressure were averaged circumferentially along the length
of the vessel by mapping the mesh surface onto a rectangular parametric space using
VMTK functions and averaging nodal quantities across bands 40 µm long. Minimum
wall shear was computed by taking the mean of the lower 5th percentile of shear values
within each band. A reference pressure (the value obtained 2 and 3 mm downstream
of the throat in forward and reverse geometries, respectively) was subtracted from each
2Murrays Law states that the cube of the radius of the parent vessel equals the sum of cubed radii of
the daughter vessels. Thus the flow rate in each branch is proportional to the cube of the vessel radius.
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set of mean pressures to better compare results obtained under different inlet conditions.
To aid visualisation of recirculation zones, a shear angle was computed with a purpose
written VTK-Python script. First a tangent vector was computed for each point along
the vessel centreline. Then for each wall node the nearest centreline point was found,
and a reference vector computed by rotating the corresponding centreline vector to lie
tangent to the wall. The shear angle was defined as the angle between the shear vector
and the reference vector. For a straight pipe the reference vectors align axially, against
the flow direction; if the flow through it is laminar, the shear angle is zero.
3.2.10 Statistics
Student’s paired t-test was used to assess differences in tracer uptake between left and
right carotids or between the upstream and downstream cuff margins (mean values were
taken over a width of 0.7 mm centred on the peak uptake). Significance was set at
p <0.05.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Vessel geometry
Figure 3.1 shows surface reconstructions of the carotid lumen for cuffs in the forward (F1)
and reverse (R1) orientation; the cuff geometry has been superimposed. A magnified view
of the cuffed lumens is also provided alongside those of a further two vessels which had
cuffs in the forward orientation (F2 and 3). In Figure 3.1a, black marks indicated where
the adventitia would first (or last in the reverse case) come into contact with the cuff
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assuming a wall thickness of 10% of the luminal diameter and allowing for 10% shrinkage
of the resin during setting (based on Moore et al., 1999). The cuff was too wide to cause
any abrupt narrowing of the vessel at upstream end, and no sharply diverging region at
the downstream end with the cuff in the reverse orientation.
Figure 3.1: Reconstruction of the luminal geometry of the cuffed left carotid artery. (a) With
the cuff in the forward orientation. (b) With the cuff in the reverse orientation. A model of the
cuff was fitted onto each reconstruction by aligning the narrow end with the point of maximum
luminal constriction. Black marks indicate where the adventitia would first (or last in the reverse
case) come into to contact with the cuff assuming 10% wall thickness and allowing for 10% resin
shrinkage. (c) F1 and R1 are magnified views of the cuffed segments for the geometries in (a)
and (b). Two additional reconstructions are shown for vessels with cuffs in the conventional
forward orientation (F2 and F3). Arrows mark the point 1.5 mm upstream or downstream from
the throat.
The cuff induced a severe stenosis and a highly non-circular lumen at the throat. Fig-
ure 3.2a shows luminal cross sections at the wide and narrow ends of the cuff for the
geometries F1 and R1. The maximum inscribed circle is shown for each cross-section
to appreciate deviations in lumen geometry. Morphological data derived for vessels with
the conventionally forward oriented cuff (F1-F3) are shown graphically in Figure 3.2b,
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alongside that for a non-cuffed control. The lumen of the upstream segment of cuffed
vessels was smaller than that of the control. Although there is only one control vessel
for comparison, this is consistent with a remodelling response to lowered WSS, and in
agreement with the studies of Tao et al. (2013) and Korshunov and Berk (2003). The
local reduction in cross-sectional area at the wider, upstream end of the cuff is consistent
with remodelling of the wall in response to the change in mechanical properties. This
view is also supported by measurements showing an increase in wall thickness at this
location (Figure 3.2c); this was computed for thresholded CLSM image volumes of tissue
that had received tracer. Note that this may not represent absolute tissue thickness due
to the drop off in signal intensity with depth. Tissue autofluorescence was also increased
at this location (see Section 3.3.6). Given that the remodelling occurred at the entrance
to the cuff it is conceivable that the adventitia first came into contact with the cuff further
upstream than indicated in Figure 3.1a.
Atrophy of the vessel wall within the cuff was also apparent (Figure 3.2c). Again this
is likely to be a remodelling response to both altered WSS and reduced circumferential
tension. Medial thinning has been observed by Courtman et al. (1998) in cuffed rabbit
aortas and by Bayer et al. (1999) in the rabbit carotid when cuffed with a segment
of the contralateral vessel; the latter indicates it is not a reactive response to the cast
material. Similar thinning is also evident in histological cross-sections of cuffed mouse
carotids published in Harrison et al. (2013) although not commented on by the authors.
The lumen cross-section at the throat for geometry F1 was fractionally bigger than the
cuff lumen, even without including wall thickness; the cuff did not perfectly control vessel
geometry at the throat. It is unlikely this was due to errors in the geometry reconstruction
(see below). Instead the cuff may not have been as constrictive as intended at the throat.
There is a groove in its surface for siting the suture when assembled but this is at the
opposite end, and for the same cuff device, Harmon et al. (2012) reported that the sutures
can loosen over time. All vessels were curved and three of the four geometries showed
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Figure 3.2: Geometry of cuffed vessels. (a) Cross sections at the upstream (x = -1.5 mm) and
downstream (x=0 mm) ends of the cuff for left carotid arteries with the cuff in the forward
(F1-3) and reverse orientation (R1). Shown is the cuff inner diameter, the luminal contour of
the vessel, and the largest circle that can be fitted within the lumen. (b) Cross sectional area
and shape index for arteries with the cuff in the forward orientation (F1-F3). The location
and orientation of the cuff with respect to the x- axis are shown by the shaded area; the arrow
indicates the mean flow direction. Shape index is 1 for a circle and 0 for a line. Mean (dark line)
+1 SEM (light line), n=3. (c) Wall thickness, obtained from en face CLSM image volumes.
Mean (dark line) +1 SEM (light line), n=10.
a distinct bend/indentation at the upstream edge of the cuff. This has been previously
reported by Yong et al. (1992) and De Meyer et al. (1997) in collared rabbit carotids.
Hydraulic diameters at the carotid inlets, the length of each vessel from the aorta to the
carotid bifurcation, and the location of throat with respect to this length are given in
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Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Hydraulic diameters and axial cuff location for cuffed left carotid arteries. Diameters
are given for the inlet to vessel and length is from the aorta to the carotid bifurcation.
Hydraulic diameter Vessel length Throat location
(µm) (mm) (% of vessel length)
F1 379.1 9.1 69.5
F2 326.7 8.9 86.1
F3 358.8 9.1 80.6
R1 371.3 8.2 55.7
The effect of imaging resolution and mesh smoothing on reconstruction definition is shown
in Figure 3.3a for geometry F1. When changing from 5.5 to 40 µm imaging data, surface
curvature detail was lost, most prominently just downstream from the throat (marked
by an arrow). It will be shown below that this was the site of flow separation which was
dependent on the local geometry. From the initial surface reconstruction at 5.5 µm to the
final CFD mesh there was little change in surface curvature and morphological data for
the two coincided (see Figure 3.3b). Notice the shape index for the surface derived from
the low resolution image data had a higher shape index at the throat, demonstrating the
tendency for abrupt angular features to be smoothed out.
3.3.2 In vivo flow
Doppler ultrasound traces are shown in Figure 3.4 for a carotid artery with the cuff in
the forward orientation, and the contralateral vessel. Due to signal attenuation by the
plastic material, velocities could not be measured within the cuff, but the downstream
trace (Figure 3.4b) corresponds to the vessel segment just distal to the narrow end. The
negative portions of the trace are not indicative of flow reversal and instead an artefact
known as spectral mirroring, which can occur at high receiver gains. It is identifiable when
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Figure 3.3: Reconstruction sensitivity to resolution and smoothing. (a) Mean curvature (dimen-
sionless) for reconstructions made from 5.5 and 40 µm image data, and after mesh refinement
for CFD. (b) Effect of resolution and smoothing on shape index. The plots for 5.5 µm resolution
and the final CFD mesh coincide.
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Figure 3.4: Doppler ultrasound blood velocity traces for the carotid arteries of a mouse with the
cuff in the conventional orientation. (a) Upstream of the wide end of the cuff. (b) Downstream
of the narrow end of the cuff. (c) Non-cuffed right carotid.
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aspects of the spectrum, particularly the brightest, are mirrored about the baseline; the
negative part has a lower intensity.
Table 3.2 gives the numerical values for this data, and for a vessel with the cuff in the
reverse orientation and a non-cuffed control. The processing software identified the maxi-
mum frequency envelope for each trace, thus the velocities represent the maximum cross-
sectional velocity; assuming parabolic flow, this is the velocity along the vessel centreline.
Compared to the control, the cuff reduced upstream flow velocities in the left carotid by
approximately 50%. The downstream velocity was threefold higher than the upstream,
but was comparable further downstream where the vessel was no longer constricted (data
not shown). The cuff was also flow-limiting when in the reverse orientation, but there
Table 3.2: Mean, peak and diastolic velocities, measured by Doppler ultrasound, with the cuff
in the forward and reverse orientation. Values are averages for ten cardiac cycles and represent
the maximum cross-sectional velocity. LC-U = left carotid upstream. LC-D = left carotid
downstream. RC = non-cuffed right carotid.
Forward cuff Reverse cuff No cuff
LC-U LC-D RC LC-U LC-D RC LC RC
Mean 7.4 20.2 14.0 5.5 7.9 11.9 12.9 10.9
Peak (cm/s) 13.6 53.1 47.0 17.8 24.6 29.0 26.5 29.0
Diastole 4.5 9.4 8.4 2.1 5.5 5.8 9.2 7.2
was no evidence of a jet distal to the wide end of the cuff. Without a cuff, velocities
were approximately equal in right and left carotids (mean velocity 10.9 and 12.9 cm/s
respectively). Cuffing the left carotid did not appear to cause an appreciable increase in
mean right carotid flow, in agreement with the results of Cheng et al. (2005), but peak
systolic velocity was substantially higher (47.0 versus 29.0 cm/s in the control vessel).
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3.3.3 Wall shear stress
CFD inlet conditions are given in Table 3.3 for a geometry with the cuff in the for-
ward orientation (F1) and one where it was reversed (R1); in total, five conditions were
simulated for each geometry, accounting for anaesthetic and exercise effects (see Section
3.2.9). Upeak represents the cross-sectionally averaged velocity a peak systole; assuming
full developed flow, the unscaled velocities are half that of the corresponding values in
Table 3.2 which represent maximum (centreline) velocities. A further set of simulations
was performed for geometries F1 to F3 at Re=14 to assess geometric effects on flow.
Table 3.3: Scaled inlet velocities and Reynolds numbers for CFD simulations. Upeak = cross-
sectional mean velocity at peak systole. Repeak = Reynolds number at peak systole. Scalings
to account for anaesthesia and exercise were obtained from Janssen et al. (2004)
Anaesthesia Anaesthesia
and exercise
×1.05 ×1.72 ×1.05 ×1.72
×1.88 ×1.88
F1
Upeak (cm/s) 6.8 7.1 11.7 13.4 22.0
Repeak 6.5 6.9 11.2 13.0 21.2
R1
Upeak (cm/s) 8.9 9.3 15.3 17.6 28.8
Repeak 8.4 8.8 14.4 16.6 27.1
Figure 3.5 shows maps of WSS computed for geometries F1 and R1 at each inlet velocity.
A more detailed view of WSS patterns at the throat of geometry F1 is presented in
Figure 3.6. Figure 3.7 plots the corresponding circumferential mean and minimum WSS
for each inlet condition, at each point along the vessels. At the lowest inlet velocity
for both cases, upstream mean WSS was approximately 10 Pa; it approached 30 Pa as
inlet velocity increased. Note this is an order of magnitude higher than that found in the
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human carotid artery (Mynard et al., 2013) and reflects the smaller diameter of the vessel
in mice. With the cuff in the forward orientation, flow accelerated as it passed through
the cuffed segment and WSS at the throat exceeded 550 Pa for U=22.0 cm/s. (Note,
colormaps have been limited to 40 Pa to highlight regional differences.)Even at the lowest
inlet velocity, shear was increased more than ten fold at the throat. For comparison, peak
values in the mouse aorta do not typically exceed 35 Pa (Feintuch et al., 2007). With
the cuff in the reverse orientation, peak WSS at the throat was lower (∼90 and 320 Pa
for the two extremes of inlet velocity) due to the wider lumen (see Figure 3.2a). Shear
smoothly increased from the upstream value to the maximum at the throat in a similar
manner, and over a similar length, to the cuffed segment in the forward oriented case due
to comparable tapering of the vessel.
Downstream flow patterns in geometry F1 were highly dependent on inlet velocity. At
low velocities, flow continued to follow the wall contours on exiting the throat, smoothly
decelerating as the lumen widened. However at inlet velocities greater than 11.7 cm/s
(Re=11.2), the flow separated just distal to the throat over part of the vessel circum-
ference; these velocities are within the range expected for conscious, active mice. The
recirculation zone, characterised by reversed flow (see below) and low WSS, was sur-
rounded by a stagnation ring (see Figure 3.6). Flow separation could be identified on
the plot of minimum WSS by where the curve dropped to zero (Figure 3.7b). The recir-
culation zone grew with increasing inlet velocity, though it remained relatively small; at
the highest inlet velocity it was around 250 µm long and occupied only a quarter of the
vessel circumference.
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Figure 3.5: Colour maps of computed WSS in cuffed left carotid arteries, for each inlet velocity
U (cm/s). Top image: vessel with the cuff in the forward orientation (geometry F1). At U=11.7
cm/s, a recirculation zone formed. Bottom image: vessel with the cuff in the reverse orientation
(geometry R1). Arrows indicate the wide end of the cuff. Note, colormaps have been limited to
40 Pa to highlight regional differences. See Figure 3.7 for throat WSS values.
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Figure 3.6: Detailed views of WSS patterns at the throat in the carotid artery with cuff in the
forward orientation, for each inlet velocity U (cm/s). Two different viewpoints are shown. When
flow separation occurred, the recirculation zone only encompassed a quarter of the circumference.
At U=22.0 cm/s, a stagnation ring was clearly visible. Note, colormaps have been limited to 40
Pa to highlight regional differences. See Figure 3.7 for throat WSS values.
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Figure 3.7: Mean and minimum WSS along cuffed left carotid arteries, at each inlet velocity U
(cm/s). (a) Mean and (b) minimum WSS with the cuff in the forward orientation (geometry
F1). Minimum shear drops to zero at the throat exit, indicating flow separation. (c) Mean and
(d) minimum WSS with the cuff in the reverse orientation (geometry R1).
Flow patterns downstream of the throat in geometry R1 were less dependent on velocity;
the taper imposed on the vessel by the cuff was sufficiently gradual that no flow separation
occurred even at the highest inlet velocity. For both orientations, there was a focal
increase in shear at the wide end of the cuff due to the luminal narrowing at this location
(refer to Figure 3.2b).
Figure 3.8 shows maps of WSS computed for geometries F1 to F3 at an inlet Re of 14.
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The corresponding plots of mean and minimum WSS are given in Figure 3.9. As for
geometry F1, local luminal narrowing at the wide end of the cuff caused a focal increase
in WSS in geometry F3. Peak values at the throat were largest for F2 (∼500 Pa) and
lowest for F3 (∼170 Pa). Flow separation was geometry dependent. Although all maps
showed a region of low WSS just distal to the throat, it was only in geometry F1 that a
recirculation zone had formed, as shown by the WSS vectors and angles in Figure 3.10.
In geometry F1, the region of reverse flow could be identified by the patch of high WSS
angle (∼180◦, Figure 3.10a and b). At the low shear region in geometry F2, WSS angles
deviated by less than 45◦, whilst in geometry F3 there was no appreciable deviation
(Figure 3.10c and d).
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Figure 3.8: Colour maps of computed WSS in three cuffed left carotid arteries at inlet Re=14.
Arrows marks the wide end of the cuff.
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80  Figure 3.9: Mean and minimum WSS along three cuffed left carotid arteries at inlet
Re=14. (a) Mean and (b) minimum WSS. At the cuff exit, shear dropped to zero only
in geometry F1.
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Figure 3.10: WSS angle in the three cuffed left carotid arteries at inlet Re=14. (a) Shear
angle in geometry F1 and (b) associated shear vectors. Their length has been scaled by
0.004 times their angle to aid visualisation. (c) Scaled shear vectors in geometry F2 and
(d) geometry F3.
3.3.4 Pressure drop
Plots of circumferentially averaged wall pressure for each inlet condition are shown in
Figure 3.11 for geometries F1 and R1. Note pressure is expressed relative to the pressure
2 or 2.5 mm downstream of the cuff throat for the forward and reverse orientations
respectively; it does not represent absolute pressure. The rate of pressure loss increased
substantially in the cuff throat, scaling with inlet velocity. From Bernoulli’s principle,
such pressure drops are to be expected due to flow acceleration, but there was almost
no pressure recovery downstream; this reflects the particularly low Re of the flow which
incurs high viscous losses due to shearing between the fluid layers. Losses were higher
for the more stenotic geometry F1; at the highest inflow velocity, the pressure drop was
approximately 20 mmHg across the throat.
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Figure 3.11: Mean wall pressure along the left carotid artery with the cuff in the forward
orientation, at each inlet velocity U (cm/s). Pressure is expressed relative to the pressure 2 or
2.5 mm downstream of the cuff throat for the forward and reverse orientations respectively.
It is worth commenting on the gradual loss of pressure upstream of the cuff. In humans,
mean arterial pressure remains relatively constant throughout the aorta and large arteries;
the total aortic pressure drop is around 1 mmHg. However in the smaller arteries of the
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mouse, much larger pressure gradients are required to drive flow. Consider Poiseuille’s
Law for laminar pipe flow,
∆P =
8µLQ
πr4
(3.4)
where ∆P is the pressure drop, µ is the fluid viscosity, L is the pipe (vessel) length, Q
is the flow rate and r is the pipe radius. If Q is kept constant, halving r increases the
resistance to fluid movement by a factor of 16; if velocity is kept constant, a factor of 4.
Thus the pressure loss of around 4 mmHg over the upstream segment at the largest inlet
velocity is due to small scale of the carotid; this value may be hand calculated adopting
dimensions and parameters given above.
Distal flow separation did not significantly contribute to the head loss. Young et al.
(1975) found that the pressure drop across an arterial stenosis during steady flow can be
estimated from
∆P
ρU2
=
Kv
Re
+
Kt
2
 A
As
− 1
2
(3.5)
where ρ is blood density, U is the cross-sectional mean velocity, A and As are the up-
stream and stenosis cross-sectional areas respectively, and Kv and Kt are experimentally
determined coefficients. The first term represents the pressure drop associated with vis-
cous losses, whilst the second term is the pressure drop associated with flow convergence
and divergence (separation). Thus at low Re and with no distal flow separation, the
second term can be neglected and one would expect the pressure drop to only be linearly
related to velocity.
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The dependence of the observed pressure drops on the first term is shown in Figure 3.12 for
plots of ∆P at the throat against inlet velocity. Taking into account the units in Figure
3.12 and a quadratic fit to the data, Kv may be estimated as 1000 for the geometry
F1 and 410 for R1. As shown by Young et al. (1975), the difference between these
values (and hence pressure drops) arises from the difference in percentage area stenosis
- approximately 50% for F1 versus 40% for R1 (calculated using the area just upstream
of the sharp pressure drop) - and is little affected by stenosis eccentricity (Seeley and
Young, 1976). Only 5 points were used for curve fitting and a more accurate estimate
of Kv would be obtained if both higher and lower inflow cases were added; note that
y-intercept should be zero.
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Figure 3.12: Throat pressure drop against inlet velocity for cuffed left carotid arteries. (a)
Vessel with the cuff in the forward orientation (geometry F1). (b) Vessel with the cuff in the
reverse orientation (geometry R1). Computed values are plotted and quadratic fits applied to
the data (blue lines).
The strong influence of stenosis severity is further evidenced by plots of mean pressure
in geometries F2 and F3 at Re=14 (Figure 3.13). The extremely stenotic F2 geometry
induces a pressure drop of almost 50 mmHg. Whilst a more severe stenosis should induce
a larger pressure drop in vivo, it is possible for losses to be smaller given that such a
stenosis will further limit flow. Large in vivo pressure drops may be compensated for
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by decreases in peripheral resistance. For all geometries, given the non-circularity of the
throat cross-sections and the magnitude of the computed pressure drops, it is possible wall
collapse could occur at certain points in the cardiac cycle; the cuff imposes a compressive
stress on the adventitia which may exceed the luminal pressure. This effect may be offset
though by an increase in axial stress or simply the existing tethering force (see Caro
et al., 1978, p. 104). Transmural pressure may not only vary because of the flow effects
described above but also as a result of heterogeneous contact between the adventitia and
the cuff.
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Figure 3.13: Mean wall pressure along three cuffed left carotid arteries at inlet Re=14. Pressure
is expressed relative to the pressure 2 mm downstream of the cuff throat.
3.3.5 Luminal surface and endothelial cell morphology
SEM images of the surface of corrosion casts are shown in Figure 3.14. The constriction
induced by the cuff caused the intima to adopt a folded, ridged morphology. In most
cases this was confined to the throat but in geometry F2, ridges were observed along the
full length of the cuffed segment (Figure 3.14a and f). Surface impressions of intimal folds
have been previously shown by Langille et al. (1986) in casts made of coarcted rabbit
aortas, and folding is known to occur during vasospasm. Closer inspection revealed that
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ECs appeared to bridge some of these folds (Figure 3.14a and d, white arrows) given
the surface a “ladder-like” pattern. It is possible that extracellular matrix components
also bridged theses folds. Joris and Majno (1981) demonstrated that intercellular bridges
can form after the induction of vasospasm. The authors drew on the earlier work of
Shimamoto and colleagues (see for example Shimamoto et al., 1969; Sunaga et al., 1969),
whose SEM images of arterial tissue not fixed at pressure revealed a ladder-like pattern on
the endothelium; Joris and Majno postulated that the cross bridges were fibrin filaments.
Although animals were heparinised and the vasculature flushed with saline prior to cast-
ing, a cluster of red blood cell impressions were visible in one cast at the throat suggesting
thrombosis (Figure 3.14c). The most striking feature of the majority of casted vessels was
the almost complete absence of EC impressions in the cuffed segment; the endothelium
appeared to abruptly terminate at the cuff margins (Figure 3.14e). There are several pos-
sible explanations for this. The first is simply that cuff placement caused EC denudation,
in line with the findings of Joris et al. (1982) for artificial stenoses in rat aorta. It should
be noted that in the original cuff paper of Cheng et al. (2005), the image of eNOS-GFP
fluorescence shows two conspicuous dark bands at the cuff margins suggesting a focal ab-
sence of endothelium. Given the excessively elevated WSS at the throat as shown above,
it would seem likely that some EC detachment must occur. The work of Fry (1968) indi-
cates a EC yield stress on the order of 40 Pa, well below what was found here. However
Fry’s results were obtained for the dog aorta, and due to the naturally elevated WSS in
the mouse vasculature (Weinberg and Ethier, 2007), murine ECs may be conditioned to
withstand higher shearing forces. Other possibilities include extravasation of the casting
material (Krucker et al., 2006) or that ECs were stripped off by the highly viscous resin
as it flowed past. Extravasation of the resin might be expected to leave impressions of
deeper wall structures such as collagen fibres and SMCs (experimental observations of
casts of the rabbit aorta, also see the images in Krucker et al. 2006), but these were not
seen.
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Figure 3.14: Scanning electron microscopy of casted cuffed vessels. (a) Intimal folds in the
cuffed segment. Bridging ECs (white arrows) give the surface a ladder-like appearance. (b)
Intimal folds at the cuff throat. (c) Red blood cell impressions at the cuff throat (white arrows)
and a thrombus (circled). (d) Distorted ECs across folds (white arrow). (e) EC denudation at
the wide end of the cuff (white arrow). (f) Low magnification view of cast geometry F2. Intimal
folds were not confined to the cuff throat.
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In geometry F2, the endothelium appeared to be intact but the severity and extent of the
intimal folds prevented characterisation. The only cast in which a clearly defined intact
endothelium was observed in the cuffed segment, was one for which the cast had been
placed in the reverse orientation and caused only mild constriction of the vessel (a throat
cross-sectional area of 0.045 mm2, morphological data not shown). Figure 3.15 shows
EC details in this vessel and the contralateral artery. Nuclei were rounder upstream and
downstream of the cuff but elongated within.
LC upstream
(a)
50 μm
LC intra-cuff
(b)
RC
(c)
Figure 3.15: Surface impressions of EC nuclei in a casted left carotid (LC) artery with the cuff
in the reverse orientation. (a) Upstream of the cuff. (b) Within the cuff. (c) Contralateral right
carotid (RC).
In Figure 3.16a, a montage SEM image covering approximately 3 mm of the vessel is
presented. Overlaid are coloured lines representing measured nuclear lengths. Effort
was made to ensure the vessel lay as planar as possible before imaging. As the nuclei
were predominantly aligned with the vessel centreline, distortion due to surface curvature
was small and thus ignored. As discussed above, intimal folds prevented measurements
being made at the throat. EC nuclei were, on average, longer in the cuffed segment;
mean lengths within regions of interest (0.3 mm wide) were 12.4 µm upstream, 12.7 µm
downstream and∼16 µmwithin the cuff (Figure 3.16b). For comparison, the contralateral
vessel yielded a value of 7.6 µm (SE=0.22, n=404).
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Figure 3.16: Montage scanning electron microscopy image of a casted carotid with the cuff in the reverse orientation. (a) Coloured lines represent
measured EC nuclear lengths in µm. Lengths could not be measured at the throat. (b) Mean EC nuclear lengths at four sites.
Lengthening of ECs and their nuclei is usually associated with increased WSS. From
cross-sectional data for the cast shown in Figure 3.16, the average hydraulic diameter in
cuffed segment was 84% of the average upstream/downstream value. Using Equation 1.4,
WSS would be expected to increase by a factor of 1.65; this scaling is in close agreement
with the observed differences in nuclear length.
3.3.6 Tracer uptake
In non-cuffed control animals which received tracer, fluorescence along the length of
either the left or right carotid arteries was relatively uniform; for a single vessel, the
largest coefficient of variation was 0.19. There was no significant difference between left
and right carotid mean fluorescence intensities (p = 0.24) and thus the respective data
could be combined. Figure 3.17a shows mean tracer fluorescence along the length of
non-cuffed carotid arteries; this was substantially greater than the autofluorescence seen
in non-cuffed carotids from animals that did not receive tracer.
Tracer fluorescence in the right carotid artery was also uniform when the cuff was placed
on the left carotid artery in the forward orientation, and higher than autofluorescence
(Figure 3.17b). Upstream of the cuff, tracer fluorescence was unchanged from the non-
cuffed contralateral vessel. There were two peaks in tracer fluorescence intensity centred
at x=-1.5 mm and x = 0.5 mm - the locations of the wide end and throat respectively,
though the latter peak was slightly offset downstream. The width of the peaks roughly
equalled the length of the cuff (1.5 mm). The upstream peak intensity was approximately
8 fold higher than baseline, 5 fold for the downstream peak i.e. uptake was greater
upstream than downstream. Intensities at these two sites were still many fold higher
than the corresponding autofluorescence seen in cuffed animals that did not receive tracer,
though there were two small peaks at the same locations. Local elevations at the cuff
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p = 0.044
Figure 3.17: Tracer uptake in the mouse carotid artery. (a) Fluorescence intensity along
the length non-cuffed carotid arteries, data from left and right carotids have been combined.
Rhodamine-labelled albumin tracer was either applied (“Rho”) , or omitted to asses autoflu-
orescence (“Auto”). Mean (dark line) +1 SEM (light line), n=4. (b) Fluorescence intensity
along the length of the carotid with cuff in the forward orientation. Intensity is shown for the
cuffed left carotid (“LCA”) and non-cuffed right carotid (“RCA”) of mice administered tracer,
or not administered tracer (“Auto”). Mean (dark lines) +1 SEM (light lines), n=10 for mice
given tracer, n=3 for autofluorescence.
margins were also seen in tissue autofluorescence, in both mice that had or had not
received tracer. As the autofluorescence arises primarily from elastin (and to some degree
collagen), these small peaks are likely to indicate vessel remodelling as discussed in Section
3.3.1.
After lengthwise subtraction of the left carotid autofluorescence values from those for the
same vessel when tracer was administered, it was determined that uptake was significantly
higher in the upstream than the downstream peak (p = 0.044). Uptake was only slightly
elevated within the central part of the cuffed segment compared with the contralateral
right carotid.
The uptake shown in Figure 3.17 was not a result of post mortem uptake during the
interval between death and the flushing of tracer from the arterial system. In experiments
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Figure 3.18: Tracer uptake along vessels in mice administered tracer just before death. Fluores-
cence intensity along the length of carotid arteries of mice having the cuff placed in the forward
orientation and administered tracer 1 minute rather than 10 minutes before sacrifice. Intensity
is shown separately for the cuffed left carotid (“LCA”) and non-cuffed right carotid (“RCA”).
Mean (dark lines) +1 SEM (light lines), n=3.
where animals received tracer 1 minute (rather than 10 minutes) before death, tracer
fluorescence intensity was similar to the level of autofluoresence seen in vessels from mice
that did not receive tracer (Figure 3.18). In addition, fluorescence was uniform along the
length of the carotid in cuffed animals.
3.3.7 Effect of cuff reversal on the pattern of uptake
Figure 3.19 shows tracer uptake along the carotids in mice with the cuff in the reverse
orientation. For the contralateral carotid, tracer fluorescence or autofluorescence was
not substantially effected by reversing the orientation of the cuff. Autofluorescence in
the cuffed left carotid was still locally elevated at the cuff margins. As for the forward
orientation, when the cuffed left carotid was exposed to tracer, fluorescence was not
elevated away from the cuff or within the central part of the cuffed segment. Again
there were two peaks in fluorescence at the cuff margins, but in this case there was no
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p = 0.208
Figure 3.19: Tracer uptake in the mouse carotid artery with the cuff in the reverse orientation.
Intensity is shown for the cuffed left carotid (“LCA”) and non-cuffed right carotid (“RCA”)
of mice administered tracer, or not administered tracer (“Auto”). Mean (dark lines) +1 SEM
(light lines), n=8 for mice given tracer, n=7 for autofluorescence.
significant difference between them; after autofluorescence subtraction, p = 0.208. The
main effect of cuff reversal was increasing the intensity of the peak associated with the
narrow end; the pattern did not completely reverse.
3.3.8 Effect of NO inhibition on the pattern of uptake
In non-cuffed control animals, administration of L-NAME substantially lowered the mean
tracer fluorescence in the left and right carotids compared with the previous experiments.
When combined and the corresponding mean autofluorescence values subtracted, treated
fluorescence was half that of untreated (p = 0.0496); in some animals which received
both tracer and L-NAME, fluorescence intensity was no greater than autofluorescence,
which implied negligible tracer uptake. L-NAME had no effect on autofluorescence val-
ues. When the cuff was placed in the forward orientation, again two peaks in intensity
occurred at the cuff margins but there was no longer a visible difference between them;
after subtracting autofluorescence, p = 0.599. Note that the sample size was smaller
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(a) (b)
p = 0.599
Figure 3.20: Tracer uptake in the mouse carotid artery after administration of LNAME. (a) Flu-
orescence intensity along the length non-cuffed carotid arteries, data from left and right carotids
have been combined. Mice were administered the rhodamine-labelled tracer with (“LNAME
Rho”) or without (“Rho”) the L-NAME. Autofluorescence was assessed in mice not adminis-
tered the tracer, again with (“LNAME Auto”) or without (“Auto”) the inhibitor. Mean (dark
lines) + 1 SEM (light lines), n=3-4 per group. (b) Fluorescence intensity along the length of
carotid arteries of L-NAME-treated mice with the cuff in the forward orientation. Intensity
is shown separately for the cuffed left carotid (“LCA”) and non-cuffed right carotid (“RCA”)
of mice administered tracer or not administered tracer (indicating autofluorescence; “Auto”).
Mean (dark lines) +1 SEM (light lines), n=6 for mice given tracer, n=2 for autofluorescence.
(n=6 versus 10) which hinders conclusions. In agreement with non-cuffed vessels, overall
intensity (including that at the peaks) was lowered by L-NAME treatment.
3.4 Discussion
Uptake of plasma macromolecules by the cuffed carotid artery of wild-type mice was
elevated at the sites where Cheng et al. (2006) found lesions developed in the cuffed
carotid artery of apoE-/- mice on a high fat diet. Elevated uptake was confined to the
regions at the upstream and downstream cuff margins. The data supports the insudation
theory of atherosclerosis that elevated lipid entry leads to lesion development. A key
finding was that uptake was greatest upstream of the cuff where the vulnerable TCFAs
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occur in apoE-/- mice. This would suggest that whether a TCFA or stable plaque forms
is dependent on the level of uptake; greater uptake is expected to lead to greater lipid
accumulation and consequently a larger core.
An obvious limitation of this study is that albumin rather than LDL uptake was mea-
sured. LDL is around 7 times larger than albumin. Assuming the same number of dye
molecules per protein molecule (for rhodamine labelled albumin the dye:protein ratio is
around 2.5), excessively high levels of fluorescently-labelled LDL would need to be ad-
ministered in order to make high resolution through wall measurements. This could have
pharmacological effects and alter endothelial properties; for example, acute hypercholes-
terolaemia can cause a loss of endothelium-derived NO in the microvasculature (Gauthier
et al., 1995). However as LDL is much larger, theoretically higher dye:protein ratios could
be achieved thereby reducing the required LDL dose. In order to achieve a physiological
dose, a ratio of around 300 would be necessary but this would introduce problems with
dye self-quenching. As mentioned in Section 3.1 patterns of permeability and lesions
around intercostal ostia in rabbits are in qualitative agreement. Furthermore, despite
albumin and LDL each having a potential different range of transport pathways, the two
proteins show the same permeability pattern (Sebkhi and Weinberg, 1996a; Schwenke
and Carew, 1988).
A second limitation, which might prevent direct comparison with the results of Cheng
et al. (2006) is the use of wild-type mice instead of the apoE-/- strain. However if
apoE-/- mice had been used, results may have been confounded by the presence of early
atherosclerotic lesions which occur spontaneously in this strain, even without a high fat
diet (Nakashima et al., 1994). There remains the possibility that apoE-/- mice have dif-
ferent wall transport properties, perhaps due to hypercholesterolaemia but permeability
studies in rabbits have shown that transport alterations due to a cholesterol-enriched diet
are temporary, ultimately returning to normal (Sebkhi and Weinberg, 1994).
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In the present study, inhibiting NO production by administration of L-NAME decreased
mean uptake. This is in contrast to studies in rabbits where NO inhibition was found
to increase uptake around intercostal ostia in immature rabbits (Forster and Weinberg,
1997a). As L-NAME treatment eliminated the significant difference between the two
uptake peaks, it could be argued that elevated uptake and consequently TCFA formation,
depends on a NO mechanism. If the parts or all of the endothelium was removed by
cuff placement, then transport may still be governed by a NO mechanism; after in vivo
endothelial denudation, SMCs can synthesise NO by means of the enzyme iNOS which
is stimulated by inflammatory cytokines (Joly et al., 1992; Gonza´lez-Ferna´ndez et al.,
1998). Administration of L-NAME visibly constricted superficial veins, and differences
may have arisen via an influence on mechanical strain due to an acute pressor response.
Regarding WSS, CFD simulations demonstrated that flow recirculation does occur down-
stream, but only when inflow velocities reflect those of a conscious active mouse. However
the recirculation was only 250 µm in length and further simulations showed it to be ge-
ometry dependent. Although microCT imaging of corrosion casts is able to capture the
cuffed artery geometry in high definition, nonlinear shrinkage of the cast material may
have altered the diffuser angle at the cuff exit (Moore et al., 1999). For the geometry
in which a recirculation zone formed, the local angle was approximately 45◦; this is in
agreement with the findings of Sun and Yang (2007) at comparable Re, that angles over
to 30◦ are required for flow separation. Though Mates et al. (1978) and Young and Tsai
(1973) suggest Re in excess of 200 are required, Ku (1997) states that for a 70% stenosis
Re need only be 10. It should be noted that in knockout mice, mean and peak aortic
blood velocity is increased by 60-70% (Hartley et al., 2000), which would be expected
to increase the size of the recirculation zone. Given the sensitivity of flow separation
to these factors, it would seem likely that in vivo distal flow patterns vary considerably
between mice.
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There is some uncertainty associated with the ultrasound-derived inflow velocities. The
ratio between beam width and vessel diameter, and misalignment of the beam and vessel
strongly affect the mean frequency. However the maximum frequency (and consequently
maximum cross-sectional velocity), although somewhat intensity affected, is relatively
robust to these factors and thus favoured when analysing Doppler waveforms (Hoskins
and McDicken, 1997, p.28). By considering a range of inflow velocities rather than a
single value, uncertainties are accommodated except at the highest inflow velocity.
The main limitation of the CFD analysis was the steady flow assumption. A quasi-steady
approach was considered valid assuming the Womersley number to be low in the mouse
carotid. Taking a heart rate of 450 bpm and the vessel radius to be 250 µm, α is less
than 1 and the assumption is reasonable (refer to Figure 1.5); values of of between 1.5
and 2 have been estimated for the mouse aorta (Suo et al., 2007; McDonald, 2011)).
Including unsteady effects may still alter the WSS patterns. In a low flow carotid model,
produced by ligating some vessels distal to the left carotid, Nam et al. (2009) found that
flow reversed during diastole. In contrast, flow reversal did not occur in the right carotid
artery. Hence oscillatory shear may be present simply due to the lowered flow rate and
not the cuff exit geometry. This would also affect the upstream segment of the vessel and
therefore upstream and downstream differences in permeability and plaque morphology
are unlikely to be attributable to oscillatory shear. Furthermore the upstream peak in
tracer uptake, which was confined to the cuff margin, was actually associated with a small
region of elevated shear.
Another important assumption is that blood behaved as a Newtonian fluid. Taken as a
whole blood displays non-Newtonian rheology; viscosity is dependent on the shear rate.
Specifically, blood is a shear thinning fluid; its viscosity decreases with increasing shear
rate. In human arterioles less than 500 µm in diameter, the F˚ahræus-Lindqvist effect
also leads to a reduction in viscosity. The red blood cells move towards the centre of the
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vessel, leaving a cell free layer at the wall. This is an important consideration here as the
very small diameters at the cuff throat invalidate the assumption that the vessel is several
orders of magnitude larger than a red blood cell. In a stenosis model, Huh et al. (2015)
found a newtonian assumption underestimated WSS and overestimated the lengths of
recirculation zones. This supports a conclusion, that although potentially present in
vivo, low oscillatory shear downstream is not substantial.
Although theoretically, reversing the cuff orientation might have been expected to elu-
cidate the role of mechanical stress, the large pressure drop that occurred across the
cuff throat means intramural stress levels must be different at the wide and narrow ends
depending on the orientation. Hence mechanical stress can not be confirmed or rejected
as an initiating factor. That the upstream peaks in both cases were confined to the cuff
edge, and that the increased uptake at the wide end when the cuff was reversed occurred
in a region of largely unremarkable flow, suggests that altered mechanical stresses warrant
further investigation.
If the difference in plaque morphologies does arise through a difference in wall tension,
as suggested by Chen et al. (2013) regarding their tandem stenosis model, then it would
be interesting to investigate lesion development in apoE-/- with the cuff in the reverse
orientation. If such a hypothesis were true, one would expect a similar distribution of
plaque types to that found by Cheng et al. (2006) with the cuff in the forward orientation;
vulnerable upstream, stable downstream. Another extension of this hypothesis would be
to examine the permeability and/or lesion distribution at the carotid bifurcation after
cuff placement. If wall tension was key to determining plaque phenotype, one would
expect reduced uptake and lesion severity at the this disease prone site as found in aortic
coarctation models.
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Chapter 4
Structural modelling of the cuffed
mouse carotid artery
Following the results presented in Chapter 3, a structural analysis of the mouse carotid
artery was conducted by developing a finite element model which incorporated the de-
formations induced by cuff placement and the pressure drop along the vessel. Stress and
strain distributions were determined and the results discussed with reference to the dif-
ferences observed in macromolecule uptake upstream, downstream and within the cuffed
segment.
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4.1 Background
The mechanical behaviour of the arterial system is a topic which has received much at-
tention due to its association with various vascular pathologies. Although locally elevated
mural stresses and strains are infrequently associated with the initiation of atherosclerosis
- though systemic increases in arterial stiffness are a well known risk factor - numerous
studies suggest they play a role in plaque rupture (see for example Cheng et al., 1993;
Falk et al., 1995; Lee et al., 1996; Yang et al., 2008). Due to the Bernoulli effect and
viscous losses, the stenoses created by advanced plaques lead to a decrease in pressure
through, and distal to, the constriction which may also contribute to stress increases
(Aoki and Ku, 1993). Loss of SMCs and degradation or fragmentation of mural elastin
is thought to contribute to intracranial aneurysm formation (Lasheras, 2007; Humphrey
and Taylor, 2008). These typically form at branch sites where intramural stress (IMS) is
likely to be elevated (Thubrikar, 2007). Following breach of the artery wall, high pulsatile
IMS may lead to continued growth and ultimately rupture (Humphrey, 2009). Similarly,
abdominal aortic aneurysms and aortic dissection have been linked to arterial mechan-
ics (Humphrey, 2009; Thubrikar et al., 1999), and these pathologies are exacerbated by
hypertension and genetic disorders such as Marfan’s syndrome, which cause pathological
medial degeneration and thus weakening of the artery wall (Wilmink et al., 2000). Other
pathologies include intimal hyperplasia after vein grafting, balloon angioplasty or stent
deployment, all of which have been associated with stress-induced injury to the arterial
wall (Ballyk et al., 1998; Kozuma et al., 2000; Timmins et al., 2011).
Due to the general availability of finite element (FE) modelling software, both idealised
and patient specific studies of arterial mechanics are becoming increasingly common.
Some models have assumed linear elasticity theory (Niimi, 1979; Chandran and Ray,
1982; Thubrikar et al., 1988; Beller et al., 2004; Giannakoulas et al., 2005) but this
can lead to an order of magnitude error in the stress calculation (Humphrey, 2002, p.
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353). The structural response of arteries is highly nonlinear and anisotropic, with wall
deformations sufficiently large that small strain theory is invalid. To capture material and
geometric nonlinearity, nonlinear FE analyses are required. The nearly incompressible
nature of the wall material (Carew et al., 1968; Chuong and Fung, 1984) can lead to
numerical difficulties in standard FE formulations and must be appropriately accounted
for (Simo and Taylor, 1991; Weiss et al., 1996). Further complexity arises due to the
residual stresses present in arteries (Chuong and Fung, 1986). Failure to incorporate
these directly or start a FE analysis from the stress-free configuration leads to an overly
stiff response (Holzapfel et al., 2000) and over prediction of the stress on the intimal
surface (Delfino et al., 1997). Frequently, only the pressurised arterial geometry is known
(particularly in patient specific studies) and, as a minimum, the no-load geometry should
be determined to prevent unrealistically large deformations and stresses (de Putter et al.,
2007; Bols et al., 2013).
Many different constitutive models have been proposed to capture the macroscopic struc-
tural response of elastic arteries (for reviews see Humphrey, 1995; Holzapfel et al., 2000;
Vito and Dixon, 2003). The passive mechanical behaviour is generally based on the
framework of hyperelasticity, where the work done by the stresses is independent of the
deformation path and the stress-strain relationship is defined by specifying a strain energy
function in terms of the current deformation (Humphrey, 2002). Classical strain energy
functions were developed primarily for characterising the behaviour of rubber (Mooney,
1940; Rivlin and Saunders, 1951), but these have been applied to arterial FE models
(Zand et al., 1991; Laroche et al., 2007; Karimi et al., 2014). Adopting a rubber-like
energy potential is an oversimplification and these models fail to capture anisotropy and
the strong stiffening effect of collagen recruitment at high strains.
Fung introduced an exponential strain energy function to capture the large deformation
behaviour of arteries which permits anisotropy (Fung et al., 1979; Chuong and Fung,
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1983), and this function remains the one most widely used. In an effort to incorporate
arterial histology in a constitutive model, Holzapfel et al. (2000) developed an anisotropic
strain energy function which captures the helical distribution of collagen fibres within the
wall. Only two symmetric helices were considered originally, but extension of this model
to include four fibre families can provide a material response which more closely matches
mechanical test data (Wicker et al., 2008; Zeinali-Davarani et al., 2009). Other authors
have incorporated active SMC tone and time dependent viscoelastic properties (Masson
et al., 2008; Holzapfel and Gasser, 2001), but for simplicity only the passive response will
be considered here.
When an artery is passively constricted and its deformation constrained, mural stresses
are altered. Experimental models of atherosclerosis which create stenoses to alter flow,
also compress the artery but the possible correlation between disease localisation and
wall mechanics is generally ignored; most studies instead suggest a causative role for low
and/or oscillatoy WSS (see Chapter 2). Chen et al. (2013) hypothesised that low WSS
and high circumferential wall stress must coincide for vulnerable plaques to form and
demonstrated this association using a carotid stenosis model in apoE-/- mice. Whilst
mean WSS was low in all three segments of the vessel (a tandem stenosis was used),
pressure drops across each stenosis meant wall tension differed between them; it was
highest upstream where plaques displayed a vulnerable phenotype. That coincident low
WSS and high IMS may be pro-atherogenic is consistent with the computational results
of Zhao et al. (2000). In the authors’ models of healthy human carotid bifurcations, both
low WSS and high tensile stress existed at disease-prone sites.
With respect to stenotic flow models, only Zand et al. (1991) have performed a FE stress-
strain analysis of the artery constriction. Flattening of a metal clip placed around the
rat aorta increased intimal axial strains and radial-axial shear strains in the vicinity of
the clip. The in vivo distribution of lipid deposition was closely associated with that of
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elevated strains. However the authors only used an isotropic rubber-like material model
and did not incorporate residual stress. Furthermore only a static analysis was considered
so the effect of the pressure drop through the stenosis was not considered.
As was shown in Chapter 3, patterns of elevated permeability in cuffed murine carotid
arteries do not clearly associate with steady WSS. The focal uptake of macramolecules
at the cuff margins bears resemblance to the patterns of intimal strains in the coarcted
rat aorta computed by Zand et al. (1991). Lower permeability within the cuffed segment
may not solely be associated with high WSS, as radial compression of the artery wall
would alter transmural pressure gradients and may restrict transport across the endothe-
lium (Tedgui and Lever, 1987; Meyer et al., 1996; Dabagh et al., 2009). Due to flow
induced pressure losses and the tapered form of the perivascular cuff designed by Cheng
et al. (2005), stresses and strains may not be symmetric and could explain the observed
upstream-downstream differences in both permeability and, when used in apoE-/- mice,
plaque morphology (Cheng et al., 2006).
In the following study, mural stress and strain distributions in the mouse carotid after cuff
placement were determined using a structural FE model. An anisotropic, fibre-based non-
linear material was used and residual stresses were incorporated, with parameters taken
from literature; active SMC behaviour or viscoelasticity were neglected for simplicity.
In a similar manner to Zand et al. (1991), only the immediate effect of cuff placement
was investigated rather than its later interaction with a potentially remodelled vessel.
Static analyses investigated the effect of wall thickness, vessel diameter, axial stretch and
residual stress on patterns of stress and strain after cuff placement. Based on reasonable
assumptions of quasi-steady laminar flow, a further analysis incorporated the coupling be-
tween wall deformation and blood flow using a simplified expression for the pressure drop
along the vessel. The fluid-structure interaction (FSI) was solved by boundary iteration
whereby the structural and fluid problems are solved sequentially and boundary condi-
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tions passed between the two. Additional FE models, created to validate the methods,
produced results in agreement with existing studies related to arterial mechanics.
Before outlining the methods used, some fundamental concepts of nonlinear continuum
mechanics are introduced to establish the stress, strain and material descriptors used in
the study. For a more detailed overview and the theory of the nonlinear FE method the
reader is referred to standard texts such as Bathe (1996), Holzapfel (2000), Humphrey
(2002) and Wriggers (2008).
4.2 Nonlinear continuum mechanics
In infinitesimal strain theory, the deformation of a solid is considered sufficiently small
so as to enable the effect of changes in geometry to be ignored. Finite deformations
however introduce geometric nonlinearity and a distinction must be made between the
reference (Ω0) and deformed current configurations (Ω) of the solid; these are referred to
as the material (or Lagrangian) and spatial (or Eulerian) descriptions respectively. Let
the location of a material particle in the reference configuration be denoted by the vector
X and its location in the deformed configuration by x. A mapping ϕ transforms the
particle location from one frame to the other,
x = ϕ(X) (4.1)
The deformation gradient can then be defined as,
F =
∂ϕ
∂X
(4.2)
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where F is a second order tensor. The right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C is given
by,
C = F TF (4.3)
where T denotes the transpose. In the absence of deformation, F (and hence C) becomes
the identity tensor I. A suitable strain measure would be expected to yield a zero tensor
under no deformation, and thus the Green-Lagrange strain can be defined as,
E =
1
2
(C − I) (4.4)
For a material to be hyperelastic, one must be able to define a strain energy function W ;
in physical terms the material stores energy under load, returning to its original shape
once loading is removed. Under isothermal, reversible deformations, the Lagrangian
description of the constitutive relationship between stress and strain is given by,
S = 2
∂W (C)
∂C
(4.5)
where S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress. This definition includes both nonlinear
and linear elastic materials - in the latter Equation 4.5 reduces to Hooke’s law - but the
term hyperelastic is typically reserved for nonlinear elastic materials which undergo large
deformations. It is more useful to define stress with respect to the current configuration,
that is the true physical stress per unit of deformed area. This is referred to as the Cauchy
stress σ and can be related to S by,
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σ =
1
J
FSF T (4.6)
where J is the determinant of the deformation tensor F . J is equal to the volume change
and hence for an incompressible material J=1. In practice, perfect incompressibility is
not typically enforced in FE analysis. The bulk modulus, which is the inverse of the
material compressibility, tends to infinity as J → 1. In a conventional displacement-
based finite element formulation, the stiffness matrix becomes infinite and consequently
the elements ‘lock’. For a nearly incompressible material the problem is ill-conditioned
due to the large difference between volumetric and distortion stiffnesses. Instead, nearly
incompressible materials can be modelled by uncoupling the volumetric and distortional
(or deviatoric) components of the strain energy function (Weiss et al., 1996). The purely
distortional deformation gradient is given by,
F = J−1/3F (4.7)
The strain energy function can then be written as ,
W (C) = W ( C) + U(J) (4.8)
where U(J) is the volumetric strain energy and C = F T F . Following this uncoupling, it
can be shown that the constitutive equation becomes,
S = 2
∂W (C)
∂C
+ pJC−1 (4.9)
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where p=dU/dJ and is the hydrostatic pressure used to enforce incompressibility1; under
no deformation the inner stress must balance the hydrostatic pressure acting on the
material. This term adds an additional unknown variable that must computed alongside
the displacements. Reasonable expressions for U(J) must satisfy the condition that
U(J) = 0 when J = 1 and rise quickly when J<1. A typical expression for the volumetric
strain energy is given as,
U(J) =
1
2
κ(ln J)2 (4.10)
where κ is the bulk modulus. κ does not necessarily have to represent a true material
coefficient and is simply used a penalty term to enforce near incompressibility; values of
κ are typically taken to be two or three orders of magnitude larger than the distortional
material coefficients (Kim, 2015, p. 191).
4.3 Constitutive models of the arterial wall
Before discussing different strain energy functions it is useful to introduce the three strain
invariants of the deviatoric Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C,
I1 = trC I2 = 1
2
[(tr C)2 − tr C2] I3 = det C = J2 (4.11)
where tr denotes the trace (the sum of the diagonal components) and the det denotes
the determinant. The simplest materials to first consider are those that are isotropic. If
1Although p has the units of pressure, it is more to correct to consider it a Lagrange multiplier that
enforces incompressibility.
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a tensor is invariant under rotation, then any function of this tensor can be expressed in
terms of the principal invariants of its argument. It follows then that the strain energy
function of an isotropic hyperelastic material can be defined as W (I1, I2, I3), where I
are the invariants of C. One of the most classical isotropic strain energy functions for
incompressible materials is the Mooney-Rivlin model (Mooney, 1940; Rivlin and Saun-
ders, 1951). For a nearly incompressible material, the uncoupled strain energy function
is defined as,
W = c0(I1 − 3) + c1(I2 − 3) + 1
2
κ(ln J)2 (4.12)
The coefficients c0 and c1 are stress-like material parameters that must be determined
experimentally. Although developed for characterising the behaviour of highly compliant
rubber-like materials, it can be used to model biological tissues. In particular when
c1=0, Equation 4.12 reduces to the neo-Hookean constitutive model
2 which is widely
used to characterise the behaviour of elastin. Elastin can stretched by over 200% and
exhibits a nearly linear response under finite strains (Humphrey, 2002, p. 29; Fung,
1993, p. 197), with material stiffness equivalent in both the axial and circumferential
directions (Gundiah et al., 2007). Both Mooney-Rivlin and neo-Hookean materials display
an initially linear stress-strain response that eventually plateaus at high loads. However
arterial stress-strain curves are sigmoidal, exhibiting strain hardening at high loads due
to the gradual engagement of collagen fibres (Humphrey, 2002). In addition, as discussed
in Section 1.1, the material behaviour is anisotropic due to the helical arrangement of
these fibres and SMCs (though active behaviour is not considered here). Based on the
observation that arterial stiffness switches from being elastin- to collagen-dominated as
strain increases, Holzapfel et al. (2000) suggested the additive split of the strain energy
2The neo-Hookean strain energy function can be viewed as an extension of Hooke’s law to large
deformations.
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into parts associated with isotropic and anisotropic deformations,
W = Wiso +Waniso (4.13)
where both terms are governed by the same deformation tensor C. The second term de-
scribes the stored strain energy of the collagen fibres, whose arrangement and engagement
at high pressures motivates the use of the following exponential function,
Waniso = c1
2c2
2
k=1
{exp[c2(I4(k) − 1)2]− 1} (4.14)
which represents two fibre families arranged in symmetrical helices. The additional in-
variants depend on both C and the initial fibre direction; I4(k) =Mk · ( CMk) whereMk
(considering a cylindrical coordinate system) is given as,
Mk = cos(αk)eθ + sin(αk)ez (4.15)
and represents the unit vector along the kth fibre direction. α is the angle between the fibre
and the circumferential direction; as the fibre families are symmetrical α1 = −α2. The
invariants are the squares of the fibre stretches. The material coefficients c1,2 are the same
for each fibre family. With an appropriate choice of these coefficients, the contribution
of Waniso becomes negligible at low strains. Note c2 is dimensionless. Assuming the termWiso to be neo-Hookean, the combined strain energy function (known as the Holzapfel-
Gasser-Ogden model) is given as,
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W = c0(I1 − 3) + c1
2c2
2
k=1
{exp[c2(I4(k) − 1)2]− 1} (4.16)
which represents a fibre reinforced composite material. Recognising the differing material
properties of the media and the adventitia, Holzapfel et al. (2000, 2004) divided the artery
into two cylindrical layers, each governed by Equation 4.16 but with c0,1,2 and αk differing
between them. The contribution of the intima was regarded to be negligible.
Considering now a single layer representation, the number of fibre families is not limited
to two. Baek et al. (2007) utilised a similar form of Equation 4.16 but with the number
of fibre families increased to four; the additional fibres are oriented in the axial and
circumferential directions. The four fibre family model is given as,
W = c0(I1 − 3) + 4
k=1
c1(k)
2c2(k)
{exp[c2(k)(I4(k) − 1)2]− 1} (4.17)
where c1(k) and c2(k) are the material coefficients for each family, I4(k) are the squared
stretches of the fibre families in each direction (α1 = 0
◦, α2 = 90◦ and α3 = −α4 = α).
Note the angles are given here with respect to the circumferential direction in agreement
with Holzapfel’s description; in the original work of Baek et al. (2007) ,the axial direction
was taken as the reference vector. The fibre family orientations are shown schemati-
cally in Figure 4.1b. As with the Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden model the diagonal fibres are
constrained to have the same material properties as each other.
The physiological relevance of this model is supported by histological data on collagen
organisation in the rabbit basilar and mouse carotid arteries which demonstrate the
presence of axially oriented fibres in the adventitia and more circumferential or diagonal
fibres in the media (Wan et al., 2012; Wicker et al., 2008). The four fibre family model
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k=3
k=1
k=2
α
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the four fibre family model collage distribution. (a) The meshwork of
collagen fibres in the artery wall is approximated as (b) four fibre families (k = 1...4) aligned
at an angle α from the circumferential direction.
has been most commonly used for characterising the behaviour of murine carotid arteries
(see for example Gleason et al., 2008; Eberth et al., 2009c; Wan et al., 2010), whose
small size makes determining separate medial and adventitial properties, as in the two
layer Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden model, a challenging task. Zeinali-Davarani et al. (2009)
have shown that when the number of fibre families increases from two to four, there is a
significant improvement in the goodness-of-fit between the experimental and fitted model
stress-strain curves; further increases in the number of families yields no extra benefit.
Parameter estimation typically involves combined pressure-diameter and axial force-
length tests on arterial segments. Subsequently best-fit values may be determined by
minimising some objective function that represents the difference between the experi-
mentally measured quantities and those that are calculated theoretically for a certain set
of parameters. As the parameters are constants, it is essential that the calculation of
theoretical pressures or forces incorporates residual stress (see Humphrey, 2002, p. 289-
304). To reduce the number of parameters to be determined and achieve better fits, fibre
angles may be directly measured from microscopy images as done by Wan et al. (2012).
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4.4 Methods
4.4.1 Arterial model
A segment of the mouse carotid artery was idealised as a residually stressed, thick-walled
cylindrical tube of length l=4.5 mm , wall thickness h, internal radius ri, external radius
ro, and subject to internal pressure P . The tapered cuff geometry was the same as that
used in Chapter 3 (length 1.5mm, linear taper from an internal radius of 250 µm at the
wide end to 125 µm at the narrow end) and the section of the vessel in contact with the
cuff was assumed to lie between 1.5 and 3 mm (narrow end downstream). Following the
description in Cheng et al. (2005, 2006) that non-tapering cuffs with an internal radius
of 250 µm did not constrict the carotid, the outer vessel radius r0 was assumed to be 250
µm at a mean blood pressure of 100 mmHg (corresponding to a conscious resting mouse,
see Section 4.4.6). Consequently after cuff placement, the wide end of the cuff induced
no step change in mean geometry; this assumption was supported by the morphological
data of casted cuffed vessels presented in Chapter 3.
The artery wall was modelled as a hyperelastic, incompressible fibre-reinforced composite
material obeying the four fibre strain energy function given in Equation 4.17. Material
parameters were based on values reported for wild-type mice (C57BL6 strain) by Luetke-
meyer et al. (2015), and are listed in Table 4.1; these values are independent of residual
stress. Note the authors formulated the strain energy in terms of the Lagrange strain
E and so the fibres stiffnesses are halved here. Further details of the computational
model and the methodologies used for incorporating residual stress, cuff placement and
fluid-structure interaction are given in the following sections. A summary of the model
parameters considered is given in Section 4.4.6.
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Table 4.1: Parameters for the four fibre material model (Luetkemeyer et al., 2015)
c0 (kPa) c1(k) (kPa) c2(k) αk(
◦)
5.52
k = 1 5.66 0.078 0
k = 2 4.85 0.109 90
k = 3 7.34 0.292 49.5
k = 4 7.34 0.292 -49.5
4.4.2 Residual stresses
When excised, an artery shortens in length indicating the presence of axial prestretch.
Despite the absence of a pressure load, the excised artery is still not stress-free. When cut
longitudinally, the artery springs open adopting a sector (horseshoe shape) cross-section
which can be characterised by its opening angle Φ (Figure 4.2, Chuong and Fung, 1986). If
the stress-free (opened) geometry is known, modelling can proceed as outlined in Figure
4.2a. First the cut edges are brought together effectively closing the ‘open’ geometry.
The artery is then axially stretched and finally pressurised. Commonly referred to as the
opening angle method, it has been adopted by Delfino et al. (1997), Gasser et al. (2002)
and Balzani et al. (2007) amongst others.
For the idealised carotid artery with a given ratio of wall thickness to inner diameter
(h/di) in vivo, only the loaded and axially stretched configuration Ω was initially known.
To incorporate residual stress, the stress-free reference configuration Ω0 was determined
by modifying the inverse approach proposed by Bols et al. (2013); the node positions of
a trial reference configuration are iteratively modified until the deformed configuration
matches that of the known, loaded vessel geometry.
Bols et al. (2013) only considered the deformation from Ω0 to Ω to arise from pressuri-
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Figure 4.2: Residual stress and the opening angle method. (a) Procedure for incorporating
residual stress. (b) Cross-section of the stress-free reference configuration defined by its opening
angle Φ. (c) Applying the mapping φres closes the section to give the no-load configuration.
sation; that is, the stress-free configuration is still a closed artery. To determine the true
stress-free geometry the algorithm was modified to consider an intermediate configura-
tion Ωres; this corresponds to a closed cylinder under no-load. The main steps of the so
called Backward Displacement Method, with its modifications, are shown in Algorithm
4.1 (for clarity, the notations used to describe each configuration are also given in Figure
4.2). It begins by initialising an approximation to the no-load geometry, xires; the known
pressurised geometry x is taken as the initial guess. Assuming a known opening angle,
an inverse mapping ϕ−1res transforms x
i
res to the stress-free geometryX
i (see below). The
structural solver S then computes the deformed configuration Ω(xi) using λz (the axial
stretch ratio), the pressure P and the forward mapping ϕres to update prescribed dis-
placements and loads. The nodal displacements (V i) from Ω(xires) to Ω(x
i) are used
to update the approximation of the stress-free geometry by subtracting them from the
known geometry x. An error residual rierr, the maximum difference between the nodal
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Algorithm 4.1: Backward displacement method (modified from Bols et al., 2013)
i = 0
x1res = x
X1 = ϕ−1res(x
1
res)
while i = 1 or rierr ≥ ϵ do
i = i+ 1
Ω(xi) = S(Ω0(X
i), λz, P, ϕres)
V i = xi − xires
xi+1res = x− V i
update ϕ−1res
Xi+1 = ϕ−1res(x
i+1
res )
rierr = max{|xj − xij |}
end
X=X i
coordinates (1 . . . j) in the deformed geometry xi and the known geometry x, is used to
determine convergence of the solution to within a tolerance ϵ.
The backward displacement method was implemented with a purpose written Python
script that executed the structural solver, extracted the deformed geometry, and updated
nodal coordinates and displacement boundary conditions. The method required values
for axial stretch ratio λz and the opening angle Φ, which were taken from literature; for
the carotid artery of C57BL6 mice, Luetkemeyer et al. (2015) reported a mean stretch
ratio of 1.34 and Wagenseil et al. (2005) observed an opening angle of 120◦.
To compute the inverse mapping ϕ−1res, the cross-section of the opened vessel was assumed
to be an arc of constant curvature and thickness as shown in Figure 4.2b. Assuming
the no-load configuration to be obtained by pure bending and the material to be in-
compressible, the mid-wall circumference remains constant between the open and closed
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configurations with no change in wall thickness. Specifically the mean radius is given by
L/(2Θo) where L is the mean circumference and Θo is the half angle of the open sector
(Chuong and Fung, 1986, see Figure 4.2b). In practice once closed, and before axial
extension, there was a very slight change in vessel radius and wall thickness; this did not
affect the final solution.
The procedure for incorporating residual stress was evaluated using a two-layer Holzapfel-
Gasser-Ogden model of the rabbit carotid artery given in Holzapfel et al. (2000) for which
the authors presented analytically derived pressure-diameter data for several residually
stressed cases (see Section 4.5.1).
4.4.3 Cuff placement
The cuff induced deformation was obtained by prescribing displacements to the surface
nodes in the FE mesh (this approach was also adopted by Zand et al. (1991) in their stress
analysis of a constrictive clip placed around the rat abdominal aorta). From the pressure
loaded configuration Ω(x), radial displacements were incrementally applied to all exterior
surface nodes with a z position between 1.5 and 3.0 mm according to the cuff luminal
taper; the axial degree of freedom was unconstrained. This required prior knowledge of
the radial position of each node; the axial position was determined by the stretch ratio.
For purely structural analyses, with no variation in pressure along the vessel length, the
radial position was simply the external radius of the vessel (250 µm at 100 mmHg).
As the axial degree of freedom was unconstrained, prescribing radial displacements could
displace nodes axially till they lay outside of the cuffed segment or conversely, nodes could
be pulled into the cuffed segment. To rectify this, an iterative approach was adopted;
Va´radi et al. (1999) used such a procedure when modelling a spherical indentation test
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by prescribing displacements rather than by incorporating a contact interface into the
FE algorithm. An initial simulation was run to determine the deformed positions of
the nodes after application of the radial displacements. The list of nodes identified as
being in contact with the cuff was then corrected; nodes that had displaced outside of
the cuffed region were removed, those that had moved inside, added. Prescribed radial
displacements for the corrected node set were computed based on the deformed axial
position. Running the simulation for a second time, now with the modified displacements,
produced a deformed outer wall surface that followed the cuff lumen.
By prescribing displacements in this way, cross-sectional collapse of the artery is deliber-
ately circumvented to avoid numerical instability.
4.4.4 Structural analysis
Static stress-strain analysis was performed using the open source nonlinear finite element
package FEBio (www.febio.org); the software has been verified against established ana-
lytical and computational solutions to standard problems (Maas et al., 2012). FEBio was
developed specifically for structural biomechanics and mixed, nearly incompressible con-
stitutive models such as Equation 4.17 are easily implemented. For the FE computations,
large deformations were considered, all loadings and prescribed displacements applied in-
crementally, and at each increment the nonlinear FE equations were solved iteratively by
a quasi-Newton method (the BFGS algorithm, Matthies and Strang, 1979). To increase
computation speed, FEBio was linked to the Pardiso solver (www.pardiso-project.org)
which supports parallel execution and is highly optimised for solving large linear systems
of equations.
The idealised artery was discretised using 8-noded linear hexahedral elements. For nearly
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incompressible materials, FEBio eliminates locking for this low order element through use
of a a three-field element formulation (Simo and Taylor, 1991) assuming the strain energy
is of an uncoupled form. Near incompressibility was enforced using the penalty method
with the bulk moduli κ for both the neo-Hookean ground matrix and collagen fibres set
to be 1000 times larger than their stiffness coefficients (either c0(k) or c1(k)).
As the problem was axisymmetric only a quarter of the cylinder was modelled (90◦ wedge);
Figure 4.3a shows half the length of the final mesh used. The circumferential and radial
directions were discretised in to 24 and 8 elements respectively, with axial refinement
at the margins of, and within, the cuffed segment. Note the geometry shown in Figure
4.3a is that of the deformed configuration without the cuff. For Φ=120◦, the 90◦ wedge
became 60◦ in the stress-free configuration (Figure 4.3b).
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Figure 4.3: FE discretisation of the carotid artery. (a) Hexahedral mesh at 100 mmHg. Only half
the length is shown (total length is 4.5 mm). Axial mesh density was increased at the margins
of the cuffed segment. (b) Cross-sections of the mesh in the stress-free configuration and after
closing. For Φ=120◦, the 90◦ wedge was 60◦ in the stress-free configuration. x displacements
were prescribed to nodes along edge A, whilst this degree of freedom was constrained for nodes
along edge B.
The analysis proceeded as follows. Beginning with the stress-free configuration, the mesh
nodes on the cut edge (A in Figure 4.3b) were forced to move in the x-direction till the
90◦ wedge was restored. During this, nodes along edge B were free to slide along (but not
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separate from) the x-axis, whilst those at either end of the vessel were axially constrained.
The vessel was then stretched by prescribing z displacements to the nodes at one end,
whilst those at the other end remained fixed. Next the vessel was pressurised employing
standard symmetry boundary conditions. Finally, radial displacements were applied to
the nodes that would be in contact with the cuff. As detailed in Section 4.4.3, the process
was then repeated using a modified set of radial displacements which accounted for axial
movement of the nodes within, and near, the cuffed segment.
The computed Cauchy stresses and Lagrange strains were transformed to the cylindrical
coordinate basis shown in Figure 4.3a. The equivalent von Mises stress and strain were
also computed. The von Mises stress has gained popularity as a single, axis-independent
stress measure in vascular mechanics, and is defined as,
σeq =

3
2
σ : σ (4.18)
where σ is the deviatoric component of the Cauchy stress. As it is based on the deviatoric
stress, it can be considered a measure of the shearing stresses present in the material. The
von Mises stress is classically used in failure criteria for engineering materials; a material
which fails under uniaxial tension at a critical stress σcrit will also fail under a multi-axial
loading if σeq = σcrit. Consequently it has been routinely used as a stress measure in
structural models of aneurysms and atherosclerotic plaques where the risk of rupture is
sought (Volokh, 2010). The equivalent von Mises strain Eeq is similarly computed, but
with σ replaced by E in Equation 4.18. E, the deviatoric Lagrange strain, is equal to
E − 1
3
tr(E)I.
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4.4.5 Quasi-steady fluid structure interaction
Modelling the interaction between the flowing blood and the artery wall required compu-
tation of the fluid pressure; the influence of viscous stresses was neglected as the pressure
load is several orders of magnitudes larger. As discussed in Chapter 3, the pulsatile
carotid flow can be considered quasi-steady due to the low Womersley number (esti-
mated to be less than 1). Following the CFD results presented there, which showed
minimal flow separation at even the highest inflow velocities, it was assumed the pressure
distribution along the vessel could be estimated by considering a combination of viscous
losses defined according to Poiseuille’s law, and changes in the dynamic pressure defined
according to Bernoulli’s equation. Formerly, the pressure drop over a small segment of
the vessel length ∆z was determined according to,
∆P = −8µ∆zQ
πr4i
+
fρ∆(U2)
2
(4.19)
where µ and ρ are the blood viscosity and density, Q is the flow rate, U is the average
velocity, f is the kinetic energy correction factor and A is the area. When the area is the
increasing, ∆(U2) is positive and the second term represents the recovery of kinetic energy.
Although routinely applied without a correction, Bernoulli’s equation (refer to Equation
2.3) actually assumes a uniform velocity profile; for laminar pipe flow a correction factor
of f=2 should be applied to account for the variation of the fluid kinetic energy across
the cross-section. This term is often neglected because f → 1 as flow becomes disturbed;
most engineering applications of Bernoulli consider turbulent Reynolds numbers. Using
the morphological data for the cuffed vessel geometries studied in Chapter 3, choosing
f=2 gave pressure distributions in good agreement with those computed by CFD (see
Section 4.5.5). Idealising the pressure drop according to Equation 4.19 negated the use of
a fluid solver, resulting in faster computations; wall deformations were of interest rather
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than localised flow features.
Two-way coupling of the fluid and structural solutions proceeded as shown in Algorithm
4.2. For a given stress-free configuration Ω0(X) and upstream pressure Pup, the wall
deformation associated with a uniform pressure loading was first computed to obtain
the initial deformed configuration Ω(x1,1). The initial guess at the prescribed nodal
displacements in the cuffed segment (Vcuff ) were computed based on the known external
radius of the vessel at the given pressure. Vcuff was then updated based on the deformed
configuration and the analysis repeated to obtain Ω(x1,2).
The deformed nodal positions were then used to calculate the pressure drop along the
vessel; P 1 = F (Ω(x1), µ,Q, f, ρ, Pup) where F denotes the flow solver, in this case simply
Equation 4.19. The pressure loads were then updated in the structural solver input
file. As the updated loads were now lower and, in the absence of Vcuff , produced a
deformed vessel without a constant exterior radius, the magnitude of the prescribed
nodal displacements in the cuffed segment could not be predicted. To overcome this,
the pressure only case was first solved to obtain the new exterior node positions. The
selection of nodes within the cuffed segment whose radial position exceeded that of the
cuff lumen could then be updated, and the necessary displacements prescribed. Running
the updated structural solver a second time, now with both the pressure loading and
prescribed displacement steps, yielded the solution Ω(x2,1). To ensure the exterior wall
followed the cuff lumen, Vcuff were modified (if necessary), and the structural solver
run a third time to obtain the configuration Ω(x2,2). From this, an updated pressure
distribution could be obtained and the process repeated till the solution converged. The
residual was defined as the maximum relative error in the pressure load distribution
between iterations.
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Algorithm 4.2: Two-way fluid-structure coupling
i = 0
Ω(x1,1) = S(Ω(X), λz, Pup, ϕres,V
1
cuff )
update V icuff
Ω(x1,2) = S(Ω(X), λz, Pup, ϕres,V
1
cuff )
P 1 = F (Ω(x1), µ,Q, f, ρ, Pup)
while rierr ≥ ϵ do
i = i+ 1
Ω(xi∗) = S(Ω(X), λz,P i−1, ϕres)
compute V icuff
Ω(xi,1) = S(Ω(X), λz,P
i−1, ϕres,V icuff )
update V icuff
Ω(xi,2) = S(Ω(X), λz,P
i−1, ϕres,V icuff )
P i∗ = F (Ω(xi,2), µ,Q, f, ρ, Pup)
P i = P i−1 + ω(P i∗ − P i−1)
rierr = max{|P ik − P i−1k |/P ik}
end
Ω(x) = Ω(xi)
Boundary iteration methods such as this are known to be problematic if the structure
is highly compliant; displacement and pressure over-shooting can occur leading to arti-
ficially oscillating solutions or divergence. To prevent this, the updated pressure loads
were damped in the manner proposed by Tang et al. (2002). If the updated pressure
distribution is given by P i∗, the damped loading P i was computed as,
P i = P i−1 + ω(P i∗ − P i−1) (4.20)
where ω is a weighting factor between 0 and 1. The FSI algorithm was implemented with
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a Python script which, at each iteration, updated the FEBio input file and executed the
solver, and computed the new pressure distribution. To verify the FSI approach produced
realistic wall deformations, the case of flow through a collapsible tube was simulated and
the results compared with those reported by Hazel and Heil (2003) and Marzo et al.
(2005) (see Section 4.5.1). As this model produced non-circular cross sections, hydraulic
diameters were computed (Equation 3.3) along the tube inner surface to obtain equivalent
internal radii for use in Equation 4.19.
4.4.6 Simulations
Several different reference configurations were obtained with the backward displacement
method, assuming each yielded a pressurised vessel with an outer radius of 250 µm and
wall thickness h at 100 mmHg. A mesh discretised into 24, 24 and 1 hexahedral elements
in the r,θ and z directions respectively was used for this part of the study, with the
residual tolerance set to 0.01 µm.
λz was either 1.34 (Luetkemeyer et al., 2015) or the slightly higher value reported by Dye
et al. (2007) of 1.88, h/di either 0.05 or 0.10 and Φ either 120
◦ (Wagenseil et al., 2005)
or 0◦ (see Section 4.5.2 for a list of each combination). Two additional configurations
were obtained assuming the cuff was ill-fitting; the vessel was either too small (225 µm
at pressure) or too big (275 µm at pressure).
A uniform loading analysis with P=100 mmHg was conducted for each configuration
using the mesh detailed in Section 4.4.4. From the murine radiotelemetry data obtained
by Adlam et al. (2011), P=100 mmHg corresponds to either the mean carotid blood
pressure in a conscious, resting mouse or the diastolic pressure in an active caged mouse.
To compare with the FSI simulations detailed below, static analyses were also conducted
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with P=133 mmHg; the systolic blood pressure for an active caged mouse.
For the FSI simulations, using the same mesh, both forward and reverse orientation
(narrow end upstream) cuffs were modelled. The flow regime considered was that for
an active caged mouse using the ultrasound derived velocities presented in Chapter 3
Table 3.2, and pressure data from Adlam et al. (2011). Simulations were performed
at systolic and diastolic pressure. For systole, the upstream pressure was taken as 133
mmHg and the upstream cross-sectional mean velocity Uup as 22 cm/s (the highest value
considered in Chapter 3). For diastole, Pup=100 mmHg and Uup= 7.3 cm/s. The inflows
were the same for both cuff orientations. Flow rates were defined with respect to the
deformed lumen cross-sectional area at the upstream end under a static loading. Blood
density and viscosity were 0.004 kg/(ms) and 1015 kg/m3, respectively. The pressure
distribution was computed using Equation 4.19 with f = 2. The weighting factor ω
for damping the pressure update between iterations was set to 0.5 and the convergence
residual tolerance rerr set to 1%.
For selected analyses, mesh convergence studies were performed to verify solution accu-
racy (see Section 4.5.3). As discussed in the preceding sections, several benchmark tests
were considered to evaluate the methods used. The case of collapse (buckling) of a flexible
tube under external pressure was also modelled and compared with the results presented
by Zhu et al. (2013). This was done to verify that buckling could be simulated, before
examining the case of flow through a collapsible tube (Hazel and Heil, 2003; Marzo et al.,
2005). Further details of the evaluation studies are given in the results.
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4.5 Results
4.5.1 Method evaluation
Extension and inflation of residually stressed thick-walled tube
In the study of Holzapfel et al. (2000), pressure-radius curves were computed for a resid-
ually stressed rabbit carotid artery with Φ=160◦ and λz varied from 1.5 to 1.9, alongside
those computed for the same axial stretch ratios but with Φ=0◦. A two-layer Holzapfel-
Gasser-Ogden material model was used (Equation 4.16) and it was assumed the media
occupied two thirds of the wall thickness; in the stress-free configuration the inner and
outer radii were 0.71 and 1.43 mm, respectively. For further details of the layer specific
parameters, the reader is referred to the original work. Results were analytically obtained
by numerical integration of the radial equilibrium equation, assuming the artery to be a
thick-walled cylindrical tube.
Here, a FE solution was obtained using a mesh discretised into 24, 24 and 1 elements in
the r, θ and z directions respectively, for θ = {−90, 90◦} (half, rather than a quarter, of
the domain was modelled simply for visualisation of the closing step). Figure 4.4 shows
the four key configurations from the stress-free to pressurised vessel segment.
Figure 4.5a displays the pressure-radius curves obtained with (solid lines) and without
(dashed lines) residual stresses at axial stretch ratios of 1.5 and 1.9 overlaid on the results
of Holzapfel et al. (2000). By incorporating residual stresses in the no-load configuration,
the vessel becomes more compliant, so that for a given pressure a greater inner radius
is achieved. Conversely, greater axial extension stiffens the material response. Similar
results are obtained for the mouse carotid artery when using the four fibre strain energy
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.4: FE model of a residual stressed and pressurised ring of the rabbit carotid artery. The
media (light grey) and adventitia (dark grey) have different material parameters. (a) Stress-free
configuration. (b) After closing the ring to incorporate residual stress. (c) After applying axial
stretch. (d) Loaded configuration.
function (Equation 4.17, Table 4.1), a single layer representation and the mean no-load
geometry given in Luetkemeyer et al. (2015) (ri=143,ro=201 µm, Figure 4.5b), though
the effect of the opening angle is less pronounced. Note results are given for the outer
radius in this case and pressure in mmHg for later comparisons.
The results for the rabbit model are in good agreement except at the lowest pressures
for λz = 1.9. This is probably due to the analytical solution assuming that the principal
stress and strain directions align throughout which, before pressurisation, is not the case
in parts of the FE model for the r, θ directions. This does not lead to a noticeable
difference in inner radius at 0 Pa for λz=1.5 where through-wall stress differences are
smaller. Initially, discrepancies were also found at the highest pressures but this was
due to the penalty term κ being to low to enforce incompressibility; elements actually
began to expand as pressure increased (Figure 4.6). Increasing κ for the neo-Hookean
component to 10000c0 kept the maximum change in J to within 1%. For all mouse carotid
simulations it was verified that the maximum value of J did not exceed 1.01; κ=1000co
was sufficient to achieve this.
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Figure 4.5: Effects of residual stress and axial stretch ratio on pressure-radius relationships. (a)
Pressure versus inner radius for a ring of rabbit carotid artery modelled as a two-layer Holzapfel-
Gasser-Ogden material. Blue dashed lines: Φ = 0◦. Red solid lines: Φ = 160◦. Results are
overlaid on those presented in Holzapfel et al. (2000) (grey lines). The authors also considered
λz=1.6,1.7 and 1.8; the shaded circle indicates the in vivo state. (b) Pressure versus outer
radius for a ring of mouse carotid artery modelled as a four fibre family material. Blue dashed
lines: Φ = 0◦. Red solid lines: Φ = 120◦
Collapse of a thick-walled tube
Attention now turns to the deformation of a thick-walled hyperelastic tube under exter-
nal pressure with reference to the results of Zhu et al. (2013). Of the many parameters
investigated by the authors, here we model a finite length tube with l=5, ri=0.8, ro=1
m and the ends constrained. The material is incompressible neo-Hookean with c0 =
0.5 Pa. Considering only a quarter of domain, the geometry was discretised into 12, 16
and 40 elements in the r, θ and z directions respectively for θ = {0, 90◦}. To initiate
mode-2 buckling under external pressure (the cross-section becomes dumbbell shaped), a
uniformly distributed perturbation load was applied to the exterior nodes along θ = 90◦,
equating to 10−6 N at each node; this forced the tube to move inwards at θ = 90◦ and out-
wards at θ = 0◦. Figure 4.7a plots the radial position of the node at (r, θ, z)=(0.8, 90, 2.5)
as external pressure is increased. Buckling occurs rapidly at an external pressure of 0.0185
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Figure 4.6: The effect of bulk modulus κ on inner radius and relative volume J in the rabbit
carotid artery model. (a) Pressure versus inner radius for λz = 1.5, Φ = 160
◦ and κ=1000co
(dashed line) or 10000co (solid line). (b) Maximum relative volume change during each stage
of the structural solution. κ=1000co (dashed line) or 10000co (solid line).
Pa. Although this plot includes the effects of the additional nodal loads, the buckling
pressure is almost identical to that reported by Zhu et al. (2013) (0.0186 Pa) who instead
used the modified Rik’s algorithm (Riks, 1979) to trace the solution path (this is not
available in FEBio); with a larger perturbation, buckling is less abrupt. The deformed
cross-section for a pressure of 0.0225 Pa is shown in Figure 4.7b; note this is after the
perturbation load has been removed.
Steady flow in a flexible thick-walled tube
Hazel and Heil (2003), and later Marzo et al. (2005) modelled the case of flow through
a flexible tube mounted, at its upstream and downstream ends, on two rigid tubes. The
flexible segment was of l=40, ri=4 and ro=4.2 mm with the rigid tubes at the upstream
and downstream ends having the same radius (ri= 4mm) and lengths 4 and 40 mm,
respectively (Figure 4.8b). Under an external pressure load and an internal pressure of 0
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Figure 4.7: Collapse of a thick-walled hyperelastic tube under external pressure. lo=5, ri=0.8
and ro=1 m. (a) Displacement of the node at (r, θ, z)=(0.8, 90, 2.5) versus external pressure.
(b) Deformed cylinder at 0.0225 Pa. The cross-section is shown for z=2.5 m. Note the mesh
has been mirrored to show the full domain; only a quarter was modelled.
Pa at the end of the rigid downstream tube, the authors determined the magnitudes of the
external pressure and upstream internal pressure required to achieve flow with Re = 128
and an 80% degree of collapse in the flexible segment (maximum radial displacement along
θ = 90◦ as a percentage of the undeformed radius). In Marzo et al. (2005), fluid-structure
interaction was modelled by solving the fluid and structural problems sequentially and
passing the updated boundary conditions between the two at each iteration. The authors
assumed the large bending deformations that occur only generate small strains, thus
the flexible segment was modelled as a linear elastic material. The structural domain
was discretised using 3D solid elements. The flow at the inlet was assumed to be fully
developed; the Navier-Stokes equations were solved to compute the pressure distribution.
Only mode-2 buckling, as described above, was considered.
As FEBio only performs finite strain analysis, and to avoid element locking, here the flexi-
ble tube was modelled as a hyperelastic neo-Hookean material (Equation 4.12 with c1=0).
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To compare with the Young’s modulus (E=4559.4 Pa) and Poisson’s ratio (ν=0.49) used
by Marzo et al. (2005), the equivalent parameters for a neo-Hookean solid were computed
according to the relations co = E/[4(1+ ν)] and κ = λ+4co/3, where λ is the first Lame´
coefficient given by λ = 4coν/(1 − 2ν). This yielded co=765 Pa and κ=75990 Pa3. For
the structural solution only a quarter of the flexible segment was modelled, discretised
into 3, 16 and 60 elements in the r, θ and z directions, respectively. To initiate collapse a
perturbation load in the form of an additional external pressure was applied, defined by
Marzo et al. (2005) as [C − C/(ro)2]x2, where C controls the degree of perturbation and
x is the spatial coordinate in the Cartesian frame (Figure 4.8a). C was set to 5×10−6
and the perturbation load gradually removed once the tube had collapsed.
For the fluid solution, the pressure drop along the all three segments was computed
according to Equation 4.19 with f=1; this correction factor was adopted due to the
previous studies’ findings that substantial flow separation occurred just distal to the most
collapsed region. In the flexible tube, radii were computed using the hydraulic diameter
of the deformed cross-sections at a given axial location. To initialise the coupled fluid-
structure interaction, the fluid pressures were first computed assuming no deformation
of the flexible segment, the boundary loading updated in the FEBio input file and the
structural solution computed. Boundary iteration was then performed till the solution
converged (the largest relative error in the pressure distribution became less than 10-4).
At each iteration, the internal pressure distribution was updated according to Equation
4.20 with ω=0.15 to prevent divergence. The external pressure was initially set to 1.40
Pa and gradually increased till 80% collapse was achieved; at each pressure increment a
converged solution was found.
Figure 4.8b shows the converged pressure distribution along the flexible tube and the re-
sulting deformation viewed from the downstream end. The point at which the transmural
3At small strains the neo-Hookean material model reduces to Hooke’s law.
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Figure 4.8: Steady flow in a collapsible thick-walled tube. (a) Sketch of the geometry of the
flexible tube mounted between two rigid tubes. (b) Pressure drop along the tube (flexible
segment only) for an external pressure of 1.82 Pa, zero pressure at the outlet of the downstream
rigid tube and Re=128. A circle marks where the transmural pressure becomes zero. (c)
Corresponding deformed mesh. Note the mesh has been mirrored to show the full domain; only
a quarter was modelled.
pressure becomes zero is marked with a circle. Further views of the deformed tube are
provided in Figure 4.8c. The upstream pressure (that at the start of the rigid tube) was
computed to be 1.76 Pa which compares well to the 1.72 Pa reported by Hazel and Heil
(2003) and Marzo et al. (2005). Pressure recovery downstream of the maximum collapse
is evident in the pressure distribution. In Hazel and Heil (2003) the maximum collapse
was explicitly set to occur 75% of the length; here it occurred at 72%.
Obviously the simplification of the flow field could not capture the effects of separated
flow; in the previous studies this occurred just distal to the maximum collapse. In ad-
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dition, these studies transferred both the pressure and viscous stresses from the fluid to
the structural domain. Setting f=1 in Equation 4.19 likely minimised differences with
the previous works as it better captures the average kinetic energy of disturbed flow.
The external pressure required to achieve 80% collapse was 1.82 Pa which is higher than
that previously reported (1.40 Pa). In the absence of flow, Hazel and Heil (2003) stated
that the transmural pressure required to induce collapse was approximately 0.38 Pa. For
the non-linear formulation used here this was higher at 0.7 Pa. Thus for the Re=128
case, whilst including the effects of flow separation on the pressure distribution may
have lowered the required external load, the difference mainly arises due to the small
strain/large deformation formulation used by the original authors.
4.5.2 Carotid artery reference configurations
Figure 4.9a shows an example of the convergence rate of the backward displacement
method assuming the loaded geometry x to be under an internal pressure of 45 mmHg.
The logarithm of the residual decreases linearly after the first iteration (Figure 4.9b).
When increasing the pressure to 100 mmHg, the first iteration produced an inverted
geometry as the no-load configuration effectively doubled in size; the backward displace-
ments V 1 were thus larger than x. Even when setting the initial guess x1res to be the
no-load geometry of the solution obtained for the lower pressure of 45 mmHg, the method
failed to converge (Figure 4.9c); Ω(xi) oscillated between two configurations equally far
from Ω(x).
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Figure 4.9: Convergence of the backward displacement method with and without correction.
(a) Residual versus number of iterations for a loaded configuration of ro = 250 µm at P=45
mmHg. (b) Log of the residuals in (a). (c) Residual versus number of iterations for a loaded
configuration of ro = 250 µm at P=100 mmHg.
To overcome this, the method was corrected so that the updated geometry xi+1res was
computed as [(x−V i)+xi−1res ]/2; the average between the current and previous iterations.
This increased the rate of convergence (Figure 4.9a and b) and ensured a solution was
found for the target pressure of 100 mmHg (Figure 4.9c). Using the corrected method,
Table 4.2 details the no-load configurations obtained for the different model parameters
considered. The stress-free (open) configurations can be obtained as detailed in Section
4.4.2.
To ensure the accuracy of these results, the solution for the first entry in Table 4.2 was
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computed for a further two meshes. Using a single element in the radial direction and 24
around the circumference yielded ri=123.0 and ro=172.0 µm. With 12 and 32 elements in
the r and θ directions, ri=123.4 and ro=172.4 µm. The results in Table 4.2 were obtained
for a 24 by 24 discretisation.
Table 4.2: No-load configurations computed by the backward displacement method.
h/di ro at λz Φ(
◦) ri (µm) ro (µm)
100 mmHg
(µm)
0.05
250 1.34 120 123.3 172.3
250 1.34 0 125.0 173.6
250 1.88 120 148.6 205.7
275 1.34 120 135.7 189.6
225 1.34 120 111.0 155.1
0.10 250
1.34 120 122.3 201.2
1.34 0 125.3 203.1
1.88 120 153.7 243.4
Figure 4.10 shows the pressure-radius curves computed for each case; h/di=0.05 in blue,
h/di=0.10 in red, and the vessels for which the cuff would be ill-fitting in green. For the
configurations whose target outer radius at 100 mmHg was set to be 250 µm, the curves
all pass through the same point. Incorporating residual stress (dashed lines) had little
effect on these curves. Note the stress-free geometry given in Luetkemeyer et al. (2015)
with λz=1.5, Φ = 120
◦, yields a vessel approximately 600 µm in diameter (Figure 4.5b)
and thus was not used.
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Figure 4.10: Pressure-radius relationships for each of the configurations given in Table 4.2. Blue
lines: h/di=0.05. Red lines: h/di=0.10. Green lines are for the vessels for which the cuff would
be ill-fitting at P = 100 mmHg
4.5.3 Uniform pressure loading of the cuffed artery
Attention now turns to cuff placement. The uniform pressure loading of an axially pre-
stretched (λz = 1.34), residually stressed vessel (Φ = 120
◦) with a wall thickness of
h/di = 0.05 is considered first. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 display colormaps of the stress and
strain distributions in the vessel after cuff placement at pressures of 100 and 133 mmHg
respectively. Only a quarter of the solid domain was modelled, but the solution was
mirrored and the cuff geometry added for better visualisation; the view is of the intimal
surface. The left hand column is stress and the right hand column is strain. The first
two rows show the distributions in the circumferential and axial directions respectively.
Equivalent von Mises stress and strain are shown in the bottom row; these are axis
independent. The fundamental features of the distributions at the two pressures are
similar so the results will be discussed together.
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As expected, the pressurised but uncuffed regions show greater circumferential stress than
the cuffed segment. Within the cuff, σθ is reduced and becomes negative (compressive)
approaching the cuff throat (narrowest point). There are smooth stress gradients at the
cuff margins and no stress concentrations. Eθ follows a similar pattern. σz is also reduced
in the cuffed region, except at the cuff throat where there is a local stress concentration;
the vessel bends around the cuff edge, stretching the intimal surface. Its magnitude is
comparable to the axial stress in the uncuffed regions at the lower pressure but is relatively
reduced at the higher pressure. There is an equivalent axial strain concentration at the
cuff throat; at systolic pressure this remains high relative to the uncuffed regions.
At systolic pressure, there is no appreciable axial stress concentration at the wide end
of the cuff (Figure 4.12c). Referring back to Figure 4.10, the vessel is not particularly
compliant at, and around, physiological pressure; there is no broad flattening of the
pressure-radius curve. Consequently the change in internal radius between the two pres-
sures is only 20 µm in the uncuffed regions, and thus there is only a mild bend in the
vessel geometry at the wide end of the cuff. Similarly, to the right of the narrow end
there is minimal change in the axial profile of the vessel between the two pressures.
After the vessel is deformed by cuff placement, stresses and strains defined with respect
to a global cylindrical coordinate system are somewhat difficult to interpret. The axis
independent von Mises stress and strain (σeq, Eeq) are both lowered in the cuffed region
with a smooth transition at the wide end. At the cuff throat, local stress and strain
concentrations do exist but their magnitudes are relatively low compared with the un-
cuffed regions. Considering instead the principal stress 4 vectors reveals that the 1st
(largest) principal stress direction is circumferential in the uncuffed regions as expected,
but switches to an almost axial (parallel to the surface) direction within the cuff (data
not shown). At P = 100 mmHg, this switch occurs 1.08 mm upstream to the left of the
4The principal stresses are the diagonal components of the stress tensor σ when the coordinate basis
is rotated locally such that the shear stress components become zero.
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Figure 4.11: Colourmaps of the stress and strain distributions in the cuffed carotid artery under
a uniform pressure load of 100 mmHg. For better visualisation, the solution domain has been
mirrored to show half of the circumference and the cuff added. (a) Circumferential stress σθ.
(b) Circumferential strain Eθ. (c) Axial stress σz. (d) Axial strain Ez. (e) Equivalent von
Mises stress σeq. (f) Equivalent von Mises strain Eeq. Note some colour scales are truncated;
for absolute values see Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.12: Colourmaps of the stress and strain distributions in the cuffed carotid artery under
a uniform pressure load of 133 mmHg. For better visualisation, the solution domain has been
mirrored to show half of the circumference and the cuff added. (a) Circumferential stress σθ.
(b) Circumferential strain Eθ. (c) Axial stress σz. (d) Axial strain Ez. (e) Equivalent von
Mises stress σeq. (f) Equivalent von Mises strain Eeq. Note some colour scales are truncated;
for absolute values see Figure 4.13.
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cuff throat, and reverses again 0.11 mm to the right. These positions are only slightly
affected by increasing pressure; at P = 133 mmHg the switch occurs 1.06 mm to the left
of the cuff throat and reverses 0.08 mm to the right.
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Figure 4.13: Intimal stress and strain distributions in the cuffed carotid artery under uniform
pressure loading. The wide end of the cuff is at x = -1.5 mm, the narrow end (throat) at x = 0
mm. Dashed lines: P = 100 mmHg. Solid lines: P = 133 mmHg. (a) Cauchy stresses σθ (red)
and σz (blue). (b) Lagrange strains Eθ (red) and Ez (blue). (c) Equivalent von Mises Stress.
(d) Equivalent von Mises Strain.
To summarise the 3D colormaps, the stresses and strains along the intimal surface are
plotted in 2D in Figure 4.13. The axial location is defined relative to the location of the
cuff throat (narrowest point). The same features can be seen but absolute numbers are
easier to compare; some of the colour scales in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 are truncated for
better visualisation. Dashed lines represent diastolic pressure (100 mmHg) whilst solid
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Figure 4.14: Cyclic stress and strain distributions in the cuffed carotid artery under uniform
pressure loading. Plots show the difference between P = 133 and P = 100 mmHg. The wide
end of the cuff is at x = -1.5 mm, the narrow end (throat) at x = 0 mm. The distance along
the vessel (axial position) is taken from the deformed configuration at P = 133 mmHg. (a) &
(b) Intimal (inner wall) surface. (c) & (d) Outer wall surface. (a) & (c) Cyclic Cauchy stresses:
σθ (red), σz (blue) and σeq (black). (b) & (d) Cyclic Lagrange strains: Eθ (red), Ez (blue) and
Eeq (black)
lines represent systolic pressure (133 mmHg). To highlight changes that would occur
during each cardiac cycle in an active mouse, cyclic stress (or strain) is introduced as the
difference between the stress (or strain) at systolic and diastolic pressure. Figure 4.15
shows colormaps of the cyclic stress and strain distributions (the systolic configuration is
used), whilst 2D plots are given in Figure 4.14a and b for the intimal surface. Note that
as cyclic values are computed per mesh element, the plots are not simply the difference
between the systolic and diastolic plots in Figure 4.13; some elements move from lying
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Figure 4.15: Colourmaps of cyclic stress and strain distributions in the cuffed carotid artery
under uniform pressure loading. Maps show the difference between P = 133 and P = 100
mmHg. For better visualisation, the solution domain has been mirrored to show half of the
circumference and the cuff added. (a) Circumferential stress σθ. (b) Circumferential strain Eθ.
(c) Axial stress σz. (d) Axial strain Ez. (e) Equivalent von Mises stress σeq. (f) Equivalent von
Mises strain Eeq. Note some colour scales are truncated; for absolute values see Figure 4.14.
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inside the cuff to outside when pressure is increased. Both the colormaps and 2D plots
display cyclic values with reference to the deformed configuration at systolic pressure.
Compared with the unconstrained regions of the vessel, circumferential stresses and
strains within the cuff vary little between the two pressures; steep cyclic stress/strain
gradients exist at the cuff margins. Cyclic σθ is almost uniform and approximately -9
kPa within the cuff, compared with 128.2 kPa in the uncuffed regions. The slight change
in the axial profile of the vessel to the right of the narrow end is captured in the plot of
cyclic Eθ; it manifests as a small peak 0.25 mm after the throat. Cyclic Ez shows two
peaks at the cuff margins, both associated with the change in vessel-cuff contact. There
are equivalent peaks in cyclic σz, though the peak at the wide end is almost negligible.
σeq and Eeq broadly follow the behaviour of the circumferential data but capture the peak
at the throat.
Plotted in Figures 4.14c and d are cyclic stresses and strains on the outer wall. The same
trends are apparent but the magnitudes are smaller than those on the intimal surface.
Note that cyclic σz and strain now show troughs at the cuff throat; the outer wall is
put into compression as it bends around the cuff edge and the the magnitude of the
compression is greater at the higher pressure. The extreme spikes in σθ, σeq and Eeq
arise from the movement of mesh elements from lying inside the cuff to outside. Their
magnitudes may be unrealistic due to the manner in which cuff placement was modelled
causing very sharp changes in geometry.
Although it is generally much smaller in magnitude, the radial stress component should
not be overlooked. The radial stress difference between the inner and outer wall surface
represents the transmural pressure, which drives interstitial flow through the wall and
thus is relevant to macromolecule transport. Due to the deformation induced by cuff
placement, this stress component is better captured by the 3rd (smallest) principal stress.
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Figure 4.16 plots the variation in 3rd principal stress along the vessel length for the inner
(dashed line) and outer vessel wall (solid line) surfaces when P = 100 mmHg. In the
uncuffed regions, its value is approximately equal to −P (-13.3 kPa) on the inner surface
and 0 kPa on the outer surface as expected. However, external compression alters the
transmural pressure in the cuffed region. Approaching the cuff throat, the 3rd principal
stress becomes ever more negative meaning the transmural pressure is reduced. The stress
normal to the intimal surface should always be equal in magnitude to the applied luminal
pressure. Approximately 0.1 mm to the left of the cuff throat, the 3rd principal stress
switches from a normal orientation to a circumferential one; this is explains the trough
apparent in the plot in Figure 4.16. The sharp negative peak in the plot for the outer
wall at the cuff throat is, as previously mentioned, associated with the sharp change in
geometry and its magnitude may be unrealistic.
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Figure 4.16: 3rd principal stress distribution in the cuffed carotid artery under a uniform pressure
loading of 100 mmHg. The wide end of the cuff is at x = -1.5 mm, the narrow end (throat) at
x = 0 mm. Dashed line: inner wall surface. Solid line: outer wall surface.
Regarding accuracy of the solution, for the mesh detailed in Section 4.4.4, the radial stress
at the intimal surface was -12.9 kPa under a static loading of P=100 mmHg. Theoretically,
this should be equal in absolute magnitude to the applied pressure load (13.3 kPa) and
so the solution was accurate to within 5%. As the stress is computed per element it
cannot be exactly recovered for a given discretisation; increasing the mesh resolution to
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18 elements in the radial direction gave σr=13.2 kPa. When the circumferential direction
was discretised into 40 rather than 24 elements the maximum change in σθ on the intimal
surface was less than 0.5%. When the number of elements in z was doubled, the maximum
in σz was less than 2%.
4.5.4 Uniform pressure loading of a cuffed artery, parameter
variation
Simulations of uniform pressure loading were also performed for the remaining config-
urations detailed in Table 4.2. Figure 4.17 shows the deformed geometries at P = 100
mmHg for each configuration. The top row demonstrates the effect of increasing the ratio
of wall thickness to diameter from 5% to 10%. At the latter value, the vessel lumen is
almost completely obscured by the cuff placement. The concept of the diffuser angle was
introduced in Chapter 2 to characterise the enlargement of the vessel after a stenosis
(marked in Figure 4.17a). From hand measurements, this angle is approximately 48◦
when h/di = 0.05 and decreases to 40
◦ when h/di = 0.10. Note the value measured in
Chapter 3 for the in vivo vessel geometry with the cuff in the forward orientation (F1)
was 45◦.
In the second row of Figure 4.17, the wall thickness ratios are re-examined but in the
absence of residual stress (Φ = 0◦). The deformed geometries are virtually indistinguish-
able from the row above. This is to be expected considering the previously obtained
pressure-radius curves (see Figure 4.10); with respect to vessel compliance, collagen fibre
recruitment outweighs the effect of residual stress. In the third row of Figure 4.17, the
two wall thicknesses are again examined but this time with increased axial pre-stretch
(λz = 1.88). This has the effect of reducing the diffuser angle in both cases; 26
◦ for
h/di = 0.05 and 22
◦ for h/di = 0.10. Considering the value obtained for the in vivo
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(a) (b)h/di = 0.05, 훷 = 120°, λz = 1.34
(c) (d)h/di = 0.05, 훷 = 0°, λz = 1.34 h/di = 0.10, 훷 = 0°, λz = 1.34
(e) (f)h/di = 0.05, 훷 = 120°, λz = 1.88 h/di = 0.10, 훷 = 120°, λz = 1.88
(g) (h)
h/di = 0.05, 훷 = 120°, λz = 1.34
ro = 0.225 mm @ 100 mmHg
h/di = 0.05, 훷 = 120°, λz = 1.34
ro = 0.225 mm @ 100 mmHg
h/di = 0.1, 훷 = 120°, λz = 1.34
diffuser
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Figure 4.17: The effect of parameter variation on the deformed geometry of the cuffed carotid
artery under a uniform pressure loading of 100 mmHg. Parameters varied are the ratio of wall
thickness to inner diameter (h/di), the artery opening angle (Φ), the axial stretch ratio (λz)
and the external radius of the vessel (ro) at P = 100mmHg; see figure text for details. The
cases shown correspond with the no-load configurations detailed in Table 4.2
.
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geometry in Chapter 3, this would suggest that flow separation would not occur in these
geometries at the highest inflow velocity considered there. In addition, the vessel becomes
almost completely occluded at the cuff throat for the thicker wall case.
The final row in Figure 4.17 considers only h/di = 0.05 but with the external diameter
of the vessel at P = 100 mmHg being either 450 or 550 µm; this alters the tightness
of the fit of the cuff to the vessel. For the smaller vessel, a small gap appears between
the outside of the vessel and the inner surface of the cuff at the wide end. At the larger
diameter, the vessel bends where it emerges from the wide end; the bend introduced is
relatively minor and comparable to that which occurs for the configuration considered in
Section 4.5.3 when P = 133 mmHg.
Because the lumen was practically closed when h/di = 0.10, it was difficult to achieve
converged solutions and these configurations were not considered at the higher pressure
of 133 mmHg. Figure 4.18 plots cyclic stress and strain distributions along the intimal
surface for the remaining configurations (h/di = 0.05). Although removing residual stress
does not appreciably affect geometry, there is a clear effect on cyclic circumferential
stress σθ; it increases by approximately 50 kPa. The only other large change is that,
unsurprisingly, an increased axial stretch ratio increases cyclic σz; an approximate mean
increase of 70 kPa, though the general pattern is unchanged. Cyclic Ez becomes positive
throughout the cuff region, diluting the peaks at the cuff margins; the net change becomes
negative in the uncuffed regions. These differences are reflected in the plots of equivalent
von Mises stress and strain (Figure 4.18c and f). Note that for the vessel that had an
outer diameter of 550 µm at P = 100 mmHg, there are stress effects at the wide end
of the cuff, but Ez shows a much sharper peak at this point (green dashed line, Figure
4.18e).
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Figure 4.18: The effect of parameter variation on intimal cyclic stress and strain in the cuffed
carotid artery under uniform pressure loading. Plots show the difference between P = 133 and
P = 100 mmHg. Parameters varied are the artery opening angle (Φ), the axial stretch ratio
(λz) and the external radius of the vessel (ro) at P = 100 mmHg; see legend for details. The
ratio of wall thickness to internal diameter (h/di) is 0.05. The wide end of the cuff is at x =
-1.5 mm, the narrow end (throat) at x = 0 mm. The distance along the vessel (axial position)
is taken from the deformed configuration at P = 133 mmHg. (a) Cyclic circumferential stress
σθ. (b) Cyclic axial stress σz. (c) Cyclic von Mises stress σeq. (d) Cyclic circumferential strain
Eθ. (e) Cyclic axial strain Ez. (f) Cyclic von Mises strain Eeq.
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4.5.5 Quasi-steady fluid structure interaction
Before presenting the results obtained when FSI is modelled, it is worth using Equation
4.19 to compute the pressure distribution for the in vivo geometry F1 used in Chapter
3, for which a CFD solution was previously obtained. Using the cross-sectional geometry
data and Uup = 6.8 or 22 cm/s, pressure distributions were computed with three different
kinetic energy correction factors; f=0,1 or 2. Hydraulic diameters were used to compute
radii along the vessel (see Equation 3.3). The results are plotted in Figure 4.19 alongside
the result obtained by CFD (c.f. Chapter 3 Figure 3.11). Note that pressure is expressed
relative to the pressure 2 mm downstream of the cuff throat and does represent absolute
pressure.
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Figure 4.19: Pressure along the carotid artery with the cuff in the forward orientation computed
with CFD or Equation 4.19 utilising different kinetic energy correction factors f . Pressure
distributions computed for the in vivo vessel geometry F1 presented in Chapter 3; CFD derived
distributions were previously shown in Figure 3.11. Pressure is expressed relative to the pressure
2 mm downstream of the cuff throat, flow direction is left to right. The wide end of the cuff is
at x = -1.5 mm, the narrow end (throat) at x = 0 mm. The inlet was 6.29 mm upstream of the
cuff throat with a hydraulic diameter of 0.379 mm. (a) Uup = 6.8 cm/s. (b) Uup = 22.0 cm/s.
Regardless of which correction factor is used, the total pressure drop computed is the
same. However differences emerge at, and just distal to, the cuff throat at Uup = 22
cm/s. When f = 0, the pressure loss only obeys Poiseuille’s law and so there is no
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conversion of static pressure to dynamic pressure as the vessel narrows at the throat;
likewise there is no recovery of kinetic energy downstream of the cuff throat. As f
is increased, dynamic pressure effects become noticeable, particularly at f = 2 (the
correction factor for Poiseuille flow). As flow accelerates through the cuff throat there is
a greater loss of static pressure. On exiting the cuff throat, kinetic energy is converted
back to static pressure and some of the total pressure loss is recovered. Although this
phenomenon is obvious when f = 2, it still occurs when f = 1, but is negligible in
comparison with the pressure drop associated with the Poiseuille term in Equation 4.19.
The total pressure drops computed were higher than their CFD counterparts. The plots
suggest that this arises from differences around the cuff throat - the computed pressure
distributions for each f are parallel to the CFD result upstream of the throat - and is
associated with the Poiseuille term in Equation 4.19. This is likely due to the cross-
sectional geometry at the throat. Referring back to Chapter 3 Figure 3.2, the lumen
is highly non-circular at the throat and actually resembles a parallel-plate channel. In
such cases, hydraulic diameter should not be calculated using Equation 3.3. Instead, the
cross-section should be idealised as a rectangle of width Lw and height Lh. When Lh/Lw
approaches zero, the hydraulic diameter is given by 2Lh. This value is larger than that
computed using Equation 3.3 (4A/P where A is the the cross-sectional area and P is the
perimeter). Consequently, the pressure loss associated with the Poiseuille term is lower.
Despite the difference in magnitude, using f = 2 captured the pressure recovery feature
seen just distal to the cuff throat in the CFD solution when U = 22 cm/s. Also noting
that the lumen cross-section is circular at the throat in the structural model used here,
f = 2 was adopted for the FSI simulations.
Due to the lack of vessel compliance at physiological pressures, FSI simulations con-
verged rapidly (within 5 iterations); unlike the case of flow in a collapsible tube (see
Section 4.5.1), pressure damping between iterations was probably unnecessary. Figure
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4.20 shows the variation in lumen radius ri along the vessel with the cuff in the forward
and reverse orientations at diastole (dashed lines) and systole (solid lines). The corre-
sponding absolute pressure distributions are shown in Figure 4.20c and d. For reference,
the flow rates at diastole and systole were 1.18×10−4 and 4.08×10−4 cm/s3 respectively.
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Figure 4.20: Deformed geometry of the cuffed carotid artery and the pressure distribution
along the vessel when fluid structure interaction is modelled. Flow is left to right. Dashed lines:
diastole, Pup = 100 mmHg, Uup = 7.3 cm/s and Q = 1.18 × 10−4 cm/s3. Solid lines: systolic,
Pup = 133 mmHg, Uup = 22.0 cm/s and Q = 4.08× 10−4 cm/s3. (a) & (c) With the cuff in the
forward orientation: the wide end is at x = -1.5 mm, the narrow end (throat) at x = 0 mm.
(b) & (d) With the cuff in the reverse orientation: the wide end is at x = 2 mm, the narrow
end (throat) at x = 0 mm. (a) & (b) Deformed inner radius ri. (c) & (d) Absolute pressure.
At diastole, the flow velocity is sufficiently low that there is minimal pressure loss across
the cuff throat; the total drop along the vessel is only 8 mmHg with either cuff orientation.
Consequently there is little difference between the deformed inner radii at the upstream
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and downstream uncuffed regions. The increased flow velocity at systole incurs a larger
pressure loss across the throat meaning the total drop along the vessel is 28 mmHg with
either cuff orientation; the difference between the deformed inner radii at the upstream
and downstream ends is 16 µm. Thus cyclic wall motion is lower downstream of the
cuff in either orientation. Some differences exist between the pressure distributions for
the forward and reverse cuff orientations. The pressure at the throat is lower for the
forward orientation case (67 mmHg) than for the reverse orientation case (83 mmHg),
but conversely there is greater pressure recovery.
Plots of intimal stress and strain along the vessel with the cuff in the forward orientation
are shown in Figure 4.21 for the two flow conditions (dashed lines: diastole, solid lines:
systole). These broadly compare with those obtained for uniform pressure loading, except
that stresses and strains are lowered in the downstream uncuffed segment. The von Mises
stress and strain concentrations at the cuff throat are also lower than that obtained
for a uniform pressure loading; σeq and Eeq are 24 kPa and 0.06 lower respectively.
Cyclic differences in intimal stress and strain are shown in Figure 4.22a and b. The
greater pressure loss at systole means cyclic stresses and strains are lowered downstream
of the cuff. A peak appears just after x = 0 mm in the cyclic circumferential and von
Mises stresses and strains due to the movement of mesh elements from lying inside to
outside of the cuff. This movement also causes a trough in the results for axial direction.
Interestingly, cyclic σz and Ez are now negative in the downstream uncuffed region; the
diastolic value is greater than the systolic value. Figure 4.22c and d show plots of cyclic
stress and strain on the outer wall of the vessel with the cuff in the forward orientation.
The same trends are apparent, though as with the uniform pressure loading case, cyclic
differences are smaller and the magnitude of the peaks at the throat due to changes in
vessel-cuff contact might be artificially high.
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Figure 4.21: Intimal stress and strain distributions in the carotid artery with cuff in the forward
orientation when fluid-structure interaction is modelled. The wide end of the cuff is at x = -
1.5 mm, the narrow end (throat) at x = 0 mm. Flow is left to right. Dashed lines: diastole,
Pup = 100 mmHg, Uup = 7.3 cm/s and Q = 1.18× 10−4 cm/s3. Solid lines: systole, Pup = 133
mmHg, Uup = 22.0 cm/s and Q = 4.08×10−4 cm/s3. (a) Cauchy stresses σθ (red) and σz (blue).
(b) Lagrange strains Eθ (red) and Ez (blue). (c) Equivalent von Mises stress. (d) Equivalent
von Mises strain.
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Figure 4.22: Cyclic stress and strain distributions in the carotid artery with cuff in the forward
orientation when fluid-structure interaction is modelled. Plots show the difference between
systole and diastole. The wide end of the cuff is at x = -1.5 mm, the narrow end (throat) at x
= 0 mm. Flow is left to right. The distance along the vessel (axial position) is taken from the
deformed configuration at systole. (a) & (b) Intimal (inner wall) surface. (c) & (d) Outer wall
surface. (a) & (c) Cyclic Cauchy stresses: σθ (red), σz (blue) and σeq (black). (b) & (d) Cyclic
Lagrange strains: Eθ (red), Ez (blue) and Eeq (black)
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Plots of intimal stress and strain along the vessel with the cuff in the reverse orientation
are shown in Figure 4.23 for diastole and systole. Cyclic differences are shown in Figure
4.24 for the inner (intimal) and outer surfaces. In general the same trends are visible
i.e stresses and strains and their cyclic differences are reduced downstream due to the
pressure drop. Features specifically associated with cuff geometry are reversed. For
instance, the spatial gradients in circumferential stress and strain, and axial stress are
steeper at the narrow end of the cuff than at the wide end regardless of orientation.
The same applies for the presence of the stress/strain concentration at the cuff throat.
However the differences in vessel-cuff contact are not mirrored; in the reverse cuff case,
mesh elements move from lying outside the cuff to inside at systole resulting in a trough
just before x = 0 mm (rather than a peak just after x = 0 mm in the forward case) in
cyclic circumferential and von Mises stresses and strains. In addition, cyclic σz and Ez
are now positive in the downstream uncuffed region; the diastolic value is lower than the
systolic value.
4.6 Discussion
Previous studies have postulated that the effect of a tapered perivascular cuff on the
development of experimental atherosclerosis in the murine carotid artery is related to the
cuff’s influence on blood flow. Specifically, vulnerable plaques develop at the upstream
end, whilst stable lesions develop downstream (Cheng et al., 2006); it has been hypoth-
esised that the difference in morphology is due to differences in WSS between the two
sites. However in another stenosis model in the same vessel, Chen et al. (2013) postulated
that it is differences in circumferential wall tension that govern the differences in plaque
morphology.
In the present work, a structural finite element model of the cuffed carotid artery was
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Figure 4.23: Intimal stress and strain distributions in the carotid artery with cuff in the reverse
orientation when fluid-structure interaction is modelled. The wide end of the cuff is at x =
2 mm, the narrow end (throat) at x = 0 mm. Flow is left to right. Dashed lines: diastole,
Pup = 100 mmHg, Uup = 7.3 cm/s and Q = 1.18× 10−4 cm/s3. Solid lines: systole, Pup = 133
mmHg, Uup = 22.0 cm/s and Q = 4.08×10−4 cm/s3. (a) Cauchy stresses σθ (red) and σz (blue).
(b) Lagrange strains Eθ (red) and Ez (blue). (c) Equivalent von Mises Stress. (d) Equivalent
von Mises Strain.
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Figure 4.24: Cyclic stress and strain distributions in the carotid artery with cuff in the reverse
orientation when fluid-structure interaction is modelled. Plots show the difference between
systole and diastole. The wide end of the cuff is at x = 2 mm, the narrow end (throat) at x
= 0 mm. Flow is left to right. The distance along the vessel (axial position) is taken from the
deformed configuration at systole. (a) & (b) Intimal (inner wall) surface. (c) & (d) Outer wall
surface. (a) & (c) Cyclic Cauchy stresses: σθ (red), σz (blue) and σeq (black). (b) & (d) Cyclic
Lagrange strains: Eθ (red), Ez (blue) and Eeq (black)
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developed to help elucidate the relative importance of fluid and mechanical stresses in
stenosis models of atherosclerosis. Furthermore, in light of the results presented in Chap-
ter 3, an explanation was sought for the elevated uptake of plasma macromolecules at the
cuff margins, and the change in the uptake pattern when the cuff orientation is reversed.
The irreversible drop in static blood pressure across the cuff throat necessitated consider-
ation of fluid-structure interaction. The FSI approach adopted was successfully validated
against previous computational studies of flow through collapsible tubes. A phenomeno-
logical constitutive model was used to capture the anisotropic, strain-stiffening material
response of the artery, and residual stress was incorporated.
The FSI results can be broadly described in terms of pressure drop effects and those
associated with the geometry of the cuff. Pressure effects were relatively independent of
cuff orientation. Viscous losses across the cuff throat lowered pressure, and thus lowered
circumferential stress and strain, downstream of the cuff. The magnitude of the pressure
drop was greater at systole than diastole, and so cyclic stresses and strains and wall
motion were lower than those upstream. This finding is in agreement with the work
of Chen et al. (2013) and studies of aortic coarctations reviewed in Chapter 2; Baron
et al. (1993) demonstrated that the severity of the stenosis, and thus the magnitude of
the pressure drop, governs differences in plaque morphology upstream and downstream.
With regards to arterial permeability, it should also be noted that the lower transmural
pressure downstream may reduce entry of plasma macromolecules (Tedgui and Lever,
1987; Meyer et al., 1996; Dabagh et al., 2009).
The focal nature of macromolecule uptake at the cuff margins appears to be associated
with spatial and cyclic stress/strain gradients. The spatial gradients are related to cuff
geometry. At the wide end of the cuff there was a smooth, and relatively gentle, reduction
in circumferential stress and strain and axial stress from the free vessel to the cuffed region.
In contrast, the narrow end was associated with steep spatial gradients such that there
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was an abrupt jump in the stress and strain magnitudes from within the cuff to outside
of it. This pattern reversed when the cuff orientation was reversed.
Axial stress and strain concentrations occurred on the intimal surface at the cuff throat;
the vessel bends around the cuff edge putting the inner surface into tension, and the outer
surface into compression. In their FE model of artery constriction, Zand et al. (1991) also
found intimal strain concentrations occurred at the edges of the metal clip the author’s
used to flatten the artery. In addition to elevated fluid shear stresses, increased axial stress
may contribute to de-endothelialisation at the throat and help to explain the absence of
EC nuclear impressions in corrosion casts of cuffed vessels (see Section 3.3.5). There was
no comparable intimal stress/strain concentration at the wide end of the cuff at systolic
pressure. The limited compliance of the vessel at physiological pressures meant the vessel
was not drastically larger than the wide end of the cuff.
Steep cyclic circumferential stress/strain gradients also occurred at the cuff margins;
the vessel was constrained within the cuff but free to cyclically deform upstream and
downstream. This was relatively independent of cuff orientation. In addition, changes
in vessel-cuff contact at the narrow end caused either focal peaks or troughs in cyclic
stress/strain at the cuff throat, depending on orientation.
Regarding disease patterns, if the vulnerability of the plaque is determined by wall ten-
sion, then one might expect the lesion pattern to be unaffected by cuff reversal; unstable
plaques should still develop upstream, and stable plaques downstream. A histology-based
study could establish if this is the case. In Chapter 3 it was demonstrated that upstream-
downstream differences in macromolecule uptake qualitatively agreed with the previously
observed differences in plaque lipid content with the cuff in the conventional forward ori-
entation; uptake was significantly higher at the upstream cuff margin than at the down-
stream one. Taking permeability as a surrogate marker of disease prevalence/severity,
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the pattern of uptake in vessels with the cuff in the reverse orientation does not com-
pletely support the hypothesis that the lesion distribution is independent of orientation;
the uptake peaks at the cuff margins were comparable in magnitude and not significantly
different from each other. However the main effect of cuff reversal was increasing the
intensity of the peak associated with the narrow end; now located upstream, this site
would be exposed to elevated stresses and strains. In addition, spatial stress/strain gra-
dients are not independent of cuff orientation, and they could influence the relationship
between the upstream and downstream regions. It of course must be remembered that
patterns of WSS will change with the cuff in the reverse orientation. WSS will be signifi-
cantly elevated at the upstream margin compared with the downstream. This highlights
the general problem that no in vivo experimental model of atherosclerosis completely
separates the effects of fluid and solid stresses.
Apart from at the throat, stresses, strains and transmural pressure were lowered within
the cuff due to vessel compression. There was a switch in the orientation of the prin-
cipal stress from circumferential in the uncuffed regions, to axial within the cuff. Only
the immediate effects of cuff placement were modelled, and over time the vessel could
remodel to accommodate the off-loaded wall tension. For example, medial thinning has
been observed by Courtman et al. (1998) in cuffed aortas and by Bayer et al. (1999) in
the rabbit carotid when cuffed with a segment of the contralateral vessel. How spatial
gradients would be affected by such remodelling is unclear, but steep cyclic gradients
would still exist at the margins because the cuff prevents wall deformation. It should be
noted that the impressions of intimal folds seen at the throat in corrosion casts of cuffed
vessels one week after surgery (see Section 3.3.5) suggest that the vessel is still under
significant compression. Whether the lack of disease (and low permeability) within the
cuff is attributed to significantly reduced stresses or simply a restriction on cyclic wall
motion is unclear. When an artery is constrained, Thubrikar et al. (1988) postulated it is
the former that inhibits atherosclerosis, whilst Tropea et al. (2000) postulated the latter.
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Although greater attention has been given to the response of ECs to spatial and temporal
shear gradients, the effect of spatial strain gradients and cyclic stretch magnitude on EC
morphology, function and permeability has also been studied (for a review see Jufri et al.,
2015). EC are sensitive to strain gradients. Ohashi et al. (2007) were able to subject
cultured ECs to strain gradients by locally embedding glass into a silicone substrate; there
is a substrate stiffness mismatch at the border between the silicone-glass and silicone
only substrates. The author’s demonstrated that ECs locally remodelled their shape
and cytoskeleton according to the strain gradient. Collins et al. (2006) have established
that cyclic strain alters tight junction structure and thus permeability is likely affected.
Recently, Hu and Liu (2015) showed uptake of nano particles is enhanced by acute cyclic
strain.
It is also worth mentioning that the cuffed carotid artery bears resemblance to vascular
grafts, where a compliance mismatch between the host and graft artery is thought to
contribute to neointimal thickening around the suture lines (Bassiouny et al., 1992; Trubel
et al., 1994). In addition, compliance mismatch and steep mural stress gradients have
been associated with the greater occurrence of neointimal tissue at the upstream and
downstream margins of arterial stents (Timmins et al., 2011). In Chapter 3 it was shown
that there was a local reduction in cross-sectional area at the wide end of the cuff, which
is consistent with remodelling of the wall in response to an abrupt change in compliance.
Although difficult to separate from the effect of vessel compression, tissue thickening also
appears to occur at the narrow end (c.f. Figure 3.2). This focal remodelling may enhance
retention of macromolecules and predispose the wall to atherosclerosis. Proteoglycans -
extracellular matrix molecules that accumulate in intimal thickenings and atherosclerotic
lesions - are able to bind and trap LDL (Wight and Merrilees, 2004) - may be induced
by cyclic stretch (Lee et al., 2001). Potentially, proteoglycan synthesis may also be
modulated by spatial and cyclic strain gradients.
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The main limitation of the structural analysis was the inability to model vessel buckling.
In general, arteries are unable to resist compression and readily collapse. As shown
in Chapter 3, cross-sections of casted vessels appeared buckled at the cuff throat and
scanning electron microscopy revealed longitudinal folds in the intima. This would reduce
the magnitude of the circumferential stresses and strains around the cuff throat. Also
note that the parameters for the four fibre constitutive model were fit only to tension
test data (Luetkemeyer et al., 2015); the material response may be substantially different
under compression.
Imposing the cuff on the artery introduces a contact interface. Rather than directly
prescribing the displacements, a non-penetration constraint between the vessel and cuff
surfaces can be incorporated in FE analysis by penalty or augmented Lagrange methods
(see Maas et al., 2012) - these are available in FEBio. However when modelling cuff
placement by this method, simulations failed to converge shortly after the transmural
stress gradient became negative, most likely due to the solution path reaching a bifurca-
tion point; after this point, multiple buckling modes exist. Although the solution can be
forced to take a particular path by applying perturbation loads (see Section 4.5.1), it was
not possible to force the vessel to either collapse within the cuffed segment and/or buckle
along its length (FEBio used does not support buckling analysis). This study would ben-
efit from future work on FE modelling of the cuffed artery using software which supports
buckling mode analysis.
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Chapter 5
Estimating intimal strain from EC
nuclear spacing
The morphology of ECs and their nuclei is sensitive to local haemodynamic forces - EC
align and elongate with flow - and may be used as a surrogate index of them. Equally,
the change in nuclear spacing that occurs during the cardiac cycle is a measure of the
local stretch of the wall. This chapter develops a technique to characterise EC nuclear
morphology and spacing based on reconstructing the endothelial surface by confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CLSM) of vascular corrosion casts. By a statistical comparison
of local inter-nuclear spacings on casts made at two different pressures it possible to
characterise local in vivo strains. Application of the new technique may support or
refute the hypothesis that the development of experimental atherosclerosis is controlled
by mural strain.
This work was primarily motivated by a need to capture the strain distribution around
rabbit intercostal ostia, where the vessel scale, perivascular tethering and complex ma-
terial properties limit the use of traditional techniques. An age-dependent shift in the
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pattern of experimental atherosclerosis is known to occur at this site and may reflect
changes in mural strain; there are unresolved inconsistencies in its association with WSS.
The relevant literature is first reviewed and the evidence for a correlation with changes
in both haemodynamic and mechanical stresses and strains presented.
Nearest neighbour(s)-based methods of strain analysis are routinely used in geology and
their limitations are widely known in this field. As these are not typically applied in
a biological context, the concepts are discussed in detail and the robustness of strain
estimates demonstrated via simulation studies. Particular attention is paid to to the
unpaired nature of the spacing data obtained at each pressure.
The technique for obtaining the 3D sub-cellular features of the in vivo endothelium is in
itself a novel approach; when corrosion casts are used, nuclear morphology is normally
investigated by 2D scanning electron microscopy. It is shown that by surface staining casts
with an alcohol based fluorescent dye, CLSM reveals the topography of the endothelium,
including cell boundaries. If instead the surface is coated with a fluorescent ink, nuclear
impressions can be readily visualised around the entire intercostal ostium using a low
powered objective lens.
Finally, the new strain analysis method is applied to casts of the descending thoracic
aorta of immature rabbits made at diastolic and systolic pressures and preliminary data
presented.
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5.1 Background
5.1.1 Age dependent disease pattern in the descending thoracic
aorta
The patterns of atherosclerotic lesions around intercostal branch ostia have been shown
to be dependent on species and age (Weinberg, 2002). In humans, one of two patterns
can prevail (Sinzinger et al., 1980; Cornhill et al., 1990b; Sloop et al., 1998); fatty streaks
initially localise distal to the branch mouth but migrate towards the lateral and upstream
margins by puberty. This age-dependent shift in disease localisation is also observed in
rabbits fed either normal or cholesterol enriched diets (Barnes and Weinberg, 1998, 1999;
Cremers et al., 2011) as shown in Figure 5.1; similar pattern shifts are found in studies of
wall uptake of macromolecules (Sebkhi and Weinberg, 1996b; Clarke et al., 2012; Bailey
et al., 2015). In LDLr-/- and apoE-/- mice lesions tend to completely surround the ostium
regardless of age though there is some preference for the upstream margins (McGillicuddy
et al., 2001); increased lipid accumulation and macromolecule uptake coincides with the
leading edge of the intimal cushion that protrudes upstream of the ostium in this species
(Bond et al., 2010; Clarke et al., 2012).
These age and species differences could reflect differences in the fluid shear and mechani-
cal stresses acting on the wall or alteration of the relationships between them and disease
development. That an age-related difference in WSS pattern exists around rabbit inter-
costal ostia is supported by the morphology of the endothelial cells and their nuclei; ECs
and their nuclei align with the predominant flow direction and elongate with increasing
shear (Levesque et al., 1986, and see the correlation in Chapter 6). Nuclear L/W ratio
is greater downstream of branches than upstream in immature rabbits, but the reverse
is found in mature animals; nuclear orientation broadly remains unchanged (Al-Musawi
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IMMATURE MATURE
Figure 5.1: Lipid deposition around intercostal ostia in cholesterol fed rabbits (adapted from
Barnes and Weinberg, 1999). Staining is oil red O.
et al., 2004; Bond et al., 2011). Cellular morphology displays similar trends (Bond et al.,
2011). The association between nuclear elongation and lesion prevalence is thus positive
implying the low WSS hypothesis of atherogenesis is unsupported at both ages. More
recently, the multi-directional nature of the flow has been implicated in CFD studies of
rabbit aortic geometries. The transverse WSS metric - the average magnitude of the WSS
components perpendicular to the mean shear vector - displays the strongest sensitivity
to boundary conditions compared to traditional shear metrics (Peiffer et al., 2013b) and
maps of lesion prevalence correlate significantly with transverse WSS at both ages and
strongly in immature animals (Mohamied et al., 2015).
However, the results of Forster and Weinberg (1997b) suggest pattern shifts are inde-
pendent of flow pulsatility in rabbits. Using an in situ perfusion loop subject to near
physiological pressure and steady flow, the pattern of macromolecule uptake is unchanged
(though overall mean uptake was higher than that found in vivo). When the intercostals
are occluded in vivo it is only in mature rabbits that the pattern of macromolecule up-
take changes (Staughton et al., 2001a); there is greater uptake downstream of the ostia
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than upstream. The dependence of permeability on flow at this age is supported by its
dependence on NO (Forster and Weinberg, 1997b); when an inhibitor of NO synthesis
is administered the mature pattern reverses. In contrast, intercostal occlusion does not
alter the pattern of uptake in immature animals (Staughton et al., 2001a); interestingly,
the control pattern was different to that observed in previous studies where animals re-
ceived the fluorescent tracer whilst conscious. In this study, blood pressure was depressed
suggesting that uptake may be sensitive to level of mural stress/strain in immature ani-
mals. It should be noted that these studies were limited to investigation of the fractional
difference between the upstream and downstream regions along the midline of the ostium;
obtaining full spatial patterns could either strengthen or weaken these conclusions.
The study of Thubrikar et al. (1988) supports the hypothesis that the downstream pattern
depends on wall tension. Vessel expansion was restricted around the origin of the left
renal artery in rabbits by pouring a liquid dental acrylic around bifurcation under reduced
mean arterial pressure, which upon setting, formed a rigid cast; pressure recovered post
surgery. After the animals received a cholesterol enriched diet, the casted ostium was
lesion free in contrast to that of the right renal and both renals in non-casted controls;
without modification lesions developed preferentially downstream. Furthermore, after
casting, the morphology of the endothelium resembled that of non-branching regions
whilst in controls, disorientation of ECs was observed distal to the flow divider (Baker
et al., 1991). In contrast, occlusion of either renal artery prompts the formation of new
lesions upstream of the ostium but the extent of downstream lesions is unaltered (Roach
and Fletcher, 1976b). Note these renal studies used mature animals, potentially indicating
a different control mature pattern to that found at the intercostals. Why upstream lesions
were not found may be due to differences in rabbit strain; this can affect age-dependent
shifts in lesions patterns (Staughton and Weinberg, 2004). In addition, the intervals
between ostia in the abdominal aorta are relatively short leading to strong interactions
between both the renals and the superior mesenteric (Barnes and Weinberg, 1998). In
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humans, the lesion distribution in any individual is somewhat dependent on the branching
pattern (Endo et al., 2004).
Following Thubrikar’s work, it is plausible that intramural stress and/or strain play a
role in, at least, the development of lesions distal to rabbit intercostal ostia. From a
mechanics viewpoint, branch ostia are analogous to openings in pressure vessels and
thus subject to local stress concentrations; when loaded to breaking, the descending
thoracic ruptures first at the origins of the intercostal arteries (Groenink et al., 1999).
Stress/strain distributions are unlikely to be uniform around the branch mouth given
the elliptical shape of the opening and a gently curving inflow tract versus the relatively
sharp flow divider.
5.1.2 EC nuclei as surrogate strain markers
Whilst structural finite element models can be informative, the results are sensitive to
the choice of material properties. Matrix fibres must reorient as the wall transitions from
the aorta to the side branch, necessitating local constitutive laws which are not trivial to
determine. The intima is thicker on, and downstream of, the flow divider, with a dense
mesh of elastin fibres interspersed with collagen bundles and SMCs, overlying the IEL
(Emura et al., 1992). In aortas fixed at diastolic pressure, folds in the IEL are prominent
at the lateral margins, whilst upstream and downstream (though differing in extent) there
is negligible undulation (Svendsen, 1980); this may represent a structural difference or
be indicative of differences in the tension of the IEL.
Strains at branch sites may be determined by ex vivo mechanical testing (see for example
Thubrikar et al., 1990a) but tethering of the thoracic aorta to the spine invalidates this
approach for the intercostal ostia. Imaging techniques for tracking in vivo deformation
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are in general not appropriate for blood vessels where sub-millimeter resolutions are
essential; the diameter of the rabbit intercostal artery is approximately 400 µm. Although
intravascular ultrasound elastography yields reasonable spatial resolutions (around 30 µm,
de Korte, 2002), it suffers from errors stemming from motion artefacts and reduced blood
pressure, and is limited by the physical size of the imaging catheter which may disrupt
local blood flow.
Instead, a new technique is proposed and developed here. It is reasonable to assume
that changes in the relative spacing between EC nuclei with pressure, reflect changes in
intimal strains. Vascular corrosion casts retain sub-cellular features of the endothelium;
in particular, the protruding EC nuclei leave surface impressions (see for example Reidy
and Levesque, 1977; and the results in Chapter 3). When considered in isolation, these
casts only capture a static snapshot of the endothelium, but a statistical comparison of
local inter-nuclear spacings between casts prepared at two pressures should indicate local
strains. The concept is outlined schematically in Figure 5.2.
We wish to know how far apart each nucleus is from its surrounding neighbours and how
this changes with increased pressure; the problem can be thought of as a nearest neigh-
bour (NN) analysis, with the nuclei considered to be point-like events. Whilst Figure 5.2
displays a simplistic 1D case, the analysis is not trivial. To capture strain anisotropy,
which is expected even in non-branchings segments, the orientation (or orthogonal com-
ponents) of the vector connecting each point to its neighbour must be considered. Due to
the destructive nature of vascular corrosion casting, this information cannot be obtained
for the same vessel at two different pressures; the data are unpaired (Figure 5.2b). Thus
at a given location and pressure, deviations in the spatial pattern of EC nuclei must be
sufficiently small between individuals so as not to mask the effects of strain between pres-
sures; in large arteries, the maximum circumferential strain ranges from 2-18% over the
pressure pulse (Dobrin, 1978). Even if the data were paired, the NN of any given nuclei
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Reference conﬁguration Deformed conﬁguration
120 mmHg
Figure 5.2: Strain from EC nuclear spacing - idealised vessel cross section. (a) EC nuclei
distributed around the circumference serve as strain markers. When the reference and deformed
configurations are paired, all inter-nuclear spacings increase with applied pressure; a 2-18%
change is expected for large arteries (Dobrin, 1978). (b) When the reference and deformed
configurations are unpaired, the average spacing increases with applied pressure.
at low pressure is not guaranteed to remain so after deformation, adding to uncertainty
of the strain estimate.
Event-event distances are routinely used in geology to determine bulk strains in rocks,
where the centres of individual grains serve as natural strain markers. Ramsay (1967,
p. 195) was the first to introduce the concept and subsequently more involved, robust
methods have been developed. Similar to the nuclear spacing problem considered here, for
a given deformed rock sample there is no explicit information about the pre-deformation
arrangement of grains; instead it is assumed that they were initially evenly distributed.
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5.1.3 The strain ellipse and nearest neighbours
Strain in two dimensions can be represented by an ellipse. Under homogeneous plane
strain, a circle is deformed into an ellipse with the length of its major and minor axes
proportional to the principal stretches. If grain particles within a rock were regularly
arranged prior to deformation, Ramsay (1967) reasoned that finite strain could be esti-
mated by measuring the distance between the centre of each grain and the centre of its
NN, and the orientation of the line connecting them. Pre-deformation, grain centres are
approximately the same distance apart in all directions but after pure shear deformation
- extension in one direction with shortening perpendicular - distances in a given direction
will scale in a manner directly proportional to the stretch in that direction. When applied
to 2D cross sections, a polar plot of orientation against distance provides an estimate of
the ellipticity and orientation of the strain ellipse.
However strains are typically underestimated by this method. As will be demonstrated
in Section 5.2.6, NNs are not strain invariant; in the direction of principal stretch, points
are pulled apart, whilst being brought closer together in the perpendicular direction.
In extreme cases, the plot can reveal an ellipse with its long axis perpendicular to the
principal stretch.
Rather than restricting analysis to the first NN, Fry’s method (Fry, 1979) utilises the
interactions between all grains to determine the strain ellipse. A plot is created as follows.
The entire set of events (grain centres) is translated so that one lies at the origin. This is
repeated for another event and the translated dataset superimposed on that previously
obtained. Continuing this process builds up the Fry plot; this is also known as the
autocorrelogram in spatial statistics (Rodieck, 1991). An example is shown in Figure
5.3b for the point pattern shown in Figure 5.3a. For regularly arranged objects, there is
an obvious circular exclusion zone whose radius is governed by the minimum event-event
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distance. If the point pattern is subjected to plane strain this circle becomes the strain
ellipse (Figure 5.3c).
(a)
−0.15 0 0.15
0.15
0
−0.15
(b)
−0.15 0 0.15
0.15
0
−0.15
(c)
Figure 5.3: Fry plot of a regular point pattern. (a) Point pattern in a unit square: 135 events
and minimum separation distance of 0.05. (b) Fry plot of the data in (a). (c) Fry plot after the
data in (a) is horizontally stretched by 1.4.
As with Ramsay’s method, the graphical nature of the results do not lend themselves to
generating a spatial map of heterogeneous strain. Several automated approaches have
been developed, particularly for fitting an ellipse to the central vacancy in the Fry plot
(see for example Erslev, 1988; Erslev and Ge, 1990; Waldron and Wallace, 2007; Ray and
Srivastava, 2008) but real point patterns rarely generate a sharp central vacancy leading
to some ambiguity in the best choice of ellipse. In addition, a sufficiently large number of
points is required to accurately capture the ellipse perimeter, limiting spatial resolution.
More recently, the concept of retro-deformation was put forward by (Lisle, 2010). The
point pattern is progressively ‘de-strained’ until its spatial arrangement resembles that
which would be obtained from the centres of well packed, similarly sized objects. The
inverse of the retro-deformation defines the strain ellipse. However multiple solutions
may exist; for extension in one direction accompanied by shortening perpendicular, both
compression along the primary stretch axis or conversely, extension along the secondary
stretch axis, would restore the pre-deformation arrangement. Instead it will be shown here
by simulation studies that retro-deformation may be used to establish the pre-deformation
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NN connections. If these connections are used to determine inter-event distances in the
deformed point pattern, the issue of which retro-deformation solution to select is resolved1
and the angular bias of Ramsay’s method is overcome. Furthermore, the strain ellipse
can be determined by simply considering the orthogonal components of the unbiased NN
vectors.
5.2 Simulation studies of strained point patterns
In the following section, NN based stretch estimates are assessed for accuracy and preci-
sion using artificially generated datasets. All simulations were performed using Matlab
2012a (MathWorks, Inc). It is helpful to first introduce the concepts of random and
regular point processes and their simulation. Regular point processes aptly describe the
arrangement of cellular data; there is an inhibitory effect between cells meaning there is
a minimum separation between two nuclei. Exploring random point processes may seem
irrelevant but they are useful for demonstrating concepts and serve as the null model
against which data sets are tested for regularity (Diggle, 2002).
5.2.1 Complete spatial randomness
The simplest spatial point process is complete spatial randomness (CSR, Diggle, 2002).
In this process, a point event has the same probability of occurring anywhere, and there
is no interaction between events - they are independent. This is realised as a homogenous
Poisson process. In 2D given the intensity of point events γ, the number of point events n
in any region with area A follows a Poisson distribution with mean γA. n can change with
each realisation. Events from a Poisson process can be simulated over a unit square by
1Although depending on the test for regularity, multiple solutions may still exist, see Section 5.2.7
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drawing a value for n from the Poisson distribution and generating n x- and y-coordinates
from two uniform distributions with limits [0, 1]. If n is constrained to be constant, then
the process is binomial (Ripley, 1981).
5.2.2 Sequential spatial inhibition process
Regular point patterns arise through negative interaction, or inhibition, between point
events. This typically occurs due to the physical size of the objects that the events
represent which specifies a minimum inter-event distance. A simple 2D inhibition process
is equivalent to the random packing of non-overlapping discs, where point events mark
the disc centres. A defining characteristic is the packing intensity, defined as
T = γπδ2/4 (5.1)
where δ is the disc diameter, or the inhibition distance. T is the proportion of the region
occupied by the discs. Maximum packing is achieved when events representing equal
sized discs form a hexagonal lattice.
One simulation strategy for such a process is to generate a CSR pattern and subsequently
discard events that are closer than δ. An alternative, sequential spatial inhibition (SSI,
Ripley, 1981), sequentially generates candidate events, discarding those that are within δ
of a previously accepted event. Computational difficulty can arise if nbecomes too large,
or indeed δ becomes too large for a given n. With SSI, n can be fixed or drawn from a
Poisson distribution.
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5.2.3 Study region and process parameters
For simplicity, the study region is defined as a 2D unit square. Though concepts can be
readily extended to 3D, a 2D approximation of EC nuclear arrangement is reasonable if
the size of the study region is small compared with the diameter of the vessel. Area is
kept fixed regardless of strain, so that intensity decreases with stretch. To be comparable
with EC nuclear data, point event intensities are derived from data presented in Bond
(2007, p. 253) for immature rabbits. Specifically for A=250µm2, n = 135 with standard
deviation σn=24 in the reference configuration; in Bond (2007) and Bond et al. (2011),
nuclear L/W and orientation were averaged over square regions of this size to produce
maps around intercostal ostia. It is assumed all events are recorded i.e. there is no
missing data. Edge effects are ignored. For inhibition point processes, the interaction
between events sited near the boundary and those that would exist beyond it are thus
neglected, but this ensures that n can be kept constant when required.
5.2.4 Isotropic stretch of a CSR process
The homogeneous isotropic stretch of a CSR process is examined first. Let us define
λ = (λx, λy), as the vector of the applied stretch ratios in the x- and y-directions; λ = ℓ/L
where ℓ is the deformed length and L is the initial length2. If the point event intensity is
γ in the reference configuration, then in deformed configuration,
γ′ =
γ
λxλy
(5.2)
Let us define an estimate of the applied stretch as the ratio between the mean NN
2This may converted to Green-Lagrange strain by 0.5(λ2 − 1)
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distance in the deformed configuration and that in the reference configuration. The
distance from the ith point event to its nearest neighbour is |wi|, where wi=(wix, wiy) is
the NN vector. For one realisation of a point process on a unit square with n events, the
mean x-component is given by,
|wx| =
n
i=1
|wix|
n
(5.3)
and similarly for y. Because not all wi are independent observations, in practice a subset
of size m is extracted by including w for mutually nearest neighbours only once. We can
generate k independent realisations of the point process on a unit square in the reference
configuration and then again for the deformed configuration; there is no pairing between
the configurations. The stretch ratio estimates in the x and y-directions are then given
by,
λˆx =
k
j=1
|w′x|j
k
j=1
|wx|j
λˆy =
k
j=1
|w′y|j
k
j=1
|wy|j
(5.4)
where the prime denotes the deformed configuration. For increasing k one would expect
the precision of λˆ to increase. To investigate this, artificial datasets were created and
analysed following the pseudo-code detailed in Algorithm 5.1.
s and s′ represent the sets of point event coordinates in the reference and deformed
configurations, respectively. At the end of each iteration k, the cumulative moving average
of each stretch ratio estimate is calculated, up to k = 100. If the simulation were
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performed again, for each k a different estimate of the stretch ratio would be obtained,
hence the process is repeated r times (5000 in this case). A simulation envelope is defined
by ranking at each sample size k the values for λˆ obtained for each repeat r; the lower
and upper envelopes are simply the (α/2)th and (1−α/2)th percentiles, respectively. Here
α = 0.05 is used. The mean λˆk is also computed.
Algorithm 5.1: Simulation and strain analysis of a CSR process
for (r = 1, r ≤ 5000, r ++) do
for (k = 1, k ≤ 100, k ++) do
Generate reference point pattern sk with intensity γ
Compute |wx|k and |wy|k
Generate deformed point pattern s′k with intensity γ
′
Compute |w′x|k and |w′y|k
λˆx(r, k) =

k|w′x|/

k|wx|
λˆy(r, k) =

k|w′y|/

k|wy|
end
end
for (k = 1, k ≤ 100, k ++) do
λˆxk = 1/r

rλˆx(r, k)
λˆyk = 1/r

rλˆy(r, k)
Compute the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of λˆx(:, k)
Compute the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of λˆy(:, k)
end
Figure 5.4a shows the result for a binomial CSR process (γ = n = 135) subjected to
λx = λy = 1.1. λˆx is equal to 1.1 (blue line) and the width of the 95% simulation
envelope (dashed pink lines) decreases with an increasing number of sample patterns.
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The same result is obtained for λˆy (data not shown). Rather than looking at precision,
one could also examine how large k must be in order to reject the null hypothesis that
the reference and deformed patterns are just realisations of the same process. This can
be appreciated graphically by plotting the simulation envelope obtained when λ = (0, 0),
shown in Figure 5.4a as dashed black lines. The envelopes no longer overlap after k = 7.
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Figure 5.4: Isotropic stretch of a CSR process. Pink dashed lines: 95% simulation envelopes.
Blue lines: λˆx. Black dashed lines: 95% simulation envelopes for λx = λy = 0. (a)-(c) CSR
processes of varying intensities (n=135,22 or 540) subjected to λx = λy = 1.1. (d)-(f) CSR
processes subjected to increasing isotropic stretch with the intensity of each realisation drawn
from N (135, 24)
If n = 22 (the intensity expected for A = 100µm2), precision decreases (Figure 5.4b);
conversely an increase in n increases precision (Figure 5.4c, n=540 is the expected inten-
sity for A = 500µm2). Note that λˆx=1.12 when n = 22 due to the dominance of edge
effects on NN distance.
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Variance in the number of points in each pattern was also incorporated. Although the
variable n is discrete, its mean (n = 135) is sufficiently large that a normal approximation
could be adopted. For each generated point pattern, n was set by rounding a continuous
random variable drawn from N (135, 24). For λ = (1.05, 1.05) up to k = 100, the simula-
tion envelope overlaps that obtained for λ = (1.0, 1.0) (Figure 5.4d). It is only when λ is
increased to (1.2, 1.2) that the minimum sample size for statistical significance compares
with that obtained for σn=0 and λ = (1.1, 1.1) (Figure 5.4e and f).
5.2.5 Isotropic stretch of a SSI process
We now consider the same simulation strategy applied to SSI point processes. Figure 5.5
displays examples of point patterns obtained with δ = 0.02, 0.035, 0.05 or 0.065. These
inhibition distances can be related to the region-of-interest (ROI) used by Bond (2007)
by scaling by 250µm.
To generate a realisation of a SSI process in the deformed configuration, it is no longer sim-
ply sufficient to specify the change in event intensity; for homogeneous isotropic stretch,
the inhibition distance in the deformed configuration is given as δ′ = λxδ. Figure 5.6a
shows the simulation envelopes obtained for λ = (1.1, 1.1) and δ ranging from 0.02 to
0.065. Due to the increased computational burden when generating realisations of an SSI
process, only 750 repeats were performed for each case. By introducing more regularity
into the patterns, convergence of the envelope increases. Note results are only plotted
up to k = 50; as expected, precision is greater than for a CSR processes (shown up to
k = 100).
Figure 5.6b demonstrates the effect of incorporating variance in n with δ=0.05. The
envelope no longer overlaps that obtained for λ = (1.0, 1.0) at k = 12, compared with
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Figure 5.5: Realisations of SSI processes on a unit square. δ is varied from 0.02 (top left) to
0.065 (bottom right), n=135 for all. Regularity of the point patterns increases with δ.
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Figure 5.6: Isotropic stretch of SSI processes. (a) SSI processes (n=135) of varying δ (0.02,
0.035 0.05 and 0.065) subjected to λx = λy = 1.1. (b) δ = 0.05 and the intensity of each
realisation drawn from N (135, 24). (c) Same as for (b) but δ varied with each realisation to
maintain packing intensity T . Line styles as previously defined in Figure 5.4.
k = 40 for a CSR process (Figure 5.4e). In this simulation, the packing intensity T varies
with each realisation; as such, generated points patterns vary in their regularity. T could
be kept constant by altering δ each time using Equation 5.1; from a cellular viewpoint,
this would model a change in cell density and size between individuals, but not regularity.
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Figure 5.6c displays the results obtained for both T and T ′ (the packing intensity in the
deformed configuration) held constant (T ′ = γ′πδ′2/4). Compared with fixed δ and δ′,
precision decreases and the envelope separates from the control at the higher value of
k = 22. This is to be expected as varying δ introduces more variance in NN distance.
5.2.6 Anisotropic stretch of point patterns
Attention now turns to stretch anisotropy. For the homogeneous anisotropic stretch of a
CSR process, it is still sufficient to only specify the change in event intensity (Equation
5.2) when generating realisations of the deformed configuration. For an SSI process, a
point pattern must first be generated in the reference configuration, the point coordinates
scaled by λ, and then a unit square ROI extracted; this differs from the isotropic case
above. As such γ (or n) is only specified in the reference configuration.
Figure 5.7a and b display the simulation results for λˆx and λˆy when a CSR process
is subjected to λ = (1.1, 1.0). Both estimates yield a mean value of 1.05; stretch is
underestimated in the x-direction and overestimated in the y-direction. This is to be
expected given that patterns in both the reference and deformed configurations are only
governed by event intensity. Considering the denominator in Equation 5.2, it is clear
that λ = (1.1, 1.0) is equivalent to λ = (

(1.1),

(1.1)). It is not possible to use NN
distance as surrogate strain measure if the underlying point process is random.
For the same λ applied to a SSI process (n = 135, δ = 0.05), the stretch estimates are
worse; λˆx = 1.03 and λˆy = 1.07 (Figure 5.7c and d). This is accentuated by increasing
δ as shown in Figure 5.8. The discrepancy between λˆx and λˆy at δ = 0 (essentially a
CSR process) is due to edge effects specific to the method of generating deformed SSI
patterns.
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Figure 5.7: Anisotropic stretch of point processes. The applied stretch is λx=1.1, λy=1.0. (a)
and (b) CSR process, n=135. (c) and (d) SSI process, n=135, δ=0.05. (a) and (c) λˆx. (b) and
(d) λˆy. Line styles as previously defined in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.8: The effect of δ on anisotropic stretch estimates. Mean λˆx and λˆy obtained when
SSI processes (n=135) with varying δ are subjected to λx = 1.1, λy = 1.0
Why the estimates behave in this way can be appreciated by examining polar plots of
NN orientation against distance (Ramsay’s plot, see Section 5.1.3). For one realisation of
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a SSI process (n = 135, δ = 0.05), NN orientation is approximately uniformly distributed
in the undeformed configuration (Figure 5.9a). If the same pattern is stretched in the
x-direction, bias appears in the plot (Figure 5.9b and c). NNs are increasingly likely to
be oriented around 90◦ or 270◦; NN connections are not strain invariant. Considering the
components of the NN vectors wi, |wx| therefore decreases whilst |wy| increases.
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Figure 5.9: Polar plots of NN orientation against distance for one realisation of a SSI process
subjected to anisotropic stretch. n=135, δ = 0.05. (a) No stretch. (b) λx = 1.1. (c) λx = 1.4.
The change in the estimates with increasing anisotropic stretch is shown graphically in
Figure 5.10a. Unlike the previous simulation studies, here a single pattern was generated
(n = 135, δ = 0.065) and λx ranging from 0.01 to 3 applied to the x-coordinates. At
each λx, λˆx and λˆy were recomputed for the entire stretched region; no ROI was used.
This process was repeated 5000 times to obtain λˆx and λˆy, and their 95% simulation
envelopes. The flattened portion of the curve for λˆx between λx = 0.8 to 1.5 is due
to the change in nearest neighbour connections as discussed above. Beyond this region,
further connection changes are minimal so the estimate starts to increase (or decrease for
λx < 1). The corresponding results for a CSR process are shown in Figure 5.10b. Both
λˆx and λˆy follow the curve of
√
λx. Edge effects start to become noticeable at the stretch
extremes. λˆx increases at a slightly higher rate than λˆy for λx > 1; the opposite occurs
for λx < 1.
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Figure 5.10: Variation in estimates with applied anisotropic stretch. λˆx and λˆy (solid lines)
represent the means of 300 deformed point patterns (dashed lines: 95% envelopes). (a) SSI
process: n=135, δ = 0.065. Also plotted is the result expected under CSR (black line,
√
λx).
(b) CSR process: n=135. The mean estimates follow the theoretical curve.
5.2.7 Retro-deformation of a strained SSI process
For arbitrary deformations of a regular point pattern, the key to computing accurate
stretch estimates from inter-event distances is establishing unbiased neighbour connec-
tions in the deformed configuration. Ideally these connections should be the unknown
pre-deformation NNs. To identify these, we draw on the work of Lisle (2010); by apply-
ing trial retro-deformations to a deformed point pattern, the most likely pre-deformation
configuration can be determined. Ideally, the chosen retro-deformation should be the
inverse of the strain ellipse.
What constitutes the most likely configuration is dependent on assumptions made about
the properties of the point pattern pre-deformation. It was assumed here that a given
deformed pattern was initially isotropically regular; that is, there was no bias in the plot of
NN orientation against distance3. Lisle (2010) proposed using two tests, one for isotropy
and one for regularity4, to establish plausible retro-deformations. Here, we simply chose
3Although this is not true of EC nuclear point patterns, it will be shown later that the same concepts
can be applied.
4Note a CSR process is isotropic but not regular.
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to minimise (or maximise) some index of isotropic regularity so that only one solution
was returned. Three indices were considered.
Various summary indices have been developed to characterise spatial point patterns (see
for example Illian et al., 2008). One of the most popular indices is the regularity index
(Clark and Evans, 1954). This is defined as the mean NN distance divided by its standard
deviation; the more regular the pattern, the higher the index (compare the probability
distributions of |w| obtained for a CSR and SSI process shown in blue in Figures 5.11
a and d). When anisotropic stretch is applied to the SSI process, the distribution shifts
towards the right and its standard deviation increases (Figure 5.11d); consequently the
regularity index decreases.
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Figure 5.11: Probability distributions of NN distance for CSR and SSI point processes. (a)-(c)
CSR process: n=135. (d)-(f) SSI process: n=135, δ = 0.065. Left column: |w|. Middle column:
|wx|. Right column: |wy|. Distributions are shown without (blue bars) and with (pink bars)
anisotropic stretch applied. Plots were obtained by averaging the distributions obtained from
200 realisations of the point processes.
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One could also consider changes in the distributions of |wx| and |wy| with strain. For
an isotropic process, |wx|/|wy| should be equal to 15. For anisotropic stretch of a CSR
process there is no change in this ratio; the distributions are identical as expected (Figures
5.11b and c). For a SSI process though, |wy| increases whilst |wx| decreases when the
principal stretch lies along the x-axis (Figures 5.11e and f); when stretch is oriented with
the y-axis the opposite occurs.
Finally, we note that the distribution of |w| for an unstrained SSI process is left truncated;
this is due to the imposed inhibition distance. The rightward shift and spread of this
distribution after anisotropic stretch results in an increase in the ratio between the mean
and the minimum value. To limit sensitivity to outliers, the minimum can be replaced
by the 5th percentile. Formally, the three indices were defined as,
Index 1 =
σ|w|
|w| (5.5)
Index 2 =
|wx|
|wy|
, for |wx| > |wy| or |wy||wx|
, for |wx| < |wy| (5.6)
Index 3 =
|w|
P (|w|, 5) (5.7)
where P (|w|, 5) denotes the 10th percentile of |w|. Index 1 is the inverse of the regularity
index so that all three decrease with increasing regularity. The robustness of the three
indices was tested in the following manner. For a deformed point pattern, trial retro-
deformations (λr) were applied by imposing a strain ellipse with a given principal axis
ratio (λr1/λr2) and orientation (φ, defined anticlockwise from the x-axis); λr2 was kept
fixed at 1. λr1 ranged from 0.5 to 2.0, increasing in increments of 0.025, whilst φ ranged
5This cannot be used to distinguish between a random and regular point process.
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from 0 to 180◦, increasing in increments of 2◦. The trials which minimised each index
were noted, and the process repeated for a further 299 deformed point patterns.
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Figure 5.12: Optimal retro-deformations of anisotropically stretched realisations of a SSI pro-
cess; effect of regularity index definition. n=135, δ=0.065. Polar plots (0-180◦, black markers)
of the φ and 1/λr1 which minimised the 3 indices given in Equations 5.5-5.7; 300 point patterns
were generated for each stretch case. (a)-(c) λx=1.1, λy=1.0. (d)-(f) λx=1.1, λy=1.0. In the
bottom half of each plot (180-360◦), the same results are shown but coloured by λˆx, computed
using Equation 5.8
Figures 5.12a-c display the results obtained for a SSI process (n = 135, δ = 0.065)
subjected to λ = (1.1, 1.0). The optimal retro-deformation for each pattern is plotted
in black with polar coordinates (φ,1/λr1). Taking symmetry into account, points should
cluster around 0 and 180◦ at a radius of 1.1 - or alternatively around 90◦ at radius of
1/1.1 - if the index is robust. Clearly Index 3 outperforms the other indices, and the
same applies when λx = 1.2 (Figures 5.12d-f). Whether φ is approximately equal to 0,90
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or 180◦ is determined by numerical precision. Figure 5.13 shows how Index 3 varies with
λr and φ (0-360
◦) for one realisation of the SSI process; the solution space locations of
the eight lowest values are marked. Note the minima are arranged in pairs and all have
almost identical values.
Metric 3
0.5
2.0
λr1
0.5
2.0
ɸ
Figure 5.13: Retro-deformation solution space for one realisation of a anisotropically stretched
SSI process when using Index 3. The locations of the eight lowest values are marked in pink;
the minima are sufficiently close that they overlap in pairs.
If, as proposed by Lisle (2010), the inverse of the optimal retro-deformation is taken as
the estimate of the strain ellipse, then even with a robust index, λˆ may be the opposite
of the applied stretch λ. This problem can be overcome by only using retro-deformation
to establish unbiased neighbour connections. v′i is introduced as the vector connecting
the ith point to its pre-deformation NN; both points lie in the deformed configuration.
Then and the stretch ratio estimates become,
λˆx =
k
j=1
|v′x|j
k
j=1
|wx|j
λˆy =
k
j=1
|v′y|j
k
j=1
|wy|j
(5.8)
where |v′x| =
 |v′ix|/m and |v′y| =  |v′iy|/m; m = n if mutual NN duplicates are not
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removed. Returning to Figure 5.12, the lower half of each plot shows the optimal retro-
deformations coloured by λˆx, computed according to Equation 5.8; due to symmetry of
the solution space, points are simply rotated by 180◦. When using Index 3, the values of
λˆx centre about the applied stretch regardless of φ (Figures 5.12c and f). For λx = 1.1
and 1.2, the mean λˆx are 1.101 and 1.199, with standard deviations 0.041 and 0.052,
respectively. Plots are not shown for λˆy, but the means for both cases are 0.999 and
1.002.
When using Index 1, there is a greater spread of values but it is interesting to note that
the mean λˆx are still accurate; 1.099 and 1.207 for each stretch respectively (standard
deviations 0.086 and 0.102). Index 2 shows the worst performance, particularly when
λx = 1.2; means 1.095 and 1.147 respectively (standard deviations 0.074 and 0.0714).
Figure 5.14 shows the effect of decreasing δ on the retro-deformation solution and λˆx com-
puted according to Equation 5.8 when λ = (1.1, 1.0). When δ = 0.035 (Figure 5.14a),
solutions do not cluster about specific values of λr1 or φ. However there is sufficient
interaction between the point events, that mean λˆx and λˆy (data not shown) yield rea-
sonable values; 1.118 and 1.010 respectively. Note that for a CSR process, the expected
value of Index 3 is approximately 3.98, regardless of changes in intensity associated with
retro-deformations6. This reaffirms that if a pattern is purely random, anisotropic strains
cannot be detected.
The combined retro-deformation & NN strain analysis method was further assessed via
the simulation study detailed in Algorithm 5.2. The optimal retro-deformation λr is
determined using Index 3 with λ2 fixed at 1. When applied to real datasets, the point
patterns in the reference configuration may themselves exhibit anisotropy; for example
ECs are typically elongated in the mean flow direction, thus nuclei are not expected
6This may be estimated by recognising that for a CSR process, NN distances follow a Rayleigh
distribution with scale parameter

(1/2πγ)
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Figure 5.14: Optimal retro-deformations of anisotropically stretched realisations of a SSI pro-
cess; effect of varying δ. (a) δ=0.035. (b) δ=0.045 (c) δ=0.055. Plots as before in Figure
5.12.
to have an isotropically regular arrangement. Hence it is also necessary to compute
unbiased neighbour distances in the reference configuration (vx, vy); Equation 5.8 is
modified accordingly. After retro-deformation is applied, S and S′ represent the sets of
point event coordinates in the reference and deformed configurations, respectively. As
the search for the optimal retro-deformation is computationally intensive, k was limited
to 50 and r to 200.
To separate the effect of variance between patterns from errors associated with retro-
deformation, a second set of simulations were performed. In these retro-deformation
was not applied to point patterns in either configuration. For each deformed pattern,
neighbour connections were taken from the NNs of the same pattern but before stretch
was applied i.e. pre-deformation NNs were treated as known.
Figures 5.15 show the 95% simulation envelopes and λˆx and λˆy means when a SSI process
(n = 135, δ = 0.05) is subjected to three different λ. The envelope for each estimate
when λ = (1.0, 1.0) is also plotted. The corresponding results from the second simulation
study - no retro-deformation but known pre-deformation NNs - are shown alongside as
paler dashed lines.
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Algorithm 5.2: Retro-deformation/nearest neighbour strain analysis of a SSI pro-
cess
for (r = 1, r ≤ 200, r ++) do
for (k = 1, k ≤ 50, k ++) do
Generate reference point pattern sk with parameters n, δ
Find optimal retro-deformation λr
Apply λr to sk to get Sk
Determine NN connections for Sk
Using Sk NNs, compute |vx|k and |vy|k for sk
Generate reference point pattern sk with parameters n, δ
Apply λ to get s′k
Find optimal retro-deformation λr
Apply λr to s
′
k to get S
′
k
Determine NN connections for S′k
Using S′k NNs, compute |v′x|k and |v′y|k
λˆx(r, k) =

k|v′x|/

k|vx|
λˆy(r, k) =

k|v′y|/

k|vy|
end
end
for (k = 1, k < 50, k ++) do
λˆxk = 1/r

rλˆx(r, k)
λˆyk = 1/r

rλˆy(r, k)
Compute the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of λˆx(:, k)
Compute the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of λˆy(:, k)
end
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Figure 5.15: Stretch of a SSI process; combined retro-deformation & NN analysis. n=135,
δ=0.05. Top row: λˆx. Bottom row: λˆy. (a) and (b) λx=1.1, λx=1.0. (c) and (d) λx=1.2,
λy=1.1. (e) and (f) λx=λy=1.1. Line styles as previously defined in Figure 5.4, with the 95%
simulation envelopes obtained for known NNs shown as paler dashed lines.
When λ=(1.1,1.0) (Figures 5.15a and b), both λˆx and λˆy rapidly tend to their correct
values. In the x direction, the envelopes for the stretch and no stretch cases no longer
overlap at k = 15. In contrast the result for λˆy is not significant as expected. When
λ=(1.2,1.1) (Figures 5.15c and d), λˆx and λˆy are slightly overestimated - 1.21 and 1.12
respectively. Further simulations are required to establish if this is a consistent finding
or just due to an insufficient number of repeats and/or sample size. Although the stretch
and no stretch envelopes rapidly deviate for the x direction (k = 4), double the sample
size is required to separate these envelopes in the y direction. Lastly, it is confirmed that
retro-deformation does not adversely affect the result for isotropic stretch (Figures 5.15e
and f); as shown in Section 5.2.5 simple NN analysis will return the correct value in this
case. Again the mean estimates tend towards the correct values.
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When no stretch is applied, the 95% simulation envelope obtained with the retro-deformation
method & NN analysis only minimally differs from that obtained when the NNs are
known. In general the new method slightly widens the envelopes when stretch is applied,
most notably in the isotropic case.
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Figure 5.16: Anisotropic stretch of SSI processes with varying δ; combined retro-deformation
& NN analysis. 95% simulation envelopes obtained when a SSI process with δ=0.035, 0.05 or
0.065 (n=135) is subjected to λx=1.1, λx=1.0. (a) λˆx. (b) λˆy
5.3 Microscale 3D surface reconstruction of in vivo
arterial endothelium
Attention now shifts to the determination of EC nuclear locations. Vascular corrosion
casts are post mortem preparations in which a plastic resin is injected into the vasculature
at physiological pressure, left to harden and the surrounding tissue removed. Protruding
EC nuclei leave imprints in the cast surface. Whilst micro-computed tomography (mi-
croCT) can capture cast geometry, it has insufficient resolution for capturing sub-cellular
features. Traditionally, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been employed to reveal
nanometer resolution cast features, where prior to imaging, the plastic material is coated
in a thin layer of gold to provide conductivity (Reidy and Levesque, 1977; Ohtani and
Ohtani, 2000; Hossler and Douglas, 2001; also see Chapter 3). If vessels are perfused with
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silver nitrate prior to injection of the casting material, cell borders may also be visualised
on the casted luminal surface7 (Reidy and Levesque, 1977; Ohtani and Ohtani, 2000).
100 μm 50 μm
(b)(a)
Figure 5.17: SEM of a corrosion cast of the rabbit aorta. (a) In low magnification images, EC
nuclear impressions are difficult to discern. A foil grid was placed around the cast prior to gold
coating to provide a spatial reference (black lines). (b) Higher magnification image of (a). An
example of a EC nuclear impression is highlighted (white arrowhead).
Unlike in murine corrosion casts (as shown in Chapter 3), nuclear imprints in casts
of the rabbit aorta are more difficult to discern from SEM images (see Figure 5.17);
this is presumably due to the lower surface curvature preventing adequate topographical
contrast. The images certainly do not lend themselves to automated segmentation. Their
2D nature limits the accuracy of nuclear-nuclear distances; although surface curvature
effects are minimal over small ROIs, in large fields of view such as around intercostal ostia,
significant errors arise if only planar projection is considered. One possible solution to
the distortion artefacts incurred, is to wrap a foil grid around the cast prior to gold
coating. If these are then removed and the cast coated a second time, a “silhouette”
of the grid is visible and serves as a spatial reference (dark lines, Figure 5.17a). A
corrective transformation could be applied to images where grid squares appear squashed
or distorted, to restore such squares - and thus correct inter-nuclear spacings - to their
known dimensions.
7Silver granules deposited in the grooves between ECs become embedded in the cast surface (Ohtani
and Ohtani, 2000)
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Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) offers a 3D alternative. Although generally
associated with fluorescence imaging of biological tissue and cells, CLSM has been used
for surface profiling due its depth discrimination ability (Boyde and Jones, 1995). For
this, the microscope is used in reflectance mode. At each pixel location in the x-y plane,
the focal depth at which the maximum reflected signal intensity occurs is recorded as
the surface height. However when a surface contains steep slopes, an objective lens with
limited numerical aperture (NA) may fail to capture all of the reflected light. In addition,
when imaging corrosion casts, the physical shape of nuclear imprints may introduce arte-
facts. When objects with spherical symmetry (including ridges and grooves) are imaged,
double maxima appear; one associated with reflection when focused on the surface, and
one associated with backscattering when focused at the object’s geometric centre (Weise
et al., 1996; Aguilar et al., 2000; Aguilar, 2005). In practice, this means that nuclear
imprints can also appear to protrude from the cast surface (experimental observations).
Evans et al. (2001) demonstrated that confocal fluorescence profilometry may be used to
reconstruct the 3D surface of teeth. Rather than using reflectance, the surface is stained
with a fluorescent dye. As photons can travel travel in any direction, low numerical
aperture, low magnification objectives may used permitting large fields of view. In the
following section, it will be shown that this technique can be applied to corrosion casts to
reconstruct the 3D in vivo endothelium and discern EC nuclear imprints by computing
local surface depth. In Section 5.3.2, a novel surface staining is demonstrated which
targets nuclear imprints, facilitating automatic segmentation of the data and extraction
of nuclear locations. The example datasets shown are taken from corrosion casts of the
rabbit aorta used in the experimental study detailed in Section 5.4. All casts were made
from methyl methacrylate resin (Batson’s #17, Polysciences, Inc., Germany).
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5.3.1 Surface staining, confocal imaging and reconstruction
Evans et al. (2001) created polyurethane replicas of tooth specimens, which were subse-
quently stained by dipping them in a concentrated solution of eosin in acetone (0.02g/mL).
Here, Rhodamine B (Magnacol, UK) was used instead, in part due to the availability of
laser specific excitation for this dye on the confocal microscope used. To establish the
necessary dye concentration and staining time, conditions were systematically investi-
gated using cylindrical methyl methacrylate samples, obtained by leaving the liquid resin
to cure in 1 mL syringes. A concentration of 0.01g/mL and staining time of 1 minute
was found to yield good signal intensity at low photomultiplier tube (PMT) gains; longer
staining risked degrading the cast surface due to the use of acetone.
A short 1 cm segment was cut from a vascular corrosion cast, stained as described above,
thoroughly rinsed with distilled water and left to dry. A small drop of oil immersion
media was placed on a standard #1.5 coverslip and the cast placed on top; the ROI to
be imaged was facing down. This was then mounted on an inverted Leica SP5 CLSM
with motorised stage; the cast circumferential and axial directions were aligned with
the x and y imaging axes, respectively. The cast was imaged using a 20x /NA 0.7 oil
immersion objective, laser excitation 561 nm, emission detection 580 nm±5 and PMT
gain 300. A 3D image volume was obtained with a voxel size of 0.189 x 0.189 x 0.126
µm; a digital zoom of 1.5 was used to remove spatial biases in intensity. Such a fine z
step was necessary in order to be able to resolve surface height differences between the
nuclear imprints and that of the surrounding cytoplasm. Figure 5.18 shows an example
XY image slice. At this z depth, nuclear imprints appear darker than the surrounding
cast as their focal depth as not yet been reached.
The 3D image data was imported into Matlab and for each x-y pixel location, the z depth
of the maximum signal intensity recorded. The maximum intensity surface obtained
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Figure 5.18: XY slice from a CLSM image volume of a rhodamine stained corrosion cast of the
rabbit aorta. An example of a EC nuclear impression is highlighted (white arrowhead).
was relatively noisy; when viewed in 3D, endothelial details were obscured. To remedy
this, the surface was exported as a mesh (Wavefront object file (.obj) and imported
into MeshLab (Visual Computing Lab, http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/). Poisson
surface reconstruction (Kazhdan et al., 2006) was then applied. Briefly, this algorithm
takes mesh vertices and their associated surface normals as inputs. It then computes a 3D
indicator function, defined as 1 at points inside the object and 0 at points outside. Rather
than using a regular 3D grid, the function is represented using an adaptive octree. This
is then iso-contoured using an adaptive marching cubes method; the function’s gradient
is only non-zero at points near the surface. The resulting surface is watertight and its
smoothness can be controlled by altering the octree depth; choosing a lower depth gives a
smoother surface, whilst a higher depth preserves more of the original detail. Figure 5.19
shows the surface reconstruction obtained with an octree depth of 12 (other parameters
for the algorithm were left at their default values).
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Figure 5.19: Top half: Poisson surface reconstruction of peak intensity depths, obtained for
the dataset shown in Figure 5.18. Bottom half: surface mesh coloured by its distance from a
reference surface, obtained by smoothing the peak intensity depths.
To better visualise cellular features, the surface mesh was coloured by depth relative
to a reference surface (Figure 5.19 bottom half). The reference surface was computed
by downsampling the original maximum intensity depth map by a factor of 16 and then
upsampling by the same factor to restore the original resolution; the resulting surface only
captured the gross curvature of the cast and not cellular topography. When the poisson
surface reconstruction is coloured in this manner, EC are readily identified (appearing
as blue depressions in the surface); on average, the imprints were 1-2 µm deep. Cell
borders can also be seen as thin protruding ridges. This is more apparent in the close up
view provided in Figure 5.20 (note this is still coloured by relative depth but a grayscale
colormap is used instead). Nuclear locations may be extracted by thresholding the mesh
according to depth, and computing the centroid of each of the resulting mesh segments.
Figure 5.20: Close up view of the poisson surface reconstruction shown in Figure 5.19. The
surface mesh is coloured by its distance from the reference surface.
However this approach has some disadvantages, especially when attempting to image
the region surrounding an intercostal branch. The field of view for a 20x objective is
too small to capture the entire branch region, necessitating tile scanning. But the free
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working distance of the objective is only 0.17 mm8, making highly curved surfaces difficult
to capture and requiring the specimen to be rotated between scans of either side of the
ostium (experimental observations).
Using a low power objective is not ideal. In order to discern nuclear imprints by depth, the
objective must provide adequate axial (z) resolution and the surface stain be sufficiently
thin. To understand these aspects consider the graph shown in Figure 5.21a. The traces
show how fluorescence signal intensity varies with depth for two adjacent x-y regions in
the image volume; one corresponds with a nuclear imprint, the other the surrounding
cytoplasm. The regions were selected to lie on the vertical midline of the image shown
in Figure 5.18 to avoid curvature effects. In order to resolve the height difference, the
intensity of one trace must drop sufficiently before the intensity of the other reaches a
maximum. By the commonly used Rayleigh criterion, the distance between the peaks
should be large enough to produce an intensity minimum where the two traces overlap
that is approximately 25% of the peak. This is not the case for the data shown. In
fact the resolution is approaching Sparrow’s criterion; that is, when there is no dip in
brightness between the two traces.
Achieving adequate contrast centres on minimising the full width half maximum (FWHM,
marked in Figure 5.21a). For an infinitely thin surface, the FWHM depends inversely
on the square of the objective NA; whilst working distance was gained by using a 10x
objective, nuclear imprints could no longer be resolved (experimental observations). The
surface stain also contributes to the FWHM. Preliminary results suggest using ethanol
rather than acetone narrows the width; with ethanol, dye penetration is reduced. Figure
5.21b shows a plot of signal intensity against depth for a cast stained in a solution of
Rhodamine B in ethanol (0.01g/mL) for 1 hour; a longer stain was required to achieve
staining intensities comparable with those for acetone. The FWHM is reduced to 6.5 µm
8The working distance can be doubled by omitting the coverslip and putting the sample into direct
contact with the objective.
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compared with 19 µm for acetone. As can be seen, this is approaching the result ob-
tained for a mirror slide - which models an infinitely thin surface - imaged in reflectance.
Also shown is the trace obtained for a uniformly fluorescent plastic slide (Chroma Tech-
nology Corp., USA), which clearly demonstrates why surface staining is preferable to
incorporating a fluorescent dye in the casting material.
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Figure 5.21: Signal intensity against depth for a rhodamine stained corrosion cast. Average in-
tensity profiles along the z dimension, obtained for 10x10 pixel x-y ROIs. Values are normalised
by the peak intensity of each trace. (a) Axial fluorescence intensity profiles for a nuclear imprint
and the neighbouring cytoplasm. (b) Axial fluorescence intensity profile for a cast stained using
an ethanol, rather than acetone, base. Also shown is the profile for a uniformly fluorescent
plastic slide, and for a mirror slide imaged in reflectance mode.
5.3.2 Visualising nuclear impressions with highlighter ink
To permit imaging of large ROIs, and specifically intercostal branch ostia, an alternative
confocal fluorescence method was developed. In applying a thin coat of fluorescent ink
to the cast surface, capillary action causes ink to pool in the nuclear imprints. This
locally elevates signal intensity such that the indentations are easily differentiated from
the surrounding surface, even with low power, low NA objectives. The ink can be taken
from a standard highlighter pen (a yellow Stabilo Luminator pen was used here).
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Figure 5.22: Large field of view imaging of nuclear imprints by surface highlighting. Maximum
projection images from CLSM scans of a corrosion cast coated with highlighter ink. Nuclear
imprints appear as bright elliptical shapes. (a) Field of view using a 4x, NA 0.1 non-confocal
grade objective, optical zoom 1.5. (b) Field of view using a 10x, NA 0.4 objective, optical zoom
1.3. (c) Close up view of (a) corresponding with the same ROI imaged in (b).
A corrosion cast prepared in this way was imaged using both 10x, NA 0.4 and 4x, NA
0.1 dry objectives; note the 4x objective used (Leica HI plan) is intended for bright field,
rather than confocal systems9. No coverslip was employed; instead the cast was supported
by securing its ends to an adjustable slide holder with Blu-tac. The ink fluorescence was
detectable using 488 nm excitation and 504-558 nm emission. For scans using the 4x
objective, voxel size was 0.50 x 0.50 x 0.98 µm with zoom 1.5. For scans using the 10x
objective, voxel size was 1.17 x 1.17 x 1.01 µm with zoom 1.3. PMT gains were 550 and
450 for the 4 and 10x objectives, respectively.
Figure 5.22a shows the maximum projection of a confocal image volume obtained with
the 4x objective. Nuclear impressions are clearly highlighted. The marked ROI was also
imaged with the 10x objective (Figure 5.22b). When compared with the 4x result (an
enlarged view of the ROI is shown in Figure 5.22c), there is an increase in intensity and
sharpness but the same features are visible in both images. As will be shown in Sec-
tion 5.3.2, nuclear features are readily segmented from 2D maximum projection images.
Briefly, large scale difference in intensity are first corrected and then nuclear features seg-
mented by thresholding. When surface curvature effects cannot be ignored, this approach
could extended to 3D to obtain accurate inter-nuclear spacings.
Using the 4x objective permits imaging the entire intercostal branch in one scan; an
example dataset is volume rendered in Figure 5.23. Note the casted intercostal artery
was cut back to a short stump prior to imaging. Apart from the gross curvature, the
apparent topography of the surface is not real and a visualisation artefact caused by
differences in ink intensity over the surface. Maximum projections of two additional
branch image volumes are shown in Figure 5.24; each has been cropped such that only
half the field of view is displayed.
9Image volumes had to be scaled in x and y after acquisition, as the objective was placed in the 10x
position on the objective turret and scale is automatically set by the microscope’s software. Calibration
scans were performed to verify spatial scale.
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Figure 5.23: Volume rendered CLSM scan of a casted intercostal branch coated with highlighter
ink. The casted intercostal artery was cut off prior to imaging.
Figure 5.24: Maximum projection images from CLSM scans of casted intercostal branches
coated with highlighter ink. The casted intercostal artery was cut off prior to imaging. Two
different branches are shown; each has been cropped such that only half the field of view is
displayed. Close up views of the marked 550 µm2 ROIs are shown in the Figure 5.25. Blood
flow direction is from top to bottom.
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Magnified views of the marked ROIs are shown in Figure 5.25. In the downstream ROIs
(3 and 4), horizontally (i.e. circumferentially) oriented imprints are visible. These may
be caused by SMCs, perhaps due to extravasation of the casting material (see Krucker
et al., 2006); just downstream of ostium, SMCs can exist between the endothelium and
the IEL (Emura et al., 1992).
Figure 5.25: Magnified views of the ROIs marked in Figure 5.24. (1) and (3) upstream of
branch ostium, (2) and (4) downstream of branch ostium. In the downstream ROIs, horizontally
oriented impressions are visible which may be caused by SMC cells (white arrow)
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5.4 Strain in the descending thoracic aorta of imma-
ture rabbits
The following section presents a preliminary study of intimal strain in branch free seg-
ments of the rabbit descending thoracic aorta using the combined retro-deformation &
NN method developed in Section 5.2.7, and the corrosion cast imaging technique detailed
in Section 5.3.2.
5.4.1 Methods
Animals
A total of six immature male New Zealand white rabbits (HSDIF strain; Harlan, UK) were
used and divided into two equal groups (diastolic, systolic). For the diastolic group, ages
were 9, 91
2
and 11 weeks with weights 1.68, 1.84 and 1.83 kg, for each animal respectively.
For the systolic group these were 91
2
, 9 and 9 weeks with weights 1.69, 1.72 and 1.96 kg.
All animal procedures complied with the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 and
were approved by the local ethical review panel of Imperial College London.
Vascular corrosion casting
Vascular casts of the descending thoracic aorta were prepared as follows. Each animal
received heparin (2000 USP units, iv) and was subsequently euthanised by an overdose
of sodium pentobarbitone (Euthatal, Rhone Merieux; 0.8 ml/kg, iv). After placing the
animal in the supine position, the thorax was opened by a midline incision and the rib
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cage retracted. The aorta was cannulated at the height of the diaphragm for the inflow,
and the top of the aortic arch for the outflow, using approximately 20 cm lengths of 3
mm diameter PVC tubing connected to closed three-way taps, all filled with saline. Once
tied in place, each cannula was further secured with cyanoacrylate glue to prevent leaks.
Methyl methacrylate resin (Batson’s #17, Polysciences, Inc., Germany) was prepared
according to the manufacturer’s instructions and drawn into a syringe. This was sub-
sequently left upside down for 5 minutes to allow air bubbles to rise to the end; these
were flushed out before perfusion. Meanwhile, a saline filled syringe attached to a pump
(Pump 33, Harvard Apparatus, UK) and a digital manometer (HD570, Extech Instru-
ments, USA) were connected to the inflow tap. The aorta was then flushed with the
outflow tap open. The saline syringe was swapped for the one containing the resin, and
the aorta perfused until resin appeared at the outflow. At this point, the outflow tap was
closed and perfusion continued till the desired pressure was reached. For the diastolic
group, this was 90 mmHg and for the systolic group, 120 mmHg. Pressure was main-
tained by manually stopping and starting the pump as required until the resin hardened
i.e. the syringe pump stalled. On average, between death and the start of resin perfusion
there was a 2 hour gap.
After curing overnight, the casted aorta was roughly dissected from the carcass and sub-
merged in potassium hydroxide solution ( 30% w/v) for 24 hours to digest the remaining
tissue. The cast was further cleaned with detergent (Decon90, Decon Laboratories Ltd.,
UK) prior to use.
Confocal imaging
On each cast, the intercostal arteries were trimmed back to short stumps so as not to
obscure the aorta during imaging. Between successive pairs of intercostals, the dorsal
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cast surface was coated with a thin layer of highlighter ink (taken from a yellow Stabilo
Luminator pen) down to, but not below, the 4th pair. The quality of the coating was
checked under a fluorescent microscope to ensure EC nuclei could be readily identified; if
not, the ink was removed using mild detergent and the process repeated. The highlighted
surface was imaged using an inverted Leica SP5 CLSM with motorised stage and 10x, NA
0.4 dry objective. The ink fluorescence was detectable using 488 nm excitation and 504-
558 nm emission. Casts were attached to an adjustable slide holder at either end using
Blu-tac, mounted in such a way that the circumferential and axial directions aligned with
the x and y imaging axes, respectively. Care was taken to ensure the cast surface was
not axially tilted with respect to the imaging plane. 3D image volumes were obtained
with a voxel size of 1.17 x 1.17 x 1.01µm; a digital zoom of 1.3 was used to minimise
spatial biases in intensity. The image x-axis was flipped such that the obtained images
represented the endothelium viewed en face, rather than an exterior view of the cast
surface.
EC nuclei segmentation
All image data was processed using ImageJ (imagej.nih.gov/ij/). Considering the
ratio between the aortic diameter and ROI size, errors associated with surface curvature
were ignored. The maximum projection of the 3D image volume was taken to produce
a 2D image; a 600 µm2 ROI was then selected. To correct for the uneven intensity of
the highlighted surface, a rolling ball filter (radius 5 pixels) was applied to generate a
background image which was then subtracted from the original. The resulting image
was then thresholded and features too small to be nuclei removed by application of the
“Despeckle” filter. Occasional touching nuclei were separated by hand editing. The
centroids of the remaining features were computed; these points represented the nuclear
centres. In total 12 ROIs were selected from each pressure group, ensuring a minimum
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of 3 came from each animal (see Tables 5.2 and 5.3 in Section 5.4.2).
Strain analysis
To perform the combined retro-deformation & NN strain analysis (Section 5.2.7), point
data were imported into Matlab 2012a (MathWorks, Inc). To prevent edge effects, a
guard zone was constructed by selecting a 500 µm2 ROI within each point set. Only
points inside this region were included in the analysis (total n) but their NN could lie in
the guard zone.
Although point patterns in the diastolic group are considered to represent the reference
configuration, it could not be assumed that they were isotropically regular. Thus every
point pattern was subjected to over 50,000 trial retro-deformations to establish where
in solution space Index 3 (Equation 5.7) was minimised. λr1 ranged from 0.25 to 4.0
◦
increasing in increments of 0.025◦ (λr2 was fixed at 1), whilst φ ranged from 0 to 180◦ in-
creasing in increments of 0.5◦ (angle defined anti-clockwise from the x-axis). The optimal
retro-deformation was applied to the point pattern and pre-deformation NN connections
(but not distances) determined; mutual NNs were included only once. Using the original
point coordinates, mean neighbour distances (|vx|, |vy|) were then computed for each
pattern; for a point pattern in the diastolic group, vi is the vector connecting the i
th
point to its pre-deformation nearest neighbour. Treating all datasets as independent (12
in each group), stretch ratio estimates were computed as,
λˆx =
12
j=1
|v′x|j
12
j=1
|vx|j
λˆy =
12
j=1
|v′y|j
12
j=1
|vy|j
(5.9)
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where the prime notation is used to signify the systolic group, x is the circumferential
direction and y, the axial. For comparison, conventional NN analysis was also performed
(no retro-deformation). Mean NN distances (|wx|, |wy| and |w′x|, |w′y|) were computed
and stretch ratios estimated using Equation 5.9 but with v replaced by w. Note this
stretch estimates represent cyclic stretch (i.e, the difference between systolic and diastolic
pressure) rather than absolute stretch.
The significance of differences in point density and inter-nuclear spacings between the
two pressure groups was assessed using an unpaired t-test (p < 0.05). To assess the
precision of the strain estimates, bootstrapping was performed (Efron, 1979, also dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 6). Briefly, for each pressure group, mean x and y spacings
(e.g. |wx|j=1...12) were sampled with replacement to obtain new bootstrap samples (e.g.
|wx|
∗
j=1...12) from which, new stretch ratio estimates (λˆ
∗
x and λˆ
∗
y) could be computed. This
process was repeated (99,999 times in total) to obtain the sampling distributions of λˆx
and λˆy from which 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were derived by determining the 2.5
and 97.5 percentiles (the original estimate included).
5.4.2 Results and discussion
A photograph of two casts, one from each pressure group, is shown in Figure 5.26. Systolic
casts were noticeably bigger than diastolic ones; mean aortic diameter in the systolic
group was 4.7 mm compared with 3.2 mm in the diastolic group. Assuming uniform
deformation, average circumferential stretch is 1.47. This is markedly higher than the
2-18% change anticipated (Dobrin, 1978). The difference is likely due to a loss of vascular
tone between death and casting; there was a 2 hour gap.
An example 600 µm2 ROI maximum projection image is shown in Figure 5.27; nuclear
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120 mmHg
90 mmHg Blood flow
Figure 5.26: Photograph of casts of the rabbit descending thoracic aorta made at 120 and 90
mmHg. The casts are of rabbits A and B from each pressure group respectively. A 5p coin is
included to provide a sense of scale.
impressions are readily identified as bright elliptical objects against a darker background.
The results of the rolling ball filter, background subtraction and thresholding are shown
in Figures 5.27b-d. The centroids of the segmented nuclei are plotted in Figure 5.28
with the smaller 500 µm2 ROI overlaid. The area exterior to this is the guard zone.
Further examples of the nuclear point patterns obtained (guard zone excluded, one from
each animal) are shown in Figure 5.29. Qualitatively, points appear closer together
circumferentially than axially. From the low to the high pressure group there is a visible
decrease in point intensity.
As the retro-deformation & NN strain analysis method assumes that points are not ran-
domly arranged, a Fry plot (Figure 5.28b, see Section 5.1.3 for details) was generated
for the point pattern shown in Figure 5.28a. There is an obvious exclusion zone, charac-
teristic of regular point processes. Its elliptical shape is not strictly speaking the strain
ellipse; it is the combined effect of strain and the anisotropic arrangement of the points
due to EC elongation10. The orientation of the elliptical exclusion zone compares with
10For similar reasons, it has been suggested in geological fields that the shape of the Fry plot should
be referred to as the “point fabric ellipse” instead (Erslev, 1988)
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Figure 5.27: Segmentation of of highlighted nuclear imprints. (a) A 600 µm2 ROI from the
maximum projection image of a CLSM scan. (b) After application of a rolling ball filter (radius
5 pixels). (c) After background subtraction (image (a) minus image (b)). Note the contrast
has been adjusted for visualisation. (d) After thresholding and despeckle filtering. Blood flow
direction is top to bottom.
the orientation of the nuclei in the original image (Figure 5.27a). From ellipses fit to each
of the segmented nuclear features, the average orientation was found to be 80.8◦, defined
anti-clockwise from the x-axis; the orientation of the exclusion zone is approximately 80◦.
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Figure 5.28: (a) EC nuclear point pattern obtained by computing the centroids of the segmented
nuclear features shown in Figure 5.27d. Shown is red is the smaller ROI used for strain analysis;
the exterior points lie in the guard zone. (b) Fry plot of the data in (a).
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Figure 5.29: Example EC nuclear point patterns at each pressure. Guard zone excluded. (a)-(c)
90 mmHg, one pattern from each animal. (d)-(f) 120 mmHg, one pattern from each animal.
Blood flow direction is top to bottom.
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Note that each point pattern could also be assessed for its departure from a CSR process
using Diggle’s G function deviation test Diggle (2002, p. 17). In this, the cumulative
distribution function of the NN distances is computed and compared with those obtained
from simulations of a CSR process with the same intensity. Using this test on the same
point pattern, p < 0.001 i.e. the null hypothesis that the point pattern is governed by an
underlying CSR process can be rejected.
Figure 5.30 shows the number of nuclei in each sample. The data points are coloured blue,
red or green according to which rabbit (A,B or C) the sample belonged to. The mean
of the systolic group (435.5) was substantially higher than that of the diastolic group
(311.3); the difference between the means was significant (p = 1.30× 10−7). Considering
Equation 5.2,

λxλy can be estimated as the ratio between the two intensities: this is
equal to 1.183 for the data shown here.
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Figure 5.30: EC nuclear density at each pressure. Open circles: 90 mmHg. Filled circles: 120
mmHg. The data points are coloured blue, red or green according to which rabbit (A,B or C)
the sample belonged to.
Figure 5.31 shows the solution space location of the optimal retro-deformation for each
sample (colours as previously defined). There is an obvious clustering of points around
λr1=3.0 and φ=170
◦. Taking into account symmetry of the solution space, the 3 samples
which appear to be outliers in this respect, actually show similar results. In particular,
one sample yielded λr1=0.45 and φ=74.5
◦ which is equivalent to λr1=2.22 and φ=164.5◦.
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Considering the shape and orientation of the exclusion zone in the Fry plot shown above,
the results are not surprising; the retro-deformations return the ellipse to a circle. Hence
the ratio between λr1 and λr2 could be thought of as a surrogate index of cellular shape.
For the dorsal surface of the immature rabbit aorta, Bond et al. (2011) found nuclear
L/W ratios of approximately 2.5 whilst cellular L/W ratios were approximately 7. How
the retro-deformation stretches scale with these metrics would be interesting to explore,
especially given the challenges of segmenting EC boundaries from microscopy images (see
Iftikhar et al., 2011; Bond et al., 2011).
In addition, the retro-deformation solutions suggest that in the majority of samples, nuclei
were aligned approximately 10◦ off the axial direction (confirmed by visual inspection of
the images). This might be due to a consistent bias in mounting the casts on the CLSM,
but results presented in Bond et al. (2011) indicate EC nuclei can be oriented in this
manner down the dorsal side of the aorta, putatively due to vortical flow structures.
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Figure 5.31: Optimal retro-deformations for EC nuclear point patterns at each pressure. Mark-
ers have the same meanings as in Figure 5.30.
Figure 5.32 shows the mean nuclear spacings computed for each sample using both strain
analysis methods, and their associated estimated stretch ratios. In the circumferential
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direction, the simple NN analysis yielded |wx| and |w′x| that were generally higher than
their retro-deformation & NN analysis counterparts (|vx| and |v′x|). The opposite was true
in the axial direction. This reflects the orientation bias in NN connections; nuclei are
closer together circumferentially than axially. Retro-deformation removes this bias, there-
fore reducing the x-components of the NN vectors whilst increasing the y-components.
Comparison of the spacing metrics between groups showed all differences were significant
(p ≤ 1.32 × 10−4) except for the axial spacings computed with the retro-deformation &
NN analysis (|vy| versus |v′y|); in this case p=0.82.
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Figure 5.32: EC nuclear spacing at each pressure. (a) Circumferential/x spacing. |wx| and
|w′x| were computed using simple NN analysis. |vx| and |v′x| were computed using combined
retro-deformation & NN analysis. (b) Axial/y spacing, computed using the two strain analysis
methods. Markers have the same meanings as in Figure 5.30.
For simple NN analysis, the estimated stretch ratios λˆx and λˆy were approximately equal:
1.144 and 1.179 respectively. In contrast, the combined method showed there was greater
circumferential stretch than axial: λˆx=1.394 and λˆy=1.014. The sampling distributions
of these estimates (obtained via bootstrapping) are shown in Figure 5.33. Following the
results presented in Section 5.2, it also possible to estimate CIs for the case where samples
are only obtained in the reference configuration (diastolic pressure), using a permutation
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test. Here, the original samples are repeatedly randomly divided into two groups, and
the stretch ratio estimates computed from the mean spacings calculated for each group;
this process was repeated 10,000 times. The 95% CIs for the resulting distributions are
displayed as black dashed lines and correspond with the zero stretch simulation envelopes
shown in Section 5.2. In agreement with the t-test results, the two sets of CIs only overlap
for the axial spacing computed with retro-deformation & NN analysis.
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Figure 5.33: Bootstrap distributions of the stretch estimates computed using both strain analysis
methods. Solid blue line: observed stretch estimate. Pink dashed lines: 95% CIs. Black dashed
lines: 95% CIs for the no-stretch permutation test. (a) and (b) Simple NN analysis. (c) and
(d) Combined retro-deformation & NN analysis.
The stretch ratios computed using both methods and their bootstrapped CIs are sum-
marised in Table 5.1. When compared with the ratio between the mean cast diameters
from each group (1.47), the combined method appears to yield a robust circumferential
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Table 5.1: Bootstrap 95% confidence intervals for the stretch estimates computed using simple
NN analysis and combined retro-defomation & NN analysis.
λˆx 95% CI
NN analysis 1.144 1.085 1.208
Retro-deformation/NN analysis 1.394 1.280 1.513
λˆy 95% CI
NN analysis 1.179 1.125 1.233
Retro-deformation/NN analysis 1.014 0.902 1.141
stretch estimate. Note that samples were taken from the dorsal side, which due to teth-
ering to the spine, likely deforms less than the ventral side. Considering that the stretch
estimates can be related to the change in nuclear intensity by

(λxλy), it is interesting to
note that both methods return values similar to that obtained directly from the number
of points; 1.162 for simple NN analysis and 1.189 for retro-deformation, compared with
1.183 from point number.
To better understand why the two methods differ in their stretch estimates, one point
pattern from the diastolic group (Figure 5.29a) was artificially stretched circumferentially
and stretch estimates computed. Note, for this dataset the optimal φ without stretch was
found to be 0◦, hence trial retro-deformations were limited to this angle; λr1 was varied
as before. As shown previously for SSI processes in Section 5.2.6 for NN analysis, λˆx is
less than expected whilst λˆx, greater (Figure 5.34a). In contrast, λˆx behaves as expected
using retro-deformation and λˆy stays at 1 (Figure 5.34b); the minor deviations are due
to the limited resolution of the trial retro-deformation solution space.
Interestingly, curves for λˆx and λˆy obtained using simple NN analysis closely follow the
solution expected for a CSR process (
√
λx) of the same intensity, up to λx ≈ 2.5 (black
line, Figure 5.34a). This can be understood as follows. As the pattern is deformed NN
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Figure 5.34: Anisotropic stretch of a EC nuclear point pattern. λx=1 to 4, λy=0. (a) Stretch
estimates computed with simple NN analysis. Also plotted is the theoretical result for a CSR
process. (b) Stretch estimates computed with combined retro-deformation & NN analysis.
connections change. The number of new connections formed (i.e. those connections that
were not present at zero stretch) is plotted in Figure 5.35a. This follows a relationship
of approximately 100
√
λx − 100 (blue dashed line). There is also a small increase in the
total number of connections (Figure 5.35b). Also shown are the equivalent results for the
retro-deformation & NN analysis; there is minimal neighbour connection change and no
change in the total number of connections.
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Figure 5.35: Neighbour connection changes during anisotropic stretch of a EC nuclear point
pattern. (a) Number of new connections identified (i.e. those connections that were not present
at zero stretch) when using both strain analysis methods. For simple NN analysis, the trend
is proportional to
√
λx. (b) Total number of neighbour connections identified when using both
strain analysis methods.
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It is important to note NN distances (|w|) for a CSR process follow a Rayleigh distribu-
tion; adding an inhibition distance simply truncates this (c.f. Figure 5.11). Due to this
underlying similarity, it is perhaps not surprising that the estimates and the ideal CSR
solution broadly follow the same trend (c.f. also Figure 5.10). Gross deviations start to
occur when nearest neighbour orientation switches from being predominantly circumfer-
ential to isotropic, around λx=2.25; polar plots of NN orientation against distance are
shown in Figure 5.36 for various λx.
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Figure 5.36: Changes in NN orientation during anisotropic stretch of an EC nuclear point
pattern. Polar plots of NN orientation against distance when λy=0 and λx is (a) 1.0, (b) 1.5,
(c) 2.0, (d) 3.0 or (e) 4.0.
Finally, Tables 5.2 and 5.3 summarise the results obtained for all samples with means and
standard errors. When computing means of φ, the 3 outlying values were first transformed
by adding either 90◦ or 180◦; this assumes symmetry of the solution space. Similarly, for
the sample which gave λr1 < 1, the inverse was taken.
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Table 5.2: Results summary for EC nuclear point patterns from the 90 mmHg group. S.E.M =
standard error of the mean. a Transformed values, assuming symmetry of the solution space. b
Mean and S.E.M computed using transformed values.
NN analysis Retro-deformation
& NN analysis
Rabbit Sample n λr1 φ (
◦) |wx| |wy| |vx| |vy|
A 1 429 2.800 180.0 11.65 8.82 6.99 17.24
9 weeks 2 429 3.850 170.5 11.81 8.58 6.79 22.03
1.68 kg 3 399 3.275 1.0 12.17 8.92 7.49 18.50
(181.0)a
4 442 3.175 178.0 11.93 8.67 6.73 18.37
5 404 3.100 2.5 13.26 9.40 7.44 20.46
(182.5)a
B 1 421 3.100 177.0 12.16 9.14 6.91 19.39
91
2
weeks 2 387 3.100 173.0 12.77 9.43 7.47 20.32
1.84 kg 3 425 3.000 171.0 12.50 8.45 7.73 18.77
4 391 2.775 174.0 12.99 8.85 8.30 18.12
C 1 501 3.025 164.0 11.34 8.73 7.82 19.30
11 weeks 2 453 2.200 158.0 11.30 9.45 9.44 14.48
1.83 kg 3 545 2.525 159.0 10.74 8.52 8.74 15.00
Mean 435.5 2.994 172.4b 12.05 8.91 7.65 18.50
S.E.M 13.4 0.117 2.4b 0.22 0.10 0.24 0.62
Table 5.3: Results summary for EC nuclear point patterns from the 120 mmHg group. S.E.M
= standard error of the mean. a Transformed values, assuming symmetry of the solution space.
b Mean and S.E.M computed using transformed values.
NN analysis Retro-deformation
& NN analysis
Rabbit Sample n λr1 φ (
◦) |wx| |wy| |vx| |vy|
A 1 286 1.950 167.0 14.23 10.45 12.05 14.44
91
2
weeks 2 238 2.600 167.5 15.92 11.82 11.01 21.41
1.69 kg 3 293 3.250 170.0 14.62 10.71 9.87 23.02
4 322 2.375 173.0 13.93 10.53 9.94 17.46
5 283 0.450 74.5 14.90 11.72 12.56 17.21
(2.250)a (164.5)a
6 305 3.675 164.5 14.50 10.90 11.81 25.62
B 2 317 3.025 160.5 13.27 10.57 11.52 19.76
9 weeks 3 325 3.225 172.5 13.15 9.05 9.67 17.64
1.72 kg 4 353 3.375 176.5 12.95 10.56 8.42 20.86
C 1 339 2.350 168.0 12.27 10.18 10.06 14.42
9 weeks 2 333 2.800 168.5 12.93 10.04 10.29 16.50
1.96 kg 3 341 2.900 165.5 12.80 9.60 10.80 16.74
Mean 311.3 2.810b 168.2b 13.79 10.51 10.67 18.76
S.E.M 9.3 0.521 1.3b 0.31 0.22 0.34 0.99
5.4.3 Conclusion
This study has successfully demonstrated that cyclic stretch in the rabbit aorta can be
determined by considering the relative change in nuclear spacing on corrosion casts made
at two different pressures. By anisotropically stretching one EC nuclear point pattern,
the efficacy of the combined retro-deformation & NN strain analysis was proven, and
the shortcomings of the simple NN method further highlighted. Analysing nuclear point
patterns obtained at diastolic and systolic pressures revealed that cyclic circumferential
stretch is 1.4 on the dorsal surface of the thoracic aorta. This estimate was comparable to,
but slightly less than, the change in mean cast (and thus vessel) diameter. The difference
was likely due to perivascular tethering to the spine, restricting vessel expansion on the
dorsal surface compared with the ventral. In contrast, axial stretch did not occur; the
anchoring of the aorta to the spine by means of the intercostal arteries probably limits
length distension.
The cyclic circumferential stretch was higher than anticipated (c.f. Dobrin, 1978). SMC
tone was likely diminished by the time the casting material was perfused (2 hours post
mortem), hence the results represent the passive, rather than active, mechanical response
of the artery. Experimental work by Ebner et al. (2011) in rats showed that within 2
hours post mortem, the aorta was still sensitive to norepinephrine (a vasoconstrictor),
and acetylcholine and sodium nitro-prusside (vasodilators). This suggests that tone could
restored prior to casting by appropriate application of pharmacological agents. Alterna-
tively the time frame could be reduced. However, preliminary work using mature animals
suggests that reducing the time between death and resin perfusion produces systolic casts
that appear overly constricted, and significantly smaller in diameter than the correspond-
ing immature casts presented here. Further investigation is required to establish what
casting conditions and time frames are required to capture the active mechanical response;
it is of course essential that these are maintained rigorously between animals.
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One limitation of this strain analysis approach is that only cyclic, rather than absolute
stretch11 can be determined. Arteries are constantly subjected to a basal stretch, which is
related to mean blood pressure, and to a cyclic stretch due to the pulse pressure. Several
studies have suggested that it is the pulse pressure, transduced by cyclic deformation of
vascular cells, rather than the mean pressure that plays a key role in arterial remodelling
(see for example Boutouyrie et al., 1999; Eberth et al., 2009b). Physiological cyclic
stretch levels increase EC proliferation (Li and Sumpio, 2005; Hurley et al., 2010) and
suppress apoptosis (Liu et al., 2003; Nishimura et al., 2006), whilst supra-physiological
levels stimulate apoptosis (Liu et al., 2003) and may lead to uncontrolled proliferation
(Hurley et al., 2010). Collins et al. (2006) have established that cyclic stretch alters tight
junction structure, thus permeability is likely affected; indeed Hu and Liu (2015) showed
uptake of nano particles is enhanced by acute cyclic stretch. In addition, a reduction
in cyclic wall motion has been shown to inhibit hypertension-mediated atherosclerosis
(Tropea et al., 2000). Hence considering only cyclic stretch appears to be pathologically
relevant.
The biggest limitation is the geometric fidelity of the corrosion casts; the resin shrinks
during the curing process in a nonlinear manner. Volume shrinkage as high as 13 to 20%
has been reported for Batsons #17 by (Kratky and Roach, 1984), whilst others have
reported negligible change (Reidy and Levesque, 1977; Levesque et al., 1979; Cornhill
et al., 1980). Moore et al. (1999) compared the accuracy of corrosion casts relative to
in vivo MRI and found aortic radii agree to within 9%. Kratky et al. (1989) concluded
that if precaution was taken to maintain physiological pressures during resin infusion,
reliable results could be produced. The manner in which the aorta was cast in the
present study, created a closed system and thus pressure was easily maintained; resin did
not leak, or rapidly stopped leaking, from the intercostals cut along the sternum. From
injection moulding principles, the resin at the downstream end likely hardened under a
11Relative to the stress-free configuration, see Section 4.4.2 Chapter 4.
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lower pressure than at the upstream end. This could be assessed by connecting a second
manometer to the tap on the outflow cannula and monitoring the pressure difference
during infusion and curing. Further work on the nonlinear shrinkage of Batsons #17
would be invaluable; for example, simply filming the aorta during the course of casting
would indicate what diameter shrinkage occurs.
Future work will involve examining regional differences. For instance one would expect
the ventral surface to have higher cyclic circumferential stretch than the dorsal. Un-
fortunately this analysis was not possible with the present data as large areas of the
ventral surfaces did not contain endothelial impressions. This may be due to depressuri-
sation of the aorta causing endothelial denudation. Pre-fixation has been suggested by
some authors for improved endothelial imprints, prevention of extravasation of the resin
and maintenance of tissue integrity (Schraufnagel and Schmid, 1988; Kratky et al., 1989;
Lametschwandtner et al., 1990). This approach should be adopted with caution however;
aldehyde-based fixatives cause substantial tissue contraction, thus casts will not capture
in vivo dimensions.
Application of the new strain analysis technique to intercostal branch regions may support
or refute the hypothesis that the development of experimental atherosclerosis at these
sites is controlled by mural strain. Extension to branch sites first requires determining the
minimum resolution at which stretch can be resolved; around branch openings, strain and
cellular orientation gradients (see Bond et al., 2011) are expected to be steep. The present
data could simply be reprocessed using ever smaller ROI sizes and stretch estimates
recomputed. Note with smaller ROIs, more samples are required to achieve the same
level of precision (c.f. Section 5.2.4). Due to curvature effects, the location of nuclear
centres could no longer be extracted from 2D maximum projection images; note that for
the ROI used here, the error in neighbour spacing at the edges of the field of view is only
around 1%. To extend the image segmentation technique used in the current study to 3D
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is relatively straightforward, but extension of the retro-deformation & NN strain analysis
method is more complex. A local 2D plane would need to be defined for each ROI; its
normal should be parallel to the local mean surface normal and the y-axis parallel to the
global axial direction. Points could be projected onto this plane, and the analysis proceed
as detailed here.
In addition, strain analysis of branch sites would benefit from a simulation study sim-
ilar to those detailed in Section 5.2. For example one could compute a finite element
solution for the deformation of a nonlinearly elastic sheet with a centrally located ellip-
tical opening subject to biaxial tension. Point patterns could then be generated on the
reference and deformed configurations, stretch estimates computed using the combined
retro-deformation & NN analysis and compared with the computational solution.
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Chapter 6
Spatial analysis of arterial data
Atherosclerotic plaques are distributed focally throughout the vasculature and often ec-
centrically around an artery’s circumference. Thus any statistical analysis of an apparent
correlation between disease and fluid or mechanical stresses should ideally involve a spatial
point-by-point comparison. Whilst the increasing availability of high resolution datasets
may seem beneficial for such a task, the introduction of spatial autocorrelation has serious
consequences for statistical inference. Dependencies exist between adjacent regions, vio-
lating the assumption of standard statistical tests that each observation is independent.
This could be considered a silent problem, as rather conveniently it tends to cause corre-
lations to appear more significant than they actually are; few researchers would question
a small p value. In the context of atherosclerosis localisation, spatial autocorrelation has
historically been overlooked and only recently received attention (Peiffer et al., 2013a).
The following chapter presents a study on various statistical approaches for assessing the
spatial correlations between maps of different arterial properties. The majority of the
material has been accepted for publication as Rowland et al. (2015). The key bootstrap
method developed has also been briefly introduced in the review of Mohamied et al. (2015)
where it was applied for assessing the spatial correlations between several WSS metrics
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and lesion prevalence; the results will be mentioned in the discussion. The generation of
the wavelet surrogate datasets was performed by Miss Y Mohamied. The raw data was
sourced from previous studies and is referenced accordingly in the text.
6.1 Background
Studies of the inter-dependence of arterial properties such as WSS, lesion prevalence,
endothelial cell shape, wall permeability and the expression of pro-inflammatory markers
have frequently relied on statistical analysis of the correlation between anatomical maps
of these variables. However, widely different techniques have been employed, leading to
substantial discrepancies. For example, the putative relation between the non-uniform
distribution of atherosclerosis and low and oscillatory WSS (Caro et al., 1971; Ku et al.,
1985) remains under contention because different methods of data analysis have given
different results (see Peiffer et al., 2013c).
In general, establishing the significance of a correlation between two lattice or image
datasets is not a trivial task; it is a well recognised problem in ecology (Lennon, 2000;
Fortin and Payette, 2002; Legendre and Legendre, 1998). Mapped continuous variables
tend to exhibit positive spatial autocorrelation (SA). That is, neighbouring regions or
pixels are more likely to have similar values than would occur by chance alone, violating
the assumption inherent in standard statistical tests that observations are independent.
In the presence of SA, the effective sample size is much smaller than the data resolution
implies (Clifford et al., 1989; Dutilleul et al., 1993), and any further increase in resolution
simply exaggerates significance further. In statistical terms, SA causes an inflation of
type I error: two independent spatial datasets are more likely to correlate significantly
by chance when levels of SA in each are high (Lennon, 2000).
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Approaches to this issue fall into two groups: those that require calculation of a ‘de-
correlation length’ (Clifford et al., 1989; Dutilleul et al., 1993; Peiffer et al., 2013a), and
those that attempt to incorporate SA into the null hypothesis (Lennon, 2000; Legendre
and Legendre, 1998; Deblauwe et al., 2012). The former assume a single SA length scale
and either resample the data at lower resolution, as done by Peiffer et al. (2013a), or
reduce the number of degrees of freedom in the significance test (Clifford et al., 1989;
Dutilleul et al., 1993). The latter are restricted randomisation procedures; SA-preserving
surrogate datasets are randomly generated from one variable and then correlated with
the second to obtain the null distribution. Whilst these procedures accommodate data
with multiple length scales, they may still suffer from type I errors at high levels of SA
(Deblauwe et al., 2012).
Due to the use of destructive post mortem methods, it is often impossible to measure more
than one biological variable in a given vessel. Conventionally, data for each variable are
obtained from multiple subjects (referred to as individual-level data) and aggregated over
a common anatomical feature, such as a vessel bifurcation. Subsequently, the correlation
between the average maps of the two variables (referred to as aggregate-level data) is
determined. But inferring the strength of individual-level correlations from aggregate
data is an ‘ecological fallacy’ (Robinson, 1950): aggregation reduces variance and typically
biases the result towards a stronger correlation. In fact, two spatial variables that display
negative correlation at the individual-level can appear to have a strong positive correlation
at the aggregate level (Robinson, 1950).
In the present study, four statistical significance tests for assessing spatial correlations
are compared by applying them to previously obtained average maps of steady WSS
(Peiffer et al., 2012) and three putatively-related arterial properties (Clarke et al., 2012;
Cremers et al., 2011; Bond et al., 2011). A fifth test, specific to aggregate data, is
also proposed and applied. The substantial differences in significance obtained with the
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different methods are discussed, along with the appropriate application of each method.
What can de deduced from aggregate data regarding individual-level correlations is also
demonstrated. Although the focus of the study is on correlation coefficients, the concepts
apply to any other test statistic and could be extended to regression analysis.
6.2 Methods
Data were obtained from previous studies of the area surrounding the origins of the
intercostal arteries in the descending thoracic aorta of immature New Zealand White
rabbits less than 6 months old. Maps were constructed in the form of grids with n
pixels. Branch ostia were treated as independent, both between and within animals; this
assumption will be critiqued later. Average maps were formed by aligning the ostial
centres. Using the raw data from the original studies, an average map of steady WSS
(Peiffer et al., 2012) was correlated with arterial wall permeability (Clarke et al., 2012),
atherosclerotic lesion prevalence (Cremers et al., 2011) and endothelial cell nuclear length-
to-width ratio (L/W) (Bond et al., 2011). The average maps are shown in Figure 6.1
and Table 6.1 summarises the data, including the sample size (number of branches) for
each variable. Note the maps may qualitatively differ from those presented in the original
articles due to the choice of colour scale. Furthermore, the branch ostium was manually
removed from each of the individual maps of permeability (which was not done in the
original study) and two maps were excluded due to poor data quality1. The WSS map
was resampled and resized to match the pixelation and size of each of the data sets with
which it was compared. Both the WSS and permeability maps are shown at their 1.8x1.8
mm extents, with 1.2x1.68 and 1.2x1.2 mm boxes overlaid to show the regions of interest
(ROIs) used in later comparisons; the main results were obtained using the 1.2x1.68 mm
1Vessels were improperly slide mounted such that air was trapped between the coverslip and the
tissue, introducing imaging artefacts.
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ROI. A representative selection of individual branch maps for each dataset is shown in
Figure 6.2. For lesions, individual maps represent left or right side averages for each
rabbit as the raw data were unavailable. All statistical methods were implemented with
Matlab 2012a (MathWorks, Inc).
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Figure 6.1: Average maps for each variable. White areas represent the branch ostium and were excluded from the analysis. WSS was normalised
as described in Peiffer et al. (2012). In the bottom row, data are coloured by rank (the pixel with the lowest intensity is given a rank of 1, the next
lowest a rank of 2, etc). Maps of WSS and permeability are shown at their 1.8x1.8 mm extents with two regions-of-interest marked with black lines
(1.2x1.2 and 1.2x1.68 mm). See text for data sources.
WSS Nuclear L/WPermeability Lesion
Dimensionless Fluorescence intensity % prevalence ratio
Figure 6.2: A selection of individual maps for each variable. For lesion prevalence, individual
maps represent left or right side averages for each rabbit as the raw data were unavailable. See
text for data sources.
Table 6.1: Details of the data used to map each variable around intercostal branch ostia.
Data Units Method Pixel size
(µm)
Map size
(mm)
Number of
branches
WSS
(Peiffer et al., 2012)
Pascals Steady state
computational fluid
dynamic simulations in
vascular corrosion cast
geometries.
– – 38
Arterial wall
permeability
(Clarke et al., 2012)
Arbitrary
fluorescence
units
En face confocal imaging
of in vivo uptake of
fluorescently labelled
albumin.
6 1.2 x 1.68 30
Lesion prevalence
(Cremers et al.,
2011)
% frequency Oil red O staining of
cholesterol-fed rabbits,
imaged en face with flat
bed scanner.
120 1.2 x 1.68 16
Nuclear L/W ratio
(Bond et al., 2011)
– Epifluorescence
microscopy of nuclear
stained endothelium
100 1.2 x 1.80 36
6.2.1 Problem definition
At each location in a given map with a total of n pixels, there is a measured vari-
able (x1, x2, . . . , xn). A second map, with the same pixel locations records the variable
(y1, y2, . . . , yn). We seek to quantify the dependence between x and y. Pearson’s corre-
lation coefficient measures the linear dependence between two variables, defined for the
sample as,
r =
n
i=1
(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯) n
i=1
(xi − x¯)2
 n
i=1
(yi − y¯)2
(6.1)
where x¯, y¯ are the sample means. r ranges from -1 to 1, with extreme values implying
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a linear (or inverse linear) relationship. r = 0 implies no correlation between x and
y. An alternative correlation coefficient is Spearman’s rank (ρ) which assumes only a
monotonic relation between the variables. To compute this, each variable is ranked: the
pixel with the lowest intensity is given a rank of 1, the next lowest a rank of 2, etc. ρ is
then computed using Equation 6.1 but xi and yi are replaced by their rank values. To
avoid linearity assumptions, Spearman’s ρ was used in this study. In addition, ρ is more
robust to outliers. To correspond with this choice, the maps in Figure 6.1 are also shown
coloured by rank.
For any correlation we seek to make an inference on the result; that is, is the result
statistically significant or not? To achieve this we test the null hypothesis that the true
(population) correlation coefficient is equal to 0. Formally, for a two tailed test this is
given as,
Null H0 : corr(X, Y ) = 0
Alternative HA : corr(X, Y ) ̸= 0
The significance of the sample coefficient p can be found using:
t = ρ

n− 2
1− ρ2 (6.2)
which has an approximate Student’s t distribution with n − 2 degrees of freedom (the
same applies for Pearson’s r). This assumes each pixel is an independent observation,
which is violated when the data exhibits SA. For n<10, significance is better determined
with a permutation test.
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6.2.2 Test 1: De-correlation length based sampling
In the method proposed by Peiffer et al. (2013a), SA was removed by randomly sub-
sampling (with replacement) the pixels in the map of WSS at a sufficiently low density
that the pixels became decorrelated. The difference between each pixel in the sub-sample
and the corresponding pixel in the map of lesion frequency was calculated, and the squares
of these differences summed. To obtain a p value for the sub-sample, the sum of squares
was compared with the distribution of such sums obtained after repeatedly permuting
one of the sub-samples. To avoid a loss of data, further sub-samples were drawn and
the median p value taken. Note this method, and that used in Test 2 below, assume a
single decorrelation length, stationarity and isotropy. Stationarity implies that the level
of autocorrelation is the same across the map, isotropy that it varies equally in every
direction.
Figure 6.3: Test 1: Decorrelation length based resampling. SA is removed by repeated random
sub-sampling at a density where pixels become decorrelated. The pixels of an example sub-
sample are highlighted in black; the same locations are used in both maps. The significance of
the correlation of each sub-sample is computed and the median taken.
For consistency, the method was modified in the present study. Rather than the sum of
squares, ρ was computed for each sub-sample (corr(xsmp, ysmp)); instead of the permuta-
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tion test, p was computed using the t-test (Equation 6.2). Between 10,000 and 200,000
sub-samples were required to achieve an error tolerance of 5x10-4 on the median p value.
The method is outlined schematically in Figure 6.3. As part of this procedure, the sam-
pling distribution of ρ for a given sub-sample size was obtained. From this, it was logical
to construct confidence intervals (CIs) to assess the uncertainty of the estimate of ρ. A
correlation was deemed significant at p<0.05 if the 95% CI did not include a correlation
coefficient of zero.
Following the original method, the sub-sample size m was calculated as n/Ldec
2 where
Ldec is the decorrelation length - the distance required between pixels for them to become
independent. Ldec was computed as follows. Every pixel was replaced by a z score defined
as,
z =
|x− µ|
σ
(6.3)
where x is the pixel’s value and µ and σ are, respectively, the mean and standard deviation
of the pixel and its neighbourhood combined. In essence, Equation 6.3 computes a Local
Moran’s Index without spatial weighting (Chen, 2013; Anselin, 1995); this is commonly
used measure of SA. The average z score for all pixels in the map, zmean, was then
computed.
In a further modification of the original method, a neighbourhood was defined as a
ring of pixels a given radius away from the central pixel2 (see Figure 6.4a). zmean was
computed for increasing radii up to half the image width. Ldec equals the radius at which
zmean reached a maximum. To accommodate boundaries, if part of a ring neighbourhood
extended beyond the map (including extending into the branch mouth), µ and σ were
2In Peiffer et al. (2013a), the neighbourhood was defined as four pixels forming a cross or an ‘x’ over
the central pixel. This arrangement is suited to repeating patterns, such as a checkerboard.
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computed using only those pixels that were within the map boundaries (Figure 6.4b).
Figure 6.4: Computing Ldec using the z score and a ring filter. (a) 1/4 of the ring neighbourhood
which is compared with the centre pixel (black), for radii of 1, 3, 5 and 7 pixels. (b) Handling
of the map boundaries.
z can not be computed when both |x− µ| and σ are equal to zero; that is, the z score
is indeterminant. This occurs when a pixel and its ring neighbourhood both lie within
a region of uniform intensity i.e. x = µ and σ = 0. Consider as an example, the
checkerboard pattern shown in Figure 6.5a, where the edge length of one square is 10
pixels; for a pixel in the centre of a square, z is undefined for radii<5. In cases such
as this, pixels are excluded from the zmean calculation until z becomes determinate at
larger radii. Figure 6.5c shows the plot of zmean for radii up to half the image width and
with 10% Gaussian noise added to the checkerboard (Figure 6.5b). The largest peak is
flattened between 9 and 11 pixels. The choice of a circular filter reduces accuracy in this
case; for the images of scattered disks of diameter 10 pixels in Figures 6.5d and e, the z
score returns the correct Ldec with and without noise added.
6.2.3 Test 2: Dutilleul’s Modified t-Test
Clifford et al. (1989), with refinement by Dutilleul et al. (1993), proposed substituting
n in Equation 6.2 with the effective sample size m before determining significance. Al-
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Figure 6.5: Tests of the z score method for identifying Ldec. (a) Checkerboard image where
each square is 10 x 10 pixels. (b) 10% Gaussian noise added to (a). (c) z scores computed for
the images in (a) and (b) for radii up to half the image width. (d) Image of scattered disks
with a radius of 10 pixels. (e) 10% Gaussian noise added to (d). (f) z scores computed for the
images in (d) and (e) up to half the image width.
though originally devised for Pearson’s r, this method has been used in conjunction with
Spearman’s ρ (Sivakoff et al., 2013); indeed both coefficients follow the same distribu-
tion. In general, m is calculated through a correction to the variance of the correlation
coefficient that accounts for the autocorrelation in each variable. For comparison with
the subsampling method described above, here m is deduced from Ldec as computed in
Section 6.2.2.
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6.2.4 Restricted randomisation
In the previous two methods, SA was accounted for through a correction to sample size.
The test statistic was still assumed to follow a t-distribution under H0, though with a
reduced number of degrees of freedom. An alternative approach is to determine the null
distribution for a given level of SA and the original sample size n; it is not known a priori.
Significance is then determined by where the observed ρ value lies on the distribution.
This falls into the class of so called randomisation tests (Manly, 1997) in which the data
themselves are used to generate the null distribution. They avoid the assumption of
normality inherent in most parametric tests.
In its simplest form, for data without SA, a randomisation test proceeds as follows.
All the pixels in one map (x1, x2, . . . , xn) are shuffled to produce a ‘surrogate’ dataset
(xπ(1), . . . , xπ(n)) where π is a permutation of the set {1, ..., n}. The surrogate is then
correlated with the other, unshuffled dataset (y1, x2, . . . , yn). The process is repeated and
the resulting distribution of ρ values is that underH0, where each pixel is independent and
all possible rearrangements of the data are equally likely. Significance is then determined
by how often the surrogate ρ values are at least as extreme as the observed value (using
absolute values for a two-tailed test). This is analogous to the t-test in Section 6.2.1.
If the data exhibits SA, the randomisation (shuffling) can be restricted so as to preserve
SA in the surrogates. The null hypothesis then states that not only do the two datasets
show no association, but that each is the result of an “independent pattern generating
process” (Deblauwe et al., 2012), rather than just uncorrelated noise. Two methods were
employed to generate SA-preserving surrogates of the WSS map, as detailed in the next
two sections. Manly (1997) states that more than 10,000 surrogates should be generated,
a suggestion that was adopted here. The restricted randomisation approach is shown
schematically in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Tests 3 and 4: Restricted randomisation. The pixel locations of one map are
randomised in a way that preserves SA. The correlation of these surrogate maps with the other
dataset forms the null distribution. Significance of the original correlation is found from where
this lies on the distribution.
Test 3: Iterative amplitude adjusted Fourier transform
A commonly used technique for generating surrogates is Fourier phase randomisation. In
applying the Fourier transform (FT) to a dataset, the result can be written as the am-
plitude and phase coefficients of the sinusoids (frequencies) contained within the original
data. Squaring the amplitudes gives the power (or energy) spectrum. For a 2D pixel map
this is expressed in matrix notation as,
Fjk = Ajke
iφjk (6.4)
where Fjk is the discrete FT of the map, the subscripts j and k are the frequency com-
ponents in the X and Y Cartesian directions, and Ajk and φjk are the amplitude and
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phase coefficients. According to the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, any maps which share
the same energy spectrum also share the same autocorrelation function (Wiener, 1930;
Khintchine, 1934). If the phase coefficients are replaced by random values in the range
[0, 2π], performing the inverse FT generates a random surrogate with the same autocor-
relation function as the original3 (Theiler et al., 1992).
The resulting data pixel values are, on average, normally distributed; considering the
power spectrum alone is equivalent to modelling Gaussian data. To ensure the surrogate
and original (not necessarily normal) distributions match, the Iterative Amplitude Ad-
justed FT (IAAFT) method (Schreiber and Schmitz, 1996) is used. The surrogate pixel
values are ranked and replaced by the original rank-ordered values. However, the power
spectrum is now only approximately preserved and must be replaced by the original.
These two steps are repeated until convergence of the distribution and power spectrum is
reached. A maximum of 200 iterations was used; the iterative process terminated sooner
if the adjusting the power spectrum no longer altered the rank ordering.
The FT is a global approach that lacks spatial localisation and therefore cannot accom-
modate areas, such as the branch ostium, where data are missing; the ostium structure
is contained in the phase information and is “broken up” by the randomisation. As a
workaround, onto each initial phase randomised surrogate, a zero-valued branch mouth
mask was overlain. The FT was subsequently re-applied and the new phase coefficients
(no longer strictly random, but with the branch structure embedded) used to generate a
surrogate with the ostium preserved. The implications of this will be discussed later.
3In order for the inverse FT to produce a real output (no imaginary components), the phase map
should be symmetrical. In practice though this is not necessary if only the real components are taken.
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Test 4: Dual-tree Complex Wavelet Transform
More recently, studies have adopted the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to produce SA
preserving surrogate data (Deblauwe et al., 2012; Breakspear et al., 2003, 2004). Rather
than approximating the image as a series of infinite sinusoidal waves, finite ‘wavelets’
are used instead; these are localised in frequency and space and therefore applicable to
irregular domains. Wavelets may be modified by simple transformations. By shifting a
wavelet over the image, a grid of detail coefficients (a ‘sub-band’), indicating how well
the wavelet matches the local signal is computed for every location. By decomposing the
image into a hierarchy of scales (halving the image resolution each time) and scaling the
wavelet accordingly, coefficients are determined for all scales in the data. A recent modifi-
cation to the DWT is the Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT, Kingsbury
(1998)). It produces six complex-valued sub-bands at each scale corresponding to fea-
tures orientated at ±15, 45 and 75◦, overcoming the poor directional selectivity of DWT.
The summed squared magnitude of the coefficients yields the energy spectrum which, if
preserved, maintains SA.
DT-CWT surrogates were created in a similar manner to that proposed by de Rivaz
(2000). The detail coefficients were permuted within each sub-band at the four largest
scales and the inverse transform applied; permuting the smallest scales introduced artifi-
cial noise in the surrogates (see Breakspear et al., 2004). Detail coefficients are spatially
localised, thus the branch mouth could be excluded by only permuting those within the
ROI (see the method of Breakspear et al., 2004). As with IAAFT, an iterative process
was necessary to ensure that both the pixel value distribution and energy spectrum were
preserved. The mismatch between distributions arises because the coefficients are not
entirely free of autocorrelation and thus not strictly exchangeable (see Breakspear et al.,
2004, for further details); coefficient shuffling is still valid though as these correlations are
small compared with the SA present in the original image. After correcting the distri-
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bution as outlined for the IAAFT method, the DT-CWT was reapplied to the surrogate
and the energy spectrum corrected by scaling the coefficient magnitudes. A maximum of
250 iterations were used.
6.2.5 Test 5: Bootstrap approach, an alternative to p values for
aggregate data
The randomisation tests estimate the sampling distribution of ρ under the null hypothesis
of no correlation. Another approach is to form the sampling distribution of the popu-
lation, from which CIs can be derived. If the sampling distribution is unknown, Efron
(1979) showed that it can be estimated without the need to repeat experiments. In this
method, known as ‘bootstrapping’, the original sample is resampled with replacement to
create replicates; in the present case, additional average maps are formed by resampling
the individual ones. Let {a1, a2, . . . , ak} denote the original sample of maps of size k of
the variable x. A new sample is drawn with replacement to yield {a∗1, a∗2, . . . , a∗k} from
which the new average map x∗ is formed. In repeating this process, replicate maps are
likely to be different from one another and from the original (in which all observations
were included once and once only) because for each, some datasets may be included more
than once and others not at all.
To generate the sampling distribution, a bootstrap sample (having the same size as the
original) was drawn from each of the datasets being compared (a∗, b∗), new averages
made (x∗, y∗) and their correlation coefficient calculated (corr(x∗, y∗)); see the schematic
in Figure 6.7. This process was repeated at least 10,000 times (and up to 150,000 times
in some cases, error tolerance of 1x10-3). A CI on the original ρ could then be formed
from the resulting distribution (known as the Percentile interval bootstrap Efron and
Tibshirani (1994)). The 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles form the lower and upper confidence
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bounds for the 95% CI. A correlation is significant if the interval excludes zero. This
method is specific to aggregate data, and whether data exhibit SA or not is irrelevant.
Figure 6.7: Test 5: The bootstrap method. New average maps are formed by drawing new sam-
ples from the individual branch maps. The correlation of these forms the sampling distribution
from which the 95% confidence interval can be found.
It has been shown that the coverage of the bootstrap CIs is not as good as expected for
skewed and/or biased distributions - that is, if we could draw additional samples from the
population, fewer than 95% of the CIs computed for each sample would contain the true
value of ρ. Various correction methods have been proposed but these are often suited to
specific situations. One approach for correlation coefficients, applied here, is the double
or iterated bootstrap Martin (1990). It works by first estimating the actual coverage of
the CIs computed with the Percentile interval bootstrap. To do this a bootstrap sample
is itself resampled to produce another level of bootstrap samples, and the 95% CI found.
This is repeated for each of the original, top-level samples. Coverage is assessed by finding
the number of second level CIs that contain the estimate of the population ρ. If CIs are
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computed for multiple confidence levels for each second level bootstrap, it is possible
to deduce which level gives the desired nominal coverage. An obvious disadvantage of
this method is its lengthy computation: the number of replicates is ideally squared. A
10,000 by 5,000 double bootstrap was found to be sufficient for repeatable results 4 whilst
maintaing reasonable computation times.
6.2.6 Individual-level correlation
The methods described above relate to the correlation of two averaged maps, each of
which was created by aggregating individual maps. Correlations between aggregate data
are typically higher than correlations between the pairs of individual-level data used to
create them. Consider a 2D Gaussian feature whose spatial position is determined by
some probability function (Figure 6.8). If we generate 100 pairs of maps containing this
feature, all derived from the same probability function, the median pairwise correlation is
low (for one instance Pearson’s r=0.044, Spearman’s ρ=0.482). However, correlating the
sample averages gives r=0.975, ρ=0.976. Thus aggregate-level correlations should not be
applied to the individual-level; unfortunately it is most often at the individual-level that
correlations are sought.
When data are unpaired, it is possible to compute a lower bound on the unknown magni-
tude of the individual-level correlation as shown schematically in Figure 6.9. Two maps
are drawn, one from each sample, and the correlation of the pair computed (corr(a∗1, b
∗
1)).
This is repeated until the number of pairs equals the number of maps in the smaller
of the two datasets (k); again the sampling is with replacement so some maps may be
selected more than once. The median of the pairwise coefficients gives the correlation
for independent datasets. The absolute value of the unknown individual-level correlation
4When the computed coverage is plotted against confidence level, lines/curves will appear noisy if an
insufficient number of replicates has been used.
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Figure 6.8: Individual-level versus aggregate-level correlation. A model was defined for a
300x300 pixel map as a 2D Gaussian with a standard deviation of 60 pixels, whose average
spatial location is the centre of the map with a standard deviation of 40 pixels in x and y. Two
samples (of size 100) were drawn from this model and paired. Three example pairs are shown.
Also shown are the average maps of each sample. The mean of 100 pairwise correlation rmean
= 0.044. In contrast the correlation between average maps is 0.975.
can be no less than this. For the data used here, this was repeated 10,000 times to form
a repeatable sampling distribution, and hence median value.
Although the lower bound for r was approximately zero in the example shown in Figure
6.8, that is not necessarily the case for focal spatial patterns where key features shift little
between successive maps. Considering the example again, halving the standard deviation
of the probability function increases r to 0.548, ρ to 0.719.
6.2.7 Sensitivity of the correlation
To illustrate the sensitivity of ρ to the ROI and resolution, permeability maps of area
1.2x1.2 and 1.8x1.8 mm and resolution of 3 µm (as in the original data) or 6 µm were
generated and correlated with WSS, and significance assessed. To investigate how the
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Figure 6.9: Estimating the lower bound on the individual-level correlation. Maps are drawn
from each sample, paired and correlated; the total number of pairs equals the original sample
size. The median of the pairwise coefficients is an estimate of the correlation for independent
datasets; repetition is necessary for repeatable results.
type of coefficient and applied data transforms can affect conclusions, Pearson’s r was also
computed for all the comparisons described above, and after reciprocal transformation of
WSS for the correlation with permeability.
6.3 Results
Scatter plots of the data before and after ranking are shown in Figure 6.10; the plots
also give Pearson’s r or Spearman’s ρ values, as appropriate. Nuclear L/W showed
the strongest correlation with WSS (ρ=0.687). The correlations with lesion frequency
(ρ=0.275) and permeability (ρ=-0.178) were weaker, and interestingly were negative for
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the latter. For the approximately linear relationship between WSS and nuclear L/W,
Pearson’s method gave a stronger correlation than Spearman’s (0.800), as expected. Re-
ciprocal transformation of WSS gave the strongest correlation with permeability, r=0.416
(data not shown).
Figure 6.10: Scatter plots of the relationships between WSS and each variable. In the top row,
Pearson’s r values are given. In the bottom row, data were ranked before plotting; Spearman’s
ρ values are given. (a, b) Permeability. (c, d) Lesion frequency. (e, f) Nuclear L/W.
Whilst nuclear L/W displays a strong correlation with WSS, the individual-level value of
ρ could be lower (Table 6.2). The lower bound computed by randomly pairing individual
maps, was 0.236, indicating substantial variation between individual maps of one or both
variables. The corresponding computations for permeability and lesion frequency gave
-0.0864 and 0.224 respectively. As the ‘raw’ lesion data are themselves averaged maps,
the latter value is only slightly lower than the aggregate-level correlation.
Table 6.2 summarises the value of ρ obtained and its p value or CI according to each
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test. A correlation was considered significant if p<0.05. The implausibly low p values
obtained with the standard t-test highlight the need to account for SA. The results for
each method are now examined in more detail.
6.3.1 Decorrelation length
Figure 6.11a shows the z score curve for WSS. Two local peaks are visible, with the largest
occurring at almost half the map height. A third feature was identified at a radius of 92
pixels by fitting a high order polynomial to the curve, computing its second derivative
and looking for positive maxima. The second derivative is a measure of the curvature of
the original graph; if curvature is positive, the graph is convex.
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Figure 6.11: z score for 1.2x1.68 mm maps at 6 µm resolution of (a) WSS and (b) permeability.
Local maxima and curvature maxima (circle markers, found by fitting a curve and computing
the second derivative) are labelled. In (b) the z score computed for the permeability map after
smoothing with a Gaussian filter (15x15 pixels, standard deviation 3) is also shown (dashed
line).
The two smaller lengths correspond with the proportions of the high WSS features whilst
the largest value is consistent with the characteristic distance from the low valued ‘back-
ground’ to the central feature. The noisy appearance of the permeability map causes a
sharp peak in z score at small radii (Figure 6.11b). After applying a smoothing filter
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Table 6.2: Results for each test of statistical significance on the computed correlations. Also given is the lower bound of the individual level correlation.
Two length scales were chosen for Ldec based sampling and Dutilluel’s t-test (see text). The corresponding sample sizes for permeability, lesion and
nuclear L/W were 43, 32 and 20 for length 1, and 6, 5 and 5 for length 2. For the restricted randomisation test using the DT-CWT, p values are
also given after randomly flipping surrogates by 180◦. *Matlab real minimum = 2.23x10-308. n is the number of pixels in each map.
Spearman’s
ρ
Individual-
level
ρ
t-test Ldec based sampling
95% CI
Dutilleul’s t-test IAAFT DT-CWT DT-CWT
with
rotations
Bootstrap
95% CI
Length 1 Length 2 Length 1 Length 2
Permeability
n=50254
-0.178 -0.086 0* [-0.476,
0.151]
[-0.886,
0.771]
0.254 0.736 0.648 0.450 0.725 [-0.310
-0.009]
Lesion
n=128
0.275 0.224 1.68x10-3 [-0.154,
0.623]
[-0.900,
1.00]
0.128 0.654 0.748 0.508 0.732 [0.185
0.357]
Nuclear
L/W
n=180
0.687 0.236 1.52x10-31 [0.284,
0.893]
[-0.500,
1.00]
8.19x10-4 0.200 0.126 6.00x10-3 7.00x10-3 [0.517
0.751]
to the map (Gaussian filter, 15x15 pixels, standard deviation 3), this peak shifts to the
right and other features become apparent. Noise increases the σ of the neighbourhood at
each location, reducing the magnitude of the z score. Smoothing was applied simply to
highlight the sensitivity of the z score. No conclusions should be drawn on what smooth-
ing level is appropriate (or whether it should be applied at all), but it is advisable to
investigate the robustness of the identified length scales using this approach.
It is clear that the data are inconsistent with the assumption of a single decorrelation
length5. For data with multiple length scales, it is wrong to select just one Ldec. If
the largest is chosen, features at smaller scales are lost. If the smallest is chosen, SA is
still present in the sample. To demonstrate the range of CIs and p values that may be
obtained, Test 1 and Test 2 were applied to the correlation of WSS with permeability using
Ldec values corresponding to the two features in the WSS z score (at 34 and 92 pixels,
equivalent to 204 and 552 µm). Similar analyses were conducted for the correlation of
WSS with lesion frequency and nuclear L/W; length scales were chosen from the z scores
(not shown) for WSS maps resampled to the appropriate resolution (2 and 5 pixels,
equivalent to 240 and 600 µm, for lesion frequency; 3 and 6 pixels, equivalent to 300 and
600 µm, for L/W). CIs for Test 1 and p values for Test 2 (Dutilluel’s method) are given
in Table 6.2. Both tests showed significant correlations only for nuclear L/W, and only
with the smaller decorrelation length.
To illustrate the agreement between the two methods and the dependence of significance
on sample size, Ldec values from 10 to 90 pixels were used for calculating the significance
of the correlation between WSS and permeability using Test 1 and 2 (Figure 6.12). For
Test 1, two curves are plotted. One shows the p values computed as the median of the
sample p values (following the original method in Peiffer et al., 2013a). For the other,
the confidence level at each Ldec was decreased from 1 in steps of 0.0005 till the CI no
longer contained 0; the p value was calculated as 1 minus this confidence level (note this
5Although not investigated here, the data may also fail to fulfil the assumptions of stationarity and
isotropy
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is approximate and just computed for illustrative purposes).
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Figure 6.12: Variation of p value and ρ with Ldec for the correlation of the WSS and permeability
maps. Three methods were used to compute these p values: the median of the sub-sample
p values, p values derived from CIs on the sampling distribution of ρ (circle markers), and
Dutilluel’s modified t-test.
The CI derived p values show good agreement with Dutilleul’s method; they both assess
the sampling distribution of ρ (shown in Figure 8 6.13a for Ldec=34), though in the
latter the standard error is idealised as [(1− r2)/(n− 2)]1/2. Also plotted in 6.12 is the
mean sample ρ, which varies little with sample size, emphasising that there is no need
to perform the repeated sub-sampling in Test 1; significance may be determined directly
from the t statistic for the observed ρ, simply by replacing n with m as in Dutilleul’s
method. Due to the very small sample size at large Ldec, the chance of getting close to
perfect correlations increases (Figure 6.13b) - though at first glance sample scatter plots
would not suggest this (Figure 6.13c and d) - hence the confidence bounds can take a
value of 1 (lesion frequency and nuclear L/W at the larger Ldec).
The original method of Peiffer et al. (2013a) uses the distribution of p values rather
than the distribution of ρ. The median sample p value begins to deviate from both the
CI-derived and Dutilleul’s p values. When the null hypothesis is true (no correlation),
the p value distribution becomes uniform over the interval [0,1] with a median of 0.5;
the curve tends towards this value. Under the alternative hypothesis, the distribution
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Figure 6.13: ρ and p value distributions for the correlation of WSS and permeability obtained
using Ldec based sampling. In (a) and (c) Ldec = 34 pixels, m = 43. In (b) and (d) Ldec =
92, m = 6. (e) shows an example of the scatter plot when m = 6. In (f) the data were ranked
before plotting and Spearman’s ρ is given.
becomes positively skewed, with the skewness increasing with sample size and the size
of the test statistic (Figure 6.13e and f, also see Bhattacharya and Habtzghi, 2002). For
this condition, it has been shown that the median p value does equal the significance
of the median test statistic (Joiner, 1969). Hence for large sample sizes when the null
hypothesis is false, there is close agreement between the methods. As the sample size
decreases and the null hypothesis can no longer be rejected, this relationship no longer
holds.
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6.3.2 Surrogate data
Figure 6.14a shows examples of surrogate WSS maps produced by IAAFT for the res-
olutions matching each of the other datasets. In general the autocorrelation structure
appears well preserved, though features visibly wrap around to opposing sides. Fourier
randomisation assumes autocorrelation is periodic; hence the 2D map becomes a torus
and features are free to slide over this domain.
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Figure 6.14: Example WSS surrogate maps generated by (a) IAAFT and (b) DT-CWT, at
resolutions matching those of the lesion (120 µm), nuclear L/W (100 µm), and permeability (6
µm) maps. Three examples are given at the finest resolution.
When correcting the pixel value distributions, the maximum number of iterations was
limited to 200 for either method. For the WSS map matching the resolution of the perme-
ability data, this meant that the solution had not converged; not all the ranked surrogate
pixel values matched the original. Taking the IAAFT case as an example, on average, ap-
proximately 25% of the pixels differed after 200 iterations. This was reduced to only 2.5%
when the 600 iterations were used. However, increasing the number of iterations beyond
200 had little effect on the correlation; from 200 to 600 iterations the mean absolute dif-
ference in the coefficient obtained for the correlation of each surrogate with permeability
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was less than 0.001. The same applies for the DT-CWT, whose computational burden
was already high at only 200 iterations (see Section 6.4.6).
As mentioned in Section 6.2.4, by preserving the ostium phase randomisation is partially
restricted in the IAAFT method. To visualise this restriction, phase-only surrogates were
created by setting all amplitudes equal to 1. Ringing artefacts are visible in the average
map of these surrogates (Figure 6.15a). Extreme values localise to the arcs and ostium
edge. This behaviour is partially visible in plots of the locations of the maximum and
minimum values in each of the autocorrelation-preserving surrogates (Figures 6.15b and
c). Minima also preferentially occur lateral to the ostium (see also the average surrogate
map in Figure 6.15d) but this is due to the autocorrelation structure.
Example DT-CWT surrogates are shown in Figure 6.14b. The randomisation appears
overly restrictive; the average map of the surrogates (Figure 6.15e) is almost identical to
the original. Given the large length scales present, this result is inevitable: features must
fit within the ROI, so few permutations are possible; this is in contrast to the unbounded
IAAFT surrogates. As DT-CWT preserves directionality, the average map is horizontally
asymmetric, unlike that of IAAFT; directional preservation was considered a desirable
property by Kingsbury (1998) as the proposed application was texture image synthesis.
Note that although randomisation of the high frequency components (short scale SA)
was prevented by only shuffling the detail coefficients associated with lower frequencies
- surrogates will match the original at these scales (Breakspear et al., 2004) - this does
not account for the permutation restriction.
Figures 6.16a and b show the null distributions for these restricted randomisation tests;
p values are given in Table 6.2. DT-CWT null distributions were considerably narrower
than those produced by IAAFT, consistent with the more restricted randomisation of
DT-CWT surrogates just described and the many near-zero correlations arising from the
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Figure 6.15: Assessing the randomisation constraints for IAAFT and DT-CWT. (a) Average
map of the IAAFT surrogates when only the phases are preserved (all amplitudes were set to 1).
Extreme values localise to ringing artefacts and the ostium edge. (b) Locations of the maximum
value in 1,000 surrogates. (c) Locations of the minimum value in 1,000 surrogates. (d) Average
map of 10,000 IAAFT surrogates. (e) Average map of 10,000 DT-CWT surrogates.
IAAFT periodicity assumption. Correspondingly, the DT-CWT test gave consistently
lower p values than IAAFT. The IAAFT method did not find any of the correlations
significant whereas the DT-CWT method, like Ldec based sampling and Dutilleul’s t-
tests, showed significant correlations for nuclear L/W.
Simply rotating a map (through 180◦ in the case of rectangular domain) produces a
surrogate in which SA is perfectly preserved. To assess the constraints of the IAAFT and
DT-CWT methods, WSS surrogates were rotated at random by 180◦ before correlation
with the map of interest, and p values then recomputed. This altered significance for
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Figure 6.16: Null distributions for the restricted randomisation tests using IAAFT (a) and
DT-CWT (b). The red vertical line marks the observed correlation. (c) Null distributions
after randomly flipping the DT-CWT surrogates by multiples of 180◦. (d) Bootstrap sampling
distributions with 95% CI marked (vertical pink lines).
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DT-CWT, but the IAAFT was only minimally affected; the p values obtained by the
two methods became comparable (Table 6.2). The new distributions for DT-CWT with
rotations are shown in Figure 6.16c; the histograms were broader and bimodal (a feature
also of the IAAFT) with few, if any, zero correlations. This suggests that the bimodal
IAAFT histograms arise because the surrogates broadly fall into two groups, those with
maxima downstream and those with maxima upstream of the ostia.
6.3.3 Bootstrapped CIs
Examples of bootstrap average maps are shown in Figure 6.17 for WSS and permeabil-
ity. Patterns are qualitatively similar between bootstraps for WSS. Permeability showed
somewhat greater variation, reflecting the greater variance in individual maps (see Figure
6.2). Overall mean intensities changed by up to 20% of the original value.
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Figure 6.17: Example bootstrap average maps of WSS and permeability.
Figure 6.16d shows the sampling distributions obtained for the bootstrap, with 95%
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CIs. The distributions were approximately symmetrical around the observed correlation,
though there was some bias. Bootstrap means were -0.163 for permeability, 0.273 for
lesion frequency and 0.647 for nuclear L/W. All correlations were significant using the
bootstrap test with uncorrected intervals - that is, none of the CIs included zero. Perme-
ability had the largest CI, reflecting the substantial variation between individual maps.
The distribution for nuclear L/W was asymmetric, as expected for strong correlations,
and the CI was consequently not symmetric around the bootstrap mean. Lesion frequency
had the narrowest CI, reflecting the limited variation in the raw data.
Figure 6.18 shows CI coverage computed with the double bootstrap. When ρ is as nor-
mally distributed, with little bias, as it was for lesion frequency, the actual coverage
probability is close to the nominal level; choosing a 96% interval would have given the
desired 95% coverage. Similarly, a 96.4% percentile interval would have been correct for
permeability. With the skewed sampling distribution obtained for nuclear L/W, however,
coverage was only 76%. A 99.6% confidence interval would have been required to give
actual coverage of 95%. Thus the coverage-corrected CIs are [-0.320,0.003] for permeabil-
ity, [0.180,0.361] for lesion frequency and [0.441,0.788] for nuclear L/W. Note that with
this correction the correlation with permeability is no longer significant at the 5% level.
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Figure 6.18: Confidence interval coverage computed by the double bootstrap for each correla-
tion. Values are given for the confidence level that gives 95% coverage (circle markers).
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6.3.4 ROI and resolution
Table 6.3 summarises the sensitivity of ρ and r to changes in map size and resolution
when permeability was compared with WSS. It also shows the corresponding changes in
significance for ρ, using both restricted randomisations and the bootstrap. Map size is
considered first. When the ROI was either decreased or increased, ρ increased negatively
whilst Pearson’s r decreased; changes were smaller for Pearson’s r. IAAFT significance
increased for the 1.8x1.8 mm ROI as there was more chance of poor surrogate correlations;
the larger domain gave greater freedom of movement to the features during randomisation.
The DT-CWT method gave significance similar to that obtained for 1.2x1.68 mm as
features centred around the ostium remained centred after randomisation in both cases
(data not shown). For the 1.2x1.2 mm ROI, significance increased for DT-CWT; plotting
the location of maxima in all surrogates showed the randomisation was less restricted in
this case, increasing poor surrogate correlations.
As mentioned earlier, rotation of the DT-CWT surrogates generated additional permis-
sible SA-preserving maps; for square maps, 90◦ rotations were possible. After applying
random rotations, significance changes were minimal for IAAFT. DT-CWT significance
changed substantially for rectangular maps and 1.2x1.2 mm maps, but rotations had little
affect on the results for the largest map. Presumably this was because the larger ROI
diluted the influence of the central feature.
Altering the resolution of a map had little effect on the strength of the correlation; because
even the lowest resolution maps had SA, the effective sample size was unchanged.
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Table 6.3: Effects of region-of-interest size and resolution on the correlation of WSS with per-
meability and its significance. p values are given for the restricted randomisation tests using
IAAFT and DT-CWT, with and without random surrogate rotations (either 90 or 180◦ depend-
ing on the shape of the map), and the 95% CI computed by bootstrapping. Pearson’s r is also
given.
Spearman’s
ρ
Pearson’s
r
IAAFT DT-CWT Random rotations Bootstrap
95% CI
IAAFT DT-CWT
6 µm pixels
1.2x1.68 mm
-0.178 -0.282 0.648 0.450 0.668 0.725 [-0.311,-0.0108]
6 µm pixels
1.2x1.2 mm
-0.211 -0.268 0.588 0.235 0.511 0.582 [-0.356,-0.0303]
6 µm pixels
1.8x1.8 mm
-0.266 -0.254 0.235 0.417 0.245 0.480 [-0.388,-0.0764]
3 µm pixels
1.2x1.68 mm
-0.190 -0.282 0.617 0.468 0.615 0.731 [-0.309,-0.0187]
3 µm pixels
1.8x1.8 mm
-0.267 -0.250 0.210 0.418 0.223 0.470 [-0.384,-0.0801]
6.4 Discussion
Studies of the association between WSS and atherosclerosis have often relied on quali-
tative visual assessment, axial or circumferential averaging, or thresholding to interpret
results. These studies generally support the low/oscillatory WSS hypothesis. When data
reduction is avoided however, the relationship breaks down; of the 40 studies reviewed
in Peiffer et al. (2013c), none of the five that used point-by-point comparisons showed
a significant correlation. A recent study of coronary artery disease has demonstrated
the lack of agreement between data analyses at different spatial scales (Timmins et al.,
2014). It has been shown for geopolitical data that correlations ranging from -1 to 1 may
be obtained depending on how zones are defined (Openshaw and Taylor, 1979). Artifi-
cially zoning continuous data introduces bias, but correlating datasets at high resolution
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without appropriate adjustment for SA can cause rejection of a true null hypothesis.
Here statistical inferences have been made about correlations between spatially-varying
arterial properties, using four significance tests that accommodate SA and bootstrapped
CIs for aggregate data. In the former, significance may be increased by including more
distinct features in the maps (e.g a second patch of disease). Bootstrapped CIs, in con-
trast, are narrowed by increasing the number of sample maps. All the methods indicated
that nuclear L/W is a robust surrogate for average WSS in vivo. This is in keeping with
the results of Levesque et al. (1986) who found that in vivo EC shape was linearly pro-
portional to WSS at the site of an artificial coarctation; Bond et al. (2011) have shown
that EC cell L/W is significantly correlated with nuclear L/W.
A weak negative association was found between permeability andWSS, which was marginally
significant using bootstrapping but not any other method. Firm conclusions should not
be drawn from this result due to two artefacts. The first is imaging related. Each branch
was imaged using a 3-by-3 tile scan on a CLSM in such a manner that the ostium lay in
the central tile. Consequently spatial biases in imaging sensitivity present in each tile are
amplified when all the datasets are averaged. Occasional disjointed stitching of the tile
images for a given datasest - performed by the commercial software associated with the
microscope - also accentuates tile boundaries. Although the colour scale choice in Figure
6.1 lessens their appearance, their presence may influence results (tiling is particularly
obvious in the corresponding mature permeability pattern that will discussed in Section
6.4.2). The second artefact relates to the occurrence of axial streaks running alongside
the intercostals, previously mentioned at the end of Section 1.6.2. Depressurisation of
the aorta upon cannulation causes longitudinal cracking and subsequently artificially high
infiltration of the fluorescent tracer. In the dataset used here there appears to be a stripe
of elevated permeability on the left hand side of the average map. This may be due to
more anatomical right branch maps in the dataset than left. In a related, but more recent
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study to Clarke et al. (2012), Bailey et al. (2015) have removed both the streak and tiling
artefacts from their permeability data; note the authors found no significant asymmetry
in their pattern for immature rabbits. The correlation between WSS and permeability
should be reassessed with the newer data.
A weak but significant correlation between WSS and lesion prevalence was obtained using
CIs but not any of the methods accounting for SA. Previously p>0.05 was obtained for
the relation between WSS and lesion prevalence using the original Ldec based sampling
method. The bootstrap CI method developed here was first introduced in Mohamied et al.
(2015) and consistent with the results in the present study, a significant correlation (with
a coefficient of similar magnitude, ρ=0.332, CI=[0.226,0.401]) was found when comparing
time-averaged WSS with the same lesion pattern (a slightly large ROI was used). It is
interesting to note that lesions occur predominantly downstream of the ostium, which is
a region of high WSS. Taking nuclear L/W as a surrogate of EC morphology, this is also
a site of apparently ‘normal’ endothelium. Both these results conflict with the current
consensus that atherosclerosis localisation is attributed to low WSS. Conventional shear
metrics may not be the best associated with disease localisation; in the study of Mohamied
et al. (2015), the strongest correlation was found with the transverse WSS metric (ρ>0.8).
Although Spearman’s ρ avoids the assumption of a linear relation, adjacent pixels with
very similar physical values can have very different rank values, spreading the data (see
Figure 6.10) and weakening correlations. If the data is free of outliers and an appropriate
data transformation can be applied to ensure linearity then Pearson’s r will give stronger
correlations, but for initial exploratory data analysis ρ is more robust. Presenting data as
scatter plots alongside coefficients aids in interpreting associations. The methods will now
be discussed in more detail, highlighting their appropriate application and how spatial
data should be handled.
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6.4.1 Null hypothesis testing with SA
Decorrelation based methods should be avoided for maps exhibiting SA at multiple length
scales since the significance obtained will depend on the choice of decorrelation length.
However, if SA in maps is dominated by a single length scale, and the data display
stationarity and isotropy, these methods should yield reliable analyses so long as any
non-linearity in the relationship is accounted for. Note that the sampling strategy used
in Test 1 ensures that one pixel is selected from each Ldec
2 square sub-region on average,
not that the average distance between a sample’s pixels equals Ldec as erroneously stated
in Peiffer et al. (2013a). The presence of the branch ostium in the maps considered here,
necessitated a tailored approach to computing m; for lattice data without missing values,
the established method for computing the effective sample size in the modified t-test
could be used instead (see Dutilleul et al., 1993, for details).
In surrogate data testing, the choice of randomisation procedure is not just a matter of
mathematical rigour or convenience but modifies the null hypothesis. Thus when ran-
domising phases in Fourier series, data are assumed to be spatially periodic; hence the
IAAFT method tests the null of no correlation between two periodic signals. Clearly the
maps do not wrap around at their edges, but if SA exists at short scales with respect
to the map boundaries type I errors may be minimal (Deblauwe et al., 2012). Wavelet
methods involve greater computational complexity (see Section 6.4.6) but do incorpo-
rate finite signals into the null hypothesis and accommodate irregular ROIs. For either
method, random rotations of the surrogates may be necessary to capture the desired null
distribution; simply flipping maps creates SA-preserving surrogates that are not produced
by DT-CWT.
The null hypothesis tests that account for SA are most appropriate when only one map
per variable is available. In such cases, significance can only be determined by comparing
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the correlation between the two maps with that obtained for random, but SA preserving,
data. Although widely reported in ecology, the problem of SA has only recently received
attention in other areas of biology, such as colocalisation of features at different wave-
lengths in fluorescence microscopy as discussed by Dunn et al. (2011). For the case of
just two individual images, the authors proposed shuffling blocks of pixels in one image
to generate surrogates but stated that SA will always be less than that of the original
using this approach. Note if multiple paired maps/images are available, SA no longer
affects significance; a test simply involves computing the pairwise correlation coefficients
and then applying a t-test on these values.
6.4.2 Bootstrapped confidence intervals
In general, CIs are superior to p values as they provide information on the uncertainty
surrounding an estimate, in addition to performing a hypothesis test (Wood, 2005; Gard-
ner and Altman, 1986). Reporting the size of an effect and the precision with which it
has been assessed reduces misinterpretation of the data.
Bootstrapping provides an effective means of generating the sampling distribution of any
test statistic, normally distributed or otherwise. It uses the original sample to estimate
the population; the larger the original sample, the better the estimate. Sample sizes of
10-20 have proved sufficient in a number of studies (e.g. Bickel and Krieger, 1989) and a
sample size of 30 is certainly sufficient (Mooney and Duval, 1993). However, sampling in
the original experiment must be unbiased.
p values obtained with the other methods are dependent on the effective sample size m,
and not on the number of individual maps from which the average map was formed.
Logically, however, uncertainty in the estimate of ρ should decrease with more individual
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maps. Bootstrapping the averages achieves this: the significance of the result is directly
related to the number of branches, and problems arising from SA are obviated.
As ρ → 1, the sampling distribution becomes positively skewed. For small sample sizes,
if the distribution exhibits bias and skew, the percentile confidence interval tends to be
too narrow (see DiCiccio and Efron, 1996, for a discussion of CI accuracy for various
methods). The double bootstrap may be used to both estimate and correct the CI
coverage but at significant computational cost. It becomes less necessary as ρ becomes
normally distributed; the bootstrap CIs tend towards the correct coverage. However, for
correlations that are marginally significant (such as those that we obtained between WSS
and permeability), a coverage correction should always be applied.
Bootstrapping was used here to assess whether ρ was significantly different from zero. It
can also be used to determine if two values of ρ are significantly different. For example,
one could test whether a second WSS metric, such as the OSI (Ku et al., 1985), correlates
better than steady WSS with lesion prevalence. In Mohamied et al. (2015), significant
differences were simply determined by checking whether the two CIs overlap each other.
It is more correct to form a difference statistic distribution by randomly drawing values
from the bootstrap distribution for each correlation and subtracting one from the other;
CIs can overlap by as much as 25% and still be significant (Wolfe and Hanley, 2002). If the
CI of the result does not contain zero, the difference is significant. Note this technicality
does not alter the conclusions drawn in that work.
It also possible to determine whether one average map is significantly different from
another, such as to establish if a control group and treatment group are drawn from
the same population. Rather than bootstrapping, a permutation test should be used.
Data from both groups must first be pooled, then the group to which each belongs is
randomly reassigned; the number in each group remains the same and all the data are
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included once. New group averages are formed and ρ computed for their correlation.
Repeating this process forms the distribution under the null of no difference between
the groups. The observed statistic between the original group means is plotted on this
to assess significance. Note the null hypothesis is now the opposite of that in Section
6.3.3. Although one could also incorporate a bootstrap sampling approach, a permutation
test is considered more accurate because any outliers in the data are included each time
(Hesterberg et al., 2009).
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Figure 6.19: Permutation distributions for the difference between permeability maps from imma-
ture and mature rabbits using (a) Spearman’s ρ and (b) the sum of the squared pixel differences.
The observed association between the average maps is marked as a black vertical line. Pink
vertical lines mark the critical region of the null distribution (5%, one tailed).
To illustrate this application, the permeability data from immature rabbits used above,
was compared with the equivalent data from mature rabbits greater than 6 months old
(31 branches in total, Clarke et al., 2012). The immature map is given again in Figure
6.19a alongside the mature pattern in b. Note the colour scaling is slightly altered from
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that in Figure 6.1 to better appreciate pattern differences. As for the immature datasets,
branch mouths were removed before averaging and thus the mature map differs slightly
from that given in the original publication. The null distribution of ρ obtained using
the permutation test is shown in Figure 6.19c, with a one tailed 5% significance level
marked. The observed correlation between groups was significant and thus the null may
be rejected. When the sum of the squared pixel differences rather than ρ was used
as the test statistic, the null was no longer rejected (Figure 6.19d). Unlike correlation
coefficients, the sum of squares is sensitive to changes in mean intensity, so this apparent
discrepancy suggests that it is the pattern, not the mean permeability, which changes
with age. Clarke et al. (2012) had previously assessed differences by computing the mean
intensity in two ROIS, one upstream and one downstream of the ostium, in each average
map. Significance was then assessed using an unpaired t-test between the groups for each
ROI. As the permutation test avoids spatial data reduction it is clearly the preferable
method and if presented alongside a simple difference map computed by subtracting one
average map from the other, identifies significant differences and where these differences
occur.
6.4.3 Hierarchical data
So far, the sample maps used to create average maps around branch points have been
treated as independent for clarity. However that is not strictly accurate: the branches can
be subdivided, for example because more than one branch was examined in each rabbit.
Such hierarchical data structures may be incorporated into the bootstrap approach using
clustering, nesting or multi-level sampling techniques (Roberts and Fan, 2004). Figure
6.20 demonstrates how the choice of resampling scheme affects the bootstrap distribution
for the trivial case of the correlation of permeability with itself, using a balanced subset
of the data consisting of 4 branches from each of 4 rabbits. In the clustered bootstrap,
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it is the rabbits (clusters) that are picked at random with replacement; all the branch
maps associated with each rabbit are included. In the nested form, branches are sampled
with replacement from each rabbit, all of which are used just once. The multi-level
approach combines the previous two: both rabbits and their branches are sampled with
replacement.
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Figure 6.20: Hierarchical bootstrap distributions for the correlation of permeability with itself
using four different resampling schemes. (a) Independent: the individual branch maps are
randomly selected. (b) Clustered: rabbit groups (clusters) are randomly selected. (c) Nested:
within each rabbit group, branch maps are randomly selected. (d) Multilevel: rabbits are
randomly selected. Branch maps from within each selected group are chosen at random.
In this study a cluster bootstrap is the most appropriate as it reproduces the experimental
sampling design and captures the largest variance in the data - the differences between
rabbits. A multilevel approach would be necessary if the branches for a given rabbit
had also been picked at random. An issue with the clustered and multilevel approaches,
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deliberately circumvented here, is that the sample size changes with each bootstrap unless
the same number of branches is taken from each rabbit. The independent bootstrap can
capture cluster level effects if the number of clusters is sufficiently large (Roberts and
Fan, 2004) - there is an increased chance of each bootstrap sample containing at least 1
branch from each rabbit - and may be used as an approximation if cluster sample sizes are
uneven. With 4 branches per rabbit and only 4 rabbits, here the independent bootstrap
approximates the nested one. Note the cluster bootstrap gives a ‘choppy’ histogram
because there are only 4 rabbits.
6.4.4 Individual-level correlation
It is well recognised that aggregating data hides individual level factors and may therefore
lead to false relations being deduced. In introducing the OSI, for example, Ku et al. (1985)
stated “the strength of associations [between the OSI and disease] could be overestimated”
due to averaging. Ideally, datasets should be paired at the individual-level. Where maps
of both variables are obtained in multiple subjects, pairwise correlations may be calculated
for each individual and a t-test performed on the set of coefficients, or CIs deduced. The
Fisher r to z transform (Fisher, 1915) should be applied before computing the mean and
standard error as the coefficient is not normally distributed. For unpaired data, as we have
shown, a lower bound can be deduced for the unknown individual-level correlation. To
avoid over-emphasising correlations, studies using aggregate data should be clear about
which level the results apply to, and compute and report the lower bound if individual
inferences must be made.
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6.4.5 Map boundaries
Correlations are sensitive to the size of the study area. Using larger ROIs, and hence
including more data, may appear desirable but if, say, disease is concentrated around
branches then incorporating more of the disease-free region away from branches may di-
lute the variation in both variables that occur around ostia. On the other hand, selective
analysis may not always be appropriate; absence of disease is just as important as its
presence (and similarly for WSS extremes). Maps should contain enough values to cover
the range of interest for the two variables; restricting analysis to regions of minimal vari-
ation in one variable may mask the true relationship. It would be beneficial to compare
associations in different regions and at different scales to establish if relationships are
global as well as local.
6.4.6 Computational cost
All Matlab scripts were run on a PC with a 3.4GHz 64-bit Intel Core i7-2600 CPU
and 16GB of RAM. Approximate computation times when applying each method to the
comparison of nuclear L/W and permeability, respectively, with WSS were as follows for
10,000 replicates or surrogates. Test 1 Ldec based resampling for the larger length scale:
15 and 20 seconds. Test 3 IAAFT randomisation: 10 seconds and 30 minutes. Test 4
DT-CWT randomisation: 2.5 and 16 hours. Test 5 Bootstrap: 15 seconds and 5 minutes.
Individual-level bootstrap: 15 minutes and 1 hour. Applying the double bootstrap (10,000
by 5,000) to the nuclear L/W data took 20 hours. For the high resolution permeability
data, even a 1,000 by 1,000 double bootstrap took 25 hours. Parallelisation would reduce
these times.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The non-uniform distribution of atherosclerosis within the arterial system cannot be at-
tributed to global risk factors such as elevated blood cholesterol levels, hypertension or
obesity; instead it must depend on spatially varying risk factors. The predilection for
atherosclerotic lesions at branch sites, regions where the vascular geometry gives rise to
local disturbances in blood flow, has supported the long standing view that haemody-
namics plays an important role in the pathogenesis of the disease. Since Caro et al.
(1971) first postulated that sites of low wall shear stress (WSS) are athero-susceptible, it
has become widely accepted that WSS is the key localising factor. However the associa-
tion between atherosclerosis and low WSS remains under contention because the strength
and significance of spatial correlations are dependent on the choice of assessment (Peiffer
et al., 2013a; Rowland et al., 2015). In addition, alternative haemodynamic metrics are
regularly proposed (Ku et al., 1985; Lei et al., 1995; Himburg et al., 2004; Chakraborty
et al., 2012; Peiffer et al., 2013c), highlighting that no single metric universally correlates
with lesion prevalence. WSS and flow related metrics are not the only biomechanical
factors to have been associated with atherosclerosis. Experimental in vivo studies have
demonstrated that a reduction of intramural stress and/or strain inhibits lesion formation
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(Thubrikar et al., 1988; Tropea et al., 2000; Chen et al., 2013); the heterogeneous distri-
bution of these factors could equally explain the focal nature of atherosclerotic disease
(Thubrikar and Robicsek, 1995).
In an attempt to elucidate the relative importance of fluid and solid stresses, the work
described in this thesis has investigated the spatial co-localisation of disease and its
markers with biomechanical factors in a number of animal models. There was a particular
focus on intramural stresses and strains rather than the more traditional WSS metrics;
distributions of biomechanical factors were obtained by numerical methods as well as by
novel experimental methods. Additionally, rigorous statistical methods were developed
for quantifying the statistical significance of spatial correlations.
The first study employed the tapered external cuff developed by Cheng et al. (2005) for
modifying flow in the mouse carotid artery; when used in hyperlipidaemic mice, unstable
lesions develop at the upstream end of the cuff and stable lesions at the downstream end
(Cheng et al., 2006). New image processing algorithms were developed in conjunction
with confocal microscopy in order to investigate the role of wall uptake of macromolecules
in the initiation and development of lesions. It was found that uptake was elevated at
both ends of the cuff, but more so at the upstream end where lipid-rich lesions resembling
thin cap fibroatheroma develop. The pattern of uptake was dependent on NO synthesis.
Previous studies have postulated that the effects of the cuff are related to its influence on
WSS. To investigate whether WSS is the primary determinant of lesion formation in this
model, computational fluid simulations were performed. As expected the cuffed segment
was associated with increased WSS, but regions of separated flow previously hypothesised
to modulate disease at the downstream cuff margin, were either non-existent or relatively
small at the highest inflow velocities considered. In addition, the upstream end of the
cuff was actually associated with a small increase in shear due to local wall remodelling.
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It was established that a sharp irreversible pressure drop occurred at the cuff throat. As
stenotic flow models of atherosclerosis inadvertently alter both fluid and solid stresses,
permeability patterns cannot be solely attributed to the former; when the cuff orientation
was reversed, the change in the pattern of permeability could not be entirely explained by
the computed change in WSS. These results indicated that solid, as well as fluid stresses,
may be important in determining the biological effects of the cuff.
A structural finite element model of the cuffed carotid artery was therefore developed. An
anisotropic, fibre-based nonlinear material was used and residual stresses were incorpo-
rated. Uniform loading analyses investigated the effect of wall thickness, vessel diameter,
axial stretch and residual stress on the patterns of mural stress and strain immediately
after cuff placement. Further analyses incorporated the coupling between wall deforma-
tion and blood flow using a simplified expression for the pressure drop along the vessel.
Quasi-steady laminar flow was assumed, a reasonable assumption given the characteris-
tic Womersley number of murine carotid flow and the previous finding that minimal flow
separation occurs distal to the cuff. The effects of the irreversible pressure drop on mural
stress/strain distributions was relatively independent of cuff orientation. Circumferential
stresses and strains were lowered downstream of the cuff, thus the previously reported
difference in plaque morphology which occurs with the cuff in the conventional orienta-
tion could be attributed to differences in wall tension. Elevated macromolecule uptake
at the cuff margins co-localised with steep spatial and cyclic stress/strain gradients. The
pattern of spatial gradients was associated with the cuff geometry, and reversed when its
orientation reversed. A stress concentration occurred on the intimal surface only at the
narrow end. No single biomechanical factor could explain the observed difference in up-
take when the cuff orientation was reversed, but the wall might sensitive to a combination
of pressure and geometric effects on solid stresses and strains.
An age-dependent shift in the pattern of atherosclerosis is known to occur at the ori-
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gins of the intercostal arteries in both rabbits and humans, and may reflect changes in
mural strain; there are unresolved inconsistencies in its association with WSS. As vessel
scale, perivascular tethering and complex material properties limit the use of traditional
techniques, a novel method was developed for studying wall strain experimentally. This
exploited the fact that endothelial cell nuclei leave imprints in the surface of vascular
corrosion casts. It was hypothesised that a statistical comparison of inter-nuclear spac-
ings measured on casts made at two different pressures would estimate in vivo intimal
strains. Procedures for computing unbiased neighbour distances were adopted and modi-
fied from geological investigations of rock deformation. Simulation studies demonstrated
that the derived stretch estimates are robust, even when data are unpaired between the
reference and deformed configurations. A new technique was developed for obtaining
images of nuclear impressions on the surface of casts using fluorescent dyes and confo-
cal microscopy. The efficacy of the new strain analysis method for determining arterial
strains was demonstrated in the descending thoracic aorta of immature rabbits.
Establishing associations between biomechanical factors and lesion frequency (or of patho-
physiological processes such as elevated wall permeability) requires statistical analysis of
spatial correlations. In the past, such statistical studies have often been conducted with-
out consideration of spatial autocorrelation; dependencies exist between adjacent regions,
violating the assumption of standard statistical tests that each observation is indepen-
dent. Frequently, correlations are determined between average maps of each variable,
obtained by aggregating data from multiple subjects over a common anatomical feature.
But aggregation reduces variance and typically biases the result towards a stronger corre-
lation. Such issues have unfortunately resulted in literature where it is hard to determine
which relations are significant and which are not. The final study of this thesis compared
four statistical tests for assessing spatial correlations, all of which account for autocor-
relation. Each test was used to investigate the relation between average maps of WSS
and three putatively related arterial properties, at the origins of the intercostal arteries
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in rabbits. The results highlighted the substantial differences in statistical significance
that may be obtained, and the appropriate application of each test was discussed. When
maps represent averages, there are limitations on what conclusions can be drawn, hence
tests specific to aggregate data were proposed and applied.
7.1 Future work
This thesis has shown that interventional studies which seek to demonstrate a causal
relationship between disturbed flow and atherosclerosis cannot ignore the altered distri-
butions of solid stresses and strains. In addition, the strength and significance of spatial
correlations between disease and shear may have been overemphasised previously due to
improper statistical tests. A number of future studies can be outlined which would help
to elucidate the relative importance of various biomechanical factors in determining the
localisation of arterial disease.
7.1.1 Permeability and lesion initiation in the cuffed carotid
artery
The study of the role of permeability in lesion initiation and development in the cuffed
carotid artery could be enhanced by the use of tracers larger than albumin, use of hy-
perlipidaemic mice and histological characterisation of the remodelling observed at the
cuff margins. Regarding the latter, differences in the expression of proteoglycans between
the upstream and downstream cuff margins would be of particular interest given their
association with LDL retention in the artery wall (Vikramadithyan et al., 2004; Wight
and Merrilees, 2004). Pulsatile flow modelling that incorporated non-Newtonian effects
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should be performed to verify that distal flow disturbance is indeed minimal. The extent
of endothelial denudation in the cuff also needs to be established.
It would also be beneficial to determine if lesions develop in hyperlipidaemic mice when
cuff orientation is reversed, and subsequently whether there are upstream-downstream
differences in morphology. The results of this would help to establish if it is differences in
wall tension (rather than shear) between the two sites that govern what plaque type forms.
This has been previously postulated by Chen et al. (2013) for a similar stenosis model
and should be independent of cuff orientation. Use of a straight (rather than tapered)
cuff would help to determine if geometric effects on spatial gradients of mural stress and
strain contribute to the observed upstream-downstream differences in permeability, and
the change in pattern when the cuff orientation is reversed.
Finally, a limitation of the current work was that correlations were only assessed qualita-
tively. Quantitative analysis should be performed by using the statistical test developed
for aggregate data, taking into account the 2D presentation of the data. Note circumfer-
ential averaging was necessary as the only anatomical landmark available for registration
of individual permeability datasets was the axial location of the cuffed segment.
7.1.2 High resolution mapping on in vivo wall strain
Before wide application of the new strain analysis technique, several aspects require
further work. The magnitude of resin shrinkage needs to be measured, and methods for
minimising it or compensating for it need to be developed. For example, shrinkage could
be assessed by making video recordings of arterial diameter during perfusion and curing.
Supra-physiological resin infusion pressures could be used to compensate for appreciable
shrinkage. Preliminary investigations of this type have been conducted.
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The applicability of the technique to arterial branches must also be established. The
deformation of an elastic sheet with a centrally located elliptical opening, subjected to
biaxial tension could be computed by finite element modelling. Artificial point patterns
could then be generated on the reference and deformed configurations, stretch estimates
computed using the new strain analysis method and compared with the finite element
solution; the resolution of the new method could also be identified. Since the geometry
around branch ostia is relatively complex, the current method must also be extended to
allow for fully 3D surfaces, rather than the 2D approximation applied here.
Application of the new strain analysis technique to intercostal branch regions may support
or refute the hypothesis that the development of experimental atherosclerosis at these
sites is controlled by mural strain. Branch strain maps should be compared with maps of
permeability, endothelial cell morphology and and lesion frequency to determine whether
discrepancies between the latter three parameters and WSS metrics can be explained by
the involvement of mural strain.
7.1.3 Spatial correlation of disease and biomechanical factors in
the same individual
It was demonstrated here that spatial correlations at the individual-level should not be
directly inferred from those obtained at the aggregate-level. It is possible to measure
flow and disease in the same vessel using in vivo imaging techniques (see for example
Harloff et al., 2010). Although resolution is reduced and longitudinal studies are required,
calculating correlations at the individual-level would be invaluable for establishing if the
strengths of those at the aggregate-level are inflated.
Endothelial dysfunction is thought to be an important precursor to lesion formation.
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Postulated endothelial properties of importance include cellular morphology, which is
sensitive to flow direction and WSS magnitude. As part of the new strain analysis
method, a technique was developed for reconstructing and segmenting 3D sub-cellular
features of the in vivo endothelium from vascular corrosion casts. Maps of metrics such
as nuclear length-to-width ratio and orientation could therefore be obtained. These have
previously been obtained around the origins of the intercostal arteries by 2D en face
imaging of aortic tissue (Al-Musawi et al., 2004; Bond et al., 2011), and subsequently
correlated with maps of WSS (Rowland et al., 2015). However by using corrosion casts
instead, it would be possible to calculate individual-level correlations; blood flow could
be computed in the same vessels by using micro-computed tomography to capture the
macro-scale cast geometry.
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